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Dear Minister Fullerton:

Despite the tight timeframe to fulfill our mandate and report by April 30, 2021, thanks to the support of many, the Commission held more than 170 formal meetings with more than 700 individuals recorded in over 15,000 pages of transcripts and conducted confidential interviews. We also received and considered some 300 written submissions.

As you pointed out in your December 23, 2020 letter, the need for timely focused advice about the long-standing challenges in the long-term care sector is acute. With that in mind, we enclose:

- our executive summary and recommendations in both English and French; and
- the English text of our final report.

The French translation of the balance of our report, which, as you can see, exceeds 300 pages, is in process.

The key chapters of the report describe:

- The state of long-term care before COVID-19, including the long-standing challenges concerning staffing, quality of resident care, oversight, funding, and infrastructure
- The deficiencies in Ontario’s pandemic preparedness
- The COVID-19 crisis in long-term care and its devastating impacts
- Best practices and promising ideas that can be adopted and expanded to improve long-term care, and
- Final recommendations that build on our interim recommendations provided in October and December 2020

We believe the recommendations will assist the government with its commitment to transform Ontario’s long-term care sector and look forward to the release of the report.

The Honourable Frank N. Marrocco, Chair
Angela Coke, Commissioner
Dr. Jack Kitts, Commissioner

L’honorable Frank N. Marrocco, président
Angela Coke, commissaire
Dr Jack Kitts, commissaire
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In sharing this report, the Commission acknowledges that we have conducted our investigation on the traditional territories of Indigenous Peoples who have inhabited this land since time immemorial. Our recognition and respect for Indigenous Peoples as well as their traditional knowledge and lands guides our commitment towards reconciliation as we strive to collectively shape and strengthen Ontario.
Acknowledging everyone’s contribution to this report requires so much more than simply reciting their names and attaching a perfunctory thank you.

The residents, their family members, and long-term care staff who met with the Commissioners provided a first-hand oral history of the loneliness, anguish, and fear that, for them, forever marked this time in Ontario’s history. Their willingness to relive their experiences humanizes the dry world of policies, directives, and statistics. The Commissioners were indelibly marked by what we heard.

It is not easy to describe what the Commission had to do to carry out its mandate, but perhaps a little information will help set the context.

The province appointed the Commissioners on July 29, 2020. The Terms of Reference creating the Commission required the Commissioners to deliver a final report no later than April 30, 2021. Between those dates, the Commissioners interviewed more than 700 individuals during more than 170 formal sessions. There are over 15,000 pages of transcripts of these meetings. Also, the Commission held confidential interviews, particularly with families and staff. The Chief Medical Officer of Health, the Minister of Health, and the Minister of Long-Term Care met with the Commission the last week of February. On the eve of their testimony, the province produced 211,000 documents and personal notes of each of these witnesses. We received and reviewed some 300 written submissions. Finally, we wrote a report of more than 300 pages delivered to the Minister of Long-Term Care on April 30, 2021.

To say that we received the total and unconditional commitment of
everyone associated with the Commission to the completion of its work is simply a statement of the obvious.

Our public and private sectors combined to provide the Commission with the support it required. The volume of work was such that it is not possible to define what each group did neatly. However, we can say with certainty that every word in this report reflects the combination of both sectors' skills and their uniform resolve to meaningfully contribute to an overdue fundamental reform of how vulnerable members of our community finish out their days.

John Callaghan of Gowling WLG and Kate McGrann of Crawley MacKewn Brush led the legal side as co-lead counsel. Mr. Callaghan spent a significant time over the years on public inquiry work, including the Walkerton and Cornwall Inquiries. Ms. McGrann was recently lead counsel at the Collingwood Inquiry. Their leadership, work ethic, and commitment set an outstanding example. Also, they contributed their considerable practical experience with public inquiries, the value of which cannot be overstated.

Assistant Deputy Minister Alison Drummond led the Secretariat. When the province first created the Commission on July 29, there was, as you would expect, no infrastructure in place to support it. Ms. Drummond assembled from the Ontario Public Service an experienced, dedicated Secretariat team.

An investigation like ours with a devilishly short timeline has many legal parts. Keeping all that moving in our case would not have been possible without K Lynn Mahoney, a senior member of the Gowling WLG Toronto Advocacy Group. Ms. Mahoney has acted as counsel to extensive public inquiries and high-profile independent reviews commissioned by the federal and Ontario provincial governments. Ms. Mahoney was an essential part of all aspects of the investigation, including leading evidence, preparing witnesses, and participating in all aspects of creating the Commission’s report.

Of course, senior counsel could not and did not carry out the required work necessary to prepare this report alone. I acknowledge an inestimable debt to Max Libman, Jessica Boily, Patricia Brooks, Amanda Byrd, Michael Finley, Peter Gross, Magdalena Hanebach, Jennifer King, Joshua Shoemaker,
Acknowledgments

Kavi Sivasothy, and Val Pelchat, all members of the bar who carried out their roles with professionalism and dedication. The hours worked preparing witnesses, preparing briefing notes, researching solutions to the legal problems presented, leading evidence, and assisting in drafting the report were extreme by any standards.

The Secretariat consisted of two Directors: Derek Lett, Director of Policy, and Dawn Palin Rokosh, Director of Operations. Mr. Lett not only contributed his considerable experience in the area of policy but oversaw the considerable drafting efforts of Secretariat staff to support the development of constructive policy recommendations. Ms. Palin Rokosh ensured the efficient functioning of the Commission. She also organized and contributed to Commission meetings with long-term care residents, family members, and staff working in long-term care homes. Also, Ms. Palin Rokosh and Mr. Alain Daoust made sure that we could interview and otherwise correctly communicate with these groups and anyone else in French.

The Ontario Public Service also contributed the experience and efforts of Ida Bianchi, a senior counsel with the Ministry of the Attorney General. Ms. Bianchi has considerable experience with commissions of inquiry, namely the Motherisk Commission and the Public Inquiry into the Safety and Security of Residents in the Long-Term Care Homes System. Ms. Bianchi prepared witnesses, led evidence, facilitated meetings with residents, their families, and staff, and assisted in drafting portions of the report.

Jessica Franklin, Angela Walwyn, Adriana Diaz Choconta, Rose Bianchini, Angeline Hawthorn, Sanjay Bahal, and Alain Daoust provided capable, competent, and continuous support for Mr. Lett and Ms. Palin Rokosh.

Ms. Carla Novakovic and Ms. Lisa Di Felice, both also from the Ontario Public Service, provided critical and experienced administrative support.

The Commission received and organized hundreds of thousands of documents. The Commissioners are indebted to Kearren Bailey, the Commission's Document Management Consultant, an accomplished legal professional with over 30 years experience, managing all aspects of litigation support with particular expertise in large document case management methodologies and project managing commissions of inquiry.
Finally, the Commissioners acknowledge with thanks Mr. Peter Rehak, our Director of Communications. As he has for countless commissions, Mr. Rehak ensured that our Commission was transparent and that our message and motive were understood by those reporting on it.

All Commissioners thank them, one and all, for their professionalism, commitment to the Commission and its mission, and their outstanding work ethic.

Our genuine hope is that our report and its recommendations are a proper reflection of their excellent work.
In late 2019, a novel coronavirus emerged in Wuhan, China. It quickly spread around the globe. In March 2020, the World Health Organization declared the virus that came to be known as COVID-19 a pandemic. Life in Canada, as in most countries, ground to a halt. As COVID-19 took hold through the spring of 2020, it ravaged the elderly, particularly those in congregate settings such as long-term care homes. By late spring, it was apparent that the infection and death rates in Ontario's long-term care homes were among the worst in the world. Of all COVID-19 deaths in Ontario in 2020, 61 per cent were long-term care residents. By the end of April 2021, 11 staff and almost 4,000 residents in Ontario's long-term care homes had died.

As the rate of infections and deaths in long-term care mounted, a horrified public demanded answers: How – in a wealthy province like Ontario, with a sophisticated health and social welfare system – were the elderly dying at such alarming rates?

The provincial government created the Long-Term Care COVID-19 Commission in the summer of 2020, as the first wave of the pandemic eased, to investigate the cause of the spread of the virus in long-term care and how it affected residents, staff, volunteers and family members. The Commission's purpose was to shine a spotlight on this tragedy, to determine its causes and to make
recommendations to help prevent the future spread of disease in long-term care homes.

That spotlight revealed that Ontario was not prepared for a pandemic and that the province’s long-term care homes, which had been neglected for decades by successive governments, were easy targets for uncontrolled outbreaks. Staff, long-term care residents and their families suffered terribly during this pandemic. Residents and long-term care staff who lost their lives to COVID-19 paid the ultimate price.

The province’s lack of pandemic preparedness and the poor state of the long-term care sector were apparent for many years to policymakers, advocates and anyone else who wished to see. Ontario’s policymakers and leaders failed during those years to take sufficient action, despite repeated calls for reform. Rather, the commitment and resources needed to prepare for a pandemic and address long-neglected problems with long-term care were shunted aside in favour of more pressing policies and fiscal priorities. Many Ontarians took little or no notice until there was a parade of sickness and death in long-term care homes.

In 2003, Ontario was hit hard by an outbreak of Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome (SARS). After SARS, several reports were prepared outlining what needed to be done to ready the province for a pandemic. All warned of dire consequences if the province failed to take these actions. For a time, those warnings were heeded. In the years following SARS, the province made influenza pandemic plans, created a stockpile of emergency supplies and began earnest preparations.

As the years progressed, however, pandemic preparedness ceased to be a priority; instead, it gave way to the “tyranny of the urgent.” Public health scares such as H1N1 and Ebola resulted in passing attention being paid to emergency readiness, but there was no lasting resolve to ensure the province was ready for a pandemic. By the time COVID-19 arrived, successive governments had allowed 90 per cent of the province’s stockpile of personal protective equipment (PPE) to expire and be destroyed, without replacement. There was no comprehensive plan to address a pandemic.

Worse yet, there was no plan to protect residents in long-term care.
Pre-pandemic, there had been numerous warnings that Ontario’s long-term care sector needed a significant overhaul. The infrastructure in many of the homes was outdated and not up to current standards. Containing a virus in such a setting would prove to be difficult.

In addition, the long-term care workforce was stretched to the limit long before COVID-19 struck. Several reports had called for additional staff to care for a population that suffered from more dementia and other complex medical issues than in prior generations. And yet, there was no plan to provide a surge of workers to replace those who inevitably could not or would not come to work in a pandemic. In most of the homes badly hit by COVID-19, the staffing collapsed. There were too few staff to take care of the residents. Those who continued to work were overwhelmed and overworked.

Adding to this already tenuous situation, much of the workforce lacked crucial training in infectious disease prevention and control and was also missing the leadership needed to guide them through these difficult times. In spite of the heroic efforts of those staff who remained on the front lines, long-term care residents continued to get sick and die.

Sadly, the second wave of the pandemic was more deadly than the first in Ontario’s long-term care homes. The story of how this province failed to protect its most vulnerable residents during the second wave is still unfolding. It is clear, though, that problems such as insufficient staff, lack of training and aging home infrastructure were too deeply ingrained to overcome in the period between the first and second waves. It is plain and obvious that Ontario must develop, implement and sustain long-term solutions for taking care of its elderly and preparing for a future pandemic.

The balance of this summary will explain how this investigation was conducted and the major issues it identified as having contributed to the suffering and death experienced in Ontario’s long-term care homes. It is the Commission’s hope that Ontario’s policymakers and leaders will – this time – heed the warnings.
Overview of the Investigation

The Commission conducted its investigation during the second wave of the pandemic, from September 2020 to March 2021. Despite the hard-earned lessons of the first wave, COVID-19 continued to batter long-term care homes during this time. The Commission heard from many stakeholders, including those on the front lines of the outbreak. These included families, residents, staff, hospitals, long-term care home licensees and operators, public health units, inspectors, experts, researchers, government officials, associations, advocacy groups, and others. In just over six months, the Commission heard from more than 700 people.

Because the investigation was conducted during the pandemic, the Commission received information in real time. As the issues confronting long-term care became clearer, the Commission issued two sets of interim recommendations. Consistent with its Terms of Reference, the Commission has not made any findings of fact with respect to civil or criminal responsibility of any person or organization.

It is important to specifically acknowledge the heart-wrenching stories that many residents, families and staff shared with the Commission. They suffered terrible trauma and yet were still willing, courageously, to tell their stories, allowing the Commission a glimpse of what it was like to live through this experience. People have suffered immeasurable loss. The Commission learned a great deal from these accounts. It is hoped that in sharing their experiences and their voices, those who came forward will help to spare others in the next pandemic.

Beyond thanking the surviving residents, residents’ family members and staff for reliving these painful events, it is now up to the province to do something about the problems these people described to the Commission. The resolve to act on this Commission’s recommendations cannot fail or falter with the passing of the next news cycle or economic downturn.

Many of the lessons of SARS were forgotten. We cannot forget the lessons learned from this pandemic.
Executive Summary

The Commission makes its recommendations with the singular purpose of protecting long-term care residents, staff and their loved ones in the years to come.

Another pandemic should be expected. Next time, Ontario must be ready.

Overview of the Report

This report focuses on the actions and inactions that significantly contributed to the devastation experienced in long-term care during the COVID-19 pandemic.

The report strives to give readers an understanding of the state of the long-term care sector and pandemic preparedness before COVID-19. These topics are addressed in chapters 1 and 2. Chapter 3 addresses the response to the pandemic and some, but not all, of the successes and failures on this front. Chapter 4 looks at promising developments in long-term care. Ontario is fortunate to have many academics, advocates and providers who are continually developing new strategies to improve the well-being of the province’s elderly and long-term care residents. Chapter 5 contains the Commission’s recommendations. The appendices at the end of the report provide a primer that outlines the roles and responsibilities of key players in Ontario’s health and long-term care sectors, and a brief review of the Commission’s investigation process. They also include the Commission’s interim recommendations.

Long-Term Care before COVID-19

When she appeared before the Commission, the Minister of Long-Term Care, Dr. Merrilee Fullerton, used the term “neglected” to describe the long-term care sector and its population. Her description also applies to the attitude taken toward this population by successive governments that were unwilling to tackle complex and costly problems. Many of the challenges that had festered in the long-term care sector for decades – chronic underfunding, severe staffing
shortages, outdated infrastructure and poor oversight – contributed to deadly consequences for Ontario’s most vulnerable citizens during the pandemic.

Ontario’s legislative promise to long-term care residents is to provide residences that are “a safe, comfortable, home-like environment” that support “a high quality of life.” Where legislated standards are not met – or the safety, security or rights of residents are compromised – the legislation further mandates that corrective action be taken. In order to ensure that the needs and safety of residents are being met, collaboration and mutual respect among the residents, their families, long-term care providers, caregivers, government, staff and others are essential.

The challenge of meeting residents’ needs and ensuring their safety has increased over the last 20-plus years. As mentioned above, the health needs of residents in Ontario’s long-term care homes have become increasingly complex. With the present funding model, it has become difficult to provide the required level of care. This more medically complex population is susceptible to infectious diseases such as influenza, and outbreaks are common in long-term care homes. At the same time, the demand for long-term care has continued to grow along with the province’s aging population, resulting in pressure to quickly expand an overtaxed system.

Staffing at long-term care homes has long been recognized as a significant problem. Constant shortages, excessive workloads, high turnover rates and heavy reliance on part-time workers are common in the sector. This is difficult work and it is largely done by women, with a very high representation of racialized, immigrant women in personal support worker (PSW) roles. The province has received multiple reports that clearly set out the staffing shortfalls and the solutions required, yet few changes have been made.

The system of funding, management and oversight in the long-term care sector compounds these problems. Long-term care in Ontario is funded by the provincial government, with contributions from those residents who have the means to do so. While the government has ultimate oversight responsibility for the sector, it does not deliver long-term care services. Instead, it relies on municipal, not-for-profit and for-profit providers to supply care services to the legislation’s standards and requirements.
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With an aging population and inadequate infrastructure, the demands for long-term care spaces and staff will increase significantly in the years to come. Years of neglect of long-term care have magnified this challenge. From 2011 to 2018, the population of those over 75 increased by 20 per cent (from 876,886 to 1,053,097). However, there was only a 0.8 per cent increase in the supply of long-term care beds – a net gain of 611 beds. There are now more than 38,000 Ontarians on the waitlist for long-term care beds. In this report, the term “bed” is used as shorthand to describe a space in a long-term care home and encompasses all aspects of care provided to a long-term care resident.

If Ontario continues to care for its seniors as it does currently, by some credible estimates the province will require an additional 96,000 to 115,000 long-term care beds by 2041 to accommodate the increased demand. While other solutions need to be explored, including better home care support, it is clear that more and newer beds will need to be built.

While the Commission repeatedly heard that COVID-19 has seriously undermined the reputation of for-profit homes, the need for tens of thousands of new and redeveloped beds will require significant capital. The substantial investment required to build new beds and redevelop old beds will amount to billions of dollars. The private sector has available capital for this task. There is, however, no reason that the accommodation and care of residents need to be handled by the same entity that creates or redevelops the beds.

Currently, there are not-for-profit, for-profit, and municipal homes. The characterization of homes based on their tax status is not helpful. It is more pertinent to consider if the owner is involved in long-term care as part of its mission or in order to profit. Some owners whose tax status is for-profit operate as mission-driven entities. Others have shareholders and owners whose motive is profit.

For example, in some cases, for-profit homes are owned by investment vehicles such as Real Estate Investment Trusts (REITs). While the REIT holds the licence and, therefore, the legal responsibility for the residents’ care, it hires a separate company to run its long-term care home and provide that care.
This may be an excellent financial arrangement for the investors, but it is more difficult to understand why it is a suitable arrangement for resident care. Care should be the sole focus of the entities responsible for long-term care homes. Mission-driven entities, whether for-profit or not-for-profit, should have the responsibility for the care of residents.

The same does not apply to building infrastructure and other elements not associated with resident care. It is worth noting that the province already has privately funded hospitals, courthouses and light rail systems. While each example is slightly different, all involve the construction of infrastructure that is paid for upfront by private investors who receive a return on their capital with profit over time. However, others actually operate the infrastructure – the courts, hospitals, etc. – once built.

The province should adopt this approach for long-term care.

This approach would allow the private sector to satisfy the demand for long-term care facilities by accessing the capital required to construct the facilities; it would simultaneously ensure that residents receive care from a mission-driven provider whose focus is care, not profits. In a manner similar to that employed in the hospital sector, the province would then fund annual payments for an agreed-upon number of years sufficient to ensure that the developers recover their investment and an agreed-upon rate of return. This procurement strategy would also allow the province to require, upon the conclusion of this period, that the province (and not the developer) would own the long-term care facility and the land on which it is built.

Now is the time to revisit the delivery model for long-term care and adopt a better way to provide care for Ontario’s seniors.

The oversight and enforcement of legislative standards is another problem facing long-term care. In her inquiry report on the Safety and Security of Residents in the Long-Term Care Homes System, released in mid-2019, the Honourable Justice Eileen E. Gillese found that the long-term care home inspection process required improvement. The pandemic exposed significant shortcomings with enforcement, which did little to ensure adequate infection prevention and control (IPAC) measures were in place in homes before the arrival of COVID-19.
Finally, the state of the long-term care infrastructure is an ongoing concern. Ontario has many older homes that were constructed at a time when the building standards allowed ward-style rooms with three or four beds and shared bathrooms, making the spread of disease easier. The older standards were not designed to meet current IPAC practices. Not surprisingly, these older homes were hit hardest by COVID-19. While the government has and is trying to upgrade older homes, these homes nevertheless comprise a large percentage of the long-term care homes in Ontario.

The issues outlined above are by no means an exhaustive list of the challenges that faced the long-term care sector prior to the COVID-19 pandemic. Not all COVID-19 deaths could have been prevented. However, these problems combined to create fertile ground for excess mortality.

Not one of these long-standing issues was a surprise to the government or to those who have worked, lived or advocated in the long-term care sector.

**Ontario’s Pandemic Preparedness**
Like many jurisdictions, Ontario was unprepared for the COVID-19 pandemic. However, this need not have been the case. In 2003, Ontario bore the brunt of another deadly viral outbreak, SARS. After SARS, the Ontario and Canadian governments commissioned several studies that highlighted the failings of health and emergency response systems when it came to preparing for a deadly virus, at both the national and provincial level.

Excellent recommendations came out of those studies and, for a time, Ontario paid attention to them. The province strengthened its defences and began to prepare the health care sector to respond to a pandemic. Outbreaks of H1N1 and Ebola in 2009 and 2014–16, respectively, were grim reminders of the threat a disease outbreak could pose.

Despite these stark reminders, Ontario lost the will to make pandemic preparedness a priority. By 2017, the Auditor General was warning the government about major weaknesses in the province’s emergency management programs that could make Ontario vulnerable to a large-scale emergency.

The Chief Medical Officer of Health (CMOH) told the Commission that,
when the province is not in the middle of a public health emergency, pandemic preparedness often falls by the wayside in favour of more immediate concerns: “It is hard to keep [pandemic preparedness] always at the front table because the tyranny of the urgent always pushes things aside.”

This is exactly what happened in the years leading up to the COVID-19 pandemic. The Ministry of Health did not do enough to meet its legislative obligation to plan for a pandemic, and the Ministry of Long-Term Care did not take sufficient steps to ready the vulnerable long-term care community.

As a result, the province had no up-to-date, cohesive pandemic plan in 2020. Ontario’s most current plan was primarily designed to address an influenza pandemic and had not been updated since 2013. Subsequent government attempts to expand the scope of the plan beyond influenza were incomplete by the spring of 2020. Compounding this issue, neither Ministry conducted simulations or drills for a pandemic. In particular, there were no drills focused on long-term care, where some of the most at-risk Ontarians live.

In 2017, before COVID-19 hit Ontario, the majority of the province’s stockpile of emergency health supplies, amassed after SARS, had expired and been ordered destroyed. By 2019, the province had destroyed 90 per cent of the stockpile, including surgical and N95 masks; these items were not replaced, even though the risks the stockpile was meant to address had not vanished. Instead of replenishing the stockpile, successive governments spent three years deliberating procurement policy options. Added to this, many homes lacked the necessary PPE to protect residents and staff. Prior to the pandemic, the province did not track the status of PPE supplies in long-term care and so was not aware of their supply status.

The economic cost of the pandemic has been significant, dwarfing the cost of proper pandemic preparation. Ontario’s gross domestic product declined by approximately $45 billion as a result of the pandemic. In addition, the province anticipates approximately $25 billion in additional expenses and has allocated approximately $1.4 billion to purchase PPE. These numbers do not include Ontario’s portion of federal spending. Against these numbers, the cost of properly preparing for a pandemic is insignificant.

COVID-19 may have arrived unexpectedly in 2020, but it was entirely
predictable that a deadly pathogen would sweep the world at some point. It was also predictable that a pandemic could disproportionately impact Ontarians in long-term care. Successive governments should have taken the warnings and lessons from SARS seriously. They should have proactively prepared instead of taking an episodic and reactive approach. If they had, the human and financial costs of the COVID-19 pandemic would have been significantly reduced.

Pandemic preparedness must be a constant priority. The lives of those most at risk depend on it.

When COVID-19 slammed into an already vulnerable long-term care sector, the cost of that lack of preparedness was on full display.

The COVID-19 Crisis in Long-Term Care
When COVID-19 struck Ontario, it devastated the long-term care sector. At the time of writing, 11 staff and almost 4,000 residents had lost their lives. Deaths among long-term care residents represent more than half of all of Ontario’s COVID-19 deaths, even though long-term care residents make up only 0.5 per cent of the population. Many more residents and staff were infected, with a reported 14,984 resident and 6,740 staff cases by March 14, 2021.

As noted above, the long-term care sector was not sufficiently prepared for a pandemic, though it should have been. Making the problem worse, the province’s response was slow and reactive when the virus arrived and began to spread. Critical decisions came too late, and the government’s emergency response system proved inadequate to protect staff and residents from COVID-19.

In the aftermath of SARS, it was acknowledged that unless one acts quickly to contain a virus, the virus will gain the upper hand. Similarly, it was recognized that, in order to protect the public, public health authorities should follow the precautionary principle. That principle dictates that public health protection measures need not wait for scientific certainty before implementation. In his 1997 report on Canada’s tainted blood crisis, the Honourable Justice Horace Krever described this principle as follows: “[w]here there is reasonable
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evidence of an impending threat to public health, it is inappropriate to require proof of causation beyond a reasonable doubt before taking steps to avert the threat.” In an emergency, speed often trumps perfection. Unfortunately, in the first five months of 2020, many provincial public health measures were implemented too late to have a positive impact in long-term care homes.

The first government discussions about the new virus occurred in the first week of January 2020. Initially, preparations in Ontario focused on hospitals and not long-term care homes. In 2003, SARS had ravaged hospitals, and the province wanted to avoid a repeat of that experience. Early preparations to protect hospitals from the emerging COVID-19 outbreak included transferring patients from hospitals to long-term care homes to free up hospital beds; this effectively reduced the space available in long-term care homes for isolation of COVID-positive residents, contributing to the potential spread of the disease.

As a representative from the Ontario Hospital Association told the Commission, “I think it is fair to say that right from the very beginning long-term care has been treated separately from the rest of the health care system when it comes to the coordination of the pandemic response.”

There were ample warnings, however, that the virus posed a risk to long-term care residents. Those warnings were not acted upon with sufficient speed. In February 2020, reports surfaced of outbreaks among cruise ship passengers such as those on the Diamond Princess, and in churches and prisons in other countries. The rapid spread of the disease in congregate settings such as these – places where many people live or gather in close proximity to each other – showed that long-term care homes would also be at risk. It had also become evident by this time that the virus posed a higher risk to the elderly and those who had pre-existing health issues.

In late February 2020, a long-term care home in Washington State experienced a COVID-19 outbreak. On March 7, Canada’s first long-term care outbreak was reported in British Columbia. By March 11, long-term care homes in Italy had suffered 827 deaths and 12,462 confirmed cases. One expert told the Commission that, at this time “we knew that the virus almost seemed to target care settings. The initial recognition of community transmission in
both Washington State and British Columbia was associated with high mortality outbreaks in long-term care.”

On February 27, the Chief Medical Officer of Health chaired a meeting that included representatives from Public Health Ontario, the Ontario Hospital Association, physicians, and Ministry of Health personnel at which “[m]ost expert attendees agreed that the widespread incidence of COVID-19 is imminent and essentially inevitable.” Alarm bells should have been ringing loudly in Ontario.

Yet in early March 2020, the government continued to publicly assert that the threat of the virus was low and was related to travel, despite mounting evidence to the contrary. This messaging was included in the briefing notes prepared for the Minister of Health when addressing the Ontario legislature on March 10. On the same day, the province’s 37th confirmed case of COVID-19 was an individual who had not travelled internationally. By this point the Minister of Long-Term Care, a medical doctor, had independently concluded that the risk was not low and refused to state in a video that it was.

Unfortunately, Minister Fullerton’s appreciation of the risk was not shared by the medical leadership in the government and did not translate into broader public communications. This included a failure to clearly acknowledge that COVID-19 could be spreading in communities instead of being tied only to people who had travelled. Community spread poses a risk to long-term care because it means anybody can bring the virus in – not just someone who has recently travelled. By mid-March 2020, government representatives were acknowledging that community spread could not be ruled out. However, as late as March 24 the Associate Chief Medical Officer of Health was still questioning whether community spread of COVID-19 was occurring.

Similarly, the government was slow to recognize and act upon the potential of asymptomatic spread – the possibility that a person not displaying symptoms could nevertheless infect others. By the end of January 2020, Chinese health officials had found that COVID-19 symptoms appeared within two to 14 days of exposure, and that people without symptoms could be infectious during that period, signalling the possibility of asymptomatic transmission. The Australian government’s Health Protection Principal Committee released
guidance on January 30, citing international evidence that suggested asymptomatic transmission. They believed “a highly precautionary approach” should be taken. These findings were provided to Ontario’s Chief Medical Officer of Health by email on January 31.

The Minister of Long-Term Care told the Commission that she had concerns about asymptomatic spread of COVID-19 as early as February 5, 2020. Others were worried too. On March 18, an associate medical officer of health in Ottawa wrote to Dr. Williams to warn him that “the evidence is now sufficient that there are more asymptomatic infections than symptomatic infections” and that “asymptomatic infections likely cause more new infections than symptomatic infections do.” Therefore, the email concluded, infected health care workers “who have not travelled and who are asymptomatic could be actively working in healthcare facilities.” Unfortunately, the Chief Medical Officer of Health did not share this concern or the concern of the Minister of Long-Term Care. Dr. Williams told the Commission that “the evidence wasn’t there for that.” He did not act as if asymptomatic spread might be occurring and did not issue directives on that basis. He stated that the evidence was not clear until the summer.

Despite government inaction, some individuals within long-term care and local public health were taking proactive measures, having seen the threat of COVID-19 for what it was. The Medical Director of York Region’s two municipal homes reached out directly to the homes in Washington State and British Columbia to seek advice in the wake of their outbreaks. In a long-term care home in Richmond Hill, the CEO began contacting PPE suppliers in late January and instituted staffing and IPAC policies to protect residents well in advance of similar government directives. Kingston’s local medical officer of health monitored the situation in China and independently established a protocol to visit, inspect and audit all long-term care facilities in the region. When restaurants and bars were closed by the province, he had the public health unit’s food safety inspectors conduct inspections in long-term care.

The first outbreak in an Ontario long-term care home was declared on March 16, 2020. The virus then spread like wildfire.

Because the province had destroyed its emergency stockpile of PPE and numerous homes had an insufficient supply, many staff and residents were
unable to protect themselves and others. As had been anticipated when the stockpile was created, the pandemic resulted in a restricted global supply and increased prices for essential items like PPE. As the virus raged, the province was left scrambling to secure supplies. Public servants worked around the clock chasing down whatever leads they could, and homes were instructed to ration their supplies.

Without sufficient PPE, staff did not feel safe at work. Without sufficient PPE, some staff who did not feel safe chose to stay home to protect themselves and their families. Due to a combination of illness and fear, an already precarious staffing situation was made much worse.

Decisions made by the province during the COVID-19 pandemic demonstrated a lack of urgency. As the world learned more about the new virus, other jurisdictions began to take a precautionary approach to protect residents. In many instances, Ontario lagged behind in taking similar precautions. Consider, for example, the decision regarding “universal masking” – the requirement that all people in a long-term care facility wear a mask at all times. One benefit of universal masking is protection against the spread of infection by those who have the virus but display no symptoms. These asymptomatic carriers inadvertently spread disease, not recognizing they are contagious.

By March 9, 2020, Public Health Ontario considered it a possibility that COVID-19 could be spread by asymptomatic people. A representative from the Office of the Chief Medical Officer of Health confirmed that this possibility would have, in his mind, invoked the precautionary principle. On March 18, the Chief Medical Officer of Health was warned that “when community transmission is evident or can be assumed, all HCWs [health care workers] should be assumed to be posing potential risk to other HCWs and to patients, and therefore that all HCWs should wear surgical masks from the time they enter the facility to the time that they leave.”

Hospitals in Toronto implemented universal masking on March 24, 2020. Toronto long-term care homes were advised by local authorities to implement universal masking on March 29. The Chief Medical Officer of Health did not order universal masking until April 8. In a pandemic, days make a difference. Delay is deadly.
The delay in ordering universal masking was likely necessitated, at least in part, by the lack of supply of PPE.

The province was similarly slow to require long-term care staff to work at a single home in order to prevent the risk of infection spreading. Under the Health Protection and Promotion Act, the Chief Medical Officer of Health has the power to issue mandatory directives backed by legislated sanctions. Rather than use that power to restrict staff to a single site, the CMOH first issued a memo on March 19, 2020, suggesting that actions “should” be taken and that in some high-risk settings “it may be possible” to coordinate employees to work at a single site. That recommendation became a directive, called “Directive #3,” on March 22. The directive stated that “wherever possible” it would be preferred for staff to work at a single site. The Directive was poorly worded, was not mandatory and was not universally followed.

It soon became apparent that Directive #3 was not effective and did not accomplish the goal of protecting the residents of long-term care. In speaking with the Commission, the Chief Medical Officer of Health stated that his powers did not allow him to issue a stronger directive – one that would have compelled employers to prohibit staff from working at more than one site. It was suggested that a Cabinet order was necessary.

A pandemic is no time to sort out the authority or jurisdiction of any public official, especially the Chief Medical Officer of Health.

The extent of the CMOH’s powers should have been clearly established long before the pandemic. On April 8, 2020, the Secretary of the Cabinet’s office reached out to the Ministry of Long-Term Care with an urgent request to strengthen the language used in Directive #3: “the goal is to have more direction … than encouragement.” The government issued the single-site order on April 14, and compliance was not required until April 22. British Columbia, by contrast, implemented a single-site policy on March 26.

The majority of those who died in the first wave of the pandemic did so or were infected between March 22 and April 22, 2020, while the province was mulling over who had the authority to issue a compulsory direction and the associated policy considerations.
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Whatever impact the single-site order had, it came far too late for far too many.

One of the lessons from SARS was the necessity of having an emergency structure in place before the emergency began. The interim report of the Ontario Expert Panel on SARS and Infectious Disease Control, also known as the Interim Walker Report, had identified this issue in 2003 when discussing the province’s response to SARS: “without some of the necessary scaffolding and structures in place at the Ministry to respond in a highly coordinated manner to a communicable disease emergency, the province essentially had to develop the plan on a day-to-day basis.” The report could have been referring to the situation in 2020.

Without an established, practised plan in place, the government found itself making up its emergency response as it went along. As noted, a pandemic is an inopportune time to create a nuanced, well-thought-out and thorough response plan. In late March 2020, as homes began to go into outbreak, the government had not finalized its response structure. Indeed, it hired a third-party contractor in late March to do just that.

As a result, it was not always clear who was in charge. The same was true at the home level; the Commission heard from many staff members who noted that their home leadership was unable to make clear what was to be done and whose advice was to be followed. Once again, the province had failed to learn the lessons of SARS; in the final report of the Commission to Investigate the Introduction and Spread of Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome, the Honourable Justice Archie Campbell had recommended that lines of authority be clear from the outset.

At the same time it was creating its new response structure, the province was still trying to determine what legislation would allow it to order emergency support for long-term care homes in crises. This also led to delays. With the government unsure of its powers to issue mandatory management orders, public health units and hospitals stepped in to fill the gap. In mid-April 2020, Durham Region’s local medical officer of health took the initiative to use his powers under the *Health Protection and Promotion Act* to order hospitals to intervene and assist homes in distress. Other local medical officers of health
followed suit. The Ministry of Long-Term Care did not develop a strategy to facilitate management takeover of homes until later.

With the sector already chronically understaffed, COVID-19 caused staff numbers to collapse in many homes – in some cases up to 80 per cent of the staffing complement was lost either because they refused to work out of fear for their own safety or because they, too, had been infected.

Many long-term care homes lacked adequate infection prevention and control knowledge and expertise when the pandemic hit. Even though the long-term care sector has experience with infectious respiratory illnesses such as influenza, many long-term care homes did not have the resources, knowledge or experience to implement effective IPAC practices. Without this important line of defence, outbreaks within long-term care homes were inevitable.

While the province grappled with increasing its testing capacity, the demand for COVID-19 tests continued to outpace laboratory capacity. Test results often took seven to 10 days to be received. Some results were lost. The Commission heard stories of homes receiving tests by fax and by regular mail. The delay in testing was the result of Ontario’s failure to plan over the years for a pandemic and to provide for an integrated lab response utilizing all of the province’s public and private laboratory resources.

As residents became infected, slow testing turnaround times made it difficult or impossible to separate the sick from the healthy – a practice called cohorting. It was especially difficult to identify and cohort residents who were infected but asymptomatic. By the time homes received test results, the disease had spread.

Even if they had received the test results in a timely manner, many homes had limited experience with cohorting practices. The limited provincial guidance in this area did not improve knowledge in the homes, and the Chief Medical Officer of Health’s direction on cohorting was unhelpful. Homes that did try to cohort failed to recognize that infected but asymptomatic patients were being moved from one room to another, inadvertently spreading the disease in the process.

Meanwhile, staff soldiered on without enough PPE – forced to reuse equipment or follow instructions on how to make their own out of pop bottles
and plastic bags. One staff member likened the experience to combat: “It’s like you’re going to a war. You know you get bullets. You will get bullets on you. But you still have to step out there in the field and shoot.”

Staff told the Commission about crying before, during and after work, vomiting in locker rooms from stress, and watching residents whom they loved die in great numbers. Often, they would then be required to wrap the resident in a body bag, put them on a stretcher, and wheel them outside to waiting funeral attendants. They described the guilt they felt in not being able to be with residents when they died, and the awful position of having to choose between staying home to keep themselves and their families safe and caring for the residents they knew well. One staff member who ordinarily conducted enjoyable recreational programs described the despair of her new role caring for dying residents: “For one resident, I sat at bedside after he died with the iPad because the family wanted to see him one more time. So, I watched and listened as his wife and adult children spoke of their love and silently wept under my mask and face shield.” Many continue to be traumatized as a result of this experience and will require ongoing counselling and support.

In an attempt to stop the spread of COVID-19, the decision was made to bar visitors from homes. Visitors – particularly family members and loved ones – do more than visit, often taking care of many of the daily living needs of the residents. As a result of staff shortages, and with no family members to help, residents were confined to their rooms for extended periods without access to recreation programs or visitors. With visitor restrictions in place, the care burden on staff increased. One resident described the experience by saying it was as if reality had been suspended and a nightmare had set in. Many residents experienced symptoms of what is known as “confinement syndrome.” The term is typically used in medical literature to describe symptoms shown by people placed in solitary confinement. Due to visitor restrictions and limited staff, many residents died alone in their rooms, with no one to ease their passing.

For family members, the inability to visit and to know what was happening to loved ones was devastating. They watched, remotely, as fathers, mothers
and grandparents deteriorated before their eyes. Many were not able to say goodbye. When visits resumed, many families expressed shock and sadness at the rapid decline in their loved one’s cognitive and physical functions and increasing levels of depression; in some cases, they remarked on how once vibrant and alert residents had lost hope and were totally unresponsive.

Even with the lessons learned during the first wave, preparations for the second wave were not enough to prevent it from being worse. In fact, more long-term care residents died during the second wave than during the first. It is still unclear why this was so, despite the months both the province and the homes had to prepare. Some noted that high-risk homes were not sufficiently prioritized, given that 5 per cent of homes accounted for more than half of all resident deaths. Others point to the higher prevalence of COVID-19 in the province as a whole, and therefore in communities surrounding many homes, as a reason for greater spread in long-term care during the second wave.

What is clear is that IPAC preparations, staffing support, and partnerships between homes and other entities such as hospitals should have been critical priorities. Hospitals managed some homes through the crisis. However, once hospitals handed oversight of management back to the homes, there was concern that the problems that had given rise to these crises were not resolved. As part of the preparation for the second wave, the Ministry, through the Ontario Health regions, sought to formalize arrangements by pairing each home with a hospital. Using this partnership model, the Ministry created a hub-and-spoke system in which hospitals would assist homes with IPAC. However, this was not implemented until November 2020, and the delay meant that there was no chance for the hospitals to have a meaningful impact on creating an infection prevention and control culture before the second wave hit.

The province announced at the end of February 2021 that it was investing more than $115 million to train up to 8,200 new personal support workers. While long-term care homes certainly need more PSWs, this funding could not help homes through the second wave.

The Canadian Institute of Health Information (CIHI) cited a correlation between the lack of staff (particularly PSWs), the use of agency staff, and
increased severity of a COVID-19 outbreak at a home in the first wave. There was also an association between these factors and greater resident mortality.

There should also have been a renewed role for provincial inspectors in the second wave. After not receiving any new funding for inspectors through the first wave, the government announced in November 2020 that 27 new inspectors would be hired to address COVID-19 issues. However, it takes eight to nine months to fully train an inspector. As a result, those newly hired inspectors would have been of little or no use during the second wave.

As more data are analyzed, it will undoubtedly be possible to better understand the factors that contributed to the spread of COVID-19, and therefore gain deeper insight into why Ontario’s performance did not improve during the second wave. However, this will bring little comfort to the families and loved ones of the long-term care residents who lost their lives to COVID-19 during this time.

**Best Practices and Promising Ideas**

Leaders at every level must put their hearts, as well as their minds, into reimagining the care of the elderly in this province. This will require a philosophy of care that is anchored in respect, compassion and kindness for the people who live and work in long-term care. It is not just about building more homes. There needs to be a transformation to a person-centred care model, which motivates different behaviours and rewards innovation that leads to better outcomes for residents and staff.

There will need to be a multi-dimensional approach to this transformation – one that recognizes that these places are at the same time homes, care facilities and workplaces. Long-term care homes are also part of the broader health care system and the community.

Residents do not lose their rights upon entering a long-term care home. They have the same rights as everyone else in society, and those rights must be protected and respected. Residents are entitled to receive quality care and deserve to enjoy a quality of life.

We have to care about the workers in long-term care homes. Emotionally
intelligent leaders are needed to drive an organizational culture change in order to create respectful and inclusive work environments in which all team members are valued, and where staff experience high levels of satisfaction and take pride in their work because they are empowered and supported to deliver excellent care. These principles are at the foundation of what the Commission recommends, moving forward, in order to protect residents, loved ones and staff.

In the midst of the great turmoil and tragedy caused by COVID-19, there were also many examples of strong leadership and promising practices that helped to prevent or mitigate the spread of the virus in several long-term care homes. These examples not only deserve recognition but also serve as models of innovative approaches that, if implemented, could help safeguard the health of older Ontarians and improve their quality of life.

Strong leadership proved critical in the face of unprecedented challenges in long-term care homes. The Commission found that key components of effective leadership were consistent regardless of the site or source. It also determined that the presence of these components could not necessarily be equated with an absence of COVID-19 outbreaks; instead, they offer insight into how well leaders responded and mobilized their teams in a time of crisis.

The key components, which are explored in greater depth in this report, included establishing practices that supported staff and improved their morale; recognizing the importance of pandemic preparedness; maintaining open and frequent lines of communication with families, staff and residents; and building and leveraging relationships with health partners.

Effective leaders not only drew on experience and expertise during the pandemic but also provided stability through their behaviour in a chaotic and uncertain time. They were nimble, visible and deliberate in their actions. In turn, they gained the trust and commitment of their teams, as well as of the residents and their loved ones. Increased investment by licensees and the Ministry of Long-Term Care in leadership development and crisis management training – for long-term care home Administrators, Directors of Nursing and Personal Care, and Medical Directors – must occur to support the effective management of homes in periods of crisis.

A number of innovative models and health care practices showed their
effectiveness and provided hope, reassurance and stability during the pandemic. For example, the Commission heard evidence pointing to the value of having nurse practitioners in long-term-care homes. Whether engaging with homes through Nurse-Led Outreach Teams or as attending nurse practitioners, their distinct skillset and hands-on approach was consistently leveraged during the pandemic, especially when medical leadership was not on site. Nurse practitioners are a valuable resource and should continue to be deployed in long-term care homes across the province as needed.

Other innovative programs to strengthen quality of life and care in long-term care homes include the establishment of mobile community palliative care units; the creation of person-centred care models as a more effective alternative to current institutionalization approaches; and better home design to meet the evolving needs and acuity of long-term care residents.

There is also a need to strengthen home care models – not to replace long-term care but to complement it. The Commission heard that people were at greater risk of infection if they lived in a congregate setting. Accordingly, people were safer in their homes during the pandemic. In its submission to the Commission, the Home Care 2020 group – comprised of Bayshore Healthcare, Saint Elizabeth Health and Victorian Order of Nurses Canada – cited data from Ontario Public Health indicating that the infection rates of home care workers was very low (0.01–0.2 per cent) compared to the infection rate of staff in long-term care homes (30 per cent).

Information shared with the Commission illustrated home care’s cost-effectiveness and use of creative and flexible options that do not take a one-size-fits-all approach. Underlying all of these findings is the fact that most people want to age at home.

These strategies must not be presented as negating the necessity for new and redeveloped beds and facilities. Rather, they are needed as part of a continuum of care that will allow for safe and healthy aging whether at a long-term care home or otherwise.
Conclusion

At the time of writing, Ontario is currently in the third wave of the pandemic. The vaccination program will hopefully protect the residents and staff of long-term care. Nonetheless, given the new variants of COVID-19, it is premature to claim victory. Vigilance is still required.

This Commission was entrusted with the obligation to investigate what happened to cause the excessive sickness and death in long-term care homes and to make recommendations to prevent such a tragedy in the future.

This investigation has also considered the well-accepted conclusion that there will be a significant increase in demand for long-term care in the immediate future. Facility design and overcrowding contributed to the excessive long-term care fatalities that haunt this report. This supply problem must not be allowed to fester further. A new approach to the construction of long-term care facilities is required. The province should adopt the path to solving that problem described above and in more detail in chapter 1. In short, it should embrace a strategy that separates construction from care.

This investigation has shown that long-standing weaknesses in the long-term care sector figured prominently in the death and devastation COVID-19 inflicted on residents, their loved ones and the staff who care for them.

The same can be said for the lack of advance planning for such a crisis. The failure of successive governments to properly plan for a pandemic led to a lack of personal protective equipment, a cumbersome response structure, and slow government reaction time when COVID-19 hit. These issues were compounded by critical and early failures to adhere to the precautionary principle. Precautions with respect to asymptomatic spread, masking guidance and limiting staff working in multiple homes should have been taken sooner. This is also true for interventions in homes.

The homes and regions that acted early and proactively to take precautions fared better throughout the pandemic. Their example demonstrates what could have been done, and what must be done in the future.
Executive Summary

As it should have done following the SARS outbreak in 2003, the province must now accept that there will be another pandemic; it is not a matter of if but when. Ontario must resolve to remember the lessons so painfully learned here in order to ensure that its long-term care homes are not doomed to repeat the past.
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I have been in long-term care about ten years and never in my life have I experienced anything ... that has terrified me more than this COVID-19 virus [...] It has been a horrible experience in long-term care [...] The fear is a torment. It elevates blood pressure. It elevates anxiety. The fear that we experience ... all of it is exploding in the last six months. It hurts. We are isolated, alone, without family or friends to visit with us. I don't want to go through this ever in my life again.

–Barry Hickling, long-term care home resident and Delegate Board Member, Ontario Association of Residents’ Councils

The years 2020 and 2021 will forever be remembered as the years of the pandemic – the years when a novel coronavirus ravaged the world with a disease known as COVID-19. Emerging in China in 2019, COVID-19 quickly swept across the globe in early 2020. Ontario was not spared. Within the province, the frail and elderly in long-term care homes were unsuspecting targets and suffered disproportionately to all other segments of society.

Early in the first wave of the pandemic, long-term care residents in Canada, including in Ontario, accounted for about 80 per cent of all reported COVID-19 deaths, one of the worst records among the world's industrialized countries. COVID-19 caused significant loss of life and untold suffering to residents in long-term care homes. As infections and death tolls mounted, families and staff were left shattered and dismayed. Many wondered how
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this tragedy had been allowed to unfold. Why were Ontario’s long-term care and pandemic planning systems not better prepared to protect vulnerable residents? Why was the province unable to effectively respond to a pandemic that experts had long predicted?

This Commission was established during the first wave of the pandemic to investigate and report on how this tragedy occurred, and to make recommendations regarding what can be done to prepare our long-term care homes and protect the vulnerable seniors who will reside in them in the future. This report was written as COVID-19 continued to rage, resulting in infections, lockdowns, hospitalizations and death. Thankfully, vaccines have now been distributed to the long-term care community – a development that hopefully will curb the spread of the disease and spare residents from further infections, death and hardship.

Nevertheless, the question remains as to how Ontario, a province rich in financial resources and social supports, failed to protect its most vulnerable when they needed it the most. This report seeks to provide a deeper understanding as to how and why this failure occurred. To do so, it is necessary to start with an overview of how this silent killer emerged and spread, stalking and stealing the lives of the elderly in Ontario’s long-term care homes.

On December 31, 2019, the Wuhan Municipal Health Commission, located in the Hubei Province of China, notified the World Health Organization (WHO) Country Office in China about an outbreak of pneumonia cases with an unknown cause. The outbreak was linked to exposures at the Huanan Seafood Wholesale Market in Wuhan, which closed on January 1, 2020.

On January 7, 2020, one week after initially notifying the WHO, Chinese officials isolated a new type of coronavirus that causes the disease now known as COVID-19. On January 12, the WHO’s Disease Outbreak News Update reported that 41 cases and one death had been confirmed.

For many, there did not seem to be any cause for alarm. Initially, COVID-19 appeared to be contained inside Wuhan, with no reported cases outside of the city as of January 12, 2020. However, as cases began to rapidly spread across Hubei and other provinces, it became increasingly clear that keeping the virus within China’s borders was an impossibility.
By January 20, 2020, the global case count reached 282, with confirmed cases in Thailand, South Korea and Japan. Canada’s first presumptive confirmed case, a 56-year-old man returning to Toronto after a three-month visit to Wuhan, was reported on January 25. By the time the WHO officially declared a global pandemic on March 11, the global case count had skyrocketed to nearly 120,000 cases, with more than 4,000 deaths confirmed. As COVID-19 swept through countries around the globe, the question was no longer how to keep it out but how to survive once it got in.

It was not as if no one saw this coming. There had been multiple warnings from global health organizations and epidemiology experts that a pandemic was imminent. As will be described in chapter 2 of this report, in the years leading up to the outbreak in Wuhan, countries were advised to shore up their preparedness plans and invest the resources necessary to protect their populations, especially those at heightened risk. Unfortunately, not all governments shared the same sense of urgency on this front. In Canada, the federal government moved resources away from its pandemic early warning system, while the Province of Ontario spun its wheels without a comprehensive preparedness plan. The lessons and tragedies of past epidemics and pandemics – including SARS in 2003, H1N1 in 2009, and Ebola from 2014 to 2016 – were largely ignored and did not spur sufficient action. This pattern of neglect, repeated by successive governments, would have dire consequences.

The distinct and deceptive characteristics of COVID-19 became more apparent as infection and fatality rates climbed. The possibility of human-to-human transmission before the onset of symptoms was flagged in late January 2020 by Chinese health officials. In February, reports examining outbreaks in China pointed to mild, presymptomatic and asymptomatic cases as likely contributing to increased numbers. And despite the fact that COVID-19 shared some common symptoms with other viral infections like influenza, it became increasingly clear that the new virus could attack and present in atypical ways, with often fatal consequences for older populations.

The risks were known, and in the first few months of 2020, the devastating impact of COVID-19 outbreaks in long-term care facilities was evident in countries such as Italy and the United States. And yet, when the virus
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breached the doors of a handful of Ontario’s long-term care homes in March 2020, few were prepared for the horror that was to come.

The loss of human life due to COVID-19 is hard to comprehend. Between Canada’s first COVID-19 death on March 8, 2020, and the one-year anniversary of that grim milestone, 22,239 Canadians died of the virus. By comparison, over the six-year period from 1939 to 1945, approximately 45,000 Canadians died in the Second World War.

A year into the pandemic, the numbers in Ontario’s long-term care homes are staggering. There have been more than 1,300 outbreaks in long-term care facilities. More than 15,000 residents contracted COVID-19, and almost 4,000 died. It is important to recognize, however, that residents were not the only ones impacted by this devastating virus in long-term care homes. As of April 25, 2021, there were more than 6,700 staff cases of COVID-19, and 11 deaths.

What the numbers do not capture is the agony experienced by long-term care residents, their families and the staff who lived through and died during the pandemic. The numbers do not tell the stories of residents who begged for help and answers as life slowly drained from their bodies and light dimmed in their eyes.

The numbers do not speak to the extreme heartbreak of families who peered into windows of long-term care homes to see their loved ones locked down like prisoners. They do not illustrate their constant pleas, many of which went unanswered, and the tireless efforts of some long-term care staff to protect and save them.

The numbers do not reflect the incredible bravery, dedication and suffering experienced by long-term care staff and others who risked their own lives and worked countless days and nights to support and care for vulnerable residents amid the crisis.

This report is grounded in the death and devastation that has marked Ontario’s long-term care homes during the COVID-19 pandemic. It serves to bear witness to the tragedy experienced by residents, families and staff and to uncover the factors that contributed to this shameful period in Ontario’s history.
Voices from the Front Line

“But the image I have of my mother, who was always a very active person in her community and [a] very intelligent and engaged woman who would set out her clothes the day before so that they all matched and had her pearls – So of all the pictures I have of my mother over the years, first as a young nurse/first responder during the bombing of London to all the beautiful family occasions we have, the one that’s burned into my mind forever is her lying there in a wet diaper without even a blanket to cover her with her arm up, stretched in the air begging for water and asking God why he had forsaken her when the priests always told her that he would never abandon her. So, it’s not something that you forget.”
– Family member of long-term care resident

“I have been in what I call a pandemic prison and solitary since April of 2020. The solitary happens when anyone tests positive in the entire home, and every single one of us must stay in our rooms without being allowed a shower; and even same goes for when we return from a hospital stay. Fourteen days isolation, no shower.”
– Sage, long-term care resident

“The bottom line is that dealing with my mom during the pandemic ... is that we saved our mother’s life, and she likely would have died from neglect. She lost over 20 pounds in a matter of weeks and was nearing death by starvation because we were locked out and unable to help her while staff were off recovering from COVID.”
– Family member of long-term care resident

“I am just tired of seeing people crying and wishing that they would rather die from COVID than, you know, not see their families. That is wrong. It is wrong for any human being.”
– Wilbert, long-term care resident

“... I find the treatment since this has started has been inhumane towards people. We are not being treated like human beings. We are being treated like we are all residents who are incapable of taking care of ourselves.”
– Maria, long-term care resident
“... couldn’t get to a resident fast enough that was asking for some water. So here I am, still struggling with the thought of is she thirsty still on her journey? Because I couldn’t get the water to her fast enough. By the time I’m going for the water, someone else is calling or calling out. I know COVID, it taught us all a lesson. We weren’t prepared for it. We didn’t understand it.”

–Long-term care staff member
Long-Term Care before COVID-19

I do believe this is a systemic problem that’s been going on for decades. And no one government is to blame totally; they’re all in on it. They’re all culpable. A change in mindset. We are not doing them – the residents a favour. They’re – the staff and the administration are not doing the residents a favour by caring for them or a favour to us. We all owe them. We have to change the mindset that they deserve a home that ... they can feel comfortable in, that they can be themselves in ...

–Family member of long-term care resident

Even before COVID-19 ravaged Ontario’s long-term care homes, the system in which they operate was at a tipping point. For decades, successive provincial governments had neglected the long-term care sector. In 2020 and 2021, however, those decades of inattention came home to roost as a novel coronavirus raged through homes that were chronically understaffed and underfunded, structurally deficient, and inadequately overseen by the province. For too many of Ontario’s most vulnerable citizens, the consequences were deadly.

Provincial legislation mandates that long-term care homes be operated as if they are the primary home of their residents. The legislation recognizes that homes are to provide “a safe, comfortable, home-like environment” that supports “a high quality of life for all residents.” It mandates that in order to ensure the needs and safety of residents are being met, there must be collaboration and mutual respect among the residents, their families, long-term care
providers, caregivers, government, staff and others. Where legislated standards are not met – or the safety, security or rights of residents are compromised – the legislation further mandates that corrective action be taken. (See appendix B for a detailed discussion of the legislation governing long-term care homes, leadership and staff within homes, and an exploration of the roles and responsibilities of various government and public health actors.)

The challenge of meeting these goals has increased over the last 20-plus years as circumstances within the sector have evolved. The health needs of the residents in Ontario’s long-term care homes have become increasingly complex, creating challenges around the level of care required to ensure residents’ needs are being met. At the same time, the demand for long-term care has continued to grow along with the province’s population of seniors, creating pressure to quickly expand an overtaxed system. By some estimates, more than twice as many beds will need to be built over the next 20 years than exist today.

For many years, staffing at long-term care homes has also been recognized as a significant problem, with challenges around retention, training and wage parity, among other issues. The province has received multiple reports that clearly set out the staffing shortfalls and the solutions required, yet few changes have been made. Had adequate attention been paid to staffing earlier, long-term care homes might have been better prepared and better able to manage when COVID-19 struck.

Compounding these problems is the way in which the sector is funded, managed and overseen. Long-term care in Ontario is funded by the provincial government, with contributions from those residents who have the means to do so. While the government has ultimate oversight responsibility for the sector, it does not deliver long-term care service. Rather, the government relies on municipal, not-for-profit and for-profit licensees to provide care services to the standards and requirements dictated by the legislation. The oversight and enforcement of those standards is questionable. With a better inspection and oversight system in place, weaknesses in areas such as infection prevention and control (IPAC) could have been addressed before the pandemic.

Finally, the state of the long-term care infrastructure is an ongoing concern. There are not enough beds to meet the current demand, let alone the
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projected demand of the province’s aging demographic. In this report, the term "bed" is used as shorthand to describe a space in a long-term care home and encompasses all aspects of care provided to a resident in long-term care. Of the beds that do exist, many were built at a time when the building design standards allowed for ward-style rooms with three or four beds and shared bathrooms, making it difficult, if not impossible, to manage the social distancing required during an infectious disease outbreak. These deficits have long been a topic of discussion, and modern design standards were in fact first introduced 20 years ago.

The province knew before the pandemic that it had to replace these old beds. The devastation of COVID-19 in many of these older, overcrowded homes made very clear that delay can be deadly.

The substantial investment required to build new beds and redevelop old beds will amount to billions of dollars. It is plain that the province needs a new model that will attract investment into the sector while also restoring Ontarians’ faith that the care of the elderly is a priority.

Throughout its investigation, the Commission repeatedly heard that COVID-19 has seriously undermined the reputation of for-profit homes, which tended to fare worse in COVID-19-related outcomes. And yet, it is not easy to see how the multi-billion-dollar need for tens of thousands of new and redeveloped beds can be satisfied without private capital funding. There is, however, no reason that the accommodation and care of residents need to be handled by the same entity.

The province already employs models in which the construction and ownership of care facilities, such as hospitals, are separate from care provision. The province should adopt this approach for long-term care. Such a model would allow the private sector to satisfy the demand for long-term care facilities by accessing the capital required to construct the facilities and ensure that residents receive care from a mission-driven provider whose focus is care, not profits.

The pandemic has shown that the current long-term care model is not working: now is the time to revisit that delivery model and adopt a better way to provide care for seniors.
The issues outlined briefly above – and in greater detail in the balance of this chapter – are by no means an exhaustive list of the challenges that were facing the long-term care sector prior to the COVID-19 pandemic and that continue to affect it today. They are, however, the challenges that had some of the greatest impact, and some of the deadliest consequences, when COVID-19 struck. While not all COVID-19 deaths could have been prevented, these problems combined to create fertile ground for excess mortality. Not a single one of these long-standing issues was a surprise to the government or to those who have worked in, lived in or advocated for the long-term care sector. Yet, by spring 2020, the larger public experienced a rude awakening as it witnessed a parade of death in long-term care homes across the province.

COVID-19 brought a disproportionate amount of death and suffering to long-term care homes. During the first wave of the pandemic, long-term care residents accounted for 64 per cent of all of COVID-19 deaths in Ontario, despite representing only about 0.5 per cent of the province’s population. For the purposes of this report, the first wave of the pandemic is considered to have ended on August 31, 2020; the second wave is considered to have ended on March 14, 2021.

Addressing the chronic issues plaguing the long-term care system will not be easy. It will take sustained and determined effort to attract and retain staff, for example, and to better manage resident care. And there is no doubt that more beds will need to be built. But as many have said, the province cannot simply build its way out of this problem. In order to prevent the ravages of COVID-19 from being repeated, the way pre-COVID-19 long-term care was delivered must be changed. Doing so calls for creative solutions and sustained collective political will.

The Evolution of Long-Term Care

In order to understand how Ontario’s long-term care homes so easily fell prey to COVID-19, it is necessary to explore the evolution of long-term care in the province.
The care of the elderly in Ontario began as a charitable endeavour in the latter part of the 1800s. Christian charities in the British colonies began to provide refuge for destitute elderly who would otherwise have been forgotten. The refuge, however, came with a cost, as the homes operated akin to workhouses. The modern era of long-term care began after the Second World War with the adoption of the *Homes for the Aged Act*, which provided modest standards and partial funding for homes. Soon enough, a collection of public, private and charitable homes sprang up, of varying standards. The adoption of the *Nursing Homes Act* in 1966 ushered in more changes. The new Act, as described by André Picard in his book *Neglected No More: The Urgent Need to Improve the Lives of Canada’s Elders in the Wake of a Pandemic*, provided that “Elders would not work for their keep anymore; they would be cared for lovingly.”

As Canada set about introducing universal health care in the 1950s and ’60s, long-term care was not among the services provided; it continued to be a largely private service outside the reach of many. Picard explains that long-term care “wallowed, largely at the intersection of housing, social welfare and health.” Dr. Samir Sinha, Director of Geriatrics at Sinai Health System and the University Health Network, told the Commission it was not surprising that long-term care was not initially covered by provincial health care, as few people lived long enough to consider long-term care a universal health need.

Changes to the *Canada Health Act* in 1984 still left much of the day-to-day care of the elderly outside of public funding. Through the 1980s and ’90s, there continued to be a mixed model of for-profit, not-for-profit and municipal long-term care homes.

Today, the province provides funding for the staff, food and personal care of long-term care residents. There are additional funds provided by the government for specified programs, such as falls prevention equipment. Residents who can afford to do so are required to remit a co-payment that contributes to overhead, non-care staff, debt financing and profit. The government enters into agreements with the owners of the homes and regulates them through the *Long-Term Care Homes Act, 2007*, which contains a host of specified requirements.
The history of the expansion of beds in long-term care has been episodic. This tends to occur not on the basis of need but is dependent on the political will of the day. In 1998, the government announced that it would expand the number of beds by 20,000. From 2011 to 2018, however, the provincial focus shifted away from long-term care to home care. During this period, only 611 net beds were built; in short, from 2011 to 2018, construction of additional long-term care beds stagnated while the waiting list for those beds expanded.

**Current Care Options for Ontario’s Aging Citizens**

Services for the care of the elderly should provide Ontario’s seniors with choices that enable them to maintain the highest possible quality of life and independence as they age. The reality, however, is that the province’s elderly receive care from siloed sectors, with no management of how people move through the system as their care needs change. In fact, many seniors are being cared for at home by family members or loved ones with little to no support.

For those who do receive outside assistance, the current options consist of home care, retirement homes and long-term care homes. There are various organizations that support, to varying degrees, the ability of Ontario’s elderly to remain in their homes and receive care as needed in order to “age at home” for as long as possible. In fact, some Ontarians are able to stay at home, supplemented with such care, for the remainder of their lives, with a spectrum of supports and services being provided as needed. It is estimated that between 6 and 8 per cent of seniors receive publicly funded home care. Of the services received, the top three are nursing care (51 per cent), medical equipment or supplies (43 per cent), and personal or home support such as help with bathing or housekeeping (41 per cent). The availability of these services, however, is limited due to a lack of government funding.

Other seniors choose to move to retirement homes, which come in several models. Some offer residents full independence, while others provide varying degrees of increasing care, with options to supplement care with an array of services on- or off-site. There are more than 750 licensed retirement homes in Ontario, each of which is privately owned and does not receive
government funding: residents pay the full cost of their accommodation and any care services they require. Although retirement homes can provide a gradual transition for seniors into the care system, it is important to remember that they are not affordable for all Ontarians.

At the far end of the care spectrum are the long-term care homes. As the Commission has heard, long-term care homes are for those most in need of additional care. Residents often have some degree of dementia or cognitive impairment, with additional complex medical needs. Unlike in retirement homes, care at a long-term care home is included in the cost of residence, and a government subsidy is available for those who cannot afford the full resident co-payment amount.

Where governments should direct their efforts and funding and what parts of this continuum of care should be supported, and to what degree, have been the subject of much debate. The Commission has heard about the importance of each of these options. Each has its time and place in the lives of the elderly. For the purposes of this chapter, however, the focus will be on the challenges specifically affecting long-term care.

A Brief Overview of Long-Term Care Ownership Models
There are 626 long-term care homes in Ontario, caring for over 78,000 residents. Approximately 58 per cent are for-profit (the highest proportion of private-sector involvement in Canada), 24 per cent are not-for-profit (e.g., charities, community organizations, hospitals) and 16 per cent are municipal. This translates to 355 for-profit homes and 271 not-for-profit and municipal homes.

Numerous studies and system reviews over the past two decades have highlighted the variations in quality of care and resident outcomes between for-profit, not-for-profit and municipal homes, including:

- **Staffing:** For-profit homes tend to offer lower wages and benefits to their staff, have higher staff turnover, and have lower staffing levels and staff-skill mix (i.e., the mix of medical and non-medical staff).
• **Quality of care:** Residents in for-profit homes tend to have a higher prevalence of pressure ulcers, more hospital admissions, and increased incidents of excessive and inappropriate use of psychoactive medications.

• **Infrastructure:** For-profit entities own more of the province’s older homes; these homes were built according to the design standards in place at the time of construction, prior to the newer provincial structural and design standards; as a result, they have more three- and four-person rooms (and therefore crowding).

• **Consumer preference:** The long-term care waitlist is shorter for for-profit homes (32 per cent) compared to not-for-profit and municipal homes (68 per cent).

The Commission is aware that there is a genuine issue centred on the relative performance of “for-profit vs. not-for-profit” homes and a discussion of the merits of one over the other. It is worth noting that legally these terms only describe each entity’s tax status, which can impact how they raise capital. When making a distinction between homes, it is more appropriate to refer to “mission-driven” enterprises and those operated solely as “commercial” enterprises. This terminology focuses the discussion on the real issue, which is the philosophy and actions of the operator rather than its corporate structure.

Mission-driven enterprises focus on goals rather than commercial success as an end in and of itself. Mission-driven enterprises are usually assumed to be charities, foundations and not-for-profit companies, but they can also include for-profit companies that operate with non-commercial goals as a central purpose. In long-term care, all providers must operate in a commercially prudent manner in order to be financially sustainable, but the core value of mission-driven providers is to improve the care of their residents. Commercial entities have a profit motive as their core purpose: they exist to return a profit to investors who have contributed capital to build and expand the enterprise’s operations. As a result of this access to investor capital, commercial providers have the ability to expand rapidly. However, for-profit homes come in many forms (aside from being commercialized or mission-driven).
Some are owned by public companies traded on the Toronto Stock Exchange. Some are owned by investment vehicles such as Real Estate Investment Trusts (REITs). While a REIT holds a long-term care licence and therefore the legal responsibility for the care of the residents, it hires a separate company to run its long-term care home. Other for-profit homes are privately owned.

The Commission accepts that there are owners of “for-profit” homes, mostly those that are mission-driven, who provide good care to their residents. Ensuring consistent high-quality care across all homes for all residents must be the prevailing goal for this crucial government health care program.

**Resident Care: Causes for Concern**

Of the more than 78,000 residents currently in Ontario long-term care homes, a small proportion are younger and have needs that require the assistance of long-term care. The average age of long-term care residents, however, is 84. The Commission heard that residents typically enter a long-term care home in the last two years of their life, and that approximately 22,000 long-term care residents die every year. Residents suffer a host of ailments that make daily care challenging. These ailments leave residents at an increased risk of adverse health outcomes from infectious diseases.

To a large degree, the problems that existed in the long-term care sector prior to the COVID-19 pandemic reflect a system that has failed to keep pace with its residents’ needs. Over the last two decades or more, the health profile of residents in long-term care has changed dramatically. The data demonstrate that the average long-term care resident today has many more physical and cognitive challenges than those who came before. As a result, more care is necessary for this generation of residents than those of years past.
Increasingly Complex Needs

When compared to long-term care residents a decade ago, today’s residents experience higher percentages of cognitive impairment, physical disability, medical instability and incontinence. In 2015, the Ministry of Health and Long-Term Care (since mid-2019, this Ministry has been separated into two Ministries, the Ministry of Health and the Ministry of Long-Term Care) noted that the average Activities of Daily Living (ADL) score – which measures the extent to which residents can independently manage activities of daily living such as brushing teeth, bathing and changing clothes – increased from 3.08 in 2010 to 3.22, suggesting increased levels of dependence. In line with this finding, the Canadian Institute for Health Information (CIHI) reported to the Commission that more than half of current long-term care residents have an ADL score of 4 or more, meaning they require extensive assistance or greater to complete activities of daily living.

Acuity levels (levels of severity of illness) have also increased, requiring higher levels of care and daily assistance. More than 80 per cent of long-term care residents have some form of cognitive impairment, one-third of which is severe, and 86 per cent of residents need extensive help with daily living.

The Commission heard repeatedly that staffing requirements have not kept pace with the increased levels of care required as a result of residents’ increased acuity and medical issues.

These challenges are increasing each year. In her inquiry report on the Safety and Security of Residents in the Long-Term Care Homes System, completed in mid-2019, the Honourable Justice Eileen E. Gillese found three reasons for the rising acuity of long-term care residents. First, a decade ago, the government was more focused on home care, which allowed some people to age at home more easily. Second, the stricter standards for admission to long-term care that are now in effect mean that only those with high or very high needs are admitted. Third, many current residents would in earlier days have been cared for in hospitals.

Justice Gillese concluded that, “[a]s a result, residents enter long-term care homes at a later stage of their cognitive and physical impairment, when
their health is likely to be unstable, they are more physically frail, and their care needs are higher.”

Residents are thus arriving at long-term care with more complex health challenges and requiring greater assistance with the activities of daily living. This situation creates a tension between preserving a home-like environment for more independent residents and creating an environment that meets the needs of residents requiring increasingly complex health care and more daily assistance. It also means that more long-term care residents than ever before are vulnerable to a viral illness such as COVID-19.

### An Aging Population, A Growing Demand for Care

The population of those over the age of 75 in Ontario is growing. In November 2018, the Ministry of Health and Long-Term Care predicted that Ontario’s senior population (i.e., individuals over the age of 75) would grow from 980,000 in 2015 to more than 2.63 million by 2040. It further predicted that the growth rate of the senior population would peak by 2023, but the total number of seniors would continue to grow, resulting in a higher demand for home and community care services, a higher demand for long-term care, and longer waitlists. As of January 2020, more than 38,000 people were on the waitlist for long-term care. The fate of those on the waitlist was never made clear to the Commission. Certainly, some do get residency in a long-term care home, but they often must wait for months at home, where help may be inadequate and their loved ones and caregivers are beyond fatigued.

The waitlist and the fact that long-term care home occupancy is designed to be at capacity means that while Ontarians are permitted to apply to as many as five homes, they often must take the first that becomes available. In this sector, there is no market discipline working to punish poorer-performing homes. Those on the waitlist have little choice but to accept whichever home is offered when it is offered. While a small percentage of those on the waitlist or in long-term care homes would arguably be able to live independently if more support was available in the community, the demographics clearly indicate a growing need for increased capacity in the long-term care sector.
In 2019, the Financial Accountability Office (FAO) – an independent body reporting to the provincial legislature – examined the future need for long-term care beds in Ontario. The FAO looked at the change in capacity in Ontario’s long-term care sector from 2011 to 2018. While the population of those over the age of 75 increased by 20 per cent (from 876,886 to 1,053,097), there was only a 0.8 per cent increase in the supply of long-term care beds (from 78,053 to 78,664 – a net gain of just 611 beds). As the population ages, the demand for long-term care beds will increase. The FAO determined that by 2033, the province will need to build 55,000 new beds just to maintain a waiting list of approximately 37,000.

Ageing Well, a group of distinguished economists and health care experts at Queen’s University, has also noted this trend. In calling for a shift in policy around the way in which seniors are housed and cared for, the organization determined that if care of Ontario seniors continues to be handled in the same way it is now, the province will require an additional 96,000 to 115,000 long-term care beds by 2041 to accommodate the increased demand, which presents what Ageing Well’s Don Drummond called a “stark” and “horrendous” problem. There is little doubt that long-term care will be faced with what Mr. Drummond aptly described to the Commission as a “tsunami” of seniors, and a range of solutions will be required to respond to this issue.

The predicted growth, declining health and medically complex needs of Ontario’s seniors – not to mention their susceptibility to respiratory illness – should have had the province on high alert for the potentially devastating effect of infectious disease outbreaks. As will be seen in later chapters of this report, much work has gone into studying these issues over the years, and many recommendations for improvements have been made. Yet successive governments failed to take meaningful action to protect long-term care residents in this province.

**The Need for Palliative and End-of-Life Care**

As discussed above, most long-term care residents are in the final chapter of their lives upon admission to a long-term care home. As one palliative care specialist told the Commission:
Many of these residents would benefit from a palliative care approach, really, at the beginning, which doesn’t mean end-of-life care, but it means integrating sort of a focus on symptom management and having early and frequent goals of care discussions with the resident, along with their substitute decision-maker, which is usually their family or family members.

The reality of long-term care is that it is the last home for the majority of residents. As such, it would seem obvious that palliative care, which aims to relieve suffering and improve quality of life, should be a critical aspect of the care provided to residents. Shockingly, the Commission heard that among residents who died in long-term care in 2016 and 2017, only 6 per cent were recorded as having received palliative care in the last year of life. While the actual number of residents receiving “informal” palliative care (i.e., palliative care that was not recorded) may be higher, the finding that most long-term care residents with less than six months to live did not have a record of palliative care is concerning. This lack of palliative care suggests that homes are often not equipped to provide their residents with timely, equitable access to palliative services that meet their needs.

The Commission also heard of inconsistent practices and, at times, outdated attitudes toward end-of-life care protocols in long-term care homes. The provision of proper end-of-life care for residents at high risk of death in the coming months is of vital importance to quality of life.

Palliative and end-of-life care require a specialized skill set as well as training and practices that the Commission heard were often lacking in long-term care homes. Currently, there is no enforced standard of palliative or end-of-life care training required for long-term care staff. As a result, care services received by residents vary in quality and level.

Long-term care residents should have ready access to skilled clinicians with the training to provide palliative and end-of-life care in the home whenever appropriate. To ensure that this is the case, the government must, after consulting with palliative care and other relevant experts, require long-term care homes to implement best practices for palliative and end-of-life care.
A Lack of Responsiveness on Diversity

While appropriate medical care is clearly a vital concern within the long-term care system, it is not the only measure of success in caring for residents. Long-term care residents reflect the diversity of Ontario’s population. That diversity includes linguistic, sexual orientation, religious, spiritual, racial and ethnic dimensions. Over the course of its investigation, the Commission heard that long-term care homes do not always recognize, acknowledge or value the diversity of their residents and that there are not enough culturally based homes. This can cause some residents to experience feelings of isolation and alienation. As one resident told the Commission:

[T]here’s a lack of understanding of the diverse experiences that comes with racialized individuals, and I think it’s that lack of recognition for their backgrounds, their experiences, the culture aspects, the way that we interpret different things: There’s a lot of miscommunication there.

The Commission also heard from a representative of the Senior Pride Network on this issue:

For us, the LGBTQ seniors of Ontario, the COVID-19 pandemic is a stark reminder that the long-term care system in Ontario is neglectful of or unresponsive to our particular health issues, our care needs, our fears and concerns, and our social and emotional well-being.

The Ontario Federation of Indigenous Friendship Centres told the Commission that due to the legacy of oppression, violence and racism toward Indigenous people within the health care system, Indigenous people are often mistrustful and fearful of long-term care residency and services. One representative further stated that:

... the experience that Indigenous people have in long-term care homes has resulted in ... worsening symptoms of depression, increased instances
of experiencing racism within those facilities, and an overall disconnection from community.

There are few Indigenous long-term care homes, which forces many Indigenous seniors to leave their community when they need long-term care. This leads to a loss of community and the traditional family mechanisms and supports in which intergenerational families live together. The Ontario Federation of Indigenous Friendship Centres told the Commission that friendship centres have seen “Indigenous Elders in long-term care, especially those who only speak [an] Indigenous language who are completely cut off from social contact with their families, with the local Indigenous community and with society overall.”

The isolation that some residents feel in long-term care was exacerbated during the COVID-19 pandemic. Many were unable to communicate their needs to staff and were unable to reach out to their chosen loved ones for support. This was particularly true where language barriers existed. As one representative from Family Councils Ontario told the Commission:

... we have to think about residents that might not speak English as a first language and how that’s going to impact the level of care that they receive as well as how they are going to be treated and understood by the staff that’s taking care of them.

The Commission heard that as individuals age, they often revert to their mother tongue and lose English when it is their second language. This is particularly true for residents suffering from dementia. For some, this means that the only way to communicate is through family members. Being cut off from families during the pandemic left these residents isolated.

With these issues in mind, the Ministry of Long-Term Care and long-term care home licensees, management and staff must respect and support diversity in the care and services provided to long-term care residents. It is imperative that residents’ realities be respected and accommodated by long-term care home operators and staff. This should be reflected in staff
training, in the homes’ policies and operations, in the manner in which services and programming are delivered, and in the types of culturally and linguistically based homes that are available to Ontarians.

The Importance of Families and Loved Ones

Due to perpetual staffing shortages in the long-term care sector – a topic that will be explored further in the next section of this chapter – families and loved ones are critical to meeting the physical needs of residents. Often, they are relied upon to assist with the activities of daily living, including the bathing, feeding and toileting of residents. At the same time, families and loved ones are the linchpins supporting the psycho-social and emotional well-being of residents. One family member expressed the unique challenges of addressing their loved one’s needs to the Commission as follows:

Mom has dementia, and she also has aphasia, which means she can no longer talk except to say maybe, yes, and sure. She understands when she’s directly spoken to. She responds by facial gestures. ... My sister and I are designated essential caregivers. So, prior to the lockdown, my mom – every single day, either my sister or I would visit her and spend two to three hours with her. ... So, after Mom – having somebody visit her every single day, suddenly after March 17th, there was no one to visit her.

The Commission heard that assistance from families and loved ones was important to residents before COVID-19 struck, and that it became critical during the pandemic:

Some come daily and some even several times a day ... [Y]es, there is a stronger bond with the resident as the family members who come in are often wives, husbands, daughters, and sons. However, there are others. There are individuals who come in of their own volition and care for an old friend or neighbour. There are others who are personal support workers and are paid to attend for meals, bathing, or other deportment functions.
They’re usually paid by a family member who lives so far away, they can’t attend to do this on their own … In the end, the long-term care home relied on many of these family members coming in so frequently to ease the burden on their staff in caring for residents.

The pandemic shone a spotlight on a reality that existed long before COVID-19 appeared: the long-term care system was, in some measure, subsidized by the unpaid and essential work of family members and loved ones.

When COVID-19 hit and access for family members and loved ones was restricted, many homes were left with not enough caregivers to properly care for the residents. Residents were neglected, scared, alone and cut off from those they love and depend on.

**Summary**
As described in this section, the last two decades have seen a significant increase in people needing long-term care, along with a commensurate need for more complex care. In many respects, this is the result of a population that is living longer. Even so, aging is inevitable and, for the vast majority, so is declining health. For many, the sunset of life will require the support of long-term care. To meet this challenge, Ontarians must accept that more must be done to provide a healthy, safe and inclusive environment for our long-term care residents.

**Staffing: A Chronic Crisis**

[When the pandemic hit the sector, there was already a crisis with respect to the workforce in long-term care. The vast majority of the facilities, particularly those operated in the for-profit sector, had already an unstable workforce and a severe shortage of staff.]

― Andy Savela, Director of Healthcare, UNIFOR
In a presentation to the Legislative Assembly, Dr. Merrilee Fullerton, the Minister of Long-Term Care, described the sector’s staffing as being “in crisis” even prior to COVID-19. With insufficient human resources and no provincial plan for a potential surge in the number of staff required, resident care was already at significant risk – and the problems were bound to be insurmountable in the face of a health emergency.

The majority of staff in the long-term care sector lack full-time employment and are paid less than their counterparts working in hospitals. The largest group of employees in the sector are personal support workers (PSWs), who manage most of the daily care of residents. The majority of PSWs are hired into part-time or casual positions. To make ends meet, they work at multiple homes and often face challenging conditions. As a representative from Family Councils Ontario told the Commission:

[M]any PSWs ... are racialized women. So there’s a power imbalance. ... [T]here’s still a gender and race divide and PSWs experiencing racism from their peers and in some cases from families, which also then leads them to leave either that home or the sector as a whole. Because who wants to work somewhere where you’re delivering difficult, intimate, hands-on care and facing dehumanization on a regular basis?

Currently, the government provides an average of only two hours and 45 minutes of care per resident per day. This level has long been known to be inadequate. Prior to the pandemic, hardworking PSWs could barely keep up with the demands of caring for residents. This created frustration and concern among staff that proper care was not always being provided. With the onset of the pandemic and the resultant loss of staff – as many were afraid to come to work for fear of getting sick or exposing their own families to illness – those who remained in some of the hardest hit homes were left to do the work of many, in conditions that had deteriorated significantly.

The unmanageable workload added to an existing cycle of neglected residents and staff burnout and turnover.

The conditions that led to the staffing collapse in the worst-hit homes
were foreseeable, as will be detailed below. In the decades prior to 2020, the issues that caused the staffing model to collapse were the subject of repeated calls for correction. These same issues, if left unattended, will create a significant impediment to improving long-term care in the years to come. Solutions are not hard to envision, but implementing them will take time, effort and sustained funding.

A failure to address the staffing challenge will mean that the generation that gave this country publicly funded health care will have been failed by it.

**An Overview of Staffing in Long-Term Care**

COVID just brought forward all the wrongs that’s been in long-term care for a long time.

– Long-term care staff member

The long-term care sector employs more than 100,000 people across Ontario. Of these, 58 per cent are personal support workers, 25 per cent are nursing staff (which includes registered nurses and registered nurse practitioners) and 12 per cent are allied health professionals and programming support (including dietitians, speech-language pathologists and audiologists, physiotherapists, occupational therapists, recreation therapists, social workers and others). Long-term care homes also employ housekeeping, laundry, maintenance, food services and administrative staff. In addition, homes contract with attending physicians to provide care to the residents.

The staffing mix of a home is not prescribed under the *Long-Term Care Homes Act, 2007*; all long-term care homes in Ontario are nonetheless required to fill the following positions:

1. **Administrator**: in charge of the home and its overall management.
2. **Medical Director**: whose responsibilities include development, implementation, monitoring and evaluation of medical services in the home; advising on clinical policies and procedures; and
addressing issues related to resident care, after-hours and on-call coverage. This position must be filled by a physician.

3. **Director of Nursing and Personal Care**: to supervise nursing staff and personal care staff in the home. This position must be filled by a registered nurse.

4. **Attending physician or registered nurse in the extended class (i.e., nurse practitioner)**: to conduct a physical examination of each resident upon admission and annually thereafter, attend the home regularly to provide services, and participate in the provision of after-hours and on-call coverage.

5. **Registered nurse**: on duty and present in the home at all times.

The roles and responsibilities of these positions are discussed in more detail in appendix B.

During its investigation, the Commission met with many who work in long-term care. Whether speaking publicly or confidentially, these staff members shared first-hand stories about their work before and during the pandemic. It was abundantly clear that most of those who work in long-term care are dedicated to both their job and the residents. This includes the nurses, PSWs and those employed in other areas of the home. Also apparent was that the system in which they work is strained; there is no slack, and no excess capacity.

Staffing shortages in long-term care are chronic. Successive governments have been aware of the problem, although none has provided a workable solution – despite the many calls and promises to do so. In June 2020, the Registered Nurses’ Association of Ontario (RNAO) released a list identifying 35 such reports and recommendations on long-term care staffing and funding in Ontario over the past 20 years.

In 2019, Justice Gillese’s inquiry report called for the government to conduct a further study to determine adequate staffing levels for long-term care; the corresponding report was released in July 2020. The staffing shortage in long-term care has been thoroughly considered. As discussed in the Commission’s first set of interim recommendations (see appendix A), the time for studying the obvious is long past.
Contributing Factors
Several factors underlie the chronic staffing crisis in long-term care. While there are universal issues that contribute to the sector’s staffing shortages, each staff group (nurses, PSWs, etc.) also faces its own unique challenges. One thing, nevertheless, is clear: funding to recruit and train new staff will continue to be wasted if the long-standing issues that created and continue to contribute to the staff-retention problem are not addressed.

Discussed below are some of the key issues contributing to the staffing shortages in long-term care, as shared with the Commission. It should be noted that this is by no means an exhaustive list. The focus here is on highlighting the long-standing issues that contributed to creating this fragile workforce and that, if left unaddressed, will result in similarly devastating effects when the next outbreak hits.

An exodus of personal support workers
The Commission heard that not enough people are entering the training programs for PSWs to meet the demand for these workers. While Ontario graduates approximately 7,000 to 7,400 personal support workers every year, 40 per cent of those graduates either never work as PSWs or leave the profession within one year of being trained.

PSWs are the largest workforce in long-term care. Unfortunately, they are also the most transient group. Recruitment and retention of PSWs has long been an issue. Every year, 25 per cent of these workers leave the sector. Some go to other parts of the health care system that offer better pay or more favourable working conditions, while many just leave altogether. This means that of the approximately 58,000 PSWs currently working in long-term care, 14,500 will leave the sector this year – and that is before considering those leaving due to the strain that COVID-19 added to an already challenging job.

Even prior to COVID-19, there was a net exodus of PSWs from the long-term care sector. This resulted in a shortage that was not addressed. Prior to COVID-19, the province estimated that between 6,200 and 6,400 additional
PSWs were needed by 2023 to support long-term care expansion if the issues with retention were not solved. When COVID-19 hit – creating further staffing shortages due to illness, fear or government policies restricting workers to a single long-term care home – this meant many homes did not have enough PSWs to provide proper care to their residents. As of July 2020, the Ministry of Health estimated that the health sector needed an additional 6,000 PSWs, with around half being in the long-term care sector.

A lack of full-time opportunities

I also want to just touch on the disturbingly precarious nature of the work in long-term care, and the studies have shown that working conditions have a direct impact on care conditions. ... There is an overreliance on part-time and casual staff industry-wide particularly among for-profit providers. The vast majority of jobs in these facilities are part-time jobs with no benefits, no paid sick days.

– Candace Rennick, Secretary-Treasurer, CUPE

The lack of full-time employment opportunities available to long-term care staff, and to personal support workers in particular, is a key issue that must be addressed. Almost 60 per cent of all PSWs are employed on a part-time or casual basis. Of these, approximately half reported that they would prefer to work more hours. Similarly, 35 per cent of nurse practitioners, 41 per cent of registered nurses and 45 per cent of registered practical nurses work part-time in the sector, yet 76.1 per cent are reported to prefer full-time work.

The Commission heard that, as a result of the lack of full-time employment, a large proportion of long-term care staff are forced to piece together a number of part-time and casual jobs to make a living wage and support their families. The situation worsened during the pandemic, when staff were prevented from working at multiple long-term care homes; while this was necessary to limit the spread of COVID-19 between homes, it worsened the financial burden many staff face, as the single-site limit was often not met with an increase in hours or pay. Subsequently, one union reported that 7,500 of
the nurses and PSWs it represents in Ontario had either left their jobs or were planning to leave due to financial constraints.

During the COVID-19 pandemic, staff were offered full-time employment by some homes, with positive results. As described by one CEO, full-time employment benefited the staff, residents and home:

> [I]n some cases, more than 75 percent of residents in long-term care have some sort of dementia, so having people around who they know and they trust go a long way in ensuring their well-being. And ... it is good from a company perspective because we have found turnover to be lower in full-time roles than it is in part-time.

As highlighted by the statement above, low staff turnover is not just important from a staffing numbers perspective – it is better for residents’ quality and continuity of care.

While it is acknowledged that some part-time staff are needed due to the round-the-clock nature of long-term care, the current level of part-time staff – among both PSWs and nurses – is not beneficial to residents. The interim report of the Expert Panel on SARS and Infectious Disease Control, also known as the Interim Walker Report, concluded that “the availability of full-time employment for many healthcare workers was clearly inadequate, and the Panel believed that existing rates of casual, part-time and agency employment were undermining efforts to ensure a stable and cohesive work place.” Dr. David Walker and his panel recommended in their final report that, moving forward, 70 per cent of staff be full-time workers. The Registered Nurses’ Association of Ontario has been recommending the same 70 per cent full-time/30 per cent part-time split in all health care settings for more than 20 years. The Ontario Nurses’ Association also agrees with this 70/30 split.

These warnings and recommendations were ignored. As a result, the chronic lack of full-time staff negatively impacted the ability of long-term care homes to effectively respond to COVID-19.

In concert with efforts to recruit, train and retain more PSWs into long-term care, the Commission recommends the creation of more full-time
direct care positions, including setting a target of 70 per cent full-time positions for nursing and PSW staff in each home.

**A lack of wage parity**

In addition to facing a lack of full-time employment opportunities, staff working in long-term care homes typically earn an average hourly wage that is lower than that paid to their counterparts working in hospitals. The lack of full-time employment opportunities exacerbates the issue, as most part-time staff very often do not have benefits to supplement or offset low wages. The Commission heard that this lack of wage parity with hospitals, as well as within the long-term care sector itself, aggravates staffing shortages and creates both recruitment and retention issues.

Care of the elderly in Ontario must include home care, acute care and long-term care. Each requires PSWs and nurses. Financial disparity between sectors of the health care system leads to the needless movement of staff who understandably are looking for greater and more stable income. This cannibalization of one sector’s workforce for another’s does nothing to improve the lives of those needing care.

To ensure sufficient staffing for all sectors, the income disparity across the health care sector must be addressed. The Commission recommends that direct-care staff be provided with wages and benefits that are better aligned to those provided within the sector and with those provided in public hospitals.

**An unregulated health profession**

*Not anyone can just be a PSW. ... They are not maids. Not anyone can walk in and know how to use a Hoyer lift and know exactly how to do a proper bathing technique. It is a skilled profession.*

–Ian DaSilva, Human Resources Director, Ontario Personal Support Workers Association and Canadian Support Workers Association

Despite comprising the largest staffing category in long-term care homes and providing vital services to vulnerable Ontarians – many of whom cannot
express a complaint about how they are treated by the staff caring for them – PSWs, unlike their registered nursing staff colleagues, are unregulated. In fact, the Commission was told that PSWs are the largest unregulated workforce in Ontario. The Commission heard that being an unregulated workforce has contributed to the lack of recognition of the important role PSWs play in the provision of long-term care, which in turn adds to the recruitment and retention issues facing the sector.

Attempts have been made to create a registry of qualified and trained PSWs in Ontario, with the most recent being a prototype built by the Michener Institute at the University Health Network. Although this registry was pilot-tested, the Commission was told that it is “currently in a bit of limbo” due to COVID-19.

The Commission heard that the government had explored a registry model as opposed to the elaborate and expensive nature of a regulatory college structure. However, creating a registry will not fully address the problem of having unregulated PSWs. In fact, a regulator would be required to oversee and operate the registry.

What would ameliorate this situation is linking PSWs, at least initially and after appropriate consultation, to an established regulator in the health care field. This practice would make PSWs “members” of an established health care service regulator, thus granting them “professional” status in the eyes of the public and other health care professionals.

While regulating personal support workers will not solve the staffing problems discussed in this report, it will enable personal support workers to better and more safely serve long-term care home residents. The Ministry of Health and Ministry of Long-Term Care should ensure basic requirements are in place to support the regulation of personal support workers and consider that initial regulation could be provided by an established health care regulator.

**A lack of accurate hours-of-care data**

As noted earlier in this chapter, the needs of long-term care residents have increased over the last few decades. Yet the hours of daily care that each
resident receives have not seen a commensurate increase. The arrival of COVID-19 exacerbated this problem, leading to a situation in which already overworked staff were overwhelmed, and residents paid the price.

In December 2020, the provincial government committed to increasing the daily amount of direct care provided by registered nurses, registered practical nurses and personal support workers to four hours per day per resident, echoing an unfulfilled promise made by the previous government. In its commitment – and as noted above – the government reported that the actual amount of care per resident, on average, is currently two hours and 45 minutes per day. During its investigation, the Commission reviewed various calculations of the daily care rate. It was apparent that the data being used were inconsistent and differed depending on the source. The Commission was advised that the data collected by the province did not reflect actual hours of care provided but, instead, the scheduled hours of care. Staffing shortages, holidays and sick days were not factored into the calculation, which led to an over-counting of actual care hours. In addition, care-hour data are consistently presented as an average. This does not mean that all residents in all homes receive the same amount of care. The presentation of staffing data as an average is misleading; the danger lies in the extremes, where insufficient care is being provided. Dr. Arthur Sweetman, an economist who worked on the 2020 Long-Term Care Staffing Study commissioned in response to Justice Gillese’s recommendation, made this point:

[W]hen you start talking about what’s happening in the average home, you miss the real challenge, which is identifying ... the poor performing homes and then helping those poor performing homes.

Dr. Sweetman told the Commission that, for his study, he sought out the 20 to 30 per cent of homes that provided the most and least hours of care. Looking at these extremes, he felt, would provide a better understanding of what was happening across the sector. He wanted to not only understand the hours of care being provided in the “average” home, but also in those at either end of the spectrum. However, that information was not
made available to Dr. Sweetman. He noted that this lack of available data presents a challenge in understanding a system that he describes as having “tremendous diversity.”

It is indisputable that the average level of care in long-term care homes is currently and has long been inadequate. In some homes and for some residents who receive less than the average of two hours and 45 minutes of care a day, the situation is even worse. By adopting the care standard of four hours per day per resident, the government has acknowledged this reality.

Dr. Sweetman pointed out that insisting on accurate data would assist in identifying homes that have chronic staffing issues or provide an inadequate level of care. Targeting these homes for improvement, whether in a pandemic or not, would assist in promoting the well-being and safety of residents.

**A lack of relevant training**

The *Long-Term Care Homes Act, 2007*, includes the vague requirement that licensees are obligated to ensure that all staff of a home have the “proper skills and qualifications to perform their duties” and possess the qualifications provided for in the regulations. Even so, the Commission heard that the expertise of staff does not always suit the specific needs of the residents. For example, physicians who work in long-term care settings as Medical Directors are not required to have geriatric skills or end-of-life training. As a result, many long-term care homes operate with Medical Directors who may not appreciate the full scope of the residents’ needs.

As another example, the July 2020 Staffing Study identified gaps between the training that PSWs received at the various colleges and universities and the skills their jobs in long-term care homes required. Regulation 79/10 under the *Long-Term Care Homes Act, 2007*, requires that the PSWs working in long-term care homes successfully complete a PSW program that meets the standards set out by the Ministry of Training, Colleges and Universities and has at least 600 hours of combined in-class instruction and practical experience. Community colleges, private career colleges and school boards provide programs for PSWs. There is no standardized curriculum across these various institutions to ensure that training in all required areas has been provided.
Consequently, there is often a knowledge gap once the PSW enters the long-term care home. The government should establish and implement standardized minimum training and education requirements for all PSW training programs.

The Commission also heard that staff in many homes, although well-intentioned, are not properly trained in infection prevention and control practices. Many homes in fact suffer from a significant lack of expertise, despite regulatory requirements to have an IPAC coordinator on staff. After the SARS outbreak, the Ontario and federal governments commissioned reports by the Honourable Justice Archie Campbell, Dr. David Walker and Dr. David Naylor to provide an understanding of why Ontario fared poorly during SARS and what might be done to prevent a similar occurrence in the future (see chapter 2 for more details on these reports and their findings). IPAC was a main focus of those reports. Justice Campbell made it clear that IPAC, along with the provision of safe food and water, is a first priority for Ontario’s public health system; in his report, he noted that the quick spread of disease requires immediate attention to preserve health and save lives. Dr. Walker noted that the lack of proper infection control measures during SARS demonstrated how quickly the health care system could be brought to its knees. Both Dr. Walker and Dr. Naylor emphasized the need to improve infection control safeguards at the provincial and local level. In April 2004, Dr. Walker recommended that there be one infection control practitioner per 250 acute and long-term beds, and that the province work toward one practitioner for every 120 residents in long-term care by 2007.

Much of what Dr. Walker recommended was implemented in hospitals, which left them well protected when COVID-19 hit. Long-term care, however, largely did not implement those recommendations. There was no requirement in long-term care other than to assign a designated infection control lead who was to have “education and experience in IPAC practices,” yet there was no specific IPAC training or accreditation mandated.

In 2012, the Provincial Infectious Diseases Advisory Committee on Infection Prevention and Control (PIDAC) – a multidisciplinary committee of health care professionals that advises Public Health Ontario on the prevention
and control of health care–associated infections – recommended that all health care settings “have access to a certified [infection control professional] or trained individuals to implement the IPAC program and resources that are proportional to the size, sophistication, case mix and estimated risk of the populations served by the health care setting.” PIDAC further recommended that for long-term care settings, this ratio should be one infection control professional per 150 to 200 beds, depending on acuity levels.

Despite these warnings and recommendations, most long-term care homes did not have access to someone with basic knowledge of effective IPAC practices when COVID-19 hit, let alone a properly trained infection control professional.

Regular turnover of front-line staff, especially PSWs, exacerbated this problem.

The designation of an IPAC lead in a home was in large measure window dressing – a title without the necessary expertise or support to back it up. The Commission heard that training is generally inadequate and often involves watching a video. Instead of a fully trained IPAC specialist, the IPAC lead of a home is often a designation provided to an otherwise busy nurse who has not been sufficiently trained in infection prevention and control supervision.

Considering that long-term care homes experience regular influenza outbreaks, the failure to ensure the presence of adequately trained IPAC leads in homes is a problem that ought to have been corrected long ago. Proper IPAC leadership ensures that all staff are properly trained and that proper IPAC practices are followed. This also applies to agency staff hired by homes, who the Commission was told are often poorly trained in IPAC practices. During the COVID-19 pandemic, the inadequate level of IPAC knowledge and practices was a frequent observation of the military and the hospitals who came to the aid of homes in crisis.

The Commission learned that long-term care homes in countries with a strong and pre-existing emphasis on IPAC fared better than those in Ontario. In Hong Kong, for example, where SARS devastated long-term care homes, there has been a strong emphasis on IPAC training and
practices in the years since. This emphasis is one reason why Hong Kong’s long-term care homes performed much better than those in Ontario during COVID-19.

**Need for Urgent Action**

The issues explored in the section above – including a lack of full-time employment, lack of wage parity, heavy workloads, and a challenging working environment and culture – in no way comprise an exhaustive list of the factors contributing to the staffing shortages in the long-term care sector. Nevertheless, they do paint a clear picture of the difficulties at hand.

Recruiting and retaining staff is a significant challenge. The requirement of four hours of direct daily resident care and the government’s promise to add 15,000 beds in the next four to five years (discussed further later in this chapter) will require the hiring of an additional 25,000 to 30,000 personal support workers by 2024–25. If tens of thousands of additional beds are also added in the next two decades – as is needed – the increase will require tens of thousands of additional PSWs, nurses and other staff to care for the expected number of residents.

Staffing matters.

Every moment that passes without addressing these chronic staffing issues is a moment wasted, and wasted time costs lives.

The time to act is now.

**More staff needed**

Information received by the Commission demonstrated that how well a home fared during the COVID-19 pandemic was directly associated with its staffing. The Canadian Institute for Health Information found that homes with a higher ratio of nursing staff to residents were less likely to experience a COVID-19 outbreak (the term “nursing staff” included registered nurses, nurse practitioners, registered practical nurses and PSWs). CIHI also found that the risk of infection and the mortality rate in the first wave were greater in homes that were short-staffed at least once during that period; the same
increases were found in homes that used agency staff for at least seven days in any one month of the first wave.

Dr. Sweetman told the Commission that an indicator of strong performance in a home during an outbreak is the experience of its nurses (i.e., the number of years a home’s nurses have worked in the province). While it is not necessary that every nurse or staff member be highly experienced, homes with experienced “clinical leadership” performed well in outbreak scenarios, including during the COVID-19 pandemic.

The significant staffing problems identified prior to the arrival of COVID-19 – problems that adversely affected the ability of the homes to protect residents from the virus – will continue to plague long-term care homes if not resolved fully, effectively and promptly.

To meet its commitment of four hours of direct daily care, the province announced in December 2020 that it would be investing up to $1.9 billion annually by 2024–25 to create more than 27,000 new positions for PSWs, registered nurses and registered practical nurses in long-term care. In February 2021, the province announced efforts to attract and train 8,200 new PSWs for Ontario’s health care sectors (including long-term care). This is a good start, but it is just a start. Much more needs to be done to genuinely meet the current and inevitable demand.

**Better ratios and skill mix required**

It is not only the total number of staff providing care to residents that is relevant – staffing expertise needs to reflect the diversity of residents’ care requirements. The existing legislation does not mandate the ratio of staff to residents that each home should employ or the skill mix of staff that each home should have (i.e., how many PSWs vs. registered nurses vs. registered practical nurses). These details are left to the individual homes to determine.

The 2020 Long-Term Care Staffing Study declined to suggest a staffing mix for the newly recommended four hours of care per resident per day, and the government has yet to indicate what its planned staffing mix will be. The Commission interviewed many well-informed stakeholders about
suggested staffing mixes, including the Registered Nurses’ Association of Ontario. The RNAO’s recommended formula consists of 20 per cent registered nurse (or 0.8 hours), 25 per cent registered practical nurse (or 1 hour), and 55 per cent PSW (or 2.2 hours). The Ontario Nurses’ Association recommends the same formula.

Considering the acuity level of the residents, particularly the continuing decline of mental cognition, it is clear to the Commission that more registered nursing staff are required in the long-term care sector and that the RNAO recommendation is a reasonable mix. The Commission also recognizes that the appropriate staffing mix may differ from home to home, depending on the needs of the residents. The RNAO’s recommendation reflects the increasingly complex level of care that residents need. If followed, it would ensure that an adequate number of staff, with a proper mix of training, skills and knowledge, would be on hand to provide safe, quality care to residents.

The Commission also heard about the need for nurse practitioners in long-term care. As will be discussed further in chapter 4, nurse practitioners have extensive training and may perform some of the same functions that a doctor performs. But the reality is that nurse practitioners have not been embraced in the sector to the degree that they should be. As it stands, there are only 60 to 70 nurse practitioners currently working in Ontario’s long-term care sector. At just 0.6 per cent, the current ratio of nurse practitioners to residents in long-term care facilities is insufficient. The government and the long-term care sector need to recognize the important contribution and impact that nurse practitioners have on the quality of care in long-term care homes.

The Ontario Nurses’ Association and the Registered Nurses’ Association of Ontario recommend, and this Commission accepts, that the ratio for nurse practitioners in long-term care facilities be set at a minimum of one full-time nurse practitioner for every 120 residents.

It is also apparent that the services provided by allied health professionals play a vital role in extending the lives of the residents and ensuring quality of life while in long-term care. As set out in the 2020 Long-Term Care Staffing Study, access to these professionals increases residents’ strength and mobility, reduces trips and falls, improves sleep quality, and promotes resident
independence and quality of life. An investment to increase the involvement of allied health professionals (including dietitians, speech language pathologists and audiologists, physiotherapists, occupational therapists, recreation therapists, social workers, and others) in long-term care is necessary in order to ameliorate resident health and quality of life.

In addition to the newly recommended four hours of care per day per resident to be provided by registered nurses, registered practical nurses and personal support workers, the government has also committed to increase the average care provided by allied health professionals from the current 30 minutes per resident per day to 36 minutes per resident per day by 2022–23. This is not enough. To ensure that residents receive the necessary physical, emotional, social and spiritual care from this group, the average care provided by allied health professionals should be increased to 60 minutes per resident per day. While this will require a significant financial investment, failure to enact this change will deprive long-term care residents of this critical care. The Commission stresses that this does not need to be the subject of yet another staffing study. Action is required now to provide residents with the care and quality of life that they deserve.

**Faster implementation of four-hour care standard**

While the government has committed to four hours of care per resident per day, it is important to note that this threshold will not be reached until 2024–25. This staged implementation of the new care standards is too slow. The four hours have been recommended based on the *current* needs of residents. The staged approach likely means that the vast majority of current residents will have passed before the four hours of daily care is fully implemented. It is also worth noting that if the acuity of long-term care residents continues to increase, it is likely that more daily hours of care will be required by the time final implementation of the four-hour standard occurs.

The Commission recognizes that reaching the four hours of care per day per resident will not be possible if the underlying causes of the pre-existing and long-standing staffing issues are not addressed. Even if the government realizes its commitment to meet the future demand for
long-term care beds over the coming decades (discussed later in this chapter), no improvement will result without adequate staffing to care for the residents. It is not just more beds or more care hours that are needed; there must also be sufficient – and sufficiently trained – staff to provide proper care to the residents in those beds.

Leadership of Homes: Unclear Roles and Responsibilities

While there are clearly challenges at the staffing level in long-term care homes, it is also true that home leadership is instrumental in creating and maintaining supportive and functional work environments that provide quality of care and support resident quality of life. It is vital that management responds to concerns expressed by residents, their families and loved ones, and staff, and engages in continuous improvement in quality of care and resident quality of life.

In its second set of interim recommendations (see appendix A), the Commission underlined the importance of in-home leadership in addressing workplace culture and setting the tone and direction for home performance. This is important at all times and becomes even more crucial in times of crisis. The quality of in-home leadership pre-COVID-19 is an important factor that influenced how long-term care homes fared during the pandemic.

The legislation governing long-term care homes mandates the presence of skilled, trained professionals to act in various capacities. They are the ones who are to ensure that the residents are properly cared for, kept safe and that their quality of life is maintained.

The Medical Director

The Regulation under the Long-Term Care Homes Act, 2007, does not define ongoing training requirements for the Medical Director in key areas responsive to resident needs, including IPAC, geriatric medicine, caring for patients
with dementia and other cognitive dysfunction, the appropriate use of anti-psychotic medication, palliative and end-of-life care, and in leadership and crisis management. The Regulation should be amended to require the Medical Director to have this additional ongoing training.

The Commission heard about the important role of the Medical Director in long-term care homes. In fact, the Canadian Institute for Health Information told the Commission that it found that the consistent physical presence of a Medical Director in a home was associated with better COVID-19 outcomes, with homes in which the Medical Director was present less than one day per week during the first wave having a higher risk of outbreak severity and resident mortality.

The Commission met with and heard about Medical Directors who were well-trained and devoted to the care of their residents. They were well-equipped to deal with a crisis.

However, the Commission also heard that some Medical Directors did not have training in geriatric medicine, palliative care, treating dementia, or IPAC. They did not have the requisite leadership training or training in crisis management.

If there had been a formal system of oversight, these shortcomings could have been identified and ameliorated, thereby improving the outcomes for long-term care residents.

The Ministry of Long-Term Care and the Ministry of Health should work with the College of Physicians and Surgeons and the Ontario Medical Association to create a system of formal oversight for long-term care home Medical Directors, similar to the Medical Advisory Committee model for physicians with hospital privileges. This oversight should include a review and assessment of the candidate's expertise in the care needs of the long-term care home resident population (including IPAC, geriatric medicine, caring for patients with dementia and other cognitive dysfunction, the appropriate use of antipsychotic medication, and end-of-life care), and in leadership and crisis management.
The IPAC Coordinator
This investigation has highlighted the importance of the role of the IPAC coordinator. This is a vital role in the home. As mentioned earlier, the Commission heard that in many homes prior to COVID-19 this role was not considered to be important and was treated as an add-on to an existing full-time job. In fact, many of the designated IPAC coordinators did not have IPAC education, training or certification. This would prove to be a significant problem. When the pandemic hit, there was an absence of information, protocols and practices relating to IPAC in the homes; in some, there was not even a basic understanding of the importance and proper use of personal protective equipment (PPE).

It is the Commission’s recommendation that the regulation under the Long-Term Care Homes Act, 2007, be amended to require the licensee to designate one registered nurse per 120 beds as the home’s IPAC practitioner(s); this role would oversee, implement and maintain the home’s IPAC program. The regulation should set out specific minimum IPAC education, training and certification requirements that the practitioner must keep current. The IPAC practitioner role should be a dedicated, full-time position that reports directly to the Director of Nursing and Personal Care. The regulation should also require that staff IPAC training be conducted in consultation with the local IPAC specialist (e.g., located at the hospital partner or public health unit).

Emergency Plans and IPAC Requirements
Part V of the Long-Term Care Homes Act, 2007, also addresses the IPAC and emergency planning provisions that long-term care homes are required to implement. The accountability and responsibility for these plans and actions fall to the in-home leadership team.

According to Dr. Jennie Johnstone, Medical Director of Infection Prevention and Control at Sinai Health, prior to the pandemic a culture of swabbing and testing did not exist in long-term care homes unless a number of residents presented with respiratory illness. She told the Commission that long-term care homes were given five swabs each for the flu season and
the guidance was that once an influenza or respiratory virus outbreak was declared, the long-term care home should not continue to test. Instead, it was to be assumed that symptomatic residents had the respiratory illness.

While long-term care homes are required to report outbreaks of communicable diseases, there is no legislative or regulatory requirement for them to report to anyone on the general state of their IPAC preparedness. The Commission has neither heard nor seen any evidence of such reporting. The Commission also did not hear evidence that regular audits of IPAC preparedness were conducted in the homes before the pandemic. While the Commission heard that some public health units, such as York Region and Peel Region, were proactive in conducting IPAC and environmental audits of homes prior to the pandemic, this was not mandated and the Commission heard no evidence suggesting it was the norm.

There was a general lack of IPAC preparedness in long-term care homes when the province declared a state of emergency in March 2020. The inferior IPAC practices, the lack of knowledge among staff regarding how to contain an infectious disease, and the failure by provincial authorities and in-home management to ensure overall regulatory compliance meant that the homes were primed for the COVID-19 virus to enter and then spread like wildfire.

There needs to be accountability. The board of directors of the licensee (under the signature of the chair of the board or the applicable equivalent) should publicly certify annually to the Ministry that appropriate audits have been done of the home’s IPAC practices and pandemic plan, including the sufficiency of the homes’ pandemic stockpile of personal protective equipment and testing of the pandemic plan. This will provide a level of security that the home leadership acknowledges and is accountable for ensuring a safe environment for residents and staff. As will be seen below, this level of accountability is lacking in the current system.
Ministry Oversight and Enforcement: Weak and Ineffective

The Commission heard evidence that the province’s oversight and enforcement of regulatory compliance has been ineffective, especially in areas that could have made a difference in how long-term care homes responded to the pandemic. It is necessary to have strong government regulatory oversight and enforcement in a government-funded sector responsible for taking care of seniors who are unable to live independently.

The Ministry of Long-Term Care performs a policy, funding and inspections/compliance role for the long-term care sector. Questions have been raised about the effectiveness of the province’s oversight and inspections system, which is supposed to protect and advance the safety and security of the vulnerable population who reside in long-term care homes.

Reduction in Resident Quality Inspections

In 2013, the Ministry of Health and Long-Term Care recognized that comprehensive inspections would help identify systemic issues in homes. As a result, the Ministry committed to completing an annual Resident Quality Inspection (RQI) in every home by the end of 2014 and each following year. Approximately 100 inspectors were hired over two years to support this effort, bringing the total number of inspectors to 180 by 2015. This number has remained largely the same over the last five years, along with funding for 188 full-time equivalent long-term care inspector positions as of November 2020. Nearly all of the province’s 626 long-term care homes received an RQI in 2015, 2016 and 2017.

In 2018, in order to clear a backlog of almost 3,000 complaint and critical incident inspections, the Ministry introduced a risk-based inspection and enforcement program. Long-term care homes deemed high-risk were to receive more thorough annual inspections, although the intention was to inspect all homes each year. In 2018, however, only 329 long-term care homes received an RQI. That number dropped to 27 homes in 2019.
This almost total elimination of RQIs, which are intended to provide a holistic review of operations in the long-term care homes, left the Ministry of Long-Term Care with a very limited picture of the state of long-term care homes, and virtually no idea of a home’s IPAC and emergency preparedness when the pandemic began. This was a mistake, as RQIs are the only resident-focused inspections that include a review of IPAC.

This issue was raised by the Commission in its second set of interim recommendations to the Minister (see appendix A).

**Focus on Complaints and Critical Incidents**

In 2019, 97 per cent of the inspections completed by the Ministry were reactive (i.e., in response to complaints, critical incidents, follow-ups and Director Order follow-ups), and of these, there were only 28 complaints and 26 critical incident inspections related to IPAC and emergency preparedness. The Commission also heard that in most cases, homes are aware of when inspections will take place.

In addition, the 2018 changes to the inspection process described above specifically mandated that inspectors were to “stay focused” on the complaint or critical incident that brought them to the home unless the inspector witnessed a “level 4 problem” that placed the residents at immediate jeopardy or risk. As such, significant violations might exist in a home at the time of a critical inspection yet might not result in any notice of correction. Once the critical inspection was “completed,” there would be no further inspection for the year. This may explain why hospitals and the military found homes in varying states of disarray and uncleanliness that appeared to pre-date COVID-19. The Commission heard that one hospital spent almost $500,000 to deep-clean a single home.

The complaint- and critical incident-driven approach to inspections provides a false sense of assurance, as homes with low or no complaints do not necessarily reflect low risk or high compliance. There are multiple reasons why a complaint about a home may not be received, including a lack of family or advocates speaking out on behalf of residents who cannot do so for
themselves. This approach also places the onus on staff, families, residents, caregivers and the general public to be familiar with the regulations and to identify and report violations. It needs to be changed.

**Lack of Enforcement**

Prior to the pandemic, there was a lack of enforcement and lack of follow-up to verify compliance with orders issued by the Ministry. In 2019, the two most common actions resulting from an inspection were a Written Notification and a Voluntary Plan of Correction. Neither require mandatory follow-up by the Ministry or verification by the long-term care home to demonstrate compliance.

The Ministry does have a more effective tool to ensure compliance, but it is, unfortunately, rarely used. Director Orders allow the Director of the Ministry of Long-Term Care Inspections Branch to issue escalating sanctions to a home for non-compliance. Director Orders can range from a written notice to a cessation of admissions, the imposing of mandatory management orders and financial sanctions, and licence revocation. Director Orders clearly have the potential to enforce; however, they appear to be used only in extreme circumstances, with just 21 issued in the 20 months between January 2019 and August 2020.

The evidence before the Commission is that fines or prosecution penalties for failure to comply with orders under the *Long-Term Care Homes Act, 2007*, are rarely applied as a form of corrective action, which may explain the lack of urgency demonstrated by long-term care operators to achieve compliance.

It is evident from this approach taken by the Ministry that licensees have little reason to fear repercussions for non-compliance. It is unlikely that non-compliance will be discovered since inspections are limited. Further, when non-compliance is discovered and an inspector takes action, there is generally no follow-up to determine if the home has achieved compliance. In the rare event that an order is issued, there are few, if any, consequences for breaching the *Act* or its regulation. The licensees have little to fear, as the
province is unlikely to shut them down due to the dire lack of beds and the growing demand for long-term care in the province.

A method to increase accountability and compliance in the inspection regime is needed, such as requiring accountability through a home’s insurer, who can require compliance as a condition of coverage. The Ministry of Long-Term Care must recognize that insurers of long-term care homes are a natural partner in any compliance and enforcement regime.

Heavy Regulatory Burden on Non-Priority Issues
The Ministry has faced criticism for the excessive regulatory and administrative burden placed on homes. Critics have commented that homes are expected to report on many aspects of their operations and that such obligations detract from the care they are able to provide to residents.

Long-term care staff and some operators and associations have told the Commission that this situation has created a culture focused on adherence to rules and over-reporting but not necessarily relating to the priorities most relevant to residents’ health, safety and well-being. Multiple witnesses spoke about the demands of over-reporting, which was common prior to the pandemic and became untenable once COVID-19 struck.

The necessity for government regulatory oversight over a sector that is government-funded and responsible for the care of the province’s most dependent seniors is undeniable. Home operators must be held accountable. However, long-term care operators, staff, residents and families have all suggested to the Commission that a regulatory focus on the right issues and compliance support for homes, quality improvement and resident care, and resident and family satisfaction would be an improvement over the current approach.

Accreditation
In Ontario, accreditation is voluntary for long-term care homes. Homes that choose to seek it must do so from one of the two Ministry of Long-Term Care-approved accreditation bodies: Accreditation Canada or CARF International
(Commission on Accreditation of Rehabilitation Facilities), a U.S.-based accreditation body. The Ministry provides an incentive of an additional $0.36 per bed per day for accredited homes. As of the end of 2020, 84 per cent of long-term care homes in Ontario were accredited.

This accreditation process does not appear to have identified the long-standing issues this Commission has heard about in many of the homes. Furthermore, issues identified during the accreditation process are not disclosed to anyone other than the home operator.

An independent mandatory transparent accreditation process for all homes that does not depend for its funding on the homes it is accrediting must be instituted.

The Ontario government should participate in current and future efforts to implement standards and best practices for long-term care across the country.

Flagging Homes At Risk

As noted in the Commission’s second set of interim recommendations (see appendix A), the current six clinical indicators tracked in the long-term care home performance report – such as the percentage of residents who fell, experienced pain or were physically restrained – are a good first step in advancing transparency and flagging issues in homes. However, this data, while valuable, does not provide other important insights into the quality of care received by residents and their experience in the home, nor is it being utilized to its fullest extent.

The Ministry of Health collects and analyzes system data for both the Ministry of Health and the Ministry of Long-Term Care. It has access to a range of data sources and possesses the expertise to use that data to produce dashboards, analyses, indicators, forecasts, performance measures and situational analyses. Data on long-term care residents include their cognitive status, payment status, food intake and medical status. The following key metrics were measured pre-COVID-19 to determine how a home was performing:
• inspection reports and the complaints process;
• routine monitoring of transfers to hospitals and falls;
• information (quarterly or annual) on high-level staffing; and
• other more static data, such as the number and nature of homes (age, size, etc.), financial and health human resources, and the number of people on the waitlist.

However, information received by the Commission indicated that quality, real-time data are not gathered and widely distributed in a timely manner to flag issues and bring them to the attention of those who need to know and could protect the residents.

In addition, some of the data generated through the ongoing governance, management and accreditation of long-term care homes are only available locally for decision-making. This information is often not captured by the government or shared among ministries, public health units and homes in a manner that allows it to be used to gain insights about the system and, more importantly, to raise red flags and identify risks. Had this information been utilized and shared among these entities, it might have alerted the regulators to issues before the pandemic that could have been rectified and, in turn, better prepared homes to manage when the pandemic hit. This siloed and non-transparent system failed to protect the residents and must be abandoned.

Data gaps in three important areas were identified to the Commission. The Ministry did not know the status of PPE supplies in homes, the adequacy of staffing levels or the status of IPAC practices. The lack of information in these areas proved to be critical once the pandemic struck.

In addition, since they are an unregulated workforce, information on PSWs is generally limited and of poor quality. In light of the central role that PSWs play in the long-term care sector, this is a significant knowledge gap. Furthermore, the experiences of long-term care residents, their family caregivers and staff are not systematically collected for ongoing performance reporting, making it difficult to reliably measure whether care is meeting the needs of residents and their families, what the levels of staff engagement are, and how experiences have changed over time.
Better data and better reporting by the province are needed. Such a reporting system is possible. The Canadian Institute for Health Information, for example, publicly reports on home-level quality of care using nine quality indicators. The Commission heard that every long-term care home resident in Ontario has an annual assessment, as well as shorter quarterly assessments. This information forms the basis of the Continuing Care Reporting System. The nine quality indicators that CIHI reports on are derived from this quarterly clinical information. The indicators measure quality of care in numerous domains of health and well-being, including pressure ulcers, use of physical restraints, incidents of falls, antipsychotics use, mood worsening, experience of pain, pain worsening, and improved or worsened physical functioning. For each home, CIHI determines if the home is in the bottom 20 per cent on any quality indicator. This information is then made publicly available on CIHI’s website. The availability of such metrics supplies information about the care being provided at homes that is accessible by families, residents, staff, home leadership, and the general public. Based on this information, the relative performance of different homes, as well as the performance of a home over time, can be assessed and used to identify risk to the residents. In line with this, CIHI reported to the Commission that those homes that performed more poorly on its publicly reported quality indicators were more likely to have a COVID-19 outbreak.

The performance of each long-term care home should be assessed by key performance indicators designed to accurately measure resident quality of care and quality of life. The homes should be required to provide annual reports, which should be accessible to the public.

**Long-Term Care in the Broader Health Care System: No Seat at the Table**

The staffing and management challenges outlined above certainly represent a major hurdle to providing top-quality care to Ontario’s long-term care residents,
as does the lack of effective oversight. However, it is important to note that long-term care staff and management should not be working in a vacuum.

In speaking with the Commission about infection prevention and control issues within long-term care homes, Dr. Allison McGeer, an infectious disease consultant at Sinai Health System, identified a key problem around IPAC training. She advised that prior to 2003, hospitals often assisted homes with infection prevention and control. In the aftermath of SARS, however, long-term care homes were required to have IPAC expertise on staff. As a result, homes no longer connected with the hospital and its IPAC experts. By the time COVID-19 hit, some homes were effectively estranged from their local hospitals, and the hospitals did not consider themselves responsible for IPAC in long-term care homes.

This split was unfortunate, and indicative of what would become a wider isolation of long-term care within the broader health care system. Prior to COVID-19, there was no system in place to facilitate this type of integration, despite the fact that interaction between the long-term care sector and the broader health care system is essential. Ontario Health, public health units and hospitals play important roles in supporting long-term care homes to protect and care for their residents in public health emergencies.

Nevertheless, many long-term care homes did not have pre-existing or formal relationships with local health care partners, despite the increasing acute medical needs of residents. Where these connections did exist, they tended to be informal, ad hoc arrangements.

Hospital–long-term care home relationships, for example, generally only existed in those cases where a hospital is an owner-operator of a long-term care facility (e.g., Hôpital Montfort in Ottawa) or where a hospital had engaged with a long-term care home to manage a previous crisis. Some homes had ongoing informal relationships with their local hospital, but they were the exception rather than the rule.

This represents a missed opportunity, as hospitals are equipped with the expertise, training, equipment and, in some cases, the extra staffing needed to quickly address and contain the spread of infectious disease in a long-term care home.
In the early part of COVID-19’s first wave, homes without a pre-existing hospital relationship did not initially reach out for assistance with IPAC expertise until they were already in crisis. By the time this outreach occurred, COVID-19 was out of control and residents were infected; 30 per cent of those residents died.

The onset of the COVID-19 pandemic did not initially change this siloed approach to long-term care. Without formal integration of long-term care homes into the wider health care community, it was not clear where long-term care homes could turn for help at the outset of the pandemic and who was responsible for responding to key issues in the homes during the pandemic.

The Ontario government is already providing funding to support the creation of Ontario Health Teams (OHTs) across the province. OHTs will bring together health care providers and organizations to work collaboratively as a coordinated team to provide a continuum of care for patients across providers.

The government should fast-track the implementation of a coordinated governance structure and enhanced funding model to strengthen and accelerate development of Ontario Health Teams and ensure that local/regional Ontario Health Teams are implemented in such a manner that a coordinated continuum of care includes all long-term care homes. (Ontario Health Teams will be discussed in greater detail in chapter 4 and appendix B.)

### Inadequate Funding for Long-Term Care

[R]esidents are older, more medically complex than those living in many other congregate care settings, living often in crowded conditions, and the pandemic highlighted very long-standing issues that we have had to prevent, identify, contain and manage outbreaks, such as understaffing and underfunding ...

–Lisa Levin, CEO, AdvantAge Ontario
As demonstrated throughout this chapter, there are numerous and complex challenges when it comes to ensuring that Ontario’s most vulnerable citizens receive the quality care they so richly deserve. The province failed to address these long-standing and well-known issues in the decades prior to COVID-19 and failed to properly fund this vital health care sector.

In 2020–21, the provincial long-term care budget was $6.96 billion, 96 per cent of which was for daily operations, with the remaining 4 per cent for development projects and minor capital expenditures. Despite the fact that the province spends billions of dollars every year on this sector, the Commission heard repeatedly and from a variety of stakeholders that long-term care is chronically underfunded.

Public spending on long-term care in Ontario is lower than the average spent by developed countries.

Long-term care funding comes from a combination of provincial government funding and resident co-payments, with a government subsidy available for residents who demonstrate financial hardship and are unable to remit the full co-payment amount.

In order to understand the challenges the sector faces in this area, it is necessary to examine how the funding of long-term care homes works.

Level-of-Care Envelopes
The budget for resident care and accommodation is divided into four main funding envelopes – known as “level-of-care” envelopes. These cover a range of expenses, from staffing and medical equipment to food and housekeeping.

As of April 1, 2020, the level-of-care envelopes provide $184.96 per day for each long-term care resident (see Figure 1). In 2019, rather than increasing the funding of the four individual envelopes described in Figure 1, the government introduced a global per diem of $4.50 per resident, giving homes the flexibility to allocate these funds to the envelopes as they see fit. The only restriction is that the allocation of global per diem funds to the Other Accommodations envelope is capped at $1.44 per resident per day (or 32 per cent of the global per diem).
The largest funding envelope is Nursing and Personal Care, which comprises 55 per cent of the per diem. It is adjusted annually to the individual home’s occupancy level and to the acuity of the home’s residents. Acuity of residents is measured by the Case Mix Index, or CMI – a measure of the complexity of medical needs of residents in the home.

With the Nursing and Personal Care, Raw Food, and Program and Support Services envelopes, funding that is not spent by the end of the fiscal year must be returned to the Ministry; this is not the case with the funds in the Other Accommodations envelope. The funding model does, however, allow for some flexibility in transferring surplus funds from certain envelopes to others.
It is important to note that the Other Accommodations envelope is used to pay for overhead, non-care staff, administration, servicing of debt and return to investors. As such, for-profit homes may only take profit from the Other Accommodations envelope, not from the envelopes that directly fund the care of residents. The Commission was told that the funding in the Other Accommodations envelope largely comes from co-payments by residents. Specifically, the co-payment is remitted to the province by the resident, which in turn remits the bulk of the co-pay back to the home in the Other Accommodations envelope.

**Supplementary Funding**

In addition to the funding envelopes, a number of supplementary funding streams are available to long-term care homes. Supplementary funding is used for basic care and accommodation, specialized supports, capital and other initiatives. Supplementary funding streams include Behavioural Supports Ontario, Behavioural Specialized Units, equipment to aid in the prevention of falls and injury, and specified clinical education for staff. Any unused funds from the supplementary funding streams must be returned to the Ministry.

**Use of Funding Envelopes**

Homes are incentivized to spend all of the funding they receive through the envelopes. As discussed above, with the exception of the Other Accommodations funding, any unspent amounts must be returned to the Ministry. This encourages homes to use the funding within the stipulated categories. However, the Commission heard that the current government funding is still not adequate to fully cover the costs of caring for residents.

**Topping Up**

In certain circumstances, not-for-profit homes and municipal homes have “topped-up” the care funding provided by the province. Not-for-profit homes
seek grants or fundraise to access additional funds. In addition, their not-for-profit status means they do not pay income tax, which for-profit homes must pay. Municipal homes have a similar income tax advantage, as they do not pay municipal taxes. Certain municipalities also provide additional funding to support the care of the residents. The differences in how various homes top up funding results in significant variability in actual per-resident care funding, and likely in resident experiences, between homes.

Some municipalities use their municipal tax revenue to supplement the care of residents. For example, the Commission heard that in 2016, municipal governments collectively contributed $350 million over and above the provincial funding subsidy, not including capital expenditures (or approximately $21,600 per bed of additional funding).

One example of such a municipality is York Region, which pays 46.6 per cent of the total cost of care, whereas the provincial subsidy only pays 39.5 per cent, with residents’ fees and service charges making up the remainder. While some of the additional funds municipal homes receive go toward increased employee salaries, much of the excess goes to care. This demonstrates that some municipalities clearly believe the province underfunds the cost of care. York Region, for example, uses part of its additional funding to top up the provincial Raw Food envelope by an additional $1.50 per resident per day in its two long-term care homes so that residents receive more fresh food, juices, better cuts of meat, and the like. The Commission heard that other municipalities similarly top up funding, although to varying levels.

With additional funding invested in care by some municipalities and not-for-profits, there is clearly an inequity between homes as to the amount of money available to care for a resident. With the extensive delays due to the waitlist, those seeking placement are often compelled to take the first home offered. As a result, whether a resident enters a home that has additional funding to invest in care, such as the ones operated by York Region, is a matter of chance.

It is inequitable that chance should dictate the amount of money available to care for a resident in a provincial system of long-term care.
The State of Long-Term Care Infrastructure: Old and Overcrowded

I don’t think we can minimize the impact of these multi-bedrooms and the crowding with the 3 and 4 residents in the same room, the sharing of the washroom. This clearly drives transmission; it drives it during a pandemic. It also drives a bunch of these antibiotic resistant organisms, *C. difficile* and things like these, outside of pandemics but people are less focused on it during those interpandemic periods.

–Dr. Kevin Katz, Medical Director of Infection Prevention and Control, North York General Hospital

As noted above, covering the cost of care in homes is an ongoing and serious challenge to the sector’s ability to properly care for its residents. Equally challenging is the need to fund infrastructure projects that will allow long-term care homes to keep pace with changing needs and demands for care.

The Commission heard evidence from a variety of sources suggesting that these infrastructure projects are long overdue.

The Ministry of Long-Term Care advised the Commission that as of September 2020, a total of 31,399 beds still in use had been built to outdated design standards. Most of these older beds exist in for-profit homes. It is clear that these old beds need to be replaced or redeveloped to current design standards.

The physical design of older long-term care homes, many of which are built to design standards from the 1970s, can create challenges for providing quality care for residents, especially in reducing the spread of infection. For example, ward-style accommodations – in which three or four people share a room, and as many as eight share a washroom – can make it difficult to implement proper social distancing, deep-cleaning, and other infection prevention and control practices such as isolating and cohorting (or grouping) sick residents. The Commission heard that the space afforded to residents in newer home designs is greater than that in older homes. And unlike older design standards, updated standards introduced in 2015 require a washroom in all resident bedrooms.
It is worth noting that this issue regarding ward rooms is not the same across the country. Other provinces have fewer shared rooms. In British Columbia, for example, 88 per cent of long-term care rooms are single occupancy. In Alberta and Newfoundland and Labrador, less than one per cent of beds are in wards. In Ontario, by contrast, almost 40 per cent of homes have multi-bed wards.

Some believe the continued existence of these older homes reflects the value the province places on seniors and its long-term care system. As Dr. McGeer noted, no one wants to live four to a room, but:

we think it's perfectly normal that our older people with Alzheimer’s share bathrooms with eight or ten strangers and have one shower room for 30 people and live in a four-bed room with no space for ... visitors or anything else.

The failure to redevelop these older homes contributed to the inability of some homes to contain the spread of COVID-19. Moving forward, the province must address this issue by developing a better system for building and operating long-term care homes.

Building and Operating Long-Term Care Homes

One reason for the sorry state of the province’s long-term care infrastructure is that throughout the decades prior to the COVID-19 pandemic, the government was slow or unable to attract long-term care stakeholders to deliver additional supply and upgrade their facilities.

Owners of long-term care homes are responsible for covering the upfront costs of development projects, with many owners accessing loans from banks or other sources. Some not-for-profits use the Infrastructure Ontario lending program, and some hospital-run long-term care homes use the Ontario Financing Authority.
The main source of financial support that the Ministry of Long-Term Care provides for long-term care development projects is through the 25-year Construction Funding Subsidy (CFS). The subsidy is paid to the long-term care home owner once the development project is successfully completed in accordance with all conditions of the Development Agreement with the Ministry.

The Ministry also provides one-time funding opportunities, such as a $250,000 Planning Grant for not-for-profit and municipal owners to support project planning, once they sign a Development Agreement with the Ministry.

Owners use the CFS along with other funding sources, including revenue from the additional payment by residents in preferred accommodation (i.e., semi-private and private rooms), to finance redevelopment and development of long-term care beds.

In 2017–18, the then Ministry of Health and Long-Term Care allocated $151.5 million to the long-term care sector that was used mostly for the Construction Funding Subsidy for long-term care homes. In May 2019, the Ministry’s Long-Term Care Homes Division reported that the Ministry had invested more than $1.8 billion of CFS funding into long-term care infrastructure projects over the past decade.

As of December 2019, however, only 177 beds were under construction, despite 7,889 beds having been approved for development.

In 2018, the Ministry of Health and Long-Term Care determined that there was an unwillingness to build long-term care homes because the return offered by the province via the Other Accommodations funding envelope was insufficient to attract private investors. As a result, the province increased funding levels. Past programs failed to acknowledge the diversity in property costs across the province; an acre of land in Toronto, for example, is vastly more expensive than in northern portions of the province. The new model was designed to recognize and address this disparity, as few new homes were being built in the heart of the province’s more expensive urban centres. The government also sought to assist by permitting access to provincial surplus land.
Also, in 2019, certain financial incentives were implemented to assist not-for-profit operators, which usually do not have ready access to capital and must rely on fundraising to raise sufficient funds, which can then be leveraged by bank financing or some similar sources of debt.

The for-profit sector has ready access to capital provided the economic return is attractive and commensurate with the risk. Currently, the bulk of the payment for the capital is paid over the life of the licence, which is generally 25 to 30 years for new builds. The government also provides funding to cover a portion of the capital cost, payable as a top-up to the daily bed rate.

According to the province, the cost to build a new bed is generally considered to be the same as the cost to redevelop an existing bed. In 2017, it was estimated that the cost to build a new long-term care bed ranged from $289,000 to $536,000. The present value of the province’s contribution to the development or redevelopment of a bed ranges from $137,316 in rural Ontario to $174,195 in large urban areas. Assuming a construction cost of $350,000 per bed in a large urban area, with contributions from the province of $174,195 over 25 years, it follows that the province pays approximately half of the cost of a new long-term care bed. The rest of the funds must be found elsewhere.

The cost of building enough beds to handle the current and upcoming demand will be a real challenge for the government. To meet the current need to replace the expiring licences and to accommodate the current wait-list at the estimated cost of $350,000 per bed, the capital cost required will be approximately $19.8 billion.

By some accounts, in the next 20 years, Ontario will need to create between 96,000 and 115,000 additional beds to accommodate the province’s increasing aged population. If this is so, the cost will exceed $33.6 billion in current dollars, or $1.68 billion a year for 20 years.

This does not take into account existing beds that require redevelopment. As discussed above, there are currently more than 31,000 beds in Ontario that were built to older design standards (i.e., classified as B, C or Upgraded D beds). At the approximate redevelopment cost of $350,000 per bed, an additional $10.9 billion in funding will be required to upgrade these beds.
Delayed and Prolonged Licensing Approval Process
The current government has committed to building 15,000 new beds by 2023–24 and upgrading 23,000 existing beds by 2028. Despite the government’s commitment, the Commission was told that it takes two years to receive approval of a licensing application and then an additional two and a half years to construct the beds. The Commission heard from one long-term care home operator that it has made numerous applications over the years to redevelop its homes that did not move forward. This operator told the Commission that it currently has 22 pending applications before the government for redevelopment projects. The Commission also heard that another operator has had an application pending since 2017 but is facing zoning issues at the provincial and municipal level that are blocking redevelopment.

The need for multiple approvals at multiple stages creates a lengthy, costly approval process. The approximately five years that pass between concept and resident-ready beds means that the province is playing catch-up and is forever in a growing bed deficit.

Even if 15,000 new beds are built, the challenges with increasing demand for long-term care beds and an ever-growing waitlist will remain. In addition to a new funding model, the province needs a streamlined and expedited approvals process for creating new beds.

A New Way Forward:
Separating Construction from Care
This chapter has provided an overview of a long-term care system rife with challenges. Many of these issues have existed in the sector for decades. However, these challenges will be magnified considerably with the aging demographic and the future challenges around ensuring that people age at home safely and, as necessary, age safely in long-term care homes. In order to meet this challenge, the government will need to engage in a process that is both
financially prudent and ensures residents are taken care of in a safe and healthy manner. As has been demonstrated here, building new beds must be a key component of this process.

Between 2011 and 2018, only 611 net new long-term care beds were built, though municipal and not-for-profit homes did redevelop some facilities. Over the same period, the waitlist for long-term care beds grew by 78 per cent. Complicating the issue is the fact that the licences for 26,500 beds will expire by 2025. In 2019, the province introduced programs to construct 15,000 new beds and redevelop an additional 15,000 beds to modern standards by 2025 (this was subsequently increased to 23,000 redeveloped beds).

The Commission retained Morrison Park Advisors (MPA) to advise it on the status of the for-profit long-term care sector. MPA confirmed that the long-term care business is considered a steady but low-return investment. The profit is made not on the care side but on the “hoteling” of the residents (i.e., on providing accommodations for the residents, including room and board). MPA advised the Commission that there are significant risks involved in operating a long-term care home, and that these risks must be considered when looking at the rate of return on investment.

MPA further advised that the use of private capital for a public service is not a new concept and is in fact commonplace in Ontario. The utility business, for example, has long used private investment capital to build and operate electricity generation, transmission and distribution, overseen by a regulatory body independent of government. The independent nature of the regulator, in part, ensures decisions are made without political interference.

In Ontario, the province has used Infrastructure Ontario to craft a host of innovative solutions that allow public infrastructure to be built with private funds. The province has privately funded hospitals, courthouses and light rail systems, to mention just a few. Each model is slightly different, but all involve the construction of infrastructure that is paid for up front by private investors who receive the return of their capital with profit over time, whereas the activity for which the infrastructure was built, such as operating the courts or providing care in a hospital, is carried out by others.

The long-term care model appears to be an outlier, in that the provision
of private capital for the infrastructure is combined with the provision of care; that is, long-term care owners finance the build and provide hoteling services while also providing care to residents. In essence, the companies do not make profit on the care portion; they provide the care as a complete net neutral activity for the government in return for making a profit on the infrastructure and hoteling of the residents. For many, it can be difficult to understand how investment vehicles such as real estate investment trusts can be responsible to their investors and, at the same time, for the care of residents. Indeed, REITs contract out this fundamental care task despite being legally responsible for it.

It is difficult to see how one can build a culture of excellence in care when care is only a means to profit on the infrastructure and hoteling.

As noted, COVID-19 has seriously undermined the reputation of for-profit homes. The Commission has repeatedly heard about the distrust of the private sector when it comes to providing care. A new model is needed to reset the balance – a model that will attract investment into the sector while also restoring Ontarians’ faith that the care of our elderly is a priority.

Capital funding is clearly needed to meet the current and future demand for more long-term care beds. As demonstrated earlier in this chapter, the investment required to build new beds and redevelop old beds is considerable. Government must decide how to fund this urgent multi-billion dollar need for tens of thousands of additional and redeveloped beds. By some estimates, in two decades more than twice as many beds will need to be built than exist today; over this same time period, almost all of the current home licences will expire.

Now is the time to revisit the business of long-term care.

There is no reason that the accommodation and care of residents need to be handled by the same entity. The current model in which profit-seeking entities receive a profit for the infrastructure and hoteling as well as providing for the care of residents as an “add-on” does not create the right incentives.

The government should separate the construction of long-term care facilities from the care provided in those facilities, recognizing that those skilled at the former may not be appropriate for the latter. For example, construction of long-term care homes would continue to be open to the private sector based on design standards set by the province. In a manner similar to...
that employed in the hospital sector, the province would then fund annual payments for an agreed-upon number of years sufficient to ensure that the developers recover their investment and an agreed-upon rate of return. This procurement strategy also would allow the province to require that upon the conclusion of this period, the province, not the developer, would own the long-term care facility and the land on which it is built.

Developers who participate in this program would earn an appropriate return rate that is commensurate with the reduced level of risk of not being responsible for the care of the residents. The developers would have no role in the care provided in the long-term care home. This reform would permit the private sector to satisfy the demand for long-term care facilities by accessing the capital required to construct the facilities; simultaneously, it would ensure that residents receive care from a provider whose sole focus is that care.

After construction, managing the long-term care home would fall to not-for-profit operators or private operators who are mission-driven rather than motivated by dividends. The province would, subject to negotiation, pay operators in much the same way that it does now, but with an improved funding envelope for care.

In addition, not-for-profit homes currently face a major barrier to development, which is that they lack expertise in capital development. This lack of expertise leads to difficulty accessing financing, resulting in fewer successful applications to construct new beds. As a first step toward encouraging the continued participation of not-for-profit organizations in the sector, the province must urgently implement a streamlined, expedited approvals process for creating redeveloped and new long-term care beds that accommodates the participation of existing and new not-for-profit and municipal licensees.

Given the current and projected demand for long-term care beds, a new model of building homes, providing more beds and delivering care is an urgent necessity. The sooner this can be implemented, the better protected Ontario’s most vulnerable will be in the future.
A Note on Insurance
Throughout its investigation, the Commission heard that the long-term care sector is having difficulty finding affordable insurance. Insurance broker Marsh Canada reported that the insurance market for long-term care has been tightening for years and that the lawsuits arising out of COVID-19 have made it difficult for homes to obtain liability and director and officer insurance. It is possible that some homes will not be able to obtain insurance at all. The loss of insurance will leave homes unable to cover residents’ liability claims. This loss may also impede the ability of some homes to attract financing and qualified directors. Such instability in the industry will create additional risk for residents. Marsh Canada provided several examples of industry-wide solutions. The Ministry should recognize that the concerns of the insurance industry are important. If insurance companies were to withdraw from the sector, it would have a significant negative impact on the construction and operation of long-term care homes. The government has a role to play to ensure that homes are able to obtain necessary insurance and should consult with long-term care licensees and the insurance industry to determine what additional solutions are needed.

Conclusion
Notwithstanding the legislative requirement that long-term care homes are to be a “safe, comfortable, home-like environment” that support “a high quality of life for all residents,” this was not the case in all homes in the years leading up to the pandemic. As has been detailed throughout this chapter, the long-term care system in Ontario was at a tipping point well before COVID-19 came along. Homes were often overcrowded and understaffed; had outdated infrastructure, untrained leaders, and minimal IPAC knowledge; were unsupported by the rest of the health care system; and – as will be explored in chapter 2 – lacked a plan for dealing with a pandemic that experts believed was inevitable.

In a war against an infectious and potent virus, these deficiencies were the foundation of a devastating defeat.
Voices from the Front Line

“In the end, the long-term care home relied on many of these family members coming in so frequently to ease the burden on their staff in caring for residents. We have six members on our Family Council who come in every day of the year to feed either their wives or husbands or a parent. That’s every meal, every bath, and every important meeting. They wash their clothes because the home loses their loved ones’ clothes frequently. And they’ve been doing this for years.

—Harold Curwain, family member of long-term care resident

“Most nights, the RPNs are doing 64 residents to give them meds which is impossible when you have – you may have three at end of life on one side, or you have the behaviours on the other. How one RPN can do that is impossible.”

—Long-term care staff member

“PSWs need to be regulated, licensed, and trained. More ... training and skills dealing with responsive behaviors are required like dementia, depression, bipolar, mental illness, the use of PPE, all of that.”

—Family member of long-term care resident

“The model of care needs [to] change, and, most importantly, the respect and the treatment of seniors and their care providers, the PSWs, the nurses, need to change. A remake of long-term care. Not warehousing people but meeting needs at various stages of life with dignity.”

—Family member of long-term care resident

“We have to be better prepared. We owe it to these residents. We shouldn’t have lost as many residents as we did, and we shouldn’t have lost a co-worker that came to work every day, would not go off. She had existing health problems and would not go off work because she needed to be there to help take care of the residents.”

—Long-term care staff member
Ontario’s Pandemic Preparedness

[W]e know now that new microbial threats like SARS have happened and can happen again. However, there is no longer any excuse for governments and hospitals to be caught off guard and no longer any excuse for health workers not to have available the maximum level of protection through appropriate equipment and training.

–The Honourable Justice Archie Campbell, SARS Commission Final Report

Like many jurisdictions, Ontario was unprepared for the COVID-19 pandemic. However, this need not have been the case. As discussed briefly in chapter 1, Ontario was forced to contend with Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome (SARS) – another deadly coronavirus – in 2003, and it suffered disproportionately compared to other provinces. In the wake of the outbreak, the Ontario and Canadian governments commissioned several studies that highlighted the failings of both the provincial and national health and emergency response systems when it came to preparing for a deadly virus.

Excellent recommendations came out of those studies and, for a time, Ontario paid attention to them. The province strengthened its defences and prepared the health care sector to respond to a pandemic. Outbreaks of H1N1 and Ebola in 2009 and 2014–16, respectively, were grim reminders of the threat a disease outbreak could pose.

Despite these stark reminders, Ontario lost the will to make pandemic preparedness a priority. By 2017, the Auditor General was warning the government of major weaknesses in the province’s emergency management programs
that could make Ontario vulnerable to a large-scale emergency. Ontario’s current Chief Medical Officer of Health, Dr. David Williams, told the Commission that when the province is not in the middle of a public health emergency, pandemic preparedness policies often fall by the wayside in favour of more immediate concerns: “It is hard to keep [pandemic preparedness] always at the front table because the tyranny of the urgent always pushes things aside[.]

This is exactly what happened in the years leading up to the COVID-19 pandemic. As this chapter will demonstrate, the Ministry of Health did not take sufficient steps to fulfill its legislative obligation to have a plan in place to address the eventuality of a pandemic. As a result, the province had no up-to-date, cohesive pandemic plan in 2020. Ontario’s most current plan was primarily designed to address an influenza pandemic and had not been updated since 2013. Subsequent government attempts to expand the scope of the plan beyond influenza had stalled prior to the onset of COVID-19. Compounding this issue, responsible ministries failed to conduct simulations or drills of the 2013 pandemic influenza plan. In particular, there were no drills focused on long-term care, where some of the most vulnerable Ontarians live.

Furthermore, by the time COVID-19 hit Ontario, the majority of the province’s stockpile of emergency health supplies, amassed after SARS, had expired without being replaced. Ontario’s Auditor General warned in 2017 that 80 per cent of the stockpile was expired. By the end of 2019, 90 per cent of the stockpile – including surgical and N95 masks – had expired and was in the process of being destroyed, even though the risks the stockpile was meant to address had not vanished. Instead of taking immediate action in 2017, when it became clear that most of the stockpile was expired, successive governments spent three years deliberating on various policy options for replenishment.

In the years following SARS, Ontario received additional specific warnings that improvements were needed in governmental or administrative areas relevant to pandemic preparedness. The province was warned that it needed to identify isolation sites before another pandemic hit and also improve its laboratory network; it failed to do either. Chronic underfunding of Public Health Ontario (PHO) also hampered the agency’s ability to carry out parts of its mandate.
All of this contributed to a fatal lack of preparedness when the deadly virus struck long-term care homes.

COVID-19 may have arrived unexpectedly in 2020, but it was entirely predictable that a deadly pathogen would sweep the world at some point. It was also predictable that a pandemic could disproportionately impact vulnerable Ontarians in long-term care. Ontario had numerous opportunities to build the lifeboats that would have buoyed the province and its long-term care sector during the storm of a potential pandemic. These opportunities were squandered, and instead of facing the storm from a position of strength, the province found itself building lifeboats after the downpour had already begun.

**Warnings Ignored**

The spread of infectious respiratory diseases is not a new phenomenon. Tuberculosis, a contagious disease that infects the lungs and is primarily spread through the air, was one of the leading causes of death in the late 19th and early 20th centuries and continues to disproportionately impact some populations in Canada. The 1918 influenza pandemic – to which COVID-19 has been compared because of similarities in transmission patterns – began during the spring of 1918 and infected a third of the world’s population. The disease spread primarily in two waves, in the spring and fall of 1918, and is estimated to have killed between 50 million and 100 million people.

Infectious disease outbreaks were not mere historical footnotes in Ontario. In 2003, the province was one of the epicentres of the SARS outbreak. The 2009 H1N1 pandemic and the 2014–16 Ebola threat followed soon after, providing ample further warning of the dangers associated with a disease outbreak in Ontario.
SARS Sounds the Bell

If we do not learn from SARS and we do not make the government fix the problems that remain we will pay a terrible price in the next pandemic.

–The Honourable Justice Archie Campbell, SARS Commission Final Report

Initially emerging in China in November 2002, SARS spread across the world within several weeks. Like COVID-19, SARS was caused by a novel coronavirus, and there was no vaccine or timely test available for it.

The SARS outbreak challenged Ontario’s health care system and overran several key hospitals in Toronto. By the time the virus was contained, more than 300 people in Ontario had been infected and 44 had lost their lives. The heroic efforts of health care workers spared the province from a more deadly catastrophe.

In Ontario, SARS was primarily managed with isolation and infection control in hospitals. Given the focus placed on managing and treating the disease in hospital settings and the fact that those infected with SARS are most infectious when their symptoms are most life-threatening, health care workers were at increased risk for contracting and spreading the disease. More than 100 health care workers in Canada became ill from the virus and three died.

The SARS outbreak should have warned successive provincial governments of the importance of preparing for a pandemic.

Three investigations were convened in 2003 to assess and report on the federal and provincial response to SARS:

1. **The National Advisory Committee on SARS and Public Health** was established by the federal Minister of Health to provide a “third party assessment of current public health efforts and lessons learned for ongoing and future infectious disease control.” The committee’s final report, “the Naylor Report,” was published in October 2003.

2. **The Expert Panel on SARS and Infectious Disease Control** was established by Ontario’s Ministry of Health and Long-Term Care to
“identify the key lessons learned from [the SARS outbreak] and to provide practical, focused, and forward-looking recommendations regarding the management and control of infectious diseases and the capacity of Ontario to handle public health emergencies in the future.” The panel published an interim report in December 2003 before publishing its final report, the “Walker Report,” in April 2004.

3. The SARS Commission was established by Ontario’s Minister of Health and Long-Term Care and led by the Honourable Justice Archie Campbell to investigate how the virus came to Ontario, how it spread and how the province responded to the outbreak. The Commission published its first interim report in April 2004, its second interim report in April 2005 and its final report – the “SARS Commission Report” – in December 2006.

Each of these reports warned of deficiencies in pandemic preparedness and emergency medical supply stockpiles at both the national and provincial level. They also noted major problems with regards to health sector staffing and health facility infection prevention and control (IPAC). Taken together, these reports were prophetic in warning that the province’s best chance at battling a pandemic was to be properly prepared ahead of time. Many of the public health system issues experienced during the SARS outbreak and foreshadowed in these reports arose again, with dire consequences for long-term care, during the COVID-19 outbreak.

Reading these reports in light of COVID-19, it is striking to note how the lessons of SARS were not learned, and how the same mistakes were repeated. A deeper exploration of the reports’ findings and recommendations brings into stark focus the multiple warnings that successive governments disregarded.

Findings on lack of preparedness
All three reports found that the SARS outbreak revealed a significant lack of pandemic preparedness in Ontario and in Canada as a whole. Each pointed out systemic failures within Ontario’s health emergency response system and called for strengthened leadership, coordination, surveillance and
risk-reduction measures. Had these failures been properly resolved and these warnings fully heeded, Ontario’s long-term care sector would have been better prepared than it was at the onset of the COVID-19 pandemic.

The Naylor Report noted that Ontario would not have been able to withstand two simultaneous outbreaks the size of the SARS outbreak. Consequently, the report called for strengthened surveillance programs by federal, provincial and territorial governments. It also recommended the development of clear protocols for leadership and coordination of future research to identify, characterize, respond to, monitor and learn from new pandemics.

The Walker Report found that the SARS outbreak “exposed a general lack of preparedness for managing health emergencies” and emphasized that improvements to the province’s capacity to address health emergencies would be a “down payment on the future.” The report identified tools required to respond to infectious disease outbreaks, including the implementation of a real-time comprehensive surveillance framework. Finally, the report called on the Ontario government to work with federal and municipal governments to promote “cross-training opportunities between public health, acute care, long-term care and other sectors.” As revealed during the COVID-19 pandemic, many of these links, particularly with regards to acute care, were only forged after the pandemic had begun.

Meanwhile, in the SARS Commission Report, Justice Campbell stated that the outbreak revealed a “systemic province-wide inadequacy of preparedness.” The Commission also flagged that long-term care facilities were at particular risk for disease outbreak, detailing the impact of Legionnaires’ disease on the Seven Oaks Home for the Aged in Toronto in 2005. The Commission concluded that the Legionnaires’ outbreak, which resulted in the death of 23 residents, “showed the bad side of Ontario’s response to SARS systemic problems that remain unfixed.”

Tragically, these problems would remain largely unfixed in Ontario’s long-term care sector leading up to the COVID-19 pandemic.
**Findings on lack of infection prevention and control**

All three reports found weaknesses in provincial and federal infection prevention and control practices. The Naylor Report noted “a massive shortfall in the number of infection control practitioners necessary to provide optimum infection control in the hospital sector.” It also called attention to the insufficient liaisons between hospitals and public health units regarding infection control practices. (Public health units are administrative regions within Ontario through which the delivery of local public health services is organized. The role of public health units is discussed further in appendix B.)

The Walker Report found that a lack of basic infection control techniques extended to all health care facilities in the province – including long-term care facilities – as well as health care education programs. The report also recommended that efforts be made to ensure that more IPAC specialists were available to service the long-term care sector.

Justice Campbell echoed this sentiment when he stated that the SARS outbreak revealed the “inadequacy of infection control programs to protect patients and visitors to health facilities.”

**Findings on staffing shortages**

The reports also noted severe staffing deficiencies within the federal and provincial health care sectors. The Naylor Report stated that public health human resources across the country were deficient and argued that SARS should be viewed as a warning for institutions that provided health care training to better prepare for future disruptions. The report further warned that the lack of trained public health practitioners could hinder efforts to improve Canada’s public health infrastructure.

The SARS Commission Report included interviews with Ontario nurses noting critical nursing shortages during the SARS outbreak and stating that wages paid to health services providers during an outbreak must be proportionate to the risk the providers take on. Other nurses quoted in the report detailed how staffing shortages required nurses to work in multiple locations, which in turn contributed to these nurses becoming infected with SARS. Justice Campbell also reported that the Ontario Nurses’ Association surveyed
their members after the outbreak and found that almost two-thirds felt their health had been compromised during the SARS outbreak. Echoes of this complaint were heard again as COVID-19 ravaged Ontario’s long-term care homes.

The Walker Report noted a similar deficiency in health human resources, finding that “Ontario needs an increased number of professionals, as well as educational and career opportunities, in public health.” The report also highlighted the growing trend in Ontario’s health care sector of health workers being hired on a part-time basis instead of a full-time basis and warned about the risks inherent in this approach. The prescience of these warnings with regards to the staffing issues that would manifest during the COVID-19 pandemic is striking:

SARS shed a spotlight upon a problem that has existed in the health professions ... the use of a high proportion of staff that is employed casually, rather than on a full-time or “regular part-time” basis. Full-time and “regular part-time” work usually involves a relatively fixed schedule and an agreed number of hours, while “casualization” involves the systematic replacement of full-time and part-time staff with staff employed on an ad hoc basis. As stated in one submission to the Panel, “Move towards a much higher ratio of full-time, permanent staff. Part-time/casual staff work at multiple sites, and may contribute to the spread of disease.”

The Panel heard that the problem of casualization is most severe in the long-term care [emphasis added] ... but remains a concern across all segments of health care. Those employed on a casual basis tend to work at multiple sites, raising the specter of healthcare workers transmitting a disease.

[...]

In addition, the Panel was told that the rule of working at one facility only, a rule imposed during SARS, meant that a number of institutions that had high rates of casualization lost much of their staff. The flip side to this was that staff working casually found their hours slashed by the “one facility” rule. We heard that it is only feasible to limit staff to one facility during an infectious disease outbreak when full-time employment
of healthcare workers is maximized. Until that comes to pass, “The focus should be on limiting risk rather than limiting employment.”

[...]

Ultimately, the Panel has concluded that reducing the rate of casualization, regardless of the theoretical impact this may have on infection control, is instrumental in improving the continuity of care of patients, improving workplace satisfaction and loyalty, and building cohesion and core capacity back into the system.

As will be discussed in chapter 3, very little progress was made on reducing the rate of casualization in Ontario’s long-term care sector before the COVID-19 pandemic. Part-time staff working in multiple long-term care homes also played a role in the spread of COVID-19 between homes.

**Emphasis on the importance of stockpiling medical supplies**

The three reports also emphasized the importance of maintaining a provincial stockpile of medical supplies to allow for health care workers to contain an outbreak effectively. The SARS Commission Report stated that the outbreak “emphasized the need to have sufficient quantities of medical supplies, secure supply chains and the means to distribute the supplies.” The Walker Report similarly found that SARS “revealed clear provincial and national weaknesses around both production and distribution of emergency supplies.”

The Naylor Report noted that, during the outbreak, personal protective equipment (PPE) was sometimes unavailable to front-line workers and at other times suboptimal. Making matters worse, some of this unavailable equipment was in fact mandated for use by government directives, putting health care workers in the frustrating position of not being able to adhere to directives through no fault of their own. The report recommended that provincial governments ensure that plans were created to provide medical supplies to health care workers outside the hospital sector.
Summary
As mentioned earlier, SARS was primarily transmitted in Ontario’s hospitals and mostly affected hospital patients and health care workers rather than those in long-term care. However, in places such as Hong Kong, SARS did affect long-term care as well. Hong Kong’s long-term care homes weathered COVID-19 largely due to the lessons learned during SARS – in particular, the importance of infection prevention and control.

A different situation played out in Ontario. Because the SARS outbreak here mostly occurred in hospitals, the province responded to the warnings issued by the Naylor, Walker and SARS Commission reports by preparing Ontario’s hospitals to manage a future pandemic. These preparations were mainly successful, as hospital infection prevention and control measures had improved greatly by the time of the COVID-19 pandemic.

It is important to note, however, that the reports did not limit their warnings to hospital preparedness. Each report expressed urgent concerns that the province as a whole was systemically unprepared for the next pandemic – in some cases mentioning specific dangers facing the long-term care sector. Unfortunately, the lessons of SARS were not sufficiently taken up in Ontario’s long-term care sector, and many long-term care residents and their families paid a terrible price.

H1N1: A Familiar Refrain

Simply put, we know beyond a shadow of doubt that at some point there will be another pandemic, or another emerging infectious disease event like SARS, that will require a provincial response.

–Dr. Arlene King, Ontario Chief Medical Officer of Health, 2010

In 2009, just six years after the SARS outbreak, the H1N1 pandemic again reminded Ontario of the unpredictability of virus severity and the need to identify and proactively protect populations at heightened risk (in the case of H1N1, more than half of all the confirmed cases in Ontario were under 20
years of age, and the highest number of those were between the ages of 10 and 14). A familiar set of themes and warnings emerged from this influenza pandemic: the province cannot let its guard down; more challenges lie ahead. Public health experts and leaders stressed that it was necessary to stay ahead of emerging threats – and to not wait for catastrophe to strike to address problems exposed in previous pandemics and epidemics.

While public health experts in Canada acknowledged that public health and health care systems were largely able to perform under the strain caused by the H1N1 pandemic, they also warned that complacency in pandemic responses would have dire consequences in the future.

Dr. Arlene King, Ontario’s Chief Medical Officer of Health (CMOH) during the H1N1 pandemic, warned that there would soon be another influenza pandemic or emerging infectious disease to address. In her 2010 report *The H1N1 Pandemic—How Ontario Fared: A Report by Ontario’s Chief Medical Officer of Health*, she found that while reported rates of death and hospitalization in the province were low compared to the rest of Canada, Ontario did not emerge from the H1N1 pandemic unscathed. A total of 128 people succumbed to the virus and more than 1,800 were hospitalized.

Although Dr. King did not specifically refer to the long-term care sector, she did outline applicable measures to protect vulnerable populations “the next time around.” Among these was ironing out issues with the province’s immunization program to ensure vaccinations would be available to meet demand.

A similar caution surfaced at the 2010 public health workshop titled *The First Influenza Pandemic of the 21st Century: Canada’s Response, Lessons Learned, and Challenges Ahead*, which involved public health administrators, decision-makers and infectious disease modellers from across the country. Citing the logistical barriers to timely vaccine distribution faced by provinces and territories, a 2011 study summarizing the workshop’s findings reiterated the need for improved capacity in the face of emerging infectious disease threats:

*Future emerging infectious diseases are likely to bring far greater challenges than those imposed by the 2009 H1N1 pandemic. Canada must address*
these challenges and enhance its capacity for emergency responses by integrating modelling, surveillance, planning and decision-making.

The H1N1 influenza again served to warn Ontario that it must remain vigilant and prepared for a major public health emergency. Again, much of the advice would be ignored.

**Global Warnings Escalate**

The warnings did not end with H1N1. In 2014, two health care workers in Texas contracted Ebola, a highly contagious and deadly virus. The prospect of an Ebola outbreak in Canada put Ontario’s health system on high alert. Thankfully, the province was spared. At the conclusion of the Ebola scare in 2016, Ontario embarked on a revision of its approach to addressing disease threats. As explained below, that revision was not completed in the years between Ebola and COVID-19 (i.e., 2016–20), leaving the province with an incomplete plan for fighting the world’s deadliest pandemic of the past century.

Following the Ebola outbreak in the United States, President Barack Obama warned of a future deadly airborne virus and called for investment in infrastructure to identify, isolate and respond quickly to disease. This warning was reinforced when the United States Department of Health and Human Services identified pandemic infectious diseases as a security threat to national public health in its 2019–2022 National Health Security Strategy. The strategy highlighted the importance of addressing the needs of at-risk individuals, including older adults, when planning for health security threats.

Meanwhile, on the international stage, disease outbreak had been a global concern for years. According to the World Health Organization (WHO), there were 1,483 epidemic events in 172 countries between 2011 and 2018. These included diseases such as Ebola, Zika and yellow fever. Many of the diseases shared similar characteristics: they spread fast, had a severe or fatal impact, and were difficult to contain.

Finally, just months before the emergence of COVID-19, the Global
Preparedness Monitoring Board – an independent monitoring and advocacy body co-convened by the WHO and the World Bank – stated that the world was at acute risk for devastating regional or global disease epidemics or pandemics and that the chances of one of these events occurring were increasing. The annual report released in September 2019 described how high-impact respiratory pathogens, which spread through respiratory droplets and can infect large numbers of people in little time, posed significant global risks. Once again, the message was clear: the threat of a rapidly moving deadly respiratory pathogen pandemic was high; countries must prepare for the worst. A similar warning was published by Johns Hopkins University.

**Summary**

In the wake of SARS, H1N1 and Ebola, numerous experts warned that a new, even more severe pandemic was on the horizon. One of the key lessons from these experiences – and a message repeated many times by various sources between the SARS outbreak and the arrival of COVID-19 in Ontario – was the importance of preparedness.

The experts’ warnings became reality in early 2020. A new virus, initially identified in Wuhan, China, spread across the world, claiming the lives of millions and infecting millions more. Ontario had been warned – and having lived through and experienced losses during previous outbreaks, the province should have hardened its resolve to be prepared. Instead, the initial improvements made were fleeting, and system-wide preparedness gave way to other government priorities. Rather than Ontario internalizing this important issue, the earlier warnings never graduated from short-term memory.

Given the lessons learned during previous pandemics and the warnings of pandemics to come, why was Ontario’s long-term care home system not better prepared for COVID-19? The answer lies in part with the province’s failure to sufficiently acknowledge the likelihood of a major pandemic. As will be seen below, however, Ontario also failed to respond to specific warnings and recommendations to take measures that would have left the province better equipped to manage such a pandemic.
Had preparedness been prioritized, the arrival of COVID-19 and its deadly impacts on Ontario’s long-term care populations would have been more closely monitored and met with greater agility and decisive action.

The challenge going forward is to ensure that preparedness shifts from being an ideal that can be shunted aside in favour of other priorities to becoming part of the province’s DNA.

**Ontario’s Failure to Act**

As discussed above, SARS, H1N1 and Ebola had provided Ontario with ample warning regarding the threat of a pandemic and the need to prepare. Preparation for an emergency requires conscious action and sustained focus. Unfortunately, government focus on preparedness waxed and waned as successive health emergencies came and went. As a result, early preparedness efforts were wasted, important warnings and recommendations were ignored, and crucial actions were not taken. Key recommendations from the SARS Commission Report, Walker Report and Naylor Report were either not fully implemented or not implemented at all. Some of Ontario’s long-term care residents would pay the steepest price for their governments’ failure to devote sufficient attention to preparedness.

**A Promising Start, Squandered**

In 2006 and 2007, heeding the warnings of SARS and recognizing that a viral pandemic posed a risk, Ontario’s Ministry of Health and Long-Term Care requisitioned $170 million for pandemic preparedness initiatives, including $84 million earmarked for personal protective equipment. During the 2006–07 fiscal year, Ontario spent $83 million on outbreak management–related expenditures. Government preparedness initiatives during this time included:
• creating a government stockpile of personal protective equipment;
• drafting detailed pandemic response plans;
• creating the Provincial Infectious Diseases Advisory Committee (PIDAC) to advise on infection prevention, surveillance and control;
• creating 14 Regional Infection Control Networks (RICNs) to coordinate infection control across health care facilities;
• creating a triage tool to decide who receives critical care during a pandemic;
• creating the Ontario Agency for Health Protection and Promotion to provide the province with laboratory and epidemiological services to help translate the latest health research into practical advice; and
• creating the Ministry of Health and Long-Term Care Emergency Management Unit.

It was a promising start, and some of these initiatives did in fact carry through to 2020. The Ministry’s Emergency Management Unit has continued its work and is now called the Health System Emergency Management Branch. The Provincial Infectious Diseases Advisory Committee continues to advise Public Health Ontario on preventing and controlling health care–associated infections.

However, as will be discussed in greater detail below, many of these early efforts were squandered for lack of attention. The Ontario Agency for Health Protection and Promotion, for example, became Public Health Ontario in 2011, and its operations were hampered by underfunding beginning in 2013. The Regional Infection Control Networks also ran into difficulties. The Commission heard that, by 2011, the small size of the RICNs was causing operational challenges. As a result, they were integrated into Public Health Ontario in 2011 and eventually reorganized into seven Regional IPAC Support Teams.

The Commission was also told that before the consolidation, a sentiment had been developing among local public health units that the Regional Infection Control Network funding would have been used more effectively if provided to the public health units.

In addition, provincial focus on both the PPE stockpile and detailed
pandemic response plans was fickle. In 2007 and 2008, soon after creation of
the PPE stockpile, all unspent funds remaining from the initial $170 million
allocation were rescinded. In 2010, regular funding for the stockpile ceased.
After that point, specific procurements were made to prepare the stock-
pile for emerging threats such as Ebola, but there was no comprehensive
stockpile funding or management plan in place. The absence of such a plan
caused life cycle management of the stockpile to become “challenging and/or
non-existent.” By 2019, 90 per cent of the stockpile was expired.

As for the pandemic plan, it was updated in 2013 in response to the H1N1
pandemic but then left dormant in the years leading up to the COVID-19 pan-
demic. The plan did not provide guidance on how to manage a pandemic in
the long-term care sector and, as will be discussed below, was lacking in sev-
eral other respects. Efforts to improve upon the plan stalled, and the plan that
was in place was never drilled or simulated.

Meanwhile, other important recommendations from the SARS Commis-
sion that would have helped Ontario improve its capacity to withstand future
health-related emergencies were not implemented. Notably, the SARS Com-
misson recommended that:

- Ontario’s primary public health legislation – the *Health Protection
  and Promotion Act (HPPA)* – be amended to ensure that “emergency
  planning, preparedness, mitigation, management, recovery, coordina-
tion and public health risk communication at the provincial level
  be put under the direct authority of the Chief Medical Officer of
  Health …” This amendment was never made. As will be discussed
  below, in the lead-up to the COVID-19 pandemic, it was not always
  clear which government entities were in charge of maintaining
  the province’s pandemic plans and personal protective equipment
  stockpile.
- The *HPPA* be amended to provide whistleblower protection to health
care workers. This amendment was never made.
- Ontario’s emergency legislation be amended to require that the
  province’s emergency plans include compensation packages for
“those who suffer an unfair burden of personal cost by reason of their cooperation with public health measures like quarantine.” The Walker Report also noted that it was important to provide compensation to those who are unable to work and at risk of losing income due to being ill or quarantined during a health crisis. As discussed in chapter 3, Ontario did not have such a support plan in place in advance of the COVID-19 pandemic.

As Ontario’s focus on pandemic preparedness wavered, it continued to receive warnings that specific action needed to be taken in order to ensure the province was fit to handle the next public health emergency. These warnings – like so many that had come before them – went largely unheeded. The province failed to take the steps necessary to protect its citizens, including those living in long-term care.

**Failure to Follow the Precautionary Principle**

Before assessing Ontario’s emergency preparedness and response, it is important to examine the precautionary principle. Put simply, the principle stipulates that “we cannot wait for scientific certainty before we take reasonable steps to reduce risk.” During a March 2020 press briefing providing an update on the global spread of COVID-19, Dr. Mike Ryan, Executive Director of the World Health Organization Health Emergencies Programme, put it this way: “Speed trumps perfection […] the greatest error is not to move.” The principle often comes into play when deciding which kind of personal protective equipment should be used to respond to a contagious virus.

Justice Campbell referred to the precautionary principle as “[p]erhaps the most important lesson of SARS” and recommended that it:

be expressly adopted as a guiding principle throughout Ontario's health, public health and worker safety systems by way of policy statement, by explicit reference in all relevant operational standards and directions, and by way of inclusion, through preamble, statement of principle, or
otherwise, in the *Occupational Health and Safety Act*, the *Health Protection and Promotion Act*, and all relevant health statutes and regulations.

This recommendation has not been fully implemented. The *HPPA* was amended to require Ontario’s Chief Medical Officer of Health to consider the precautionary principle, but this requirement only applies in very limited circumstances. The Chief Medical Officer of Health is only obliged to consider the principle when:

- They are of the opinion that an infectious or communicable disease outbreak exists or might exist; and
- They are issuing a directive specifically related to worker health and safety in the use of any protective clothing, equipment or device.

There are no other provisions in the *HPPA* requiring the Chief Medical Officer of Health or any other public health official to consider the precautionary principle. Similarly, the *Occupational Health and Safety Act*, which sets out the rights and duties of employers and employees in provincially regulated workplaces, references precaution in the context of employers’ duties to protect employees but does not adopt the precautionary principle as a general guiding principle.

The *Ontario Public Health Standards*, which set out the basic requirements for the delivery of public services across Ontario, do not refer to the precautionary principle. The *Occupational Health and Safety Act* and the Ontario Public Health Standards are discussed further in appendix B.

It is clear that the principle has not been adopted as a guiding principle throughout Ontario’s health, public health and worker safety systems, as was recommended by the SARS Commission.

As will be discussed in chapter 3, there were several other ways in which Ontario’s response to the COVID-19 pandemic did not adhere to the precautionary principle.
Failure to Prepare for the Unexpected
In 2006, Cabinet was briefed on the likelihood and risk of a future pandemic. This briefing proved to be prophetic, as the government recognized that a pandemic influenza or another unknown virus was overdue:

Public Health experts around the world are forecasting that an influenza pandemic is statistically overdue, and that if the source is not the avian influenza virus currently circulating, which has the potential to evolve into a strain that could cause a pandemic in humans, it will be another as yet unknown virus. [emphasis added]

The briefing’s recognition that a pandemic might be caused by a novel virus reflects the SARS Commission’s finding that:

the next big outbreak might be caused by something completely different, totally new and entirely unexpected ... One major lesson from SARS is that we must prepare not only for potential looming threats like H5N1, but also for the unexpected.

Similarly, a federal pandemic guidance document developed following the 2009 H1N1 outbreak recognized that a pandemic (in this case, an influenza pandemic) could come at any time, from anywhere:

Some of the major unknown areas about the next pandemic are the following:

- When the next pandemic will occur—although historically pandemics have occurred three to four times per century, there is no predictable interval. It should not be assumed that the 2009 pandemic has provided a respite during which preparedness efforts can be relaxed.
- Where it will emerge—while most seasonal influenza strains emerge in East/Southeast Asia, the same is not true for pandemic influenza; the 2009 pandemic emerged in Mexico. An influenza pandemic could
emerge anywhere in the world, and there may be very little lead time before Canada is extensively involved.

- What the nature of spread will be—pandemics often first arrive outside the usual influenza season (e.g., in late spring or summer) and typically have more than one wave of infection. However, this is not true in all circumstances or in all areas. A small first wave is often followed by a larger second wave, but the relative size of pandemic waves may vary. The speed of spread may also vary – pandemic waves can be intense or more spread-out over time. An intense wave would put more stress on the health care system.

- What its characteristics will be—the basic characteristics of the next pandemic virus are unknown, including its antigenic type (e.g., H2, H5, H7), its transmissibility and virulence, and the age groups and clinical groups most affected.

- What its impact will be—the last four pandemics demonstrated that population impact can vary from low to high and is not the same in all populations or settings. It is important to consider all possibilities and make plans adaptable for different circumstances. This will help ensure that the response is proportional to the evolution of the pandemic in any specific community.

- What effect interventions will have—typical seasonal influenza interventions are expected to be effective during the pandemic. However, the novel virus could be resistant to antiviral medications and/or pandemic vaccine production could be delayed or unsuccessful. The extent of vaccine uptake and adoption of public health measures is also unknown. Furthermore, interventions could have unintended consequences.

Finally, the World Health Organization also recognized the dangers posed to global public health due to an outbreak caused by a novel virus. Since 2015, the WHO has released an annual list of up to 10 “blueprint priority diseases” that require immediate attention from public health officials based on their epidemic potential or a global lack of available medical countermeasures.
Diseases such as SARS and Ebola have been included in various versions of the list. In 2018, however, a new disease was added: Disease X, an unidentified disease coming from an undetermined source. After making this addition to the list, WHO representatives stated, “Disease X represents the knowledge that a serious international epidemic could be caused by a pathogen currently unknown to cause human disease.”

Ontario was thoroughly warned to prepare for a pandemic caused by an unknown, new virus. As will be seen, sufficient preparations did not take place.

**Failures in Pandemic Planning**

SARS has ... taught the healthcare system a great deal about vulnerability, preparedness, and the need for far greater emergency planning within the sector if future risks of greater magnitude are to be effectively managed.

– 2003 Interim Report of the Expert Panel on SARS and Infectious Disease Control

The SARS outbreak in 2003 made it clear that Ontario needed to prepare broadly and plan thoroughly for future pandemics caused by unexpected viruses. That did not happen. Instead, Ontario spent a decade relying on an influenza-oriented pandemic response plan that had not been updated since 2013, was never tested, and did not protect the vulnerable Ontarians in long-term care.

Ontario’s failure to act more promptly to improve its preparedness – and to protect those living in long-term care – is all the more confounding when considered in light of the 2017 Auditor General’s Report. The report clearly warned that the province was not prepared for an emergency, and that its emergency plans needed to be updated and simulated. Like so many others, these warnings would be ignored by the province.

In order to understand the province’s failure to adequately plan for a future pandemic, and the consequences of that failure, it is worth exploring various aspects of the planning process in more detail.
Confusion over responsibilities for emergency planning

The *Emergency Management and Civil Protection Act* is the provincial legislation that addresses general emergency management in Ontario. The overarching provincial plan for emergencies, called the Provincial Emergency Response Plan, is the responsibility of the Solicitor General, through the Office of the Fire Marshal and Emergency Management.

Because emergencies may arise in an array of circumstances, certain ministries are required by Order in Council to prepare their own plans to address emergencies in their area of responsibility. For example, the Ministry of Natural Resources is to plan for forest fires, while the Ministry of Health and Long-Term Care (as it was known at the time) is responsible for emergencies arising from “human health, disease and epidemics.” Representatives from the Solicitor General confirmed to the Commission that this responsibility would include leading the response to a pandemic such as COVID-19.

After the Ministry of Health and Long-Term Care was separated into two ministries in 2019, the Provincial Emergency Response Plan required both of the new ministries to have a plan, noting that “[Ministry of Health/Ministry of Long-Term Care] plans detail how responsibilities are met and describe how the ministries manage human health emergencies ….” The plan also directed the two ministries to coordinate “the health system with partners including: […] Long-term care facilities.”

Minister of Health Christine Elliott acknowledged to the Commission that she has the ultimate responsibility to ensure that the province has a plan in place to address a health crisis. The Chief Medical Officer of Health told the Commission that he has the principal responsibility to ensure the pandemic plans are in place and updated and indicated that he sits on various provincial, territorial and federal committees that meet for that purpose. Undoubtedly, this should be a key function for the province’s senior public health officer and should be a priority for the Minister. (For more information on the roles of the Chief Medical Officer of Health and the Minister of Health, see appendix B.) In this instance, however, as explored below, neither ensured that a comprehensive plan was in place.

Furthermore, there was no clarity as to what role the Ministry of Long-term Care was to play in pandemic preparation.
The Deputy Solicitor General, whose Ministry is responsible for maintaining the Provincial Emergency Response Plan, told the Commission that all pandemic planning was the responsibility of the Ministry of Health.

The Minister of Health acknowledged her responsibility in this area but said that the Ministry of Long-Term Care had responsibility for planning with regards to long-term care. Minister of Long-Term Care Dr. Merrilee Fullerton told the Commission that her Ministry was to be integrated into the Ministry of Health’s planning process. However, the Ministry of Long-Term Care’s initial Deputy Minister told the Commission that she was not briefed on the emergency response to a pandemic when she arrived at the new ministry and that emergency response was not a priority issue for the Ministry in the months leading up to the COVID-19 pandemic. When COVID-19 fully took hold, the Ministry of Long-Term Care had no pandemic plan. It also made no outreach efforts to coordinate the emergency response within long-term care homes (although homes were required to have their own plan).

Furthermore, the Minister of Long-Term Care told the Commission that she was not aware of what the provincial plan to respond to an outbreak was.

There needs to be more clarity as to the respective roles of the Ministries of Health and of Long-Term Care regarding emergency planning – especially emergency planning with respect to long-term care. The two ministries must ensure that roles and responsibilities are clear and that those at the top not only know those roles but enforce them. They must also ensure that the safety of long-term care residents is reflected in any provincial emergency plan.

**Existing pandemic plans insufficient**

The Commission initially had difficulty determining which plans the province relied on when the COVID-19 pandemic began. Testimony from various government representatives was contradictory on what plan was being used to address the COVID-19 pandemic. The Chief Medical Officer of Health provided answers inconsistent with those of the responsible Ministry of Health bureaucrats.

Ultimately, however, the province seems to have at the very least referred
to two plans during the pandemic: the Ontario Health Plan for an Influenza Pandemic (OHPIP), which was published in 2004 and most recently updated in 2013, and the 2013 Ministry of Health and Long-Term Care Emergency Response Plan. Not only were these plans not updated, but both also lacked important elements that would have left the province better prepared for COVID-19.

The Ontario Health Plan for an Influenza Pandemic focused primarily on preparing for a major influenza outbreak, as the name suggests. It assumed that “[t]he pandemic virus behaves like seasonal influenza viruses in significant ways, including the incubation period, period of communicability and methods of transmission.”

The SARS-CoV-2 virus, which causes COVID-19, does not behave like the influenza virus. As a result, treating it like an influenza virus is not an effective approach.

The OHPIP also included limited discussion of several items that could have helped the province better respond to a novel viral threat, including:

- increasing laboratory testing capacity, speed and reliability;
- managing contact-tracing capacity;
- broadening the range and efficacy of virus screening;
- balancing competing priorities, such as preserving acute- and intensive-care capacity;
- embracing the use of virtual care; and
- adopting modern communication tools such as videoconferencing.

Neither the Ontario Health Plan for an Influenza Pandemic nor the Ministry Emergency Response Plan contained a comprehensive communications strategy. Section 6.2 of the Ministry Emergency Response Plan was titled “Crisis Emergency and Risk Communications Response Guide.” However, the content in this section was noted as “under development.”

The Ontario Health Plan for an Influenza Pandemic guidance on pandemic communications only addressed communications between the Ministry of Health and Long-Term Care and health sector stakeholders, stating
that other communications, such as media conferences, were “not described in this chapter as it is beyond the scope of health sector communications.” The need for effective public communications protocols during a pandemic, nevertheless, was not new to the province at this point. In 2003, the Interim Walker Report had stated:

To effectively deal with infectious disease outbreaks and health emergencies, the province needs to provide credible, timely, and as much as possible, evidence-based information to the general public, healthcare providers and the system as a whole.

As demonstrated by the insufficient communications guidance in the Ministry’s two health emergency plans, Ontario only partly implemented this recommendation in the years following SARS. As will be discussed in chapter 3, families of long-term care residents experienced severe communications difficulties in trying to obtain information about the health status of their loved ones. Meanwhile, long-term care homes were often left confused by frequent and uncoordinated communications and guidelines published by provincial and local public health officials.

The Commission also heard from an expert in bioethics, Dr. Jennifer Gibson, who served on a government bioethics advisory committee during the COVID-19 pandemic. Dr. Gibson stated that while the Ontario Health Plan for an Influenza Pandemic contained some technical information that could help the provincial government manage a pandemic, the plan was silent as to the core ethical values that should underlie the government’s decision-making processes during a public health emergency. She noted that explicitly publishing these core values is an important factor in building the public’s trust in its government’s pandemic response. Dr. Gibson also told the Commission that such a framework was included in the 2008 version of the OHPIP but was removed from the 2013 version, which is the version still in effect today.

Finally, as will be discussed in greater detail below, the OHPIP did not contain any specific guidance on how to manage a pandemic in the context of the long-term care sector.
The Commission was also told of a number of other documents that the government referred to in responding to the COVID-19 pandemic. These documents, however, were either specific to certain diseases such as Middle Eastern Respiratory Syndrome or never made public. For example, in August 2014, the Ministry of Health and Long-Term Care drafted a document providing guidance on how health system stakeholders should respond to emerging, novel respiratory infections. Yet representatives from the Ministry of Health confirmed to the Commission that this document was considered “internal” and that health sector stakeholders were never told that it was to be used in the case of an outbreak.

While the province’s preparations for an influenza pandemic did indirectly yield some guidance for responding to the COVID-19 pandemic, this does not make up for Ontario’s failure to follow Justice Campbell’s advice and create a comprehensive response plan for a pandemic caused by a novel virus.

**Scant information provided for long-term care homes**

The 2013 Ontario Health Plan for an Influenza Pandemic – which was the province’s operative pandemic plan at the time of the COVID-19 outbreak – did not contain specific guidance for how to manage a potential pandemic in the context of the long-term care sector, aside from requiring homes to report outbreaks to the Ministry of Health and Long-Term Care.

Previous versions of the plan, published in 2007 and 2008, contained an entire chapter dedicated to the topic, but that chapter was removed in the 2013 edition. This is a stark demonstration of how pandemic management in the long-term care sector was not integrated into the province’s overall pandemic response structure.

By comparison, the federal government’s 2018 influenza pandemic plan included long-term care homes in its simulations of how pandemics of varying severity might affect the country’s health care system. It included a warning that long-term care services might not be well connected to regional and local pandemic planning processes, creating issues for the delivery of health care in homes during a pandemic. The federal plan also emphasized
that long-term care services could not be ignored in pandemic plans and responses:

Though often overlooked in pandemic planning, their [other health care services including long-term care] functioning is critical to achieving the pandemic objectives [...] These organizations must be involved in pandemic planning and encouraged to have business continuity plans in place so that they can continue to provide their services to some of the most vulnerable patients in the community with minimal interruption during a pandemic.

While the 2018 federal pandemic plan addressed concerns over long-term care much more effectively than its provincial equivalent in Ontario, it is important to note that previous iterations of the federal pandemic playbook went into greater depth on the potential implications of a pandemic for long-term care facilities.

The 2011 Canadian Pandemic Influenza Plan for the Health Sector – as the playbook was then called – devoted an entire subsection to recommendations for infection prevention and control activities in long-term care settings. The section explained that, given experiences with seasonal influenza, “it is likely that the residents of [long-term care facilities] will be vulnerable to severe complications should they acquire influenza caused by the pandemic strain.” It also pointed to the different ways the virus could be brought into homes:

Since LTC facilities are relatively closed communities, visitors, HCWs [health care workers], and residents who have been on trips/visits into the community, or residents newly admitted from the community are frequently the point of entry of the influenza virus into LTC facilities.

As chapter 3 will demonstrate, several of these predictions were realized in long-term care homes during the COVID-19 pandemic.
Pandemic plans not updated

As noted above, in the years following the SARS outbreak, Ontario’s Ministry of Health and Long-Term Care created the general Ministry Emergency Response Plan and the Ontario Health Plan for an Influenza Pandemic. Ontario’s Emergency Management Office (EMO) also drafted two plans relevant to a potential pandemic: the Provincial Emergency Response Plan, which is used to coordinate the overall provincial response to any type of emergency, and the Provincial Co-ordination Plan for Influenza Pandemic, which was developed to manage the broader societal aspects of influenza pandemics beyond the health system.

In 2007, Ontario’s Auditor General recommended that the province’s pandemic response plans be reviewed regularly and updated as needed. The EMO’s Emergency Response Plan was updated in 2008, but its Provincial Co-ordination Plan for Influenza Pandemic from 2006 was not. In 2009, the Ministry of Health and Long-Term Care reported that it had updated the Ontario Health Plan for an Influenza Pandemic and that the Ministry Emergency Response Plan was under review. Both were updated again in 2013, but neither has been updated since. An update to the Emergency Management Office’s response plan was completed in 2019 but had not been translated into French or coded for accessibility by the time the COVID-19 pandemic struck.

By the end of 2019, important elements of the Ministry of Health’s plans that were publicly available were out of date. For example, the Ministry of Health and Long-Term Care’s Emergency Response Plan’s description of the Chief Medical Officer of Health’s roles and responsibilities did not take into account the fact that, in 2018, the Chief Medical Officer of Health was assigned additional responsibilities as Assistant Deputy Minister for the Ministry of Health’s Public Health Group. Furthermore, neither plan accounted for the role of the newly created Ontario Health or the recent division of the Ministry of Health and Long-Term Care into two ministries. (For more information on the roles and responsibilities of the Chief Medical Officer of Health, Minister of Health and Ontario Health, see appendix B.)

Ministry of Health representatives told the Commission that, at the onset of the pandemic, the Ministry was still in the process of determining what role
the newly separated Ministry of Long-Term Care would play in a potential pandemic response. Various individuals involved in the province’s long-term care sector also told the Commission that the Ministry of Long-Term Care was ill-prepared in the early days of the pandemic.

Since the Ministry of Health’s emergency and pandemic response plans were not updated at the beginning of the COVID-19 pandemic, the government could not fully rely on them. Instead, these plans were used simply as guidance documents while a new COVID-19 response structure was set up.

The Chief Medical Officer of Health told the Commission that it was his responsibility to update Ontario’s pandemic plan and that the plan was updated “[a]s necessary and as needed for an influenza pandemic.” He also acknowledged that the Ontario Health Plan for an Influenza Pandemic had not been updated since 2013. Given the deficiencies in the plan identified above – especially the fact that the OHPIP did not contain specific guidance for outbreak management in long-term care – and the fact that Ontario’s Auditor General had recommended regular reviews and updates to the pandemic plan as needed, the plans should have been updated and the roles and responsibilities of the Ministry of Long-Term Care clarified.

As a result of its failure to update its own pandemic plan, Ontario was forced to allocate time and resources early in the COVID-19 outbreak toward installing a response structure. It is impossible to build a structure to respond to a pandemic and effectively respond to a pandemic at the same time.

**Broader preparedness plans not completed**

Following the 2014–16 Ebola outbreak, it became clear that Ontario’s overall emergency preparedness suffered from key weaknesses. Indeed, Ontario’s Chief Medical Officer of Health told the Commission that, after the Ebola scare, it was apparent that the province needed to be prepared for all potential infectious disease threats – not just influenza. A 2016 government presentation on Ontario’s infectious disease preparedness noted that “[r]ecent emergency responses to emerging infectious disease threats have raised concerns regarding health system readiness.” Clearly, a new approach to Ontario’s pandemic planning was required.
As a result, in 2016, Ontario began working on a new all-purpose model for preparedness. The “Ready and Resilient Health System” was intended to shift Ontario’s approach to emergency preparedness from maintaining individual plans responding to specific events to maintaining a single plan that could be used to respond to all potential hazards. It would “meet the challenges of future infectious disease threats” and broaden the province’s pandemic preparedness beyond the Ontario Health Plan for an Influenza Pandemic. The 2016 document embodying the first stage of this process, called the “Ebola Step-Down Plan,” defined an “infectious disease threat” as any infectious disease of public health importance that might spread provincially, nationally or internationally; cause significant illness; pose a risk to health care workers and vulnerable populations; and be difficult to prevent and treat. It should be noted that the Ontario government web page housing the Ebola Step-Down Plan is marked with a label stating: “[t]his document was published under a previous government.” This label is unnecessary. The distribution of information that could help protect the safety of the people of Ontario should not be subject to partisan considerations.

The present government also identified the challenges of a fragmented approach to preparedness. An August 2018 policy paper indicated that the province’s existing approach to managing “disruptions” had resulted in:

- **Inconsistent levels of readiness across the system**
  A lack of consistent expectations across Ontario’s health sectors has created varied levels of readiness. Roles, responsibilities, and core processes vary significantly from region to region and disruption to disruption depending on which sector and which hazard is being addressed. This limits the ability for long-term planning and capacity building and results in a need to redefine roles and responsibilities during a disruption.

- **Lack of strong networks to support readiness and response**
  Health emergency preparedness networks have inconsistent levels of involvement in the management of disruptions throughout Ontario. The
complexity of the provincial health system makes it difficult to develop and sustain existing connections. This impacts the system’s ability to perform and respond in moments of crisis when strong formal and informal networks are crucial.

- **Inconsistent awareness of risk**
  Across the province, “risk” is understood differently within various health entities. The lack of a common framework that maintains and integrates information for situational awareness limits the opportunities for early intervention and results in an inconsistent approach to risk assessment.

- **Lack of comprehensive resource management**
  The lack of a guiding resource management framework results in issues of availability, access, maintenance and sustainability of resources and supplies. While many resources and supplies exist (e.g., the provincial stockpile), there is inconsistency between their availability, how they are or aren’t used during an incident, and the manner in which those resources and supplies are purchased, maintained, recycled or disposed.

- **Inconsistent approach to training**
  Approaches to education and learning are inconsistent across the province and health workers do not always feel confident that they have the right information to act safely. This results in ad-hoc training opportunities, lack of trust, and the inability to ensure system readiness.

The same report noted that the province’s approach to emergency management continued to focus on known hazards and was limited in its ability to address unforeseen hazards in the future:

While hazard-specific planning increases the system’s ability to effectively respond to some hazards, it limits the ability to transfer lessons learned to other hazards and make timely system adjustments. This perpetuates the need to plan for each hazard individually. However, planning for each
hazard or incident individually is not sustainable given an increasing
diversity of hazards and since every hazard has the potential to affect the
health of Ontarians and the health system.

A Ministry of Health and Long-Term Care slide deck from the same year
indicated concerns that the province’s preparedness plans “[did] not address
the complex nature of disruptions and their ability to manifest unexpectedly.”

These concerns were magnified by the fact that Ontario was also under-
going wholesale changes to its health system generally at this time. These
included structural changes to Ontario’s health care system delivery model,
such as the creation of Ontario Health Teams (discussed in more detail in
chapter 4 and appendix B), and proposed financial cutbacks to programs and
agencies such as Public Health Ontario. An internal government document
indicated that these changes made the installation of the Ready and Resilient
Health System all the more necessary:

• This multi-year transformation, particularly the transition of 20
  provincial agencies, including the LHINs [local health integration
  networks], to Ontario Health (OH), will be associated with a shift in
  system responsibilities, as well as with potential gaps in health human
  resources and organizational knowledge.
• This indicates an increasing need for on-going collaborative planning to
  reduce vulnerabilities to hazards, so patients continue to receive health
  services during an emergency or disruption.
• However, in the absence of a unifying [emergency management]
  framework, the current patchwork of fragmented approaches limits the
  overall health system readiness and its ability to successfully support
  the health system transformation.

Despite four years of policy work by public servants, the Ready and
Resilient Health System was not implemented by the time COVID-19 struck
the province.
When asked why the plan remained unfinished four years after work on
it began, neither Deputy Minister of Health Helen Angus nor the Minister herself could provide a specific answer.

Meanwhile, when Commission counsel asked the Chief Medical Officer of Health whether it was possible that the Ready and Resilient Health System remained unfinished because completing it was not a governmental priority during a time in which the province was not faced with a public health emergency, he agreed.

Regardless of the reason, the fact remains that the Ready and Resilient Health System was not ready for use at the beginning of the COVID-19 pandemic. As a result, Ontario did not have an up-to-date, tested or thorough pandemic plan on which to rely. As will be discussed in chapter 3, this severely hampered the province’s response to the spread of COVID-19 in Ontario’s long-term care facilities.

**Pandemic plan simulations and practice runs not undertaken**

The SARS Commission’s final report emphasized the importance of running training exercises to bolster the province’s preparedness for future outbreaks. Many individuals interviewed by the Commission also noted that simulations and drills are a crucial part of emergency preparedness.

For example, Jonathan Suk of the European Centre for Disease Prevention and Control told the Commission about the importance of “simulation exercises, drills, table top exercises to test and see how well your plans work in practice and to try to identify gaps.” James Scongack, Executive Vice-President of Corporate Affairs & Operational Services at Bruce Power responsible for emergency preparedness, discussed the importance of drills that consider the emergency environment, including communication to stakeholders and the public. He explained that it is critical to drill the plans so that when a crisis does hit, everyone knows what to do. Similarly, Dr. Terry Lum, Head of the Department of Social Work and Social Administration at the University of Hong Kong, told the Commission that infectious disease control simulations have been a regular practice in Hong Kong’s long-term care facilities since 2004. He noted as an example that one of the benefits of these drills was that, when the COVID-19 pandemic began, long-term care
staff were already well aware of how to dilute cleaning products in the homes to create disinfectant.

Drills and exercises can reveal deficiencies in emergency plans and provide an opportunity to bolster the plans accordingly. Given the province’s experience with SARS, H1N1 and Ebola, exercises and drills that involved regular reviews of Ontario’s pandemic plans would have provided ample direction on what was needed to face a future pandemic.

The importance of these exercises was also brought to the province’s attention in 2007 by Ontario’s Auditor General, who recommended that the Ministry of Health and Long-Term Care periodically conduct simulation exercises to test and confirm its response plans’ effectiveness. The Ministry did initially conduct some exercises, but the drills did not continue in the years that followed.

In 2017, the Auditor General’s Report noted that, between 2012 and 2016, the Ministry of Health and Long-Term Care had conducted one basic emergency simulation per year regarding continuity of government operations and had not conducted any simulations of specific emergencies, including pandemics. Once again, the need for these exercises was not indelibly embedded in the government’s regular operations.

In 2019, a new version of the Ontario Emergency Management Office’s Provincial Emergency Response Plan reaffirmed that “every minister is responsible for conducting emergency management training programs and exercises to ensure the readiness of Crown employees and other persons to act under their respective ministry emergency plans.”

In 2020, the Auditor General conducted a follow-up on her 2017 Report. It revealed that the Ministry of Health and Long-Term Care had not conducted any tests of the Ontario Health Plan for an Influenza Pandemic or the Ministry’s Emergency Response Plan in the previous three years. The Auditor General also found that the Emergency Management Office had not run any exercises regarding the Provincial Emergency Response Plan or the Provincial Co-ordination Plan for Influenza Pandemic.

Representatives from the Ministry of Health confirmed to the Commission that no general pandemic exercises or pandemic exercises related to long-term care facilities were conducted by the Ministry between 2013 and
2020. The Ministry of Long-Term Care also failed to conduct a planning exercise that would help prepare for a pandemic and address the challenges the already-taxied long-term care sector might experience.

Many of the issues confronted during the pandemic could and should have been simulated in advance. For example, there was no plan to deal with staffing shortages when workers refused to come to work because they were sick, feared catching COVID-19 because of the lack of personal protective equipment, or had to take care of a sick loved one or children home from school. The loss of staff in an already understaffed sector was an obvious danger, yet there was no plan for surge capacity in the workforce.

A group of registered dietitians who work in long-term care homes also advised the Commission that the COVID-19 pandemic, which exacerbated pre-existing staffing shortages, caused many residents to suffer from malnutrition and dehydration, sometimes with fatal consequences. They noted that, had the province involved them in efforts to plan for how a pandemic might affect long-term care facilities, much of this suffering could have been avoided.

Similarly, there was a delay in addressing the issue of staff working in multiple homes (discussed further in chapter 3) while policy issues around labour concerns were addressed. This was not, however, a new issue. The Walker Report had identified the problem of long-term care staff working in more than one home, thereby possibly spreading a disease or virus.

It should be noted here that, at the time of writing, the Ontario government has not made the Walker Report in its entirety available online. Currently, only the introduction to the report is available on the government’s website and, as with the Ebola Step-Down Plan, the passage appears with a label: “This document was published under a previous government.” It is difficult to see how the report’s prescient and important recommendations could be implemented if the report is not readily accessible in full. Furthermore, it is not helpful or necessary to label reports of this nature as the product of a previous government. Pandemic preparedness is not a partisan issue and should not be branded as such.
Limited guidance offered to long-term care outside of pandemic plan

Outside of the Ontario Health Plan for an Influenza Pandemic, the Ontario government did provide some limited written guidance to long-term care homes on managing respiratory infections. A November 2018 guideline document on controlling respiratory infection outbreaks in long-term care homes acknowledged that coronaviruses are among the most common viruses causing respiratory infection outbreaks in long-term care settings. The vast majority of the document, however, was concerned with “[t]he specific management of influenza outbreaks.” The document’s only guidance for responding to the outbreak of a novel virus was to state that “[d]uring an outbreak caused by new, emerging pathogens … [Long-Term Care Homes] should follow recommendations developed specific to that emerging pathogen.”

As with Ontario’s 2013 influenza pandemic plan, the 2018 guideline document contained some information that was useful in responding to the COVID-19 pandemic. For example, it included recommendations regarding infection prevention and control measures; personal protective equipment for staff, visitors and residents; communications with families and loved ones; transferring residents to hospitals where necessary; and isolating residents.

Nonetheless, the fact remains that this information was primarily oriented toward managing influenza and did not provide comprehensive guidance on managing a novel virus outbreak. This was confirmed by the Manager of Infectious Diseases Policy & Programs for the Office of the Chief Medical Officer of Health during an interview with the Commission. The manager told the Commission that the 2018 guidance document for responding to respiratory outbreaks in long-term care homes was “specifically geared for influenza when a staff or a resident could be vaccinated or receive [antiviral medication] to prevent and reduce transmission.” When the COVID-19 pandemic began, vaccines were unavailable and antiviral treatments were of no use.

The manager was also asked whether the province ever contemplated planning for a viral outbreak in long-term care for which there was no vaccine or antiviral treatment available. In response, she did not refer to any such plan and told the Commission that, as a result of COVID-19, the province had
learned important lessons on managing viral outbreaks that did not respond to vaccines or antiviral treatment.

Ontario did not need to wait for the COVID-19 pandemic to erupt before learning the lesson that the long-term care sector needed guidance on how to manage novel virus outbreaks that were not treatable with antiviral medication or a vaccine. As has been noted several times in this chapter, Ontario received numerous warnings from multiple expert sources that a novel viral outbreak was a viable threat. If these warnings had been properly heeded, the province would have provided the long-term care sector with crucial guidance on how to address these threats before the pandemic began to devastate its homes.

**Summary**

Maintaining thorough, up-to-date and tested pandemic plans is a crucial investment that must be made now to ensure proper preparedness in the future and the effective protection of Ontario’s long-term care residents. The federal government’s pandemic plan echoes this notion, stating that provincial governments are responsible for ensuring that pandemic plans are developed, tested and periodically updated.

Any resources and money spent on creating a pandemic plan in advance will pale in comparison to the amount a province will have to spend if it finds itself without an effective plan when a pandemic erupts. The onset of a pandemic is not the time to be updating existing plans or building new ones. When a public health emergency strikes, all focus must be on executing the plans already in place.

Tragically, when the COVID-19 pandemic emerged, Ontario did not have a comprehensive preparedness plan. Rather, it had a series of mostly dated plans that, at best, offered a partial response to a pandemic on the scale of COVID-19. These short-of-the-mark plans also compromised the province’s ability to limit the effect of the pandemic on the long-term care sector. The piecemeal nature of the province’s pandemic planning was succinctly summed up by the Minister of Health when she was asked which of Ontario’s pandemic planning documents would be applicable to a pandemic such as COVID-19:
Well, there were a number of documents that were referred to, I know that, but there was no one plan that dealt with a pandemic of this nature ... It wasn't written down in one document.

It is telling that the individual who served as Public Health Ontario's Chief Health Protection Officer at the beginning of the pandemic told the Commission that it was not clear to her which plan the Ontario government was using to build its pandemic response structure. Indeed, she indicated that Public Health Ontario and the Ministry of Health were relying on two different documents. Unfortunately, as the pandemic proceeded, it was never made clear to her what plan was being used by the Ministry of Health. If the person responsible for pandemic preparedness at Public Health Ontario was unaware of the pandemic plan, it is understandable that many in the wider health sector and the public at large would also be confused as to the province's planned pandemic response.

When a pandemic strikes, Ontario’s response plan must be up to date, tested, thorough, clear and located in a single document. Given the province's failure to have such a plan in place, confusion was inevitable. Moreover, the failure to have a proper plan in place on the eve of the pandemic compromised the province’s ability to devote attention and resources to the spread of the virus in long-term care.

Failure to Maintain a Personal Protective Equipment Stockpile

Measures resulting from advance planning require resources of people and equipment. Examples are surge capacity for human resources and medical equipment, such as N95 respirators, gloves, gowns, visors and other protective equipment, and a secure source of supply and an effective logistical system to distribute them.

 [...] 

SARS not only underlined the importance of having an effective emergency management structure, it also emphasized the need to have
sufficient quantities of medical supplies, secure supply chains and the means to distribute the supplies.

–The Honourable Justice Archie Campbell, SARS Commission Final Report

Justice Campbell understood that Ontario’s ability to protect its citizens during a pandemic depends on having necessary medical supplies available in an emergency. For a time, the government also recognized that a provincial stockpile was a central part of provincial preparedness. In 2006, the province acquired a stockpile of emergency health supplies, including personal protective equipment. This initial enthusiasm, however, was not maintained, and the stockpile was never completely funded. Furthermore, additions to the stockpile were episodic in that they responded to the most recent health threats of the day instead of being planned as part of a comprehensive management strategy. By the onset of the COVID-19 pandemic, the vast majority of the stockpile was expired and had not been replaced. This issue was compounded by the fact that many long-term care facilities also did not maintain a substantial PPE stockpile of their own. These two problems combined to contribute to the desperate shortage of personal protective equipment in many of the province’s long-term care homes.

The cost of a stockpile, the price of a pandemic

In the 2006 Cabinet submission requesting $170 million for outbreak management initiatives – including $84 million for the creation of a stockpile – it was explained that an influenza pandemic would take a terrible toll on both lives and the economy in Ontario. It was predicted that even a moderate pandemic would kill 18,000 people and have an economic impact of between $3 billion and $10 billion.

In the end, the cost of maintaining emergency supplies predicted in 2006 was dwarfed by the economic impact that COVID-19 had on this province. The COVID-19 pandemic has not been as deadly as the influenza pandemic predicted in 2006; it has, however, proven much more costly. Since the emergence of COVID-19, Ontario’s gross domestic product (GDP) has fallen an estimated 5 per cent from 2019 to 2020 (or about $45 billion) according to Ontario
government representatives. Before the pandemic, Ontario anticipated the provincial GDP would rise 3.3 per cent from 2019 to 2020 (or $29 billion). The difference between the anticipated GDP increase and the decline caused by COVID-19 has resulted in an approximately $74 billion additional cost between what was predicted and what occurred. (At the time these figures were provided to the Commission, they were not final, as the COVID-19 pandemic was ongoing and the year-end numbers for 2020–21 were not yet finalized.)

Ontario’s Minister of Finance further advised that, as of the end of January 2021, provincial spending from the 2019–20 fiscal year to 2020–21 was up $25 billion due to the pandemic (this $25 billion does not include Ontario’s share of federal spending and does not take into consideration planned cutbacks that were delayed due to this pandemic). In its 2021 budget, the province allocated $1.4 billion to be spent on personal protective equipment for health care and other sectors – a far cry from the original $84 million estimate for PPE requested in 2006.

Investing in a stockpile provides the province with a crucial defence against the dangers of a pandemic in several ways. First, it provides protection to the citizenry in the face of a health hazard. Second, it ensures that supplies are available when the global community is all seeking the same products at the same time and supply chains are stretched. Third, without sufficient PPE, front-line health workers – including those who work in long-term care – will not feel safe and may not come to work. As it happened, Ontario’s lack of PPE resulted in all of these dangers coming to pass.

When COVID-19 struck Ontario, most of the province’s stockpile of emergency supplies had expired and was in the midst of being destroyed. Indeed, 80 per cent of the stockpile had expired by 2017. Successive governments failed to take action to replace these supplies. Instead, they conducted a three-year policy review to assess how best to acquire and store a future stockpile. Ontario was still in the midst of this study – with no clear plan or end date set for the replacement of stockpile supplies – at the onset of the COVID-19 pandemic. By the end of 2019, 90 per cent of the stockpile was expired and was in the process of being destroyed. The supplies that remained were primarily meant to address an Ebola outbreak.
In order to understand how this occurred, it is necessary to look back at the initial establishment of the stockpile and the successive decisions that resulted in its depletion prior to the emergence of COVID-19 – when an adequate stockpile was so desperately needed.

**Provincial stockpile established**

In January 2006, the Ministry of Health and Long-Term Care requested funding for the creation of a personal protective equipment stockpile, stating that there was “global concern regarding the readiness to respond to a potential influenza pandemic in humans.” The submission noted that “Public Health experts around the world are forecasting that an influenza pandemic is statistically overdue … It is predicted that more than one third of the world’s population may fall ill during the course of a new pandemic influenza event.”

The funding request was prescient, predicting what eventually occurred in 2020, when civil servants attempted to source personal protective equipment in a time of crisis:

The key issue that all jurisdictions will face as they begin to prepare for an influenza pandemic is the lack of surge capacity for essential supplies and equipment to protect healthcare workers and their patients. This is a serious problem during a pandemic, but also well before one begins as countries initiate stockpiling campaigns and are forced to compete for scarce supplies. Further, many key items are produced in, or require components produced in, Asian countries which, according to experts, may be among the first hit by an influenza pandemic

[...]

Without appropriate personal protective equipment, Ontario’s health care workers may be placed unnecessarily at risk. Health care workers may refuse to work without adequate personal protective equipment. The level of care that can be provided to citizens during a pandemic could be compromised.
The 2006 funding and procurement request also noted that domestic production of many types of personal protective equipment that the stockpile needed to fight a pandemic, such as masks, gloves and gowns, was limited. Given the lack of local production capacity, the need for a stockpile was readily apparent and the dangers of failing to maintain such a stockpile were clear. If a pandemic struck, the province would be forced to seek desperately needed supplies in a crowded market where supplies were minimal and price gouging rampant. As noted here and elsewhere, this is precisely what happened during the COVID-19 pandemic.

The PPE stockpile was created later in 2006. Its formal purpose was to contain enough equipment to “supply the health system for four weeks of the response to a moderate influenza pandemic.” The 2006 funding submission for the stockpile specifically contemplated the needs of the long-term care sector, recognizing that the population would likely have more significant infection rates during a pandemic.

The original intention of the stockpile, however, appears to have been misunderstood by key government officials. In presentations to the Commission, Ministry of Health and Cabinet Office representatives described the stockpile as a “top-up” or “backstop” that was supposed to complement health facilities’ individual PPE supplies. It was neither of these things. The stockpile was intended to be an indispensable life-saving necessity in the event of a pandemic. In addition, the Chief Medical Officer of Health told the Commission that the PPE in the stockpile was not meant to be provided to long-term care facilities but was rather intended for smaller primary care providers that did not have sufficient access to supply chains. This directly contradicts the purpose of the stockpile as stated in the government documents that led to its creation.

**Underfunded, understocked and allowed to expire**

Within a year of the stockpile’s creation, issues surrounding its administration began to emerge. In 2007, Ontario’s Auditor General reported that only 60 per cent of the required PPE quantity was stockpiled and that the supply of N95 respirators was limited.

When the Auditor General followed up on the status of the stockpile two
years later, the Ministry of Health and Long-Term Care had obtained almost all the required medical supplies and equipment, including N95 respirators, and expected to have all required items stockpiled by fall 2009.

Ministry of Health representatives told the Commission that, at some point between 2007 and 2008, all funds from the $170 million originally allocated for pandemic preparedness measures that had not yet been spent were rescinded and reallocated to other government initiatives. By 2010, the government stopped providing consistent funding for the stockpile. After consistent funding was halted, supplies were only added to the stockpile via individual procurement requests made in response to specific events and health crises.

Furthermore, the stockpile was never cycled, for example, by distributing older items to health care suppliers before expiry so that the stockpile remained “fresh.” Instead, the stockpile was “static”; in the absence of an emergency situation, PPE sat in the stockpile unused until it expired. The Chief Medical Officer of Health told the Commission that it is preferable to have the contents of a public health emergency stockpile rotated instead of having the contents remain static.

A 2019 internal government report reviewing the history of the stockpile concluded that the 2010 decision to change the stockpile’s funding from “consistent” funding to “point-in-time” funding “limited opportunities to find efficiencies in the life-cycle management of the stockpile” and “impact[ed] the ability to pursue potential cost saving arrangements via a comprehensive stockpile management strategy.” The analysis also noted that, as a result of the funding model, “life cycle management of the stockpile has … been challenging and/or non-existent.”

Problems regarding the stockpile’s supply levels would re-emerge later in the 2010s. The Ministry of Health and Long-Term Care’s original funding request to Cabinet detailed precisely how many units of various kinds of personal protective equipment would be required to manage an influenza pandemic that affected 35 per cent of Ontario’s general population and 50 per cent of its long-term care residents. These volumes had been calculated by an expert working group. Dr. Jennie Johnstone, Medical Director of Infection Prevention and Control at Sinai Health, told the Commission that the
projected mask quantities in 2006 for the long-term care sector would have been sufficient to respond to COVID-19.

The table below compares the original amount of certain PPE types requested by the Ministry of Health and Long-Term Care in 2006 to the actual stockpile amounts as of October 30, 2013:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PPE Type</th>
<th>Recommended Amount (2006)</th>
<th>Actual Amount (October 30, 2013)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Surgical masks</td>
<td>94,000,000</td>
<td>36,545,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Examination gloves</td>
<td>42,000,000</td>
<td>40,450,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disposable gowns</td>
<td>25,000,000</td>
<td>24,822,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Safety glasses</td>
<td>13,000,000</td>
<td>1,274,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disinfecting wipes</td>
<td>134,000,000</td>
<td>3,260,815</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In July 2019, the Ministry of Health warned Ontario’s Treasury Board and Cabinet that “[m]ost of the ministry’s supply and equipment stockpile is expired.” The Chief Medical Officer of Health told the Commission that he also advocated for the stockpile to be replenished, though he noted that his primary concern was ensuring that the stockpile’s supply of antivirals was increased.

As noted above, by the end of 2019, 90 per cent of the stockpile was expired and the government was undertaking organized efforts to destroy the expired equipment. However, there does not appear to have been any corresponding action taken by the government to replenish the supplies.

Bob Bell, who served as Ontario’s Deputy Minister of Health between June 2014 and June 2018, told the Commission that, between 2017 and 2018, N95 masks were among the supplies that were discarded. He noted that destroying these masks was “not a smart decision” because the only defective element of the expired masks were the elastics and that the masks themselves could still be used.

Representatives from the Ministry of Health told the Commission that they could not recall any formal policy being put in place or procurement requests being made to replenish supplies of expired products that had been destroyed prior to the COVID-19 pandemic. These representatives also told the Commission that the government had acknowledged the need to
replenish the stockpile and that policy research was underway to determine how best to do so.

The Minister of Health was also aware of the destruction of the stockpile supplies; in 2019, she participated in a meeting with the Treasury Board to discuss the cost of warehousing and destroying the expired stockpile. The Minister told the Commission that she knew the stockpile was being destroyed and was aware that research regarding the stockpile was underway and that replenishment was being studied alongside potential plans for a new centralized provincial procurement process.

The Minister also told the Commission that, after she learned of the destruction of the stockpile supplies, she expected that the stockpile would be replenished. This turned out not to be the case.

Ministry of Health representatives told the Commission that research on potential stockpile replenishment policies was ongoing from 2016 to the end of 2019 but was paused once the COVID-19 pandemic began. With the research dragging on, no one thought to seek the replenishment of the stockpile.

Indecision on other fronts prior to the pandemic also contributed to the scarcity of PPE. In the years before the pandemic, nobody within the government ensured that there were contracts in place with PPE suppliers at pre-arranged prices. Instead, once the pandemic began, the province was subjected to the vagaries of the open market, where supplies were tight and prices exorbitant. A representative from Sienna Senior Living told the Commission that, once the pandemic started, the price of PPE increased tenfold.

Further, the Ministry confirmed to the Commission that no legislation, regulation or formal policy requiring the provincial government to maintain a PPE stockpile was ever put in place.

**The keeper of the stockpile**

Within the provincial government, the Minister of Health is responsible for ensuring that supplies are available to respond to a health crisis. However, unlike the Minister’s oversight of Ontario’s pandemic plans – which is clearly indicated in an Order in Council – the position with direct responsibility for the stockpile was often in flux. The stockpile is overseen by an Assistant
Deputy Minister (ADM), but the specific ADM assigned responsibility for the stockpile has changed over the years. Between 2018 and 2020, the role was assigned to the Chief Medical Officer of Health, who also held an Assistant Deputy Minister position within the Ministry of Health. During this time, the Chief Medical Officer of Health had oversight of the stockpile, but only because the responsibility was tied to his Assistant Deputy Minister position, not his position as Chief Medical Officer of Health.

The Commission heard that responsibility for the stockpile was formally tied to an Assistant Deputy Minister and not the Chief Medical Officer of Health because the stockpile required purchases and procurement. This is an inadequate explanation as to why the Chief Medical Officer of Health – who told the Commission that he has the principal responsibility to ensure pandemic plans are in place and updated – did not have control of the emergency stockpile that was needed to implement those plans.

Given the importance of the PPE stockpile to the province’s pandemic response in the long-term care sector, the person responsible for the province’s pandemic plans must also be responsible, in the future, for the stockpile. This responsibility must fall within the purview of the Chief Medical Officer of Health, not an Assistant Deputy Minister.

Furthermore, the Chief Medical Officer of Health should be required to report to the legislature each year on all matters relevant to the stockpile. There must also be a mechanism in place that provides the Chief Medical Officer of Health with the prerogative to identify the resources and the funding levels needed to ensure that the stockpile functions effectively.

_insufficient stockpiles in many long-term care homes_

Within the long-term care sector, the supply of personal protective equipment in many homes was also insufficient. This shortage compounded the perilous situation created by the lack of supplies in the provincial stockpile. When COVID-19 outbreaks began in Ontario’s long-term care homes, many homes were short on PPE, putting staff at risk and causing them to fear coming to work.

The Ontario Health Plan for an Influenza Pandemic suggested that health care facilities maintain their own four-week supply of PPE. Representatives
from the Ministry of Health told the Commission that this suggestion was intended to include long-term care homes. However, Ministry representatives also told the Commission that health care facilities maintaining their own supply was merely a recommendation and was not mandated by legislation. Furthermore, while the Ministry encouraged health organizations to maintain their own stockpiles, an internal government document from 2013 noted that the Ministry “never provided funding or support” for these stockpiles. The Commission heard that such funding and support was also not forthcoming for long-term care facilities between 2013 and the onset of the COVID-19 pandemic. This was unfortunate, as neither the province nor many long-term care homes had sufficient supplies when COVID-19 struck.

While some long-term care homes had sufficient PPE on hand, many did not have four weeks of personal protective equipment stockpiled in the years following the SARS outbreak. In 2007, 80 per cent of the province’s public health units reported to the Auditor General that more than half of the long-term care homes in their jurisdiction did not have a sufficient PPE stockpile. The Auditor General opined that the low numbers were caused in part by the Ministry of Health and Long-Term Care’s failure to ensure that health care facilities were aware of the PPE stockpiling recommendations in the pandemic influenza plan. In the 13 years that followed, there was little progress on this front.

By the onset of the COVID-19 pandemic, the state of long-term care home stockpiles had not improved. Representatives from Sienna Senior Living told the Commission that, in January 2020, its homes had close to one week’s worth of PPE stockpiled. Early in the pandemic, AdvantAge Ontario, an association of not-for-profit long-term care, housing and services for seniors, sent a PPE supply survey to its members. Nearly half of the respondents indicated that they were understocked with regards to PPE.

Furthermore, in March 2020, Ontario Health surveyed 44 Toronto long-term care homes on their supply levels of N95 respirators, surgical masks, face shields, eye goggles, gowns, gloves, wipes and sanitizers. For each type of equipment, at least half of the homes surveyed had less than a four-week supply. While some long-term care homes told the Commission
that they were well stocked with PPE at the onset of the pandemic, the Commission also heard from many homes, residents and staff that PPE was lacking as the pandemic began.

Summary
Despite being warned for years about the state of the personal protective equipment stockpile, and despite being fully cognizant of the importance of PPE during a pandemic, by 2019 Ontario’s PPE stockpile had languished beyond the point of uselessness. On the eve of the COVID-19 pandemic, Ontario did not have a stockpile and was not prepared to manage a surge in demand for essential medical supplies. As noted above, the province’s lack of PPE was compounded by additional shortages within long-term care homes themselves. Without a stockpile, many homes relied on “just-in-time” inventory practices that depend on sufficient supply being delivered through the ordinary supply chain. When that supply chain was disrupted, many long-term care homes did not have enough appropriate PPE available to staff.

These personal protective equipment shortages were another significant factor affecting the Ontario government’s ability to respond with the urgency required for COVID-19 and its effects on the long-term care sector.

Failure to Identify Alternative Quarantine and Isolation Sites
In describing the horrors of the SARS outbreak, Justice Campbell recounted how, as the crisis mounted, Toronto’s hospitals ran out of facilities to isolate and treat health care workers who had contracted the virus. Furthermore, as there were no pre-determined alternative isolation sites, the only somewhat viable option available on short notice was a hundred-year-old tuberculosis treatment facility that had been decommissioned in 2001. The facility did not meet the then current standards for treating respiratory diseases and “could not provide optimal conditions for safely treating SARS patients.” While the 14 health care workers cared for in the facility eventually recovered, one staff member working at the facility and her husband contracted SARS and died soon after.
This experience – a clear indication of the importance of alternative quarantine and isolation sites – failed to motivate the province to act. By the onset of the COVID-19 pandemic, the Ministries of Health and Long-Term Care still had not identified alternative isolation sites. In the months that followed, these sites would be sorely needed by long-term care homes.

Despite the abovementioned incident during the SARS outbreak, the 2007 Auditor General’s Report noted that the Ministry of Health and Long-Term Care still had not formally identified alternative quarantine or isolation sites to be used in the event of a future pandemic. The report recommended that the Ministry ensure that public health units identify quarantine sites and confirm that the sites were properly equipped for use when needed.

In its 2009 response to the Auditor General’s recommendation, the Ministry indicated that the Ontario Agency for Health Protection and Promotion (now Public Health Ontario) had been created that year and had advised the Ministry that while quarantine sites could be required for outbreaks of unknown diseases, they were not needed for an influenza outbreak. The Ministry also noted the agency had recommended that:

1. non-hospital treatment sites be considered for symptomatic people who do not need hospital care but do not have access to home isolation;
2. location, capacity, equipment, supply and staffing criteria be developed for the sites; and
3. a template agreement be created for public health units to use to negotiate procurement of the sites from their owners.

Finally, the Ministry indicated to the Auditor General that it needed time to assess the Ontario Agency for Health Protection and Promotion’s recommendations.

The Commission did not receive any evidence indicating that the Ministry of Long-Term Care or its predecessor, the Ministry of Health and Long-Term Care, took steps to identify alternative isolation or quarantine sites for long-term care homes between 2009 and the COVID-19 pandemic. Instead, the Ministry
advised the Commission by letter that, under the *Long-Term Care Homes Act, 2007*, it was the responsibility of individual homes to have emergency plans in place to evacuate or relocate residents when necessary. The Ministry stated that it conducted inspections to ensure that homes had emergency plans in place, but explained “[t]here are no proactive inspections that require a review of emergency plans”; inspections only took place after an emergency had hit.

Government materials discussing pandemic response strategies in the first wave of COVID-19 raised the prospect of decanting (moving long-term care residents to another location), but no concrete plans were formed. The Minister of Long-Term Care told the Commission that she raised the possibility of decanting long-term care residents at a meeting with the province’s pandemic response leaders in April 2020, but “we couldn’t get it done in the first wave.”

By contrast, the Commission heard that, at the beginning of the pandemic, the Hong Kong government had already designated facilities such as community centres and hostels as “quarantine centres.” Long-term care residents who tested positive for the virus were sent to the hospital. Residents who came into contact with these individuals were sent to a quarantine centre for monitoring.

The Commission heard from medical experts that the more crowded a long-term care home became, the higher COVID-19 case numbers and mortality rates climbed. These experts also told the Commission that maintaining temporary spaces to house long-term care residents can effectively control severe COVID-19 outbreaks in already overcrowded long-term care homes.

Some large health care partners did manage to successfully use temporary isolation spaces to contain the spread of COVID-19 in long-term care homes. The Windsor Regional Hospital, for example, successfully created a temporary treatment facility in a local college sports complex to house long-term care residents who had tested positive for COVID-19 and to help local long-term care homes bring their COVID-19 outbreaks under control.

While the Windsor Regional Hospital was undoubtedly resourceful in creating its field hospital, the successful creation of alternative isolation facilities should not have had to rely solely on the resourcefulness of local leaders.
Eventually, late into the second wave, the Ministry arranged for an alternate decanting facility in the Greater Toronto Area.

Ontario should have been able to facilitate this process earlier by adhering to the Auditor General’s recommendation and ensuring that isolation sites for long-term care facilities were identified and prepared in advance of the pandemic. The province’s failure to do so represents a missed opportunity to contain the virus’s impact on long-term care residents.

**Failure to Adequately Fund Public Health Ontario**

The creation of a public health agency such as Public Health Ontario was one of the most prominent recommendations of the SARS Commission Report. The report was also careful to note, however, that any improvements to the province’s public health system must be accompanied by sufficient funding:

> To arm the public health system with more powers and duties without the necessary resources is to mislead the public and to leave Ontario vulnerable to outbreaks like SARS.

Unfortunately, starting in 2013, the agency’s funding was held flat for eight years, even as its costs rose. In depriving the agency of funding, the province hampered Public Health Ontario’s ability to provide Ontario’s long-term care sector with critical response services once the COVID-19 pandemic began. (PHO’s roles and responsibilities are discussed further in appendix B.)

Public Health Ontario’s base funding to cover operational expenses for the 2013–14 fiscal year was $148 million. This number did not increase in the years leading up to the COVID-19 pandemic, despite the fact that demands for agency resources such as laboratory testing were increasing year over year. Public Health Ontario staff reiterated this sentiment to the Commission, noting that the organization is “chronically underfunded.”

In 2017, Public Health Ontario expressed concern regarding its funding in its annual business plan, noting that its highest organizational risk was a “[l]ack of sustainable funding to continue … to comprehensively respond to
emerging public health threats.” In particular, Public Health Ontario noted that the lack of funding would force it to reduce its staff and reallocate funds from other public health programs in order to satisfy increasing demand for its laboratory services. While the government did announce that it would undertake efforts to modernize and streamline Public Health Ontario in 2019, this project was not accompanied by an increase in funding.

As a result of the lack of funding, Public Health Ontario was forced to make cutbacks to simply address the impacts of inflation. The Commission was also told that the lack of funding hampered the agency’s ability to repair aging infrastructure and update its laboratory technology.

Most notably, however, the failure to provide Public Health Ontario with additional funding required the agency to reduce its labour force, cutting 130 full-time-equivalent positions, including lab workers and epidemiologists, between 2014 and 2020. In December 2019, PHO reported that it had saved $13 million attributable to a reduction of 110 full-time employees. The plan going forward was to discontinue 53 vacant full-time employee positions and lay off another 33 full-time employees. Between fall 2019 and the end of 2020, at least 10 individuals in senior management positions left Public Health Ontario.

Furthermore, the agency’s infection prevention and control specialists, who formally operated in a standalone Public Health Ontario infection prevention and control division, were merged in January 2020 with PHO’s communicable diseases division. The Commission heard that this merger severely impacted the morale of the IPAC team. Ten senior IPAC specialists departed the agency between March and November 2020. A former Public Health Ontario staff member told the Commission that budget concerns prevented PHO from replacing IPAC specialists who left the agency.

In 2019–20, Public Health Ontario was advised that its budget was to be reduced by 9 per cent, which further exacerbated the budgetary pressure. The agency faced a $25 million budget gap for 2020–21. Further budget cuts were expected, with an anticipated 18 per cent reduction by 2022–23.

During the pandemic, Public Health Ontario helped assess and improve infection prevention and control and to respond to the crisis with its expertise.
However, a former PHO staff member told the Commission that budget cuts caused the agency’s IPAC specialists to play a less prominent role in supporting long-term care during the pandemic than they otherwise might have. The agency had long been neglected, and the prospect of more cuts doubtless caused talented staff to seek opportunities elsewhere at a time when the province needed all hands on deck.

**Failure to Address Recommendations for Laboratory Sector Reform**

In addition to its recommendations around public health funding, the SARS Commission Report also touched on the importance of ensuring that Ontario had sufficient laboratory facilities in place before the onset of a pandemic:

> The capacity of a laboratory system to respond to an outbreak of infectious disease must pre-exist any future outbreak because it is impossible to create it during an outbreak. [...] Laboratory capacity is like the rest of public health; its importance is not appreciated, nor the impact of its inadequacies felt until there is an outbreak and then it is too late.

In the years leading up to the COVID-19 pandemic, the government received several warnings about the state of its laboratory network, particularly the fragmented nature of its management and funding. Many of these recommendations were ignored.

In 2015, the Ministry of Health and Long-Term Care convened an expert panel to report on the province’s community laboratory network. The report recommended that the Ministry of Health and Long-Term Care establish a focal point for oversight and leadership of all the province’s laboratories. In 2017, Ontario’s Auditor General followed up on the Ministry’s progress on this recommendation. She noted that while the Ministry had established a branch to oversee the province’s community laboratories, no efforts had been made to consolidate oversight of these laboratories with the other laboratories operating in the province. These included Public Health Ontario, hospital
and physician in-office laboratories, all of which operated in silos and were maintained under different governance and accountability structures.

The 2017 Auditor General Report also identified additional issues caused by the province’s fragmented management of its laboratory network. Particularly, the report found that:

- hospitals were reducing the number of tests they performed and sending tests they did not perform to Public Health Ontario labs or private labs;
- in certain instances, test-result turnaround times could have been reduced by having hospitals perform tests that were being carried out by Public Health Ontario; and
- private labs had the capacity to run more tests but were being prevented from doing so by the Ministry of Health and Long-Term Care.

The Auditor General recommended that the Ministry implement a system to track the province’s Public Health Ontario, hospital and private laboratories; determine which types of tests were best performed by each type of laboratory; and adjust funding accordingly. When the Auditor General followed up on these recommendations in 2019, she found that little progress had been made.

By the onset of the COVID-19 pandemic, Ontario had failed to create an interconnected laboratory network that would have allowed public, hospital and private labs to work together to address a pandemic. As the Minister of Health noted in her diary in May 2020: “when Covid-19 started Ontario did not have a well-connected lab system, to deal with a pandemic or other health situation requiring large numbers of tests.” The Minister went on to note that this was one of the reasons that Alberta was able “to jump ahead of Ontario and other provinces in terms of the number of tests.” An internal government document discussing the Ministry of Health’s response to the COVID-19 pandemic also noted that a lack of laboratory capacity impeded the Ministry’s response and that “the existing [laboratory] system led to Ontario initially lagging in its ability to test and process tests.”
Steps to create such a network only began in March 2020 – after the COVID-19 pandemic had overwhelmed the province’s laboratory system. As will be discussed in chapter 3, long-term care homes faced numerous difficulties securing broad testing and prompt test results during the COVID-19 pandemic. Some homes were forced to use private labs with slow test-turnaround times because testing at partner hospitals was unavailable. Other homes described test results taking between four and seven days to be returned, with some results being lost.

Further adding to these delays was the fact that many homes were forced to rely on outdated technology to receive test results. Some homes received results by fax one at a time with individual cover letters while others received results by conventional mail. Furthermore, according to the Deputy Minister of Long-Term Care, as of February 2020, approximately one-third of the province’s long-term care homes did not have access to the province’s online laboratory test results network.

Had the SARS Commission recommendations regarding laboratory infrastructure and the systemic reviews recommended in 2015 and 2017 been acted on promptly, Ontario may very well have had an efficient centralized laboratory system ready to respond to the surge in testing demand caused by a pandemic – particularly the urgent need for prompt testing in long-term care homes. Instead, Ontario’s laboratory system was plagued by delays and backlogs. Delayed test results made it difficult, if not impossible, for long-term care homes to effectively identify and isolate residents who had contracted COVID-19.

Conclusion

Ontario ... slept through many wake-up calls. Again and again the systemic flaws were pointed out, again and again the very problems that emerged during SARS were predicted, again and again the warnings were ignored.
The Ontario government has a clear choice. If it has the necessary political will, it can make the financial investment and the long-term commitment to reform that is required to bring our public health protection against infectious disease up to a reasonable standard. If it lacks the necessary political will, it can tinker with the system, make a token investment, and then wait for the death, sickness, suffering, and economic disaster that will come with the next outbreak of disease.

The strength of the government’s political will can be measured in the months ahead by its actions and its long-term commitments.

–The Honourable Justice Archie Campbell, SARS Commission Final Report

It is chilling that the passage above – published more than 13 years ago – remains applicable today.

In the years between the SARS outbreak and the COVID-19 pandemic, successive Ontario provincial governments watched the H1N1 pandemic and Ebola scare come and go without making necessary tangible improvements to Ontario’s pandemic preparedness. Successive provincial governments failed to make the requisite financial investments and long-term commitments that would have left the province in a better position to manage a pandemic caused by a novel virus. The political will to provide meaningful protection to the citizens of Ontario was absent. The province’s most vulnerable – its long-term care residents – suffered the most as a result.

As stated at the outset of this chapter, the fact that COVID-19 was caused by a novel virus does not excuse the state of Ontario’s pandemic preparedness on the eve of the pandemic. Fundamental elements of preparedness were missing. The province’s pandemic plans were out of date, untested and insufficient. Ontario’s personal protective equipment stockpile had been allowed to expire unused. Calls from expert and government bodies to identify alternative isolation sites and reform the province’s laboratory sector before the next pandemic hit were ignored. Years of underfunding left Public Health Ontario understaffed and hamstrung.

No government could have been fully prepared to specifically manage the COVID-19 pandemic, particularly in the challenging context of the
long-term care sector. However, time and time again since the SARS outbreak in 2003, health experts and other public bodies implored several Ontario governments to take action that without doubt would have left the province in a much better position to do so. Unfortunately for the residents of long-term care homes, the unstinting will of these experts and public bodies to ensure that the province was prepared for a pandemic consistently fell prey to other priorities.

It is a pattern that needs to end now.

If SARS was a precursor to COVID-19, it is frightening to think what may come next. Ontario needs to consciously and consistently prepare to protect its most vulnerable residents. It needs sustained political leadership, and a sharp focus on being ready for whatever pandemic comes next.
Voices from the Front Line

“... where is the Ministry, Public Health, and the home in ensuring that monitoring of these homes is sufficient, and that preparation for pandemics or other emergency issues arise[?]”
–Family member of long-term care resident

“... a crisis occurs with any outbreak. It could be a flu. It could be a war. It could be a physical disaster. But to see not just long-term care but the whole country in such a status of unpreparedness for this crisis really, really leaves me very concerned.”
–Family member of long-term care resident

“... during the first few weeks of the outbreak, the directives for the PPE were all over the place. Every day, every minute of the day, it was changing. It was wear a mask one day and don't wear a mask the next. It was wear a gown and mask for your whole shift in and out of all the rooms, and it was don't do that. It was ... all over the place. Everything we learned about donning and doffing was basically thrown out the window.”
–Long-term care staff member

“How many PSWs, how many healthcare workers have to give up their lives because we can’t get it together? I don’t think we have to be – we shouldn’t have to die in order to do our jobs. So there has to be a workable, workable isolation plan.”
–Long-term care staff member

“Other changes that should have been better implemented would be things coming down from government ... because apparently a lot of these rules are coming down from the government. They seem to occur on a Friday and around 4 p.m. And when we try to ask questions by our managers, we get told ‘oh, well, it could wait until Monday.’ And we’re getting told to follow these directions when we have questions for the weekend. So ... we don’t know if we’re doing it right, if we’re doing it wrong, or what.”
–Long-term care staff member
The COVID-19 Crisis in Long-Term Care

When the first cases of COVID-19 arrived in Ontario in early March 2020, the long-term care sector was not ready for a pandemic. The long-standing, systemic weaknesses in the sector discussed earlier in this report were on stark display as homes with limited staff, training and resources struggled to cope with outbreaks that spread with frightening speed.

This pre-existing vulnerability was made worse by a lack of provincial preparedness. As noted in chapter 2, the province had not planned for or drilled this type of scenario, despite clear warnings that a pandemic could be expected. This hampered the province’s response, particularly in its long-term care homes.

These weaknesses had very real – and tragic – consequences. Before exploring how COVID-19 took hold in Ontario and the key factors that influenced the virus’s spread in long-term care, this chapter will begin with a close look at two homes that experienced those consequences. While the experiences described below are taken from two homes in particular, they are not unique; many other long-term care homes and their staff, families and loved ones shared similar stories with the Commission.

The failure to prepare for a pandemic and the weakened state of long-term care cost lives and caused immeasurable hardship and pain to long-term care residents and staff. Their pain and suffering, along with that of their families and loved ones, must not be ignored – and the situation that caused that pain and suffering must not be allowed to happen again.
Wildfire: The Spread of COVID-19

On April 3, 2020, a positive COVID-19 test was reported to Dr. Robert Kyle, Durham Region’s Medical Officer of Health. The test came from a staff member at Orchard Villa; a 233-bed long-term care home located in Pickering. Six days later, on April 9, the first resident case was reported. Over the coming weeks, COVID-19 would spread like wildfire among residents and staff.

On the evening of April 12, the switchboard at Lakeridge Health – the local hospital – received an unusual call: it was Orchard Villa, requesting support due to reduced staffing levels and a deteriorating situation. On April 13, Dr. Kyle notified the Ministry of Long-Term Care (MLTC) Inspection Branch about the outbreak. Between April 13 and April 17, Dr. Kyle met with Lakeridge Health, the Ministry of Health (MOH) and Orchard Villa to review the situation.

Even though the pandemic was weeks old, Dr. Kyle remarked that the MLTC Inspection Branch was “basically missing from action and invisible to us.” On April 17, with the situation worsening, Dr. Kyle and Lakeridge Health deployed an infection prevention and control (IPAC) team to Orchard Villa to conduct an assessment. By April 19, 80 per cent of the staff were infected and 98 residents had tested positive. Sixteen residents were already dead.

Urgent action was required. On April 19, without any clear precedent, Dr. Kyle reviewed the powers available to him under the Health Protection and Promotion Act (HPPA) and offered to use them to stabilize the situation. Section 29.2 of the HPPA, drafted in the wake of the 2003 outbreak of Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome (SARS), gave local medical officers of health the power to order a hospital to take actions to respond to an outbreak.

Dr. Kyle and Lakeridge Health were aware that this action would be the first of its kind during the COVID-19 crisis – the first time the HPPA’s power would be used to place a hospital in control of a long-term care home. They also knew that a s. 29.2 order is appealable and that getting it wrong could well involve a protracted legal fight.

As a result, Dr. Kyle and Lakeridge consulted legal counsel to consider
s. 29.2 and prepare an order that would allow the hospital to assume management of the home. They also checked in with the Ministry of Health’s counsel. Orchard Villa cooperated with the process, ensuring there would be no distracting appeals. All the same, Dr. Kyle was, as he put it to the Commission, “flying a bit blind.” Nevertheless, he knew action had to be taken.

Dr. Kyle served an order pursuant to s. 29.2 of the Health Protection and Promotion Act on April 21, and the Lakeridge team arrived at Orchard Villa the next day. The Commission heard that the team found problems as soon as they walked through the door. The appropriate signage was not present. Staff had a poor understanding of the proper use of personal protective equipment (PPE); the team leader described “very shocking visuals of multiple masks, multiple gowns, gloves being worn sort of at all times, sort of everything one should not do with PPE.”

Staffing was so low that those on duty could not keep the home clean. Garbage was everywhere and nothing seemed to have been wiped down. To stabilize the situation, the home required a deep-clean – costing just shy of $500,000.

Orchard Villa is a “C” type building – one of the oldest types of homes in the province. Inside, its various rooms and common areas were interconnected. When the Lakeridge team arrived, all of the internal doors were open and residents were wandering freely about the home, increasing the risk that the virus would spread between the well and unwell. It was evident, according to Lakeridge, that the residents were unable to properly protect themselves with masks.

Staffing levels had collapsed to approximately 20 to 25 per cent of the normal complement. Staff who were COVID-positive – including the designated IPAC coordinator – were isolating at home. Others refused to work out of fear for their own safety and that of their families. Those who remained did what they could under the circumstances, despite being emotionally exhausted and overwhelmed.

With no provincial plan in place to handle such a situation in multiple homes, the government contemplated asking for military assistance. The possibility of military intervention had been on the table as early as mid-April,
yet the first shift of Canadian Armed Forces personnel did not begin work at Orchard Villa until April 28. As the province worked out the logistics with the military, more residents died. During the first wave of the COVID-19 pandemic, 70 people died in Orchard Villa.

Though Orchard Villa was particularly hard-hit by COVID-19, it was not alone in its challenges. Racing to keep up with the virus during the first wave, the province was still refining its response structure throughout April – as COVID-19 raged through long-term care. Because of its lack of preparation, the province was chasing the virus rather than heading it off.

During the late spring, homes – working with hospitals, local public health units (PHUs), Public Health Ontario and the province – managed to get outbreaks under control. Over the summer there was a lull in the storm.

It did not last.

The province’s preparations did not protect residents from the second wave. In fact, the second wave was worse.

The Second Wave
On November 23, 2020, after a staff member tested positive, a COVID-19 outbreak was declared at Sunnycrest Nursing Home in Whitby. The test had been administered on November 18, but the results had taken nearly a week to come back. Whitby is also located in Durham Region and so, once again, Lakeridge Health and Dr. Kyle were pressed into action.

In anticipation of the expected second wave, the Ministry of Long-term Care had prepared and distributed a self-assessment survey to all long-term care homes. Sunnycrest had filled one out and returned it to the Ontario Health East Region, as requested. During the summer, Ontario Health East Region prepared a report for the Ministry identifying Sunnycrest as among the homes in Durham at highest risk of being unprepared for a second wave. Unfortunately, neither Lakeridge Health nor Dr. Kyle nor the Ministry’s own Inspection Branch was given the survey result or Ontario Health’s opinion. Neither Lakeridge nor Dr. Kyle was asked to take action as a result of the survey.
By the time the second wave began, the Ministry had developed a process for addressing homes in crisis. Using the provisions of the Long-Term Care Homes Act, 2007, the province issued either mandatory management orders or voluntary management agreements that allowed hospitals to manage homes in uncontrolled outbreaks. Lakeridge Health entered Sunnycrest on November 27 in response to a call for support. The team was on site every day until December 3, at which point it took charge of the home pursuant to a voluntary management agreement.

Lakeridge witnessed similar problems at Sunnycrest as it had found at Orchard Villa months before. The Lakeridge team told the Commission that insufficient screening practices were in place at the door when they arrived, conducted by an administrative assistant who was not protected by appropriate PPE. Staff were not clear on what PPE to wear or how to properly put it on or take it off. Overall, the Lakeridge team said that PPE was in short supply and basic IPAC protocols were not in place. The Commission heard that there was no “line list” showing which residents were positive and which were not, making it difficult to identify and separate sick and healthy residents. There was no one in charge of infection prevention and control – the home’s IPAC lead had become ill and was off work. Lakeridge had to bring in equipment to monitor resident vital signs, as there was no such functioning equipment at the home. Infrared thermometers were also brought in, as there were no working thermometers on site.

As had been the case at Orchard Villa, staff numbers collapsed as the virus raged. So few staff were on hand that Lakeridge’s team stepped in to help distribute medication. In order to bolster staffing, the Red Cross was also called in.

As at Orchard Villa, the disease spread quickly at Sunnycrest. Seven days after the outbreak was declared, there were 80 positive cases among residents and staff. Many of those infections occurred during the five-day delay between the initial staff member’s positive test on November 18 and the result of that test arriving on November 23. Faster turnaround on that test could have saved lives.

Twenty-nine Sunnycrest residents died. One of these residents, Violet “Lorraine” Anderson, suffered from dementia, but she recognized her loved ones, could walk unaided and was capable of taking care of her own personal
needs. When her daughter visited on November 21, wearing full PPE, Mrs. Anderson was in good spirits. Five days later, Mrs. Anderson tested positive. Four days after that, her family was notified that she would likely pass within days. But Mrs. Anderson was a fighter. Five times during December she rallied from the brink of death. The virus robbed Mrs. Anderson of her ability to communicate through video, her ability to recognize her family, and her ability to understand what was happening to her. She could not speak. To avoid confusing and distressing her, and after speaking with medical staff on site, her family made the heart-wrenching decision to stop calling her. They were not present in the room, on the phone or on video when Mrs. Anderson passed. She died alone in her room on December 30, 2020.

Too many Ontarians had similar experiences. By March 14, 2021, Ontario long-term care home residents accounted for 54 per cent (3,881) of the province’s total 7,162 COVID-19 deaths since the start of the pandemic, despite long-term care residents representing only about 0.5 per cent of Ontarians. In April 2020, the peak of the first wave, Ontario experienced 28 per cent more deaths in long-term care than expected, compared with previous years.

The Commission heard from the families of many who died at Sunnycrest, Orchard Villa and other homes. They spoke of their terrible losses and their anguish over the way their loved ones died – all too often alone and in distressing conditions. This Commission is grateful to the families, staff and residents who courageously shared their often-harrowing experiences. This province must not forget the difficult lessons that were learned at their expense.

The Epicentre: COVID-19 Takes Hold in Long-Term Care

Long-term care quickly became the epicentre of Ontario’s fight against COVID-19.

Durham Public Health declared the province’s first COVID-19 outbreak in long-term care on March 16, 2020. On March 18, a respiratory outbreak was
declared in a long-term care home in Bobcaygeon, and by March 20, three residents of that home had tested positive for COVID-19. Within two days, 11 other homes were in outbreak, and by mid-April, there were widespread outbreaks in long-term care homes across Ontario, with the highest concentrations in Toronto, Ottawa, Peel Region and the Greater Toronto Area.

More than one-third of all Ontario long-term care homes experienced an outbreak with at least one resident case in the first wave (March 2020 to August 31, 2020). And yet, the hard lessons learned during that time were not heeded; 2,066 long-term care residents died between September 1, 2020, and March 14, 2021 (the second wave), a figure that eclipses the first wave death toll of 1,815.

Data presented to the Commission by the Ministry of Health indicate that homes built to older design standards have fared worse in the pandemic (see chapter 1 for a more detailed discussion of these standards). In the Ministry of Health’s model, older design standards are associated with the extent of an outbreak and the number of resident deaths. In other words, homes built at a time when older design standards were in place and that have not been upgraded were at increased risk for larger, more deadly outbreaks. These older homes must be replaced or upgraded.

To be clear, not all homes fared badly during the pandemic. COVID-19’s deadly toll was not spread evenly across the province’s long-term care homes. One study found that during the most intense period of the first wave, between March and May 2020, 86 per cent of infections occurred in just 10 per cent (or 63) of the province’s homes. A survey conducted by the Commission and analyzed by the Canadian Institute of Health Information (CIHI) found that from March 2020 to the end of June in the same year, 5 per cent of all homes accounted for almost half of all resident cases of COVID-19 and just over half of all resident deaths due to the disease. The Commission heard of several homes where leaders showed initiative and took decisive preventive measures early; several of these examples will be discussed below and in chapter 4 of this report.

The Commission also found that the province and many long-term care homes failed to act quickly and in a precautionary manner to take measures
to prevent, isolate and contain the spread of COVID-19. The province’s lack of planning and preparedness – a pattern repeated by successive governments – delayed the implementation of key protective measures.

**Slow, Late and Reactive: The Early Provincial Response**

In a crisis, fast, informed and decisive action is necessary to avert tragedy. Speed and adherence to the precautionary principle are essential. As discussed in chapter 2, these were lessons from the SARS outbreak in 2003, and other health emergencies that preceded and followed it. In his 1997 report on Canada’s tainted blood crisis, for example, the Honourable Justice Horace Krever described the precautionary principle as follows:

> Where there is reasonable evidence of an impending threat to public health, it is inappropriate to require proof of causation beyond a reasonable doubt before taking steps to avert the threat.

In 2004, the Honourable Justice Archie Campbell repeated this warning in his report on SARS, noting that the precautionary principle has particular application in cases when an infectious disease is at large. Since pathogens like a coronavirus move rapidly and spread quickly if not contained, the need for immediate infection prevention and control action is paramount.

And yet, despite these early and pointed warnings, the Ontario government’s response to the emergence of a novel coronavirus in early 2020 was slow, uncoordinated and lacked urgency. The government’s emergency response system proved inadequate to protect staff and residents in Ontario’s long-term care homes from COVID-19.

Rather than following the precautionary principle, the government maintained for too long that COVID-19 posed a low risk to Ontarians. In spite of known risks to vulnerable populations, the province failed to prioritize long-term care before the disease had already gained a fatal foothold in homes.

The lack of provincial preparedness was compounded by the lack of preparedness on the part of many individual homes. Long-term care home staff
told the Commission how unprepared they felt they were to deal with this pandemic:

I think that we had a lot of time to plan, and then all of a sudden, when it hit us, we didn’t know what we were doing. We were kind of running around trying to – you know, things were changing every single day. Directions from Public Health could change hourly. We had ... a lot of community services that came in to help out, and we had a lot of redeployed staff.

~

Definitely should have had a plan in place. We knew for months that this could possibly come into our home and we had no direction. Very poor leadership from our superiors. Asking questions to our management team and getting three different answers and no one knowing what to do. Again, way too many people in offices not actually doing hands-on work and coming down to the units and actually experiencing and offering to help feed, offering to do front-line care, but following us around with clipboards. Like, that’s not helping us.

Provincial failures were not the only problem. Long-term care homes are responsible for the care and safety of their vulnerable residents, but many were wholly unprepared to discharge that duty when COVID-19 came.

*Miscalculations and missed opportunities*

During a pandemic, quickly applying definitive actions to prevent the introduction and spread of a novel infection based on rapidly emerging evidence is key.

–Dr. Samir Sinha, Director of Geriatrics, Sinai Health

At the beginning of 2020, government officials were paying attention to the emergence of a potential new health threat. On January 3, 2020, Dr. David Williams, Ontario’s Chief Medical Officer of Health (CMOH), advised the province’s local medical officers of health that he was “actively monitoring”
the cluster of undiagnosed viral pneumonia cases reported in Wuhan, China, though he advised that the risk to Ontarians was “very low.”

Ministry of Health representatives initially acknowledged the need to prepare, noting the need to expedite certain “readiness activities,” including infection prevention and control. A few days later, Dr. Barbara Yaffe, the Ontario Associate Chief Medical Officer of Health (ACMOH), told local medical officers of health that the risk to Canadians was still considered very low, but recommended that officers “begin to look at your processes should this situation escalate and to work closely with your hospitals to ensure readiness.”

Long-term care was not prioritized in the early government response. Instead, the focus was on hospitals, despite early reports warning that it was not only hospitals that were at risk but also long-term care and other congregate settings. When preparing a letter of recommended precautions to health care workers, the Office of the CMOH and the Ministry of Health discussed whether settings such as long-term care homes should be included. Ultimately, they limited the recommendations to hospitals.

On January 23, 2020, Dr. Yaffe sent a letter to health system partners recommending that acute care setting health care workers exercise additional precautions, including those geared to airborne diseases, when dealing with “risk of exposure to a confirmed case, presumptive confirmed case, probable case or person under investigation … and/or the patient’s environment.” Guidance for other settings (such as long-term care) were noted as under review. Dr. Yaffe reiterated that the risk to Ontarians remained low.

The first COVID-19 case in Ontario, also the first in Canada, was confirmed two days later on January 25, 2020. In a news release reporting this case, Minister of Health Christine Elliott stated that “the province is prepared to actively identify, prevent and control the spread of this serious infectious disease in Ontario.” The Minister’s confidence would prove to be misplaced.

By late January, there was mounting evidence of the risks to the elderly and those with comorbidities. There was also evidence that:

- COVID-19 shares symptoms with other viral infections, making it difficult to distinguish from other illnesses; and
elderly and immunosuppressed individuals may present with atypical symptoms.

Ministry of Health general guidance documents issued at this time recognized these risks.

On January 27, 2020, as more reports of confirmed COVID-19 cases in North America surfaced, the Ontario Long-Term Care Association (OLTCA) reached out to the Ministry of Health with its concerns about the province’s pandemic preparedness and the risks to long-term care facilities. In an email to the Ministry’s Emergency Operations Centre dated January 27, 2020, the OLTCA outlined several issues about the emerging virus that needed to be addressed as soon as possible. Among these were the need for direction on visitor and staff screening, concerns over the mobility of staff who work in multiple health care settings, the difficulties facilities were experiencing accessing personal protective equipment supplies, and worries regarding how the anticipated demand for hospital beds would impact the flow of patients into long-term care beds.

The Ontario Nurses’ Association (ONA) met with the Minister of Health on January 28, 2020. They inquired about the province’s plan to address COVID-19 and asked how long-term care would be protected along with home care and hospitals. Beverly Mathers, Chief Executive Officer of the ONA, told the Commission:

[...] one of the reasons too why we advocate for the precautionary principle is because it helps minimize spread. So in terms of the directives themselves, we want to start out by saying that the long-term care direction came far too late ... [We] were meeting with the Ministry of Health even in January of this year and asked them how they were planning for COVID in Ontario. And while we recognized that Minister Elliott is not the Minister of Long-Term Care, we did meet with her in January, and we were talking to her about the health care system as a whole. We asked her questions about how they were going to protect long-term care, as well as home care and hospitals. We have rarely met with the Ministry of Long-Term Care.
The ONA did meet with the Minister of Long-Term Care, Dr. Merrilee Fullerton, in February. Ms. Mathers told the Commission that Dr. Fullerton and her staff did not have responses to the ONA’s questions about the readiness of long-term care:

... during that meeting, when we raised issues of COVID with her, [she], as well as her staff, were unprepared and didn’t have responses to our questions about the readiness of long-term care to protect against COVID.

Anthony Dale, President and CEO of the Ontario Hospital Association, echoed the concern that the long-term care sector was an afterthought in the provincial pandemic response:

I think it is fair to say that right from the very beginning long-term care has been treated separately from the rest of the health care system when it comes to the coordination of the pandemic response. Right from the very time when the Ministry established a stakeholder relations table comprised of a very wide range of health provider organizations, the two long-term care associations were not present. They hadn’t been invited, and it took weeks for that to be rectified.

By the end of January, Chinese health officials had found that COVID-19 symptoms appeared within two to 14 days after exposure, and that people without symptoms could be infectious during that period, signalling the possibility of asymptomatic transmission. If a disease can be spread by a person with no symptoms, it is possible for infected individuals to make others sick unknowingly. In public health guidance released on January 30, 2020, the Australian government’s Health Protection Principal Committee cited international evidence, including a cluster of cases in Germany, that suggested asymptomatic transmission. They believed “a highly precautionary approach” should be taken. These findings were provided to Ontario’s Chief Medical Officer of Health by email on January 31, 2020.

The Ministry of Health’s first official guidance to the long-term care
sector, which came on January 31, 2020, did not impart a sense of urgency or concern and did not suggest the possibility of asymptomatic or community transmission. Instead, it insisted that “the overall risk to the community remains low.”

Standing in stark contrast to the mild messaging to long-term care, the Ministry of Health issued clear guidance to acute care settings the same day. The Ministry articulated the risk of asymptomatic cases in acute care settings by travellers from Hubei Province in China and provided specific guidance to monitor for that risk. In not providing the same important information to the long-term care sector, the Ministry placed long-term care staff and residents at a heightened risk.

Further, the province’s focus on people with travel history as transmitters had the effect of downplaying the potential for staff and visitors to bring COVID-19 into homes. This is apparent in a Minister of Health Meeting Note ahead of a February 12, 2020, meeting requested by the Ontario Nurses’ Association to discuss “the precautions in long-term care homes with respect to the novel coronavirus.” The following was a key message for the Minister’s reference in discussions on the novel coronavirus:

The risk to LTC homes is low since residents can be screened during the admission and re-admission process and it is unlikely that LTC home residents will have travel history to China.

News of an outbreak on the Diamond Princess cruise ship in early February 2020 provided early evidence of asymptomatic spread and the risk of rapid infection in congregate settings. Along with others who appeared before the Commission, Dr. Allison McGeer, an expert in infection control and a professor at the Dalla Lana School of Public Health and Institute for Pandemics at the University of Toronto, noted that “as soon as we saw the Diamond Princess outbreak, […] you knew that we were going to have trouble with nursing homes …” Despite this clear evidence of trouble on the horizon, the province failed to recognize the increased risk to vulnerable long-term care residents.
By mid-February 2020, COVID-19 outbreaks had been linked to other congregate settings, including churches and prisons in South Korea. Researchers from China were reporting that case fatality increased markedly with age and pre-existing health conditions, and noted the risk of transmission between health care providers and patients in care settings.

Minister Fullerton, who practised medicine for more than 30 years prior to entering politics, told the Commission that she had concerns about asymptomatic spread of COVID-19 as early as February 5, 2020. Unfortunately, the Chief Medical Officer of Health did not share her concern. Dr. Williams told the Commission that “the evidence wasn’t there for that.” He did not act as if asymptomatic spread might be occurring and did not issue directives on that basis. He stated that he maintained this view until the summer.

This approach was not consistent with the precautionary principle, which states that action should not wait for scientific certainty. It is unfortunate that Minister Fullerton’s view did not prevail. She deferred to the expertise of the province’s CMOH.

By March, there was ample evidence that long-term care was at risk. On February 27, the Chief Medical Officer of Health chaired a meeting that included representatives from Public Health Ontario, the Ontario Hospital Association, physicians, and Ministry of Health personnel at which “[m]ost expert attendees agreed that the widespread incidence of COVID-19 is imminent and essentially inevitable.”

Dr. David Fisman, epidemiologist and professor at the Dalla Lana School of Public Health and Institute for Pandemics at the University of Toronto, described the state of affairs in March as follows:

I think we knew quite a bit. We knew that SARS coronavirus-2 infection had a very high case fatality in older individuals, and we already knew at that point that it had a propensity to cause outbreaks in care settings.

We had seen from February already in China that case fatality increased markedly with age. We knew that the virus almost seemed to target care settings. The initial recognition of community transmission in
both Washington State and British Columbia was associated with high mortality outbreaks in long-term care.

We had had warnings from other countries, and we already knew that long-term care facilities were very vulnerable to outbreaks in communicable diseases. We see this frequently with influenza and other diseases.

Throughout this early period of the pandemic, the Ministry of Long-Term Care continued to be sidelined. In early March, Minister Fullerton herself insisted the MLTC must be part of communications to its own sector:

Just wondering why MOH is issuing/reissuing the guidelines without the MLTC? I understand MOH is the lead but MLTC must be part of this communication to our own sector.

Discussing this email with the Commission, the Minister noted the importance of the involvement of long-term care in the larger government response:

So I understand in a crisis, you can’t have multiple leaders because the communication gets garbled. And so I understood the necessity of having the Ministry of Health as the lead, but I believe very strongly that ... the trust in our ministry would be put at risk if we weren’t able to communicate with our sector.

The Ontario Hospital Association observed that the separation of the Ministry of Long-Term Care from the Ministry of Health just the year before caused “kind of silos and barriers to integrated thinking for the response” and that, as a result, long-term care was not ready to respond to the pandemic. This negative perception regarding the separation of the two ministries was shared by other stakeholders who spoke to the Commission.

Throughout much of the early part of the pandemic, the Ministry of Long-Term Care appeared to be a poor cousin to the Ministry of Health. On
March 31, 2020, Blair Hains, Chief of Staff to Minister Fullerton, was again fighting to be heard – in this case, on the need for PPE. He wrote to the Deputy Minister:

... can we please use all channels. I will do so with my colleagues to ensure that long-term-care is recognized as an equal partner with hospitals, especially as it relates to PPE. The part on p. 7 is particularly frustrating which says that PPE has been deployed to hospitals and correctional facilities. This was done with LTC partners on the line. We are too often the forgotten partner.

As noted above, much of the focus at this stage of the crisis was on hospitals, primarily because hospital capacity was a significant concern. Like long-term care, hospitals have limited “slack” in their system; the concern was that they would be overwhelmed or perhaps, as had happened during the SARS outbreak, become ground zero for the pandemic. And so, while long-term care struggled to be heard, the hospitals engaged in extensive preparations.

In March and April, as hospitals were preparing for an influx of COVID-19-related intakes, temporary emergency licences were granted to quickly create additional bed capacity and facilitate the subsequent transfer of patients from hospitals to long-term care homes. A total of 97 spaces were created in 69 long-term care homes, and roughly 2,200 patients were discharged to long-term care homes or retirement homes from March to early May.

Even after outbreaks started in long-term care, the Ministry of Health and Ministry of Long-Term Care continued to prioritize a perceived “urgent need to free up public hospital beds” and preserve hospital capacity for a surge. On March 23, 2020, the deputy ministers of the two Ministries directed that all local health integration networks (LHINs) exercise their powers to promote the “expeditious movement” of all hospital patients waiting for placement in a long-term care home out of the hospital and into long-term care.

These decisions effectively reduced the space available in long-term care homes for isolation of COVID-positive residents, contributing to the potential spread of the disease. At the same time, personal protective equipment and
other supplies were being redirected to hospitals, and long-term care homes were being told to conserve their supplies. Not surprisingly, long-term care homes were overloaded as a result of this single-minded focus on preserving acute care facilities. There were other repercussions as well. Long-term care operators were told not to send long-term care patients to hospitals. The Commission also heard that hospitals refused to take patients from long-term care homes. In addition, an investigative report by the Ottawa Citizen revealed that the vast majority of long-term care home residents who have died since the pandemic began did not go to the hospital.

According to the article:

As of mid-May, 13 per cent of long-term care home residents over the age of 70 with COVID-19 were treated in hospital, compared with 36 per cent of the same age group who live in communities.

Dr. Nathan Stall, a geriatrician at Mount Sinai Hospital and Research Fellow in the University of Toronto’s Departments of Medicine and Health Policy, Management and Evaluation, looked into this issue. He found that the number of community-dwelling people who were hospitalized prior to death was relatively constant throughout the pandemic; as of October 28, 2020, the figure sat between 75.9 and 88.8 per cent. However, only around 15.5 per cent of long-term care residents who passed away in March and April were transferred to hospitals. This number ranged from 26.9 per cent to 41.2 per cent between May and October.

A recent study by CIHI echoed these findings. The study found that there were 30 per cent fewer Ontario long-term care residents transferred to hospital for care during the first wave of the pandemic as compared with the same period in 2019. Residents were also far less likely to receive hospital treatment for COVID-19 compared to either the general population or even the elderly living at home.

In speaking to the Commission, Dr. Stall commented on the harmful impact of this failure to transfer residents to hospitals:
I think this is important because that very well may have contributed to the large concentration of death we saw in the first wave, and people were not being transferred to hospital who not only may have benefited from medical care that may have saved their life, but also people were not being transferred for just basic care when homes were in crisis, and people aren’t being transferred for palliative care to help them die with dignity during the first wave when homes were totally overwhelmed.

This was a tragic and untenable situation. Many groups believe that the focus on hospitals led to long-term care residents suffering at a disproportionate rate than others in society. The Ontario Council of Hospital Unions, the Advocacy Centre for the Elderly and the Ontario Health Coalition have filed a human rights complaint on that basis.

A critical blind spot: community spread

In March 2020, the province maintained that community spread (cases that could not be traced to contact or travel history) was not occurring. A March 8 news release from the province stated that: “At this time, the virus is not circulating locally. However, given the global circumstances, Ontario is actively working with city and health partners to plan for the potential of local spread.”

The province continued to suggest that the risk of transmission of COVID-19 in Ontario remained low and was related to travel. On March 10, this messaging was included in the briefing notes prepared for the Minister of Health ahead of her address to the Ontario legislature, despite emerging evidence of non-travel related cases of COVID-19. On that same day, the province’s 37th confirmed case of COVID-19 was an individual who had not travelled internationally. The individual had travelled to Toronto from Sudbury for an international mineral and mining conference held from March 1 to 4, with more than 23,000 people from 132 countries in attendance. The province did not immediately classify this case as evidence of community spread.

On March 12, Minister Fullerton was expected to participate in a video about COVID-19. She was sufficiently concerned about the spread of COVID-19 that her notes indicate that she “refused to say the risk is low.” Once
again, her appreciation of the risk was more heightened than is reflected in the public communications of the Chief Medical Officer of Health and other provincial health experts. When speaking with the Commission, she explained:

Well, in terms of my thinking at the time, I was very concerned about doing a video that would show or tell people that the risk was low, even though that was what health experts and the health leaders in Canada were saying I did not want to make a video indicating that.

Notwithstanding the inaction of provincial health officials, local public health authorities began raising concerns and calling for precautionary measures in their jurisdictions. At a news conference on March 15, Dr. Vera Etches, Ottawa’s Medical Officer of Health, said:

We do assume that the coronavirus, COVID-19, is circulating in Ottawa, that there is local community transmission of the virus [...] That means we will benefit from more social distancing between people and cancelling events of all sizes.

On March 16, the Office of the Premier issued a statement acknowledging the “growing evidence of community spread.” On the same date, Ontario’s Associate Chief Medical Officer of Health cautiously noted that with the near-doubling of new cases in a few days “we really cannot definitively rule out community transmission.”

However, Dr. Yaffe later muddied the waters, telling The Globe and Mail on March 24 that it was not clear that community transmission was a problem in the province. She further suggested that local health officials just had not been able to properly connect new cases to international travel.

Inconsistent communications about the existence of community spread and the level of risk in the province had significant implications for long-term care.

The Minister of Long-Term Care described to the Commission how the limited recognition of community spread, combined with insufficient staff
testing, was a critical blind spot in countering the entry of COVID-19 into long-term care homes in the first wave:

[...] we had to have some understanding of what was in the community as well. And I believe our limited testing early on did not identify the level of community spread that was there. So I believe that the staff were bringing it in unknowingly [...] [Long-term care staff] were doing heroic work, but the problem was [the virus] was in the community and it was coming into the homes.

Without a clear acknowledgement that COVID-19 was (or could be) transmitted locally, including asymptotically, efforts to mitigate the risk of all possible sources of the virus coming into homes stagnated during a critical window of time.

This lack of action to acknowledge and contain community spread had devastating consequences for long-term care homes. In fact, the Ministry of Health's own data now demonstrates that the rates of COVID-19 in the community surrounding a long-term care home are associated with an increased risk of an outbreak occurring within the home, as well as the severity of the home's outbreak and number of resident deaths.

**Worldwide devastation ignored**

This wasn't just foreseeable, it was foreseen. We saw it coming in Italy. We saw it coming in Spain, let alone what was happening in Asia. And we knew that people in long-term facilities would be left without the care they need.

–Laura Tamblyn Watts, President and CEO, CanAge

Before the first outbreak of COVID-19 in an Ontario long-term care home was declared on March 16, 2020, there were multiple global examples of COVID-19's impact on the elderly and the long-term care sector.
• **Italy:** Long-term care homes in Italy were the “first residential institutions in the western world that had to deal with the pandemic.” As of March 11, the country had 12,462 confirmed cases and 827 deaths; the mean age of those who died was 81 years.

• **Spain:** By the week of March 15, 65 per cent of the COVID-19 deaths in Spain were people 80 years old or older. That same week, as the virus ravaged many of the country’s 5,417 long-term care facilities, the Spanish government announced that it would assume control of senior-care facilities from privately-owned companies.

• **South Korea:** Reports of clusters of COVID-19 infections in South Korea’s congregate spaces – including group homes for the disabled, convalescent hospitals and long-term care facilities – began to emerge in February 2020. By March 10, more than 200 cases were reported in the country’s senior-care facilities. South Korea adopted a widespread testing approach that enabled the government to identify where outbreaks were situated and contain them. In turn, the country was able to keep mortality rates low.

• **Washington State:** In late February, media reported on an outbreak at a nursing home facility in Kirkland, Washington. On March 18, the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention published a report on the spread of COVID-19 in a long-term care facility in Washington State between February 27 and March 9. The report indicated that 81 residents, 34 staff members and 14 visitors were infected, and 23 individuals died.

• **British Columbia:** The province reported the first long-term care facility outbreak in Canada on March 7, 2020 – two residents and one health care worker had tested positive. The next day, one of the residents died. In the following two weeks, another seven residents died and 36 residents and 18 staff were infected. The average resident age was 87 years old. On March 21, *The Globe and Mail* published an investigative report that characterized long-term care homes as “the form of housing in Canada that appears the most vulnerable in this global pandemic.” By the end of the month, staff and resident COVID-19
cases were reported in 19 long-term care facilities in and around Vancouver.

At the local level in Ontario, some leaders were paying attention. On March 3, 2020, while news of the Washington and BC long-term care outbreaks was emerging, Dr. Monir Taha, Associate Medical Officer of Health with Ottawa Public Health, wrote an email to the Ministry of Health Emergency Operations Centre and Public Health Ontario representatives asking whether surveillance testing for COVID-19 should be implemented for long-term care:

Would it be time now, in the interest of widening the net and given the vulnerability to severe COVID-19 disease of LTCF [long-term care facility] and other institutional residents, when investigating reported LTCF/institutional respiratory outbreaks, that COVID-19 is automatically added to the testing panel? Or, as a second choice, if the regular panel is negative, then to automatically add COVID-19 testing?

What about automatic testing of LTCF/institutional residents admitted to hospital with respiratory illness? Or, again, if regular panel is negative?

Dr. Taha was told that there were no plans to start long-term care surveillance testing at that time but that “as things evolve this may change.” Dr. Taha persisted and responded by email on March 8, 2020: “I would encourage, however, that surveillance of the LTCF sector be made a priority after seeing, already, the lessons from Washington state and Vancouver.”

The Outbreaks Begin
Like SARS before it, COVID-19 once again illustrates that combating an invasive, silent killer such as a novel coronavirus necessitates speed and the application of the precautionary principle. As the discussion above demonstrates, Ontario was slow to take the risks seriously, delayed in its acknowledgement of asymptomatic and community transmission, and unwilling
to heed warnings from other jurisdictions. Given that response, it was only a matter of time before outbreaks in the province’s long-term care homes took hold.

As noted above, Ontario’s first long-term care outbreak was declared on March 16, 2020, with the first recorded death on March 23. By April 11, there were 140 deaths, and 11 days later – on April 22 – there were 516 deaths. In the first wave of the pandemic, 30 per cent of infected residents died. From late March to late April, some 1,073 residents were either dead or destined to die. Such is the exponential spread of a disease like COVID-19. If precautions are not taken immediately, death ensues.

On March 20, after COVID-19 had already crashed into the long-term care sector, Assistant Deputy Minister of Long-Term Care Brian Pollard issued a memo to the long-term care sector announcing amendments to the Long-Term Care Homes Act regulation to assist with staffing shortages. Two days later, the Chief Medical Officer of Health issued his first directive aimed specifically at the sector. Called “Directive #3,” it would be the subject of numerous and at times confusing amendments over the course of the pandemic. Unlike an earlier directive that had been issued to hospitals (Directive #1), Directive #3 did not require long-term care home staff to take any sort of PPE precautions when dealing with suspected or confirmed COVID-19 cases.

Other jurisdictions dealt with the emerging crisis in a different way. British Columbia, for example, took precautionary steps more quickly than Ontario. In part, its ability to respond nimbly was the result of better overall preparedness. British Columbia had updated its pandemic plan in February 2020, ensuring that emergency response roles and responsibilities were current. This stands in stark contrast to Ontario, where the provincial influenza pandemic plan had not been updated since 2013.

Further, British Columbia began offering infection prevention and control support (in the form of “SWAT teams”) to its long-term care homes on March 7; this was a crucial resource that Ontario did not begin offering until more than a month later. British Columbia also recommended universal masking in its long-term care homes on March 25, while Ontario did not order universal masking until two weeks later.
Initiatives in the absence of provincial leadership

Threats to public health may arise suddenly and without warning, overwhelming the capacity of a local health unit and local medical officer of health. It is essential in such cases that central resources and leadership be deployed immediately not only to assist the local unit but also to guard against the spread of disease to the rest of the province.

–Justice Campbell, SARS Commission Final Report

As British Columbia’s example demonstrates, Ontario could have been more proactive in the early months of 2020 to address potential risks for elderly populations. Notably, the Chief Medical Officer of Health failed to issue directives to ensure a consistent response to COVID-19 in long-term care homes. While Dr. Williams did issue a few directives, he failed to issue any to local boards of health or medical officers of health, on the basis that it was the local entities’ role to enact measures appropriate for their regions. This resulted in a lack of consistency in regional COVID-19 response. For many homes and long-term care staff, it was difficult to determine who was in charge at the provincial level and what advice they should be following.

Dr. Rhonda Collins, member of the Board of Directors of the Ontario Long-Term Care Clinicians – a not-for-profit organization providing advocacy, education and membership to clinicians working in long-term care – noted that Medical Directors in the homes were receiving conflicting messages from public health units:

We saw, within the Public Health Units, that the messaging we were receiving with regard to IPAC practices, cohorting, isolating, testing was variable across the 34 different health units, and there is still a little bit of a lack of understanding of what transpires in long-term care within some of our stakeholder partners that include hospitals and Public Health.

In the face of this confusion and lack of direction, however, some local public health units and long-term care homes took matters into their own
hands. Dr. Kieran Moore, the Local Medical Officer of Health and CEO at Kingston, Frontenac, Lennox and Addington Public Health, told the Commission that the region’s public health unit started taking proactive precautionary measures in January:

[W]hen we saw how COVID was spreading in Wuhan and how the elderly were getting affected in January, we set up strategies to protect our vulnerable, to protect our facilities – because we were watching in Wuhan how the virus was spreading. And we set up strategies to protect our correctional facilities, our long-term care facilities, our retirement homes, and minimize the community rate of infection. And that was always our goal, to have a low rate of infection in our community. And that required a very robust strategy, not just an LTC strategy. But we knew if we kept our population rate low, we would protect all our vulnerable populations.

Dr. Moore and his team monitored the outbreak in Washington State and the long-term care outbreak in Vancouver. By March 10, 2020, Dr. Moore’s team had established a protocol to visit, inspect and audit all long-term care facilities in their public health unit, supervised by the IPAC nurse at the unit – a person who was already dedicated to working with long-term care and retirement homes. When restaurants and bars were closed by the province, Dr. Moore repurposed the public health unit’s food safety inspectors to conduct infection prevention and control inspections in long-term care.

Dr. Moore met with the Medical Directors of the homes on a weekly basis to keep them apprised of the directives and local epidemiology. The public health unit held weekly coordination meetings with the acute care sector and hospital incident management system. When a worker in one long-term care home contracted COVID-19, the public health unit helped the facility swab around 100 individuals in the home for COVID-19 tests.

Dr. Moore instituted an early lockdown on March 17, restricting visitors and requiring active screening of staff and any visitors in long-term care.
In his presentation to the Commission, Dr. Moore emphasized the importance of the strong pre-existing relationship his public health unit had with their long-term care homes:

So I know all the medical directors. We know the nurse managers, the nurse practitioners. We’ve worked with them longitudinally. And really, if you’re going to have success, you have to have pre-existing partnerships.

The importance of pre-existing relationships between public health units and long-term care homes was echoed by others who presented to the Commission, and is discussed further in chapters 1 and 4 of this report.

York Region and its two municipal homes were also on high alert in early 2020, thanks to proactive municipal and public health leadership. When asked by the Commission about what prompted the region to start preparing for COVID-19 in January 2020, Lisa Gonsalves, General Manager of Paramedic and Seniors Services, responded as follows:

... we hear what’s happening. And so we were getting information through Public Health, and ... Public Health had opened their health emergency operating centre on the third week of January.

So we were already getting information, so we were taking that back to the long-term care management team. And we were starting to pull up our plans, look at our PPE supply; mask fit testing started as well. So that really was the real impetus as well as Dr. Meunier [Medical Director, Paramedic and Seniors Services], and she was watching everything.

And so she was, at the same time, also telling us, “people, we need to meet. We need to talk about this. It’s coming.” So that was the real trigger.

York Region proactively put in place many preventative measures ahead of provincial directives. In a presentation on January 22, 2020, Dr. Catherine Meunier, the Medical Director of York Region’s two municipal homes, told the homes’ teams that she could “see that something was coming on and that we needed to prepare.” She had been monitoring the situation in China and
elsewhere, as well as the first cases in British Columbia and Washington State. As she put it:

I kind of made it my mission to try and be proactive and be at the forefront of the information that I was providing to York Region so that I could be ahead of the game and prepare the whole team because it was obvious that it was going to come. And I think at the beginning, the long-term care sector did not really grasp the COVID threat to the long-term care facility as it was more of an interpretation that, you know, we’re used to managing outbreaks. … But if you really looked at what was going on, it was quite obvious that we were going to be running into issues.

Dr. Meunier even contacted the Medical Director of the first long-term care home that went into outbreak in British Columbia, as well as the director of the home in outbreak in Washington State, in an effort to understand what could be done to contain outbreaks. In so doing, she identified key challenges to containing COVID-19: staffing issues, availability of testing, and clear communication.

As a result of these proactive steps, York Region implemented preventative measures in advance of provincial directives, including a “single employer” policy for its staff that came weeks before the equivalent provincial mandate. The staffing challenge that this would create in other long-term care homes (discussed later in this chapter) was not as severe for York Region, as it was able to redeploy other municipal staff to these homes as well as hire agency staff who were also restricted by the single employer rule. The two long-term care homes operated by York Region suffered no outbreaks in the first wave.

Another example of local-level initiative can be found by looking at early actions taken at Mariann Home in Richmond Hill. On January 20, 2020, home staff members who were in China visiting family contacted the home’s CEO, Bernard Boreland, to ask if he could order personal protective equipment to be sent to them in China. This unusual request prompted Mr. Boreland to gather further information about PPE supplies and the situation in China, which, in turn, led him to begin preparing the home for the worst:
On January the 20th is when I had some staff overseas, and they had contacted me asking ... if I could order some PPE supplies for them, surgical masks, and send to them. Obviously, that was an alarm to me because all of our supplies come from China. So after that call, I got on the phone with Viki [Scott, labour relations and occupational health and safety at Mariann Home] to see what she was hearing in – going on in the industry, as well as I made some calls to my suppliers in February.

And that’s when they told me that we could expect a shortage of PPE supplies in March and April. So we continued to order the necessary supplies that we needed.

We also restricted the PPEs in January. Once I realized what was going on in the industry, we started treating all of our PPEs like narcotics, so they were all locked up. I converted a ... dining room that I had in the basement into our pandemic room. So we converted that room into the storage holding area.

[...]

In January, we also got all of our pandemic plans in order. The dietary department ensured that she had three months of paper supply in place. We also introduced – or created a pandemic menu for the residents just in case we were to go down in staff or if we had any supply issues. So all of that was developed in January and February.

Mariann Home's approach was consistently precautionary throughout the pandemic. The home required its staff to quarantine before returning to work despite unclear Ministry guidance on this issue. It also cohorted its staff to particular units in the home early on and adopted a “single site” staff policy before it was mandated by the province. Mr. Boreland described to the Commission the lengths he went to ensure families stayed informed of what was occurring inside the home. Referring to the day the facility was locked to all visitors, he noted:

I spent, I think, five hours, and I personally called every POA [Power of Attorney] to let them know what was going on and why we had to lock the
facility as it was a Ministry mandate [...] All the communication is from me. So, we developed that relationship with them. They trust us, and they know that we'll go above and beyond to keep their loved ones safe ...

In Toronto, the management team of Belmont House remembered well the lessons of the SARS epidemic. In February, noting the concerning signs worldwide, the home’s leadership reviewed their pandemic plan, began verifying their PPE supplies and ensured that their staff was trained in IPAC protocols. Maria Elias, CEO of Belmont House, told the Commission:

So we monitored the world and Canadian situation, and we determined very early on that the signs were all there for a pandemic and that we really needed to prepare. We looked at what we did here at Belmont during SARS. I’ve been here at Belmont for 20 years, a lot of members of my management team have been here for many, many years, and we recall what we went through during SARS, and we thought, here we go again. We better start thinking. And we looked at our pandemic plan, we assessed our staffing, our food, infection control, our PPE inventory, and we started looking at preparing for what we felt was the inevitable.

Like Mariann Home, Belmont House acted proactively, instituting universal masking in early March (about a month before the provincial masking mandate), communicating actively with families of residents, conducting regular in-home meetings, and conducting regular cleaning. Belmont House’s experience also shows the value of a well-informed and proactive management team.

The precautionary approaches taken by local health leaders and home management teams should have prompted similar early precautionary approaches by the Ontario government. They did not.
Building the Lifeboat during the Storm: The Scramble to Respond

Emergency management [...] fundamentally is about bringing together the right people who have clear direction and are empowered to execute clear, concise decisions, and they are also empowered to not only execute but to, what we call in nuclear, check and adjust and don’t trust but verify, and re-verify and re-verify, check, adjust, re-verify [...] So when we think about emergency management, we think about that.

– James Scongack, Executive Vice President, Corporate Affairs & Operational Services, Bruce Power

In the wake of the SARS outbreak, the interim report of the Ontario Expert Panel on SARS and Infectious Disease Control – also known as the Interim Walker Report – observed that Ontario’s response to the health emergency was hampered by the need to create response structures on the fly. The same issues manifested themselves in the response to the COVID-19 pandemic. The authors of the Interim Walker Report could easily have been talking about 2020, not 2003, when they wrote:

Without some of the necessary scaffolding and structures in place at the Ministry to respond in a highly coordinated manner to a communicable disease emergency, the province essentially had to develop the plan on a day-to-day basis (a problem compounded by the nature of the disease). At the same time, the Ministry had to work on constructing some of the very basic tools and vehicles to communicate, to analyze, receive, and disseminate the evolving science of the disease.

In the words of OSSAC [the Ontario SARS Scientific Advisory Committee], we “built the boat while at sea in the middle of a storm.”

The overall result of attempting to create structures and processes at the Ministry level, in the midst of an outbreak that had soon escalated into an international news event, was an ongoing lack of clarity over roles and
responsibilities among governments, agencies, and institutions. Lines of authority, reporting, and communication were all unclear.

Without a clear plan – and with the time for early and preventative action in the rear-view mirror – the province was forced to create its COVID-19 response structure in real time. Further, as discussed throughout this report and explained in appendix B, in early 2020 Ontario’s health system was adjusting to significant changes proposed or implemented in 2019. The creation of Ontario Health and the separation of the Ministry of Health and Long-Term Care into two Ministries had not been accounted for in emergency planning. The province’s announced reduction of funding to public health – including the cuts to and reorganization of Public Health Ontario – further left the health system lacking clarity on how the different pieces of the system would work together in response to a health emergency. Given the changes over the previous year, the roles of each Ministry, Ontario Health and the public health system in responding to the COVID-19 pandemic were not always clear. In particular, the removal of the long-term care portfolio from the Minister of Health appeared to contribute to the sidelining of the sector in the early Ministry of Health response.

This confusion over roles, combined with the general lack of preparation, created a response structure with significant redundancy and unclear lines of authority and accountability. This, in turn, led to confusing communications with, and delayed prioritization of, long-term care.

After SARS, Justice Campbell considered who should be in charge during a health emergency. After much consideration, he recommended that the Chief Medical Officer of Health be in charge of “medical decisions, medical advice and public communication,” and that the Commissioner of Emergency Management be in charge of all other matters. He urged that the lines of authority be clear at the outset. While the 2013 influenza plan and the 2019 provincial emergency plan appear to create that structure, the reality is that the province created a new structure that morphed into an elaborate process in which neither the CMOH nor the Commissioner had clear authority.
Command Table confusion

The Ministry of Health did not establish a formal structure to guide its response to the pandemic until February 28, 2020 – a month after the first confirmed case in Canada.

However, the resulting Health Command Table, initially chaired by the Deputy Minister of Health, did not, in fact, command. It was only advisory, providing recommendations to existing decision-makers, including the Premier, Ministers and the Cabinet. The Health Command Table was supported by other tables of stakeholders and experts.

Missing from this early health response structure was a table devoted to long-term care, even though the Command Table acknowledged on February 28 that “the population health impacts [of COVID] will be greatest in the elderly and among those with comorbidities.” A long-term care table would not be created until April 1 – by which time homes were already in outbreak. There was a failure to prioritize long-term care, despite ample evidence and warning that long-term care would be disproportionately impacted by this disease.

As the first wave of COVID-19 began to sweep through long-term care homes, the province was still improvising its response structure. In mid to late March 2020, the province engaged McKinsey & Company, a management consulting firm, to help organize a government-wide response. McKinsey did not provide a final suggested response structure to the government until April 24. By mid-April, more than 127 homes were in outbreak.

In its report, McKinsey highlighted the importance of pushing decisions down to the lowest appropriate level to empower a broader group of leaders and avoid roadblocks. The firm proposed the establishment of a “Nerve Centre” – a coordinating committee to orchestrate the response across the government, make decisions and eliminate any roadblocks to action. Later called the “Central Coordination Table,” this nerve centre was co-chaired by the Secretary of Cabinet and the Premier’s Chief of Staff. The existing Health Command Table and its sub-tables now reported to this new Central Coordination Table.

Notwithstanding the recommendation from Justice Campbell’s SARS
Commission Final Report that the Chief Medical Officer of Health lead medical decision-making, it was not always clear who was in charge on this front. Dr. Williams, the CMOH, issued directives only after consultation with the Deputy Minister of Health and the Command Table. The result was delayed action when compared to a situation in which the CMOH holds a true leadership role, using discretion as required to issue orders.

In addition, as described below, key public health decisions were not made by the CMOH. Dr. Shelley Deeks, then Chief Health Protection Officer of Public Health Ontario, told the Commission that the public health experts involved in the extensive health response table structure – from both Public Health Ontario and the Office of the CMOH – were not always asked for input on public health issues or measures.

Key positions were also assigned to others, and not the CMOH. For example, in late August 2020, Chief Coroner Dr. Dirk Huyer was appointed as the Coordinator of the Provincial Outbreak Response.

In fall 2020, the Secretary of Cabinet undertook a review of the larger province-wide Central Coordination Table structure. By this time, it was clear that even the name of the Health Command Table was, in the words of Alison Blair, Associate Deputy Minister of Health, “quite a source of confusion for people” as the Table only provided advice to the Minister of Health; it did not “command.” As part of this review, the Health Command Table was renamed the “Health Coordination Table” – not to be confused with the “Central Coordination Table.”

At the same time, yet another Table was added to the response structure – the “MOH/MLTC Ministers Pandemic Response Leadership Table.” This Table was intended to make “decisions on the implementation of health response strategies, policies and programs approved by the government.” Despite this mandate, no decisions were made at this Table.

The Commission heard that there was poor coordination and communication between the tables; that the membership of certain tables was lacking in long-term care expertise; and that there was confusion even among table members about who was doing what, how they could contribute, and who was making decisions.
Dr. Kevin Smith, chair of the province’s Incident Management System (IMS) Table and President and CEO of the University Health Network, remarked:

... at the highest level, I guess most of us came into this thinking that there was a clearer and more robust chain of command as is enshrined in legislation that starts with the Public Health Agency of Canada and its leadership, medical leadership back to the provincial chief medical officers of each of the provinces, and in most provinces that have divisional responsibilities like Ontario where there are 34 chief medical [officers] of health based around municipal regions that, in times of a pandemic, there would be a more clear and action-oriented chain of command. And that has not been the experience I saw at IMS. I often saw jurisdictional issues.

The same message was repeated by others; that is, the leadership and command structure that existed was not suited to quick response. Something more efficient and emergency-oriented was needed.

**Delayed response on rapid deployment**

Most of [the homes] that have received management orders were inexplicably late and only happened after scores of residents and staff were infected and deaths were mounting. As such, the new regulation under the emergency act and the use of those powers was an improvement, but in operation it remains too little, too late and inconsistently applied.

— Ontario Health Coalition

At the same time it was creating its new response structure, the province was also trying to determine what legislation allowed emergency support to homes. This led to delays in offering assistance when it was needed most. The resulting frustration is evident in an email from a senior Ministry of Long-Term Care staff member to Deputy Minister Richard Steele on March 25, 2020, regarding a home in outbreak:
I would like to discuss Pinehurst at the top of our call. It is 100% unacceptable that we are seen as doing nothing (or being unable to doing [sic]) anything to help.

Section 156 of the Long-Term Care Homes Act, 2007, allows the Ministry of Long-Term Care to direct a home to retain a party of the Ministry’s choice to manage the home. However, it appears that by May 7, Ministry staff had concluded that s. 156 did not give sufficient authority to rapidly replace management of a home during an outbreak. The Minister’s Cabinet speaking notes dated May 8 note that:

While the Long-Term Care Homes Act, 2007 permits the issuing of mandatory management orders in very limited circumstances, the existing provisions do not specifically contemplate or support the rapid deployment of alternative management in the context of a COVID-19 outbreak.

As a result, on May 12, 2020, Cabinet made an order under the Emergency Management and Civil Protection Act to allow mandatory management orders in cases where at least one resident or staff member has tested positive for COVID-19. Referring to these management orders, Minister of Health Christine Elliott wrote in her notebook on May 13 about the internal frustration over the delay by the Ministry of Long-Term Care in “allowing hospitals now working in long-term care homes, to assume management of the homes that had little or no management staff available or were unable to comply with provincial public health requirements.” Minister Elliott noted that “at MOH we were relieved to hear of this Order, having been advised by many hospital CEO’s about the terrible situation they were seeing in some of the LTC homes” and that “we had been urging the Minister of LTC to take this step and finally the Order was issued.”

Even so, the first mandatory management orders were not issued until May 25, 2020, when two local hospitals were appointed to temporarily manage two long-term care homes for 90 days. Between May 25 and December 2020, seven long-term care homes were placed under management orders with local hospitals. These orders came too late.
**Making it work at the local level**

With the Ministry of Long-Term Care unsure of its powers to issue mandatory management orders, public health units and hospitals stepped up to the plate, recognizing they could not leave homes without the help that was so desperately needed. They knew they had tools they could use, but were also aware that they could not simply descend upon a home and take it over.

Searching for a way to give hospitals authority to intervene to protect long-term care residents, local medical officers of health turned to Section 29.2 of the *Health Protection and Promotion Act*, which was drafted in response to the SARS outbreak. It provides medical officers of health with authority to compel hospitals and other institutions, including long-term care homes, to take action in response to an outbreak of a communicable disease.

As described in the case studies at the beginning of this chapter, the first s. 29.2 order was issued by Dr. Robert Kyle to Orchard Villa. Subsequently, other local medical officers of health issued s. 29.2 orders allowing hospitals to temporarily take over the management of homes and stabilize them.

Eventually, the Ministry of Long-Term Care used its statutory authority to issue mandatory or voluntary management orders that permitted hospitals to manage homes.

This delay in arriving at a suitable solution never should have occurred. Proper provincial preparation – even in January, February or March – should have revealed that such a solution might be necessary. Instead, local officials were left scrambling to find their own solutions to the growing problem of COVID-19 outbreaks in their region’s long-term care homes.

**Calling in the Army**

As homes in outbreak began to spiral out of control in April, staffing largely collapsed. There were insufficient resources in the homes, agencies or hospitals to stabilize the increasingly dire situation. With nowhere left to turn, the province began to consider requesting military assistance. On April 17, 2020, Minister Fullerton wrote in her notebook: “Military plan needed, get them in within 24–48 hours … Homes spiral down quickly.”
However, the military would not begin its first shifts in long-term care for another 12 days. The logistics of requesting and deploying took time. This delay – like others before it – was tragic for those trapped in homes with uncontrolled outbreaks. By the time Canadian Armed Forces (CAF) arrived at the homes identified as most in need of attention, they found deplorable conditions. Describing the experience in one home, one member reported:

Large concern with the timing of arrival. It was noted by ACCT [augmented civilian care team] that 26 residents died due to dehydration prior to the arrival of the CAF team due to the lack of staff to care for them. They died when all they need was “water and a wipe down.”

In another home, the military noted:

The ACCT described that when they first arrived at the LTCF there was “feces and vomit on floors and on the walls.” One ACCT member discovered that two of the residents had dried feces under their fingernails for a prolonged period of time.

The ACCT Team reported that there had been resident deaths due to dehydration and malnourishment. The ACCT stated that in their time there, the LTCF management is non-existent and that they should be onsite daily but are not. The ACCT did note that the condition of the residents has improved dramatically since the CAF Teams arrival.

The military made specific observations with respect to the homes it supported, which included:

- ineffective communication between administrative personnel and staff;
- poor IPAC and PPE practices;
- lack of cleanliness in some areas of homes;
- inadequate supplies;
- inadequate nutrition and feeding provided to residents;
• reliance on agency staff where available, without ensuring staff were trained in the relevant clinical skills to provide care; and
• inadequate cohorting, as well as movement of staff between units without donning/doffing PPE or washing hands between patients.

The military provided reports that shocked many with descriptions of what they had seen in the homes. The reports noted that staff were overwhelmed in the circumstances and “struggling to maintain fundamental standards of care which, in some cases, expose[d] patients to elevated risks.”

**On the Ground in Long-Term Care: Who’s in Charge?**

It is clear that the delayed provincial response to the COVID-19 pandemic led to an increasingly dire situation in Ontario’s long-term care homes. Directions, guidance, information and advice for homes came from a variety of sources involved in the pandemic response, including the Ministry of Health and Ministry of Long-Term Care, the public health units, and the local health integration networks. The work to understand and implement this messaging was compounded by the sheer volume of these communications, their complexity, and the fact that different regions reached different interpretations.

From the outset, homes struggled with this lack of clear leadership from the province. York Region’s General Manager of Paramedic and Senior Services received 470 documents from the province between the beginning of the pandemic in late March 2020 and the end of January 2021, each of which required review and operationalization. Many were confusing and required interpretation. This sentiment was succinctly explained by Belmont House’s Maria Elias, who said:

> What I think is important to note is that overall, we need clearer messaging in the early days, but even now it’s very confusing. Who’s in charge? We have Ontario Health, we have Toronto LHIN, Ministry of Health, Ministry of Long-Term Care, they all have their own communications and we get directives from different bodies. We get the same documents coming from
these different branches of government, and it becomes very confusing and overwhelming, all these documents and communications from these various sources within one government. So one source of information, and clear message, and identifying who does what would be very helpful.

The volume and complexity of the communications about the pandemic response to long-term care exacerbated the challenges the homes faced.

**The importance of leadership, communication**

Similarly, at the home level it is clear that those homes with strong, present, well-trained leaders in the roles of Administrator, Medical Director, and Director of Nursing and Personal Care fared better and were better able to care for their residents and families. The Canadian Armed Forces and the hospitals that intervened in a number of homes during the first wave singled out inadequate leadership in their interim and final reports as a key contributor to the severity of the outbreaks.

Some long-term care homes had well-qualified, full-time, on-site and strong leaders paying attention to all aspects of resident care, including planning for issues that could affect resident safety and well-being. The Commission found that the key components of good leadership were consistent regardless of a home’s size, location or ownership type. It further found that good leadership could not be narrowly equated with the absence of COVID-19 in long-term care homes, but rather with how well leaders planned, responded and mobilized their teams in a time of crisis.

The Commission consistently heard about the difference made by leaders who were always thinking one step ahead. Early actions included drawing on institutional knowledge and experience, such as that gained during the SARS epidemic, and reviewing and implementing pandemic plans upon hearing about COVID-19.

As discussed in chapter 4, a common theme among these leaders was ensuring that staff’s efforts and sacrifices were acknowledged, and that constant messages of support and compassion were communicated in moments of extreme fatigue, stress and grief. Leaders came up with innovative ways to try to
decrease the burden experienced by staff, including grocery and product-buying programs for staff to minimize possible exposure to the virus in the community.

Leadership does not operate in a vacuum. Lack of experience and skills in crisis management can impair the ability of leadership to act quickly when it counts.

Medical leadership, for example, varied significantly between homes. Some Medical Directors and attending physicians were actively engaged and on site daily during the pandemic, while others refused to enter homes or provided only virtual advice.

The doctors who stayed away did so for a number of reasons. In some cases, home Administrators asked them not to come due to concerns over bringing COVID-19 into the facility; in other cases, the doctors were grappling with their own fears of contracting COVID-19 and infecting others. Still others lacked formal IPAC training or access to PPE. Regardless of the reason, the outcome in most homes was the same: sick residents did not receive access to timely medical treatment and dignified end-of-life care.

One staff member shared these thoughts with the Commission:

I left the other day and I came home and I said, It is like a war zone. I have no idea what's going on. Very, very mixed messaging and I feel horrible because my background is health and safety, I should know this, right? ... We should know what we’re doing by now. We’re in a mess.

In some cases, a lack of clarity as to what needed to be done was made worse by the homes’ own failure to communicate effectively with their staff:

... [the] mixed messaging that goes on within all of this pandemic is just, you know, really a – a symptom of a bigger problem. You know, the level of dismissal and bureaucracy that ultimately affects the residents we look after is unsurmounted.

~

[W]e're given direction that was ever changing, very confusing, and at best, minimal. And that was right from the start. You know, asking
questions about some of the directives that were coming down from long-term care even with the management team, we were told that they were communicating with us as a courtesy. A courtesy. Imagine.

~

Communication of the update, of the pandemic situation update, of our outbreak situation. There's none. Okay? We heard it over the news. That's where we get our communication.

Families also suffered from these failures in communication. Many were unable to get updates on whether their loved ones were still alive. Over the course of its investigation, the Commission heard from numerous families. One family spokesperson noted:

There was no communication. It was impossible to get updates on my mom. We were sick with worry and rightly so 'cause she passed ... We need to be with our families when they're dying, when they're sick. They need us. When they're in isolation, they get depressed. They have no one to talk to. There's no one checking on them.

The Commission heard of multiple instances where even residents within the home had no information on what was happening, including whether any fellow residents had passed away or how long lockdown measures would stay in place. As one resident explained:

[W]e don't know when someone has died or anything. We know when we find out a couple of days later, and I think what we know ... and we all like living here ... but as I say, communication is bad. That's the one thing. It's really bad.

It is clear to the Commission that poor communication with staff, residents and families amplifies feelings of isolation and helplessness in a crisis. Worse, it makes a coordinated response to a crisis much more difficult to achieve.
Summary
Early warnings of the risk to the elderly and congregate settings should have prompted quick precautionary action by the province to protect long-term care homes. The warnings did not. As a result, vulnerable long-term care residents and their caregivers were left wide open to the death, suffering and loss that ensued.

Disaster: How COVID-19 Was Able to Spread
In order to establish how the COVID-19 crisis got so bad, so quickly, the balance of this chapter will explore the key factors that contributed to the horror that unfolded in Ontario’s long-term care homes.

“We Have a Problem”: The Scramble for PPE
As discussed in chapter 2, by the beginning of 2020 most COVID-19–appropriate personal protective equipment in the provincial stockpile was expired or had been destroyed. What remained had been purchased to protect against Ebola.

The situation that had been predicted by the government in 2006 – when funding for the creation of a stockpile was originally requested – was playing out in real time: COVID-19’s rapid spread had increased demand and put ordinary supply chains under strain. Prices increased tenfold or more as PPE was in demand worldwide. Compounding the problem, there was very limited domestic supply. As had been noted in 2006, much of the PPE production still occurred in China. As the Auditor General had warned in his 2007 Report, most long-term care homes did not have sufficient inventory of their own.

The situation was aptly summarized by the Chief Medical Officer of Health, who wrote the following in his notes of a March 10, 2020, meeting discussing PPE: “Supply – being honest – we have a problem.”
Efforts to source PPE

Ontario’s Chief Medical Officer of Health, who was responsible for the stockpile, told the Commission he was surprised to discover that a great deal of personal protective equipment is made in China. Dr. Williams “assumed that our companies that supplied us made it onshore.” It was not until the second or third week of February that he identified this “as a big problem.”

As the person responsible for the stockpile, the Chief Medical Officer of Health should have known this basic fact. Indeed, the 2006 submission to Cabinet requisitioning stockpile funding highlighted the reality that Canada had no domestic suppliers and that a pandemic was likely to originate in Asia, where the suppliers resided. Even a modest amount of pandemic preparedness would have revealed this weakness. Compounding the situation created by the destruction of the stockpile, there were no pre-existing contracts for the supply of PPE that would have set prices at reasonable levels and secured a ready supply of product. When COVID-19 hit, Ontario was on its own in the global scramble for PPE.

With the cupboard bare and no domestic production available, Ministry of Health personnel began working feverishly to source whatever PPE they could. In an internal briefing dated January 28, 2020, the Ministry of Health noted that it was beginning an urgent, non-competitive procurement process for PPE, given that the province’s supply was limited.

By early February, supply chain pressures were already appearing. A February 8 briefing on PPE supplies noted:

The CDC [US Centers for Disease Control and Prevention] and other public health experts are suggesting the health systems around the world need to be ready for a pandemic in the event that global containment measures do not work.

[...]

Manufacturers are prioritizing global regions experiencing an outbreak. ... and, therefore, those areas that are most in need of PPE. Manufacturers will not support provincial procurement of PPE at this time given global pressures on supply chain.
Without an established supply chain and contracts, Ministry of Health personnel worked to create a system on the fly and to fill the supply gaps as best they could.

Initially, long-term care homes’ requests for PPE were directed to the Ministry Emergency Operations Centre’s email address or hotline for coordination and prioritization. The first distribution to a long-term care home in response to such a request was made on March 19, 2020. Even as late as March 27, the Ministry was still working to establish an approach to handle requests for PPE and to refine the logistics structure. The first proactive weekly allocation of PPE did not occur until April 11, at which point weekly allocation and reporting began, soon after universal masking was mandated (discussed further below).

Minister of Health Christine Elliott’s notebook revealed just how chaotic PPE sourcing became. She describes a shady world in which global supply is so tight and demand so great that the unscrupulous try to take advantage. On the night of April 2, 2020, Minister Elliott received a call advising her that 30 million 3M N95 masks might be available from a broker in the United States. She jumped on the opportunity and convened an emergency teleconference with the Treasury Board of Cabinet. The board approved $280 million for this potential purchase, based on the “basic” cost for a mask, due to intense international competition. The money was paid into an escrow account at a law firm. Minister Elliott described to the Commission having to “literally chase [the masks] around the world because they didn’t appear.” The broker had initially represented that they were in the United States, then the U.K., then Singapore – only to finally refer the province back to the U.S. headquarters of 3M. When the province contacted 3M, the company said it knew nothing of this proposed transaction.

The masks never did appear. The province was able to recover the money from the escrow account.

**Limited supply in long-term care homes**

Given the PPE shortage and the absence of a provincial stockpile, the province advised health care organizations, including long-term care homes, to
implement “supply stewardship” – that is, to “ration your supply.” At the outset, long-term care homes were on their own; they needed to access their own supply chains and could not depend on a provincial backstop.

Joe La Marca, York Region’s Director, Health Protection, described the region’s efforts to send PPE to homes that were rapidly discovering how quickly supplies were used up in a pandemic situation:

There were a number of homes early on that were in dire situations, and either it is because they didn’t recognize their burn rate in PPE – so they may have called us and said we are fine, but then it wasn’t until they were in outbreak that they realized, Oh my, I didn’t have enough … [W]e filled that gap … we gave them gloves, we gave them masks, and we gave them sort of wipes and gowns … depending on the size of the home, to get them through that first 48 hours …

Shortages of PPE and the directive to carefully conserve what little they had left many staff concerned for their own safety as they cared for their residents. AdvantAge Ontario, an association of not-for-profit long-term care, housing and services for seniors, described to the Commission its attempts to find PPE in a crisis:

[W]e had calls out for volunteer groups to make cloth masks. We were investigating and purchasing equipment to resterilize masks. We were … working with community groups, local businesses, organizations, you know, trying to solidify PPE supplies as best as possible, because we knew it was such an important strategy in preventing COVID.

[…]

[S]ome of the early directives talked about how often you could use a mask before you have to change it, which was conservation mode which really made the staff very nervous.

According to the Assistant Deputy Minister of Health responsible for data analytics, prior to the first wave of COVID-19, the Ministry did not track
PPE supplies in long-term care homes. As a result, it was not aware of the supply status.

The province directed Ontario Health to survey health care organizations, including long-term care homes, about their PPE supplies. The survey response rate was weaker in long-term care than it was in other sectors.

As early as January 26, 2020, the Ontario Long-Term Care Association advised the province that some of its members were not able to fill orders for N95 masks. On March 15, the association identified PPE shortages as one of the top issues in the long-term care sector. Some homes were afraid to report shortages to the Ministry of Long-Term Care (their regulator) due to fear of being found in non-compliance. On March 16, the Ministry of Long-Term Care identified PPE supply for the long-term care sector as an emerging need.

Representatives of the Ontario Personal Support Workers Association and Canadian Support Workers Association described their desperate attempts to find ways to protect their members:

> We literally had PSWs, we were recommending them, because of the shortage of PPE, they were putting garbage bags on. We were telling them how to put on garbage bags. We were showing them how to make face masks out of big pop bottles, plastic pop bottles.

Even by April, when the Control Table – which was established to coordinate oversight, access and distribution of PPE – began proactively dispatching PPE, supplies were still lower than ideal. In 2006, in the wake of SARS, it was recommended that the provincial pandemic stockpile have a four-week supply of 94 million surgical masks (23.5 million per week, or 3.3 million per day) ready to be shipped out to health care settings in need. On April 2, 2020, the provincial inventory was 1.9 million.

**Going to war unprotected: the impact on staff**

The shortage of personal protective equipment in long-term care homes left staff confused and afraid for their own safety. As a result, staffing levels suffered as the fear of being unprotected caused staff to stay home. This was
an outcome foreseen in 2006, when Cabinet was warned that “[h]ealth care workers may refuse to [come to] work without adequate personal protective equipment.”

One staff member told the Commission about the stress associated with working without enough PPE:

We kept telling them over and over we needed more PPE. There were four residents per room. We had to use one gown per room and hang it on the back of the door. And then they eventually let us have four gowns per room ... per day, but we had to hang them on the back of the door side by side. It was mentally and physically draining.

Other staff members described an apparent lack of PPE precautions in some homes, due to late recognition by home management of the threat posed by the new disease:

At the beginning, we didn’t have an abundance amount of PPE either. Our management was telling us we didn’t need it. We didn’t have any COVID in the building, so just carry on.

~

When it first happened, we asked them for masks, and they said that we didn’t need them, that it wasn’t in our home. We told them about residents that were getting ill, and they told us, don’t worry about it. Just do our job. And then when it came down to it that it started to spread like wildfire through our home, we had no direction on how to deal with any resident with COVID.

~

People had some respiratory issues, but we were told, it’s not COVID. And then when we realized – they didn’t give us PPE or anything, so when we realized the COVID is there, I, myself, contracted the COVID, and I was sick like a dog. I was so sick. I couldn’t breathe at a certain time, having wheezes, and I was afraid I was going to lose my life.
In some cases, staff who felt under-protected were put in the awful position of being forced to choose between their own safety and that of their families and the safety of the residents they cared for. One staff member told the Commission of such an experience and the guilt associated with it:

I worked on a COVID-positive unit. I ended up walking out the one day from work. At the start of my shift, several staff members and I went to our DOC [Director of Care]. We begged her for N95s, and she said, “no, you will not be getting them. They are for hospital workers, not for us.” And at this point, there was so much fear and anxiety. And I have a family I have to protect, too, and I feel very guilty about what I did. And the next day, the DOC had us – made us come in her office. And she showed me all the PPE that she locked up, and she told me that none of us would be getting any of it.

Despite their fears, many staff members continued to show up on the front lines to care for long-term care residents. As one staff member described it, they suited up and went to war:

I was scared. But I still have to work. It’s like you’re going to a war. You know you get bullets. You will get bullets on you. But you still have to step out there in the field and shoot. That’s how I felt.

**Universal masking comes too late**

Unfortunately for long-term care residents, the province waited too long to introduce a universal masking mandate.

By March 9, 2020, Public Health Ontario considered it a possibility that COVID-19 could be spread by asymptomatic people. A representative from the Office of the Chief Medical Officer of Health confirmed that this possibility, though not a scientific certainty, would have invoked the precautionary principle in his mind.

On March 18, Ottawa Public Health’s Dr. Taha wrote to Dr. Williams
Ontario’s Long-Term Care COVID-19 Commission

urging the adoption of universal masking, despite the ongoing PPE shortage. In Dr. Taha’s view, the evidence was sufficient that asymptomatic spread was happening – and universal masking was urgently required. Dr. Taha’s warning is worth reproducing in full:

Dear David,

With the focus on HCWs [i.e. Healthcare Workers] who have travelled, the following is not receiving the immediate attention it needs.

• The evidence is now sufficient that there are more asymptomatic infections than symptomatic infections,
• and that asymptomatic infections likely cause more new infections than symptomatic infections do.
• This strongly suggests that when community transmission is evident or can reasonably be assumed to be occurring (e.g., on the basis of low cumulative case doubling times),
• then there is a strong risk that infected HCWs who have not travelled and who are asymptomatic could be actively working in healthcare facilities.
• Therefore when community transmission is evident or can be assumed, all HCWs should be assumed to be posing potential risk to other HCWs and to patients,
• and therefore that all HCWs should wear surgical masks from the time they enter the facility to the time that they leave.

I know there is a shortage of PPE, but that has to be solved.

I also know that there will be arguments that there isn’t evidence for effectiveness of the above recommendation, but I would turn that around and say the onus is now to provide evidence that the above recommendation (i.e., all HCWs should wear masks at all times at work to prevent asymptomatic spread to patients and other HCWs) will not work and is not indicated, and in the absence of such evidence, proceed with the recommendation.

There are other implications of the importance of asymptomatic transmission, but the above is an urgent priority.

Thank you for all your hard work. Times are tough and decisions have to be made that would make anyone wish for more evidence.
Dr. Taha was not alone in his belief that universal masking should be mandatory. The Toronto hospital system IPAC specialists met informally on Sunday, March 22 and determined that universal masking was appropriate. The downtown Toronto hospitals were in the enviable position of having sufficient PPE supplies. They instituted universal masking on March 24, using a directive that had been prepared over that weekend. The Toronto Region Long-Term Care Table did the same on March 29. As noted above, some long-term care homes also decided to adopt universal masking, on their own initiative, in March. Unfortunately, the province did not act with similar speed.

On April 2, the day before the first COVID-19 positive staff case at Orchard Villa was reported, Deputy Minister of Long-Term Care Richard Steele raised the issue of universal masking with Dr. Williams, asking him to consider broader PPE use even though the province might not be “in a position” to recommend usage at all times:

Should we in fact be considering broader use of PPE by staff, in particular broader use of surgical masks? As discussed yesterday, if we are not in a position to recommend usage at all times, is there a risk-based approach to extend usage beyond current direction?

Dr. Williams did not mandate universal masking in long-term care until April 8.

The Commission heard from Dr. Jennie Johnstone, Medical Director of Infection Prevention and Control at Sinai Health, that the two-week period between March 24 and April 8 was a critical time during which COVID-19 escalated and many homes began to experience outbreaks. Discussing the Toronto hospitals’ move to universal masking, Dr. Johnstone emphasized the importance of quick action:

Every day counted. It was a 24-hour cycle and ... things changed minute by minute. And I mean, if you think about ... hospital corporations, we don’t normally implement a huge program practice change in 12 hours. I mean,
this was – we decided on March 22nd, Sunday night, and I had a conversation with our CEO and executive team Monday morning and we rolled it out that day. So that pace is not a pace that we normally have in normal times.

When asked by the Commission if the hospitals had made the decision because they understood time was of the essence, she responded, “Correct.” Furthermore, she explained why the two-week delay was so significant:

I believe that this would have been very significant in the context of long-term care. That delay came at a time where COVID-19 in the community started to escalate, and I think in retrospect many of the homes started to go into outbreak sort of that end of March timeline.

A representative from the Office of the Chief Medical Officer of Health explained the delay in instituting universal masking by noting that prior to April 8 there was no evidence that masking was effective in preventing transmission by a sick person. It appears to this Commission, however, that the evidence was sufficient to take a precautionary approach by the third week of March.

Toronto Region’s early experience with universal masking demonstrated that a precautionary approach also requires pragmatic considerations. Implementing universal masking requires that long-term care home operators know the number of masks consistently used each day. The needs of each home can then be determined based on current PPE supplies and those required.

It is reasonable to ask whether the significant shortage of PPE at the time played a role in the decision to wait until April 8 to implement universal masking – given that such a mandate would clearly lead to higher PPE usage. Indeed, as noted above, it seems likely that the delay was necessitated, at least in part, by the lack of PPE supply.

Revera, a large long-term care operator, reported that it was not until April 13 that same-day PPE supplies could be obtained. Revera noted that, by this time, 97 per cent of all the infections it experienced in the first wave had
occurred. Revera’s views are consistent with Dr. Johnstone’s observations that the failure to act earlier on masking coincided with COVID-19 taking hold in long-term care.

**No Line of Defence: IPAC Deficiencies**

Preparedness, training, equipment, relevant protocols matter. In fact, that is all we have when faced with new threats.

–Dr. Penny Sutcliffe, Medical Officer of Health, Sudbury & Districts

Personal protective equipment is of little value if you do not know how to use it.

Proper PPE use is just one of a series of infection prevention and control practices that are critical to protect long-term care residents and staff from viral transmission.

As discussed in chapters 1 and 2 of this report, many of Ontario’s long-term care homes lacked adequate IPAC knowledge and expertise when the pandemic hit. While the long-term care sector has experience with outbreaks of infectious respiratory illnesses such as influenza, many long-term care homes did not have the resources, knowledge or experience to implement effective IPAC practices. Without this basic line of defence, outbreaks within long-term care homes were inevitable.

Along with a lack of PPE and a lack of institutional knowledge regarding infection prevention and control, homes struggled with various other IPAC best practices:

1. **Surveillance:** without the ability to quickly detect the virus through testing, it is difficult to contain it. This is complicated by the possibility of asymptomatic spread by individuals who have no idea they are ill (discussed further below).

2. **Infrastructure restrictions:** with four people to a room in many homes and, in some cases, eight people sharing a bathroom, it is
difficult to prevent spread. Many homes did not have places to isolate sick patients or to cohort the well from the unwell.

3. **Staff shortages:** the fewer people on the ground, the more difficult it is to take appropriate action, including basic practices such as surface cleaning.

Long-term care staff described these challenges to the Commission:

Infection control. How can you do infection control with four people in a room? We know what needs to be done, but we cannot physically do it. There’s no plan. There was absolutely no plan for infection control when this hit. Blew me away.

~

I mean, the majority of the staff in the building, nursing, dietary, housekeeping, laundry, didn’t even have the required [fit] tests to be able to know what mask was appropriate in our home. And those that you say did the [fit] test, we were told that the N95 mask could be used twice, maybe three times, four, who knows, possibly five. It’s so unacceptable.

IPAC specialists from hospitals and public health units were called into homes to perform IPAC assessments and advise on appropriate control measures.

North York General Hospital, for example, assembled a team of approximately 11 health care practitioners, including two physicians, a nurse practitioner and eight registered nurses with seniors’ care experience from their Emergency Department. The team provided a comprehensive basket of supports, including IPAC expertise, testing, outbreak management, training, education and medical support. During the first wave of the pandemic, North York General performed 64 IPAC assessments and hundreds of IPAC training sessions, administered 5,600 tests through its mobile units, and supplied countless hours of front-line staff, environmental staff and medical care.

These local efforts had been taking place since March 2020, but the province was still catching up. Although the Ministry of Health was aware
of the “underdeveloped” state of IPAC in long-term care homes, it took until April 10 for the MOH to propose the creation of “IPAC mobile teams” to address the issue. Around the same time, Ministry of Long-Term Care officials were seeking the names of IPAC specialists and expressing concern that the availability of outside IPAC expertise was becoming limited.

It was not until April 24, 2020, that a Minister’s Directive was issued to require all long-term care operators to allow entry and cooperate with all “required staff,” including hospital personnel and IPAC teams. It appears that provincially coordinated IPAC SWAT teams were then deployed in late April or early May 2020.

It is difficult to train a home’s staff on proper IPAC procedures in the middle of a pandemic. It takes time and consistency to create good habits. Joe La Marca, York Region’s Director, Health Protection, described it this way:

One of the things that we learned early on is that we would go in to do an assessment, but it was a point in time. So then when you left, it was very difficult, sometimes, for that home to continue with some of those IPAC, I’ll just say knowledge, and so, that is where we either had to augment that with sending additional staff to … get more education there, and then that became the development of the IPAC Extenders. It sort of filled that gap between … when we were doing the assessment to … when we would leave that home to go into the next outbreak – because we were having outbreaks everywhere. You wanted that continuity or champions sort of to make sure that the home was following some of those recommendations, especially around donning and doffing and the proper use of PPE.

Dr. Vera Etches, Ottawa’s Medical Officer of Health, said much the same thing:

And our learnings and our observations were that the training is one piece, but it really requires ongoing oversight and ongoing reinforcement. That means leadership and IPAC supervision really needs to be there seven days a week if not 24/7.
Moving forward, IPAC practices must be proactively and rigorously maintained so that outbreaks can be contained or prevented.

**Resident cohorting**

Another important IPAC best practice is cohorting – the ability to separate and group sick and healthy residents and staff. While the province expected homes to be able to cohort, it did not provide the appropriate instruction for doing so. As a result, staff at many long-term care homes had little or no knowledge of how to effectively cohort. In some cases, cohorting efforts went from being an important IPAC tool to actually spreading COVID-19 over a wider population.

As of March 30, 2020, Directive #3 required both staff and residents to be cohorted into groups of “well and unwell.” The document did not contain instructions on how to cohort, nor did the Ministry provide any such guidance. Unfortunately, with asymptomatic spread, it was not always possible to determine who was well and who unwell. By the time Directive #3 was issued there was sufficient concern about asymptomatic spread to have triggered the precautionary principle. Following that principle would have required Directive #3 to provide specific guidance as to how the homes were to address this reality.

The Directive referenced a 2018 document from the Provincial Infectious Diseases Advisory Committee on IPAC best practices. However, this document also did not provide instructions on how to properly and safely cohort residents and staff, let alone offer advice on how to do so in a facility that is at or near capacity.

Moreover, some researchers described cohorting for the purpose of infection control as a novel concept for most long-term care homes. It is not surprising, then, that staff did not have the experience to do so properly. Notwithstanding multiple amendments to Directive #3 and this general lack of knowledge in the long-term care sector, the Directive never did provide guidance on how to cope with the fact that some infected with COVID-19 might be asymptomatic but still capable of spreading the disease.

In an attempt to follow the guidance to cohort, homes tried to group
symptomatic residents together and asymptomatic residents together. The difficulty was that pre-symptomatic and asymptomatic residents who had been exposed to COVID-19 were often carrying and spreading the virus.

Dr. Dylan Kain, an infectious disease physician at Sinai Health, conducted a retrospective study that demonstrated how one home had tried to cohort as instructed by the Directive. Not recognizing the asymptomatic nature of the disease, the home was unwittingly cohorting infected (but asymptomatic) residents with unexposed residents, and thereby inadvertently spreading COVID-19 from room to room. This did not have to happen.

Early on in the pandemic, Hong Kong had learned about the risk of asymptomatic spread. Hong Kong’s long-term care homes had many people sharing rooms. If a resident was diagnosed with COVID-19, the diagnosed resident was cohorted with other diagnosed residents. At the same time, the exposed residents were cohorted with other exposed residents. In that way, unexposed residents were not put at further risk.

In late May 2020, the province eventually moved to fill the knowledge gap by offering webinars on PPE use and appropriate cohorting practices. By then, the first wave had already ravaged long-term care homes, and more than 1,450 residents had died.

**Nowhere to go: decanting**

Where homes cannot properly isolate sick residents, an alternative is to transfer the residents to another facility, such as a hospital or a field hospital.

Despite evidence that a decanting strategy for long-term care homes could prevent infection, the province failed to adopt such a strategy in the first wave of the pandemic. The first province-led initiative was announced in late December 2020.

There was no direction from the Ministry of Long-Term Care or the Ministry of Health to approve decanting facilities during the first wave. And without an initiative by government or others in the health sector, individual long-term care homes simply did not have the resources required to provide individual decanting facilities. In contrast, the Commission heard from Dr. Terry Lum of the University of Hong Kong that, in Hong Kong, decanting
facilities were used by the government to isolate exposed residents for 14 days to ensure they could not inadvertently spread the disease to others. Those who were positive were moved into isolation wards in hospitals. This did not happen in Ontario.

In some parts of the province, however, initiative was taken to set up alternate facilities to allow for decanting. In March 2020, the Windsor Regional Hospital coordinated with Lieutenant Colonel Andy Stewart, a retired member of the Canadian Armed Forces, to identify appropriate spaces for a field hospital. Ultimately, the Sportsplex at St. Clair College was selected, and within 17 days the field hospital was up and running, with capacity for 100 patients.

The Commission, in its second set of interim recommendations, suggested that the Ministries look to Windsor Regional Hospital’s successful field hospital as a model for how alternative health care spaces can be created quickly in a crisis.

In January 2021, the province opened its first Specialized Care Centre in Etobicoke to service Toronto. The centre creates capacity by allowing homes that are at high risk for COVID-19 to decant their residents to the facility. At the time of writing, it was able to provide up to 90 spaces for residents, though it initially opened with 30 available beds. The Toronto Grace Health Centre, a hospital that specializes in care of seniors, provides care in the centre.

In explaining why it took so long to create the Specialized Care Centre, Minister Fullerton cited advice from the Bioethics Table as well as concerns over the rights of the residents. She noted that there are also infrastructure and staffing challenges that must be addressed. Alternative spaces such as hotels or field hospitals require health human resources, which include an operations team and a command team. To be effective, this system also relies heavily on hospital workers to step in and assist. In speaking with the Commission, the Chief Medical Officer of Health noted that “We have facilities, but you haven’t got the staff.”

All of these considerations could have and should have been dealt with in pandemic preparedness plans. When COVID-19 hit, some 10 months passed before a decision was made to implement a decanting facility. By any measure, this was far too long. Minister Fullerton told the Commission that the
government will be receiving a report on the success of the Specialized Care Centre. That report should be made public.

**Inspections Branch absent for first wave**

As discussed in chapter 1, in the years prior to the pandemic, Resident Quality Inspections had been almost totally eliminated. Had more robust inspections taken place, the IPAC deficiencies within homes might have been addressed earlier.

Inspectors began working remotely on March 16, 2020, the same day that the first outbreak was reported in long-term care. Instead of on-site visits, inspectors were assigned to call long-term care homes to check in, manage incoming complaints, triage high-risk issues and establish ongoing communication.

The effectiveness of this new approach is questionable. Correspondence from the Ontario Public Service Employees Union representative on the Ministry’s Employee Relations Committee dated March 30, 2020, suggests that homes had little time to respond to remote inspector inquiries as they struggled to cope with outbreaks and direct care responsibilities. Some inspectors were demoralized, confused and frustrated as instructions changed in a matter of days. The on-the-ground situation was described as follows:

Many Inspectors are so confused with the different information coming out. Some feel the process is too difficult and confusing to even understand on a day-to-day basis.

There have been homes that have pushed back at the Inspector as they said they are already in an outbreak (not necessarily COVID) and these calls cause them extra work and time that they do not have. They are already working 16 hours a day to try to keep up.

Several Inspectors said it would be nice to be asked for input before rolling out policy and procedures.

Many homes are upset with the calls and thusly the callers. One home told the Inspector they don’t have one spare minute in a week to spend
talking with an Inspector. They already are required to notify so many people with all the same information.

One Inspector said it is hard that we cannot help them. They are so busy to try to talk with us also. Under the circumstances, morale is not at its best.

The sense that the Inspections Branch did not have clear direction for its COVID-19 response in March 2020 is also reflected in an email from the Director of the Inspections Branch to inspectors on March 27:

The uncertainty and sheer pace at which our day-to-day environment and work environment have been changing is very difficult to keep up with and sometimes even simply understand. I want you to know that I have felt frustrated and at times helpless in not being able to provide you all with timely direction and advice on how to proceed with our duties. Please hang in there and understand that the management team and I are doing our very best to provide you with the right direction to keep moving forward with our very important work.

By April 29, with COVID-19 still raging in the homes, a checklist was finally provided to inspectors to do IPAC assessments in homes. This kind of detailed, IPAC-specific guidance was not available prior to the pandemic. Had it been, it might have alerted the Ministry of Long-Term Care to pre-pandemic IPAC deficiencies.

However, as with the staff situation in long-term care homes, there was no “surge capacity or surge resources” available to rapidly deploy inspectors into the homes. Prior to the pandemic and during the first wave, the inspectorate did not have sufficient funding for the number of inspector positions it had; it would not be until November 2020 that the inspectorate would receive further funding to increase its full-time complement of inspectors.
Everything Stops: The Staffing Collapse

Of all the challenges long-term care faced during the COVID-19 pandemic, one of the greatest has been the lack of staff. At the end of the day, it is the staff who make a home function. They care for the residents extensively and, in many cases, intimately – helping them eat, take their medication, bathe, dress and attend to their toileting. Without the staff, everything stops.

The Canadian Institute for Health Information, relying on the results of a survey of long-term care homes conducted by the Commission, reported that long-term care homes with a greater number of nursing staff (which included registered nurses, nurse practitioners, registered practical nurses and personal support workers) per resident were less likely to experience a COVID-19 outbreak during the first wave of the pandemic. CIHI also found that the severity of an outbreak and the resident mortality rate in a home during the first wave were greater in homes that were 25 per cent short on PSWs at least once during this time.

CIHI concluded that:

- “The health workforce is vital for pandemic response, including the ability to scale-up safely”; and
- “Staffing may be the strongest infection prevention and control practice within homes.”

The province had for many years known about the staffing crisis in long-term care. As described in chapters 1 and 2, the sector has faced long-standing challenges with staff recruitment and retention. The Commission was told repeatedly by long-term care advocacy associations, sector experts, unions, long-term care homes and current long-term care staff that the staffing crisis that predated the pandemic was a key factor in the death and destruction that tore through Ontario’s long-term care homes.

When the pandemic hit, staff were asked to care for vulnerable residents in overwhelming – and at times horrific – conditions. The Commission heard from long-term care staff, unions and other stakeholders about the day-to-day
struggles faced by personal support workers, nurses and other staff tasked with protecting residents.

As COVID-19 spread through the system, home Administrators began to see unprecedented staffing shortages. Multiple factors were identified as causes for staff not coming to work during the pandemic. These included:

- staff becoming ill with the virus;
- self-isolation requirements after travel;
- child care responsibilities; and
- fear of contracting the virus and infecting others, including children and immunocompromised family members.

With news reports circulating about the infectious nature of COVID-19 and the vulnerability of older populations and those with pre-existing health conditions, fear quickly spread among staff in long-term care homes. When news of long-term care staff succumbing to the virus emerged in April, staff confidence was further depleted and anxiety reached a fever pitch. As noted above, PPE shortages only sharpened their fears.

**Unprecedented shortages**

It got to the point where there were days there [were] only two people in the entire building to take care of everybody, and one day two PSWs showed up for the day shift, and they both had fevers, but they were allowed to stay, because if they left, there was literally nobody to care for anybody.

—Long-term care staff member

The staffing shortage in some homes was so severe during outbreaks that in at least one case, management and staff brought in whoever could help, including their own family members. Marcia Barry, counsel for the Ontario Nurses’ Association, described to the Commission the lengths one registered practical nurse went to in order to get more help in a long-term care home in Ottawa. There, 53 residents and 29 staff eventually ended up testing positive:
[...] one of the RPNs one day brought in her 18-year-old son and her father, who were both hired on the spot, and they were put to work partially as PSWs, partially as housekeeping, kind of doing whatever they could in the home to help [...] Unfortunately that meant none of these new hires had any experience in health care, and they were provided with no training or orientation, particularly around infection control and PPE. And unfortunately [...] both she and her two family members eventually contracted the virus.

The failures surrounding infection prevention and control were more pronounced due to the use of inexperienced and agency staff. Despite statutory direction requiring mandatory IPAC education, it is evident that many homes had insufficient education in this area pre-COVID-19. Without the necessary skill set, staff were left in the dark about proper protocols, while rapid staff turnover due to the pandemic left little time or resources to train incoming staff. Without this training, both remaining and incoming staff placed themselves and those they were in contact with at great risk.

Staff teams assumed a high degree of responsibility when an outbreak struck in a long-term care home. Meals still needed to be prepared and delivered to residents, and facilities needed to be cleaned and sanitized from top to bottom – especially rooms that housed COVID-positive residents. The pandemic brought the often under-appreciated work and dedication of cooks, dietary aides and housekeeping staff to the forefront. A COVID-positive case or absence of staff in these areas could quickly bring a home to the brink of collapse. This situation also illustrated the necessity of providing IPAC training and proper PPE for all staff, regardless of their role.

Long-term care staff are dedicated and worked in extraordinarily difficult circumstances throughout the pandemic. In many cases, theirs was the last face that a long-term care resident saw before they died. Staff cared for residents even though they knew they were putting themselves and their families at risk by doing so. There is no question that these risks were real. As of April 25, 2021, 6,924 staff had been infected with COVID-19; sadly, 11 died. The tragedy that played out in the province’s long-term care homes reached
beyond residents to also include the families and loved ones of the diligent staff who suffered through and died of COVID-19. Their dedication and professionalism should not be forgotten.

**Unmanageable workloads, dangerously low ratios**

From September 12 to October 4, 2020, the Ontario Nurses’ Association conducted a survey of ONA members working in long-term care homes about their experiences during the pandemic since March 2020. In data the ONA called “disturbing,” 43 per cent of respondents reported that since March 2020 they had not had a registered nurse in the home at all times. Additionally, 11 per cent reported that their home failed to meet this standard more than four times in a month.

The chronically low levels of staffing described in earlier chapters of this report were exacerbated by the pandemic, with staff workloads often doubling, tripling or even quadrupling under unmanageable conditions. This was coupled with an increase in areas of responsibilities, such as contacting families, assessing residents multiple times throughout the day, administering medications, providing palliative care and attending to the bodies of recently deceased residents. These circumstances inevitably meant that residents did not receive the appropriate level of care they needed and deserved.

In addition, back-to-back shifts and supporting residents with dementia and other responsive behaviours increased demands in homes that were already critically short of staff.

Unmanageable workloads and disproportionate staffing ratios were made worse by visitor restrictions placed on family members and loved ones, who before the pandemic had often acted as essential caregivers to residents.

The Commission repeatedly heard that the inadequate numbers of staff had a direct impact on staff’s ability to practise effective IPAC and to meet the basic needs of residents, including hydration, nutrition, hygiene and human interaction. Apart from fatalities due to COVID-19, residents died as a result of neglect due to staff shortages. For example, the Commission was told that malnutrition and dehydration occurred due to a lack of available staff to tend to resident needs. As a result of these conditions, some residents spent their final hours in complete isolation and ultimately died alone.
A devastating impact
The Commission heard many stories of staff who went beyond the call of duty to support residents, families and colleagues during the pandemic. Sacrifices included working multiple shifts and not seeing their own families and loved ones for weeks or months on end. As one long-term care staff member noted:

You cry coming into work. You cry during work. You cry after work. You’re vomiting in locker rooms. You try to hold it together before going home to your loved ones, if that’s an option with this COVID, as most of us do isolate from them. PTSD is on a rise on our front lines. Guilt weighs heavy. We are very compassionate, caring people. I am risking my life to save someone’s mother or father while isolated from my own. Stress is unbearable.

Staff were often the only people with residents when they died. They were then required to perform after-death procedures. Such procedures are usually conducted by coroners or funeral home attendants, but they were directed not to enter homes in early April. The procedures staff had to perform included putting deceased residents they had cared for in body bags, tagging their bodies with the necessary identification and transferring them on stretchers to a waiting hearse. Staff described to the Commission being ill-equipped to perform these procedures with the dignity and care deserved and PPE required:

The most difficult and hard time, and I can’t forget, and I am traumatized. When the resident died, and no one’s family beside them. And we, including myself, I wrap, I wrap the dead body in a plastic bag, in the black bag and push them out in our home. That is the most devastating in my life I experience. And I know I am not protected that time.

Whether they witnessed the suffering and anguish of residents they just did not have time to get to or the undignified deaths of those whom they loved and cared for, front-line staff described extreme feelings of personal and professional helplessness, guilt and regret.
We went from heroes to zeros. [...] We had five PSWs for 58 residents. And this gentleman was dying. And we tried the best we could to get into that room and spend as much time as we could doing care [...] but unfortunately he still died alone. We weren't there when he died [...] Once a resident passes, you're expected to pull yourself together and heaven forbid you should be emotionally attached to this person and move on to the next task at hand with just, you know, a snap. [...] You become the substitute families. They know our voices, they know our touch, and that's important. And I believe it's inhumane not to be able to spend any extra time with a dying person or somebody that's lonely or has an issue.

Non-nursing staff saw their roles turned on their head. Recreational activities for residents disappeared in lockdown and staff were reassigned to other duties. The Commission heard that the loss of activities that supported the physical, mental and emotional stimulation of residents not only had significant impacts on their overall health and well-being but also affected the morale of staff who had once prepared and led programming with care and pride.

As one long-term care recreational worker described in a written submission to the Commission, the enjoyment of interactive games or movie nights was replaced with the despair of holding iPads so families could say their goodbyes to loved ones:

As a recreation staff, I would don my PPE and sit bedside a resident [with] my iPad to facilitate a “good-bye” call [...] For one resident, I sat at bedside after he died with the iPad because the family wanted to see him one more time. So, I watched and listened as his wife and adult children spoke of their love and silently wept under my mask and face shield.

As a result of these traumatic experiences, many staff continue to deal with mental health issues, including depression and increased anxiety, without assistance. Many are grieving alone as they struggle to come to terms with what they witnessed, all while continuing to work at the homes where the tragedies took place.
The staff who soldiered on during the pandemic and bear the scars must not be forgotten. Long-term care home licensees should make counselling services available to the residents and staff living and working in long-term care during the pandemic. The licensees should bear the cost of this counselling, and no portion of that cost should be passed on to residents or staff.

**Give and Take: Delayed Staff Restrictions and Support**

While staffing levels were critically low during the pandemic, staff were also a potential means by which COVID-19 could enter a home. Two policies to address these competing concerns – the direction to limit staff to working in one home and the decision to provide pandemic pay to staff, were both slow in coming.

**The single-site order**

During the early months of the pandemic, evidence suggested that COVID-19 outbreaks in long-term care settings were occurring because staff who worked part-time at more than one home were unwittingly carrying the virus from site to site. The recommended solution was to have workers limit themselves to one home.

However, as with the universal masking requirement discussed above, the province was slow to act, in part because it failed to prepare for this predicted concern and then conducted a policy review when action was required. There is undoubtedly a downside to restricting workers to one site, thus exacerbating a staffing crisis that existed prior to the pandemic; the result, inevitably, is a more constrained workforce.

In remarks to Cabinet on April 14, 2020 – while seeking an emergency order to restrict staff to a single home – Minister Fullerton acknowledged the likelihood of asymptomatic spread via staff and also addressed the reasons why so many staff needed to work in more than one place:

The evidence is increasingly clear that many outbreaks are the result of asymptomatic staff unknowingly introducing the virus into homes. We
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know that a considerable number of long-term care staff work part-time, often in more than one job – at another long-term care home, a retirement home, or elsewhere – to create full time employment.

Minister Fullerton’s remarks should not have come as a surprise. The province had been aware of the risk to residents posed by staff working in multiple long-term care homes years before COVID-19. As described in chapter 2, the issue was raised by Dr. David Walker in early 2004, in the final report of the Expert Panel on SARS and Infectious Disease Control. In April 2020, Dr. Williams acknowledged to the media that:

From the beginning, we had concerns about employees who work at multiple sites. We had experienced this problem back in SARS and a bit in our H1N1 issue a few years back [...] And we knew this was a continuing problem.

As Chief Medical Officer of Health, Dr. Williams has the power to issue mandatory directives backed by legislated sanctions under the Health Protection and Promotion Act. Rather than use that power in the early days of the pandemic, however, Dr. Williams asked staff to work in only one home. In a memo to long-term care operators dated March 19, 2020, he wrote:

Health workers who work in multiple locations should identify themselves to their managers and develop an individualized plan to manage their employment across these settings over the course of the pandemic. In some high-risk settings, it may be possible to coordinate arrangements for staff to only work in one institution.

It was explained to the Commission that the CMOH often starts with warning letters before escalating to the use of more coercive powers. The Commission acknowledges that this process may be suitable for “peace time,” but in a public health emergency such as the COVID-19 pandemic swift mandatory action is required. The memo did not have the anticipated impact. The memo’s recommendation was elevated to a directive on March 22,
Directive #3 provided that long-term care homes should immediately, and “wherever possible,”

work with employees to limit the number of different work locations
that employees are working to minimize risk to patients of exposure to COVID-19.

The inclusion of the language “wherever possible” was self-defeating, as it resulted in the Directive being no more than a suggestion. It was not mandatory, and therefore it was not universally followed.

It soon became apparent that the Directive was not strong enough. In speaking with the Commission, the Chief Medical Officer of Health stated that his powers did not allow him to issue a stronger directive – one that would have compelled employers to prohibit workers from working at more than one site. Given that this entire scenario was predicted by Dr. Walker 16 years before COVID-19 arrived in Ontario, the debate over the extent of the CMOH’s powers could have been dealt with well in advance of the pandemic. Nonetheless, in late March 2020, the Office of the CMOH and Ministry personnel began to discuss how to make the Directive stronger. It was thought that an emergency order by Cabinet could strengthen the message. Before such an order could be recommended, however, policy analysis had to take place, including labour considerations. All of this took time – time in which asymptomatic employees inadvertently spread COVID-19 by working – as the Minister of Long-Term Care acknowledged.

By April 8, 2020, nothing was ready for Cabinet. The Secretary of the Cabinet Office reached out to the Ministry of Long-Term Care with an urgent request to strengthen the language used in Directive #3. As was explained in the request: “The goal is to have more direction … than encouragement.” However, it took another six days – until April 14 – to issue the single-site order. Compliance was not required until April 22.

As mentioned earlier, the majority of those who died in the first wave of the pandemic did so or were infected between March 22 and April 22. Whatever impact the “single-site order” eventually had, it came far too late for far too many. A pandemic is no time to debate the relative powers of the CMOH
and Cabinet, nor is it a time to do policy work that could easily have been done well in advance – if only Dr. Walker’s warning had been heeded.

In addition, at the time the single-site order was issued, it was not complemented by any supporting measures that would have avoided the negative impacts on staffing levels. There was no requirement that a part-time employee be given full-time hours, for example, although many homes did convert part-time employees to full-time. There was no compensation provided to part-time employees who lost hours because they could only work at one home. There was nothing preventing those employees working a second job outside of health care, where they might contract COVID-19 and again inadvertently bring it to a home. Agency staff could still work at more than one home. All of these examples were known gaps in the single-site decision. The largest concern was that many part-time workers would just leave the industry. It is not clear how many did, but the single-site order is nevertheless often considered to have disrupted an already fragile workforce.

It is also worth noting that not all provinces or jurisdictions were as slow to act. British Columbia ordered long-term care staff to work at a single site much earlier than Ontario, implementing its policy on March 26, 2020. The framework included making all long-term care workers full-time at a single site and also boosted hourly wages for long-term care workers. The Ontario Nurses’ Association also highlighted these differences between the British Columbia and Ontario approaches in its presentation to the Commission.

Even within Ontario, some homes and regions took a different approach. As noted above, York Region (which operates two municipal homes) and Mariann Home implemented single-site, single-employer rules for their staff well in advance of the provincial emergency order taking effect. In the case of York Region, this was done on March 25, 2020; for Mariann Home, in early April.

**Pandemic pay**

On April 25, 2020, some two months into the pandemic, the Ontario government announced temporary pandemic pay (in effect from April 24 to August 13, 2020) for front-line health care workers across multiple sectors: hospitals, retirement homes, long-term care homes and other congregate settings.
The Commission heard that the province announced additional pandemic pay for PSWs on October 1, 2020, and released specific details of such pay on November 30, 2020. On January 13, 2021, some 29 per cent of homes reported that they still had not begun paying their PSWs the additional funds designed to “stabilize the workforce.”

Pandemic pay had several objectives:

- to provide additional support and relief to front-line workers;
- to encourage staff to continue working;
- to attract prospective employees; and
- to help maintain safe staffing levels and the operation of critical front-line workers.

The wage increase was a much-needed measure.

Despite more resident and staff infections and more resident deaths occurring in the second wave, the pandemic pay received by PSWs was less than that obtained in the first wave (i.e., reduced to $3 per hour in the second wave compared to $4 per hour plus a lump sum bonus of $1,000 for those staff who worked 100 hours or more in a designated four-week period in the first wave). Staffing shortages continued to be a problem throughout the first and second waves of the pandemic.

**Sick pay**

Sick pay for workers has been widely touted by politicians, physicians and academics as an important administrative control to encourage workers to stay home when sick.

Sick pay in Ontario has fluctuated over the years. Beginning in January 2018, the *Employment Standards Act* provided 10 days of unpaid leave. The *Act* was later amended to mandate a total of two days of sick pay and eight days of unpaid leave. In 2019, the current government amended the *Employment Standards Act* to remove mandatory sick days for employees; to date, nothing has been implemented to reinstate sick pay.

As discussed throughout this report, a significant number of workers in
the long-term care sector are employed part-time, on a casual basis, and without benefits such as paid sick leave. As the pandemic took hold, these workers had no legislative safety net that would have allowed them to take time off work without losing wages.

A 2019 review by *BioMed Central Public Health* – a peer-reviewed journal that considers articles on the epidemiology of disease and the understanding of public health – found that the prevalence of workers who continued to work while infectiously ill ranged from 35 to 97 per cent. A Public Health Ontario document noted that several studies had reported that workers continued to work while ill because they would not get paid while on leave.

Public Health Ontario was well aware of the issues around the absence of paid sick leave in the early stages of the pandemic. The issue had been brought to the government’s attention well before the first wave of COVID-19 hit the province.

On February 4, 2020, a group of 179 concerned physicians released an open letter to the government. In it, they discussed several issues they had deemed problematic with Ontario’s labour landscape. The physicians noted that the province’s legislative scheme did not encourage workers to follow doctors’ recommendations and to stay at home when ill – not without forgoing their wages. Workers affected included those in long-term care facilities. The physicians provided the following evidence for their findings:

The medical literature consistently states that employees with no sick leave are more likely to go to work and expose others to infection. Additionally, research shows that workers have no choice but to send their children to school sick because they cannot afford to take unpaid time off or afford childcare. A lack of paid sick days results in children and adults transmitting infections at school and work, exacerbating contagion throughout the province.

The physicians stated that paid sick days were a vital measure to decrease the spread of illness, and they called for the Ontario government to reinstate 10 days of flexible personal emergency leave, seven of which would be paid.
During the first and second waves of the pandemic, the province did not provide paid sick days for long-term care workers. As this report is being finalized, the province is reconsidering this issue. The Commission accepts that efforts to support staff so that they do not – for financial reasons – attend work while sick will further protect the residents of long-term care homes going forward.

**Making a Bad Situation Worse: Visitor Restrictions**

To stem the viral tide in long-term care homes, the province restricted visitors from entering. While decision-makers were well-intentioned on this front, it appears they did not fully appreciate the essential caregiving role that visitors, particularly family members, play. When visitation rights were limited, residents suffered.

**Early inconsistencies**

Visitor restrictions were introduced on March 13, 2020, when the Ministry of Long-Term Care issued “guidance” to homes. In order to reduce the probability of disease spread, visits were restricted to essential visitors only. The term “essential visitors” was defined as “those who have a resident who is dying or very ill.” This language – particularly the term “very ill” in the context of highly compromised residents – was confusing for staff and families.

As noted above, the Chief Medical Officer of Health released the first iteration of Directive #3 on March 22, 2020. The Directive recommended that visits between residents and family members take place outside. The “essential visitor” policy issued by the Ministry of Long-Term Care and the “outside visits” policy in Directive #3 created confusion among stakeholders and friction within the government itself due to the apparent conflict between the ability to visit as an “essential visitor,” on the one hand, and to visit outdoors, on the other. Ministry of Long-Term Care staff expressed displeasure with the Directive internally and noted that the number of families who would seek to visit their loved ones outdoors could create a “logistical nightmare.”

On March 30, 2020, the Chief Medical Officer of Health issued the
second iteration of Directive #3. This version generally aligned the CMOH’s visitor policy with that of the Ministry of Long-Term Care. From April 2020 to June 2020, CMOH and the Ministry collaborated on efforts to expand the visitor policy to include essential visitors and caregivers.

**Impacts of visitor restrictions**

Under the version of Directive #3 issued on March 30, 2020, visits were again restricted to essential visitors; all other visitors were barred from entry. The definition of “essential visitors” now included “a person visiting a very ill or palliative resident.” Absent a loved one being very ill or near death, no family members or private caregivers were allowed into homes; visits could only be conducted over the phone, via video chats or through windows.

As noted above, it was not clear what constituted a “very ill” resident; given the acuity of many long-term care patients, this definition could include a wide range of conditions. Eventually, the determination of who was “very ill” was left to the physicians and clinical staff at the home. Even so, the Commission heard that the directive to allow visits for palliative patients was not always followed, and some residents died without family members present.

Many of those who spoke with the Commission understood the need to restrict visitors early on in the pandemic but felt more was needed to support residents’ psychological and emotional needs.

Without the assistance of caregivers or family visitors, resident well-being plummeted. Many residents’ mental and physical well-being depended on family and friends. Prior to the outbreak of COVID-19, family members made daily visits to help with feedings, dressing, toileting and companionship. This support ended when the restricted visitor policy took effect in March 2020. As mentioned above, the loss of assistance from these family members also put an added burden on staff, who had relied on family members to share some of the load in assisting in daily care activities.

Residents spoke to the Commission about the ways in which the visitor restrictions and room confinement affected them:
The impact of this pandemic is as if our whole world stopped and a reality nightmare has set in.

... it hit that we really are isolated, and a lot of our other residents were saying it is just like being in prison, except that prisoners are treated better.

I also enjoyed going out two to three times a week for lectures, outings with my kids, activities with the home. All that stopped all at once, and I was all alone.

I find it very isolating. We’re not allowed out of our rooms, so we don’t get to see our friends anymore ... spend all day in my room by myself. Me and my TV.

The policy had a particularly devastating effect on residents suffering with dementia or complex medical conditions.

Worsening the impact, many residents of homes were confined to their rooms, in many cases without access to visitors or recreational programs.

The province’s COVID-19 Science Advisory Table reported that many long-term care home residents experienced symptoms of what is known as “confinement syndrome.” The term is typically used in medical literature to describe the intense anxiety and sensory deprivation experienced by persons placed in solitary confinement. The impacts of confinement syndrome are wide ranging, and can include changes in the following areas:

- **Physical health and well-being**: acute deterioration in chronic conditions, dehydration, malnutrition, inadequate pain management and pressure ulcers.
- **Mental health and cognition**: loneliness, anxiety, mood disorders, depression and other mental health issues including a reduced sense of purpose, post-traumatic stress disorder and/or suicidal ideation,
substance use, cognitive changes including delirium, and responsive behaviours.

- **Functional status:** reduced mobility, fall risk, bladder and/or bowel incontinence, and loss of functional abilities.

With staff numbers at historic lows, extensive use of agency staff who did not know the residents, and family members unable to advocate for residents, the quality of care in long-term care homes also decreased. The Commission heard accounts of medications not being dispensed on time or not administered to the right resident:

> [t]here [were] medication mixups because we did not have regular staff available who know our characteristics, who know our medications and the needs that we have. Twice I had medication mixups. Had I not been alert and aware of what was happening, it would have been painful. It would have hurt emotionally, physically.

> And you know, residents were getting medication that wasn’t prescribed to them, or we would come in and find our mother-in-law, and she would hand over these pills. And some of the pills were hers; some of them were not.

Once family members were permitted to visit again, the relief of finally gaining access was often fleeting. Many families expressed shock and sadness at the rapid decline in their loved one’s cognitive and physical functions. They reported increasing levels of depression and noted how, in some cases, once vibrant and alert residents had lost hope and were totally unresponsive. The Commission also heard that it was often difficult for family members to re-engage with residents as no physical contact was allowed and masks tended to obscure one’s identity and voice.

One family member described the quiet desperation that many residents experienced:
The inside of the residence became silent. Residents could no longer go from one area to another. There were no longer any visitors, and my mother was resigned to simply wait beside her phone in case one of her children would call her.

As the months progressed, the rules on visitation continued to evolve. Outside visits were allowed, followed by inside visits, and then visits based on the community’s designation under the provincial lockdown framework. The ever-changing rules caused continued confusion and frustration for family and residents. Dr. Vivian Stamatopolous, an associate teaching professor, told the Commission:

So then they had ... different rules based on the colour scheme. And it was just a nightmare trying to navigate this with families, because ... the information was always confusing, ever changing, families didn’t know what was happening.

The residents’ and families’ fears and frustrations were real – and the shifting directives regarding visitation made the situation even harder.

**Bottleneck: Screening, Testing and Lab Capacity**

As discussed in chapter 2, Ontario’s laboratory system entered the COVID-19 pandemic unprepared. The Commission heard from several long-term care homes and hospitals that the delay in processing and reporting test results affected their ability to contain the scope of COVID-19 outbreaks in their homes. Test results often took seven to 10 days to be received, with some results being lost. By the time homes received the test results, the disease had already spread; without the results, it was difficult to identify and isolate infected residents.

Dr. Joel Kennedy, Division Head, Hospitalist Medicine at Lakeridge Health, explained to the Commission that when test results are delayed a ripple effect is set into motion. Not only does the delay prevent containment of
the disease but, in turn, it also strains the wider health system by leading to a higher number of transfers from long-term care homes to hospitals.

Recognizing that it was not going to get enough testing done by public health labs alone, the province moved to a combination of Public Health Ontario labs, hospital labs and private labs. But Ontario had more restrictions on what lab testing could be done. The focus was on hospitals, so there was limited testing available for long-term care facilities.

On January 25, 2020, Public Health Ontario identified the first case of COVID-19 in the province, using the testing protocol it had established earlier that month for the then “unknown pathogen” emerging out of China. Despite being the first province to conduct its own COVID-19 testing, Ontario got off to a slow start. By February 26, public health labs had tested only 629 samples. Long-term care residents, staff and visitors were not considered a priority at this time, with international travellers being the primary focus of testing efforts.

Lab capacity and the establishment of assessment centres across the province began to ramp up at the end of March 2020. According to Public Health Ontario, 49,227 COVID-19 tests were completed between March 1 and March 29, which is equivalent to 1,697 tests per day over this period. On March 24, Ontario Health warned that the existing provincial capacity for COVID-19 testing did not match the anticipated demand, resulting in wait times of up to four to six days in some centres. It also noted that the true demand for testing was anticipated to be much higher than current public health policy permitted.

The Commission heard that the jurisdictions that were successful at COVID-19 testing during the first wave of the pandemic had an integrated lab system already in place to coordinate testing. Ontario was not one of these jurisdictions. It was not until late March 2020 that a formal Provincial Diagnostic Network was developed to oversee and coordinate testing between participating laboratories. By this time, COVID-19 was already devastating long-term care homes across the province.

The number of tests being processed increased to 5,500 per day by mid-April and 10,000 per day by the end of that month, but that was still only half of the daily testing goal set by the Provincial Diagnostic Network.
Delays in reporting test results

As the demand for tests continued to outpace lab capacity and the Provincial Diagnostic Network continued to fall short of its testing targets, delays in providing test results to long-term care residents and staff resulted. For homes in outbreak, this was catastrophic – and it had a direct and disastrous effect on the spread of the virus within the homes. Had Ontario been prepared with a strategy to ramp up laboratory capacity to a level sufficient to respond to a pandemic situation, the outcome for many homes would likely have been different.

These problems persisted into the second wave. The Commission heard of one home, for example, that declared an outbreak on November 23, 2020; on November 28, it was still waiting to receive test results for 47 staff and 33 residents.

A representative from AdvantAge Ontario spoke to the Commission on the issue of delayed test results:

We also had a home that was in outbreak because a staff member had COVID, and then a resident had COVID, and they did testing. They didn’t get results back from everyone until eight days, and then there were two tests that were missing, ... so they called. They thought to call, and they found out a couple of days later that one of those tests was positive.

So that had been like ten days where there was someone who was positive in their home and, you know, they didn’t know.

Outdated technology and lack of swabs

The Commission heard that many homes lacked the technology to access Public Health Ontario’s Online Laboratory Information System (OLIS), meaning they were not able to receive test results electronically. Instead, they were left to rely on outdated technology.

The Deputy Minister of Long-Term Care advised that OLIS, which provides electronic receipt of lab results, was still being rolled out in long-term care at the time of the pandemic, despite having been in place for almost 30 years and a standard feature of most health care settings. For
some homes, this meant that test results were sent by fax, sometimes in a stack for staff at the home to sort through, and in some cases with only the case numbers and no patient names. Test results were delivered to other homes through the mail.

The slow delivery of test results often made it impossible for management to make informed and speedy decisions regarding the need to isolate residents and/or staff in order to contain the potential spread of infection.

A lack of testing supplies further exacerbated the delays in testing. At the start of the pandemic, long-term care homes did not have enough swabs to ensure sufficient testing. Typically, homes would only maintain a small supply of swabs to test for respiratory illnesses, such as influenza.

The Commission heard that when the pandemic was declared in March, Ontario was running low on the swabs needed to perform nasopharyngeal sample collection and the reagents required to perform the tests. Public Health Ontario also faced a shortage of the technicians and testing equipment needed to test the flood of samples being received. Together, this resulted in a backlog of tests and stalled the reporting of results to long-term care homes.

Advice ignored: an overwhelmed system

In light of the challenges with testing and lab capacity in the first wave of the pandemic, and at the request of the Health Command Table, the government established the Testing Strategy Expert Panel on April 5 to assist with informing the provincial testing policy.

In early May 2020, the Testing Panel warned that the province did not have enough tests to “test everyone.” As a result, panel Co-Chair Dr. Jennie Johnstone suggested that widespread asymptomatic testing was not a sustainable public health strategy and should not be pursued. Dr. Johnstone’s Co-Chair, Dr. Vanessa Allen from Public Health Ontario, agreed.

Despite this advice, the government announced the Protecting Ontarians through Enhanced Testing plan on May 29, with the goal of expanding asymptomatic surveillance testing across the province for “anyone who wanted a test.” This testing became available as of May 24. As of that date, the
provincial daily testing capacity was said to be only 24,522. Clearly, the province was not going to be able to test everyone who wanted a test and analyze the results.

Ontario’s lab capacity was already strained. The province had introduced a suite of surveillance testing policies by this time, including for long-term care staff, residents and visitors. Where the delivery of positive test results was delayed, long-term care homes were losing days of response time.

By July 6, 2020, the Testing Panel recommended to the Chief Medical Officer of Health that the province limit asymptomatic testing in low-prevalence, low-risk populations. It repeated this recommendation on August 18, 2020, noting that “low value asymptomatic testing is not recommended in a low prevalence setting” and that asymptomatic testing should only be used where it adds “high value.”

Once again, the advice was disregarded.

This was not the only time that the view of scientists did not prevail. On November 13, 2020, the province announced a new plan to respond to the rise of community spread, which had been identified as one of the biggest risk factors and predictors of a home being infected with COVID-19. The province’s announcement ushered in a colour-coded lockdown system. The more prevalent COVID-19 was in the community, the greater the need for vigilance.

To determine the appropriate levels of concern, Public Health Ontario was asked to provide advice about epidemiologic thresholds that could be used to drive decision-making about public health measures.

In September, Public Health Ontario recommended that the highest category of restrictions (grey, or “lockdown,” in the province’s colour-coded system) be used when cases were greater than 25 per 100,000 population per week.

In October, the Public Health Measures Table, a sub-table of experts established to provide advice on public health measures to combat COVID-19, was advised that the threshold for the highest category of restrictions should be 40 cases per 100,000 per week.

That advice was not only agreed upon by the Public Health Measures Table but also by Dr. Williams. Despite this advice, the province announced a threshold of 100 cases per 100,000 population per week. This announced
threshold was *four times higher* than the one recommended by Public Health Ontario and was alarming to many in the scientific community.

For several days, there was silence from the scientific community about the announcement. On November 11, 2020, however, Dr. Shelley Deeks – then Public Health Ontario’s Chief Health Protection Officer – broke that silence and told the press that the government was acting contrary to the advice given by the scientists. Dr. Deeks recognized that science and public health play only a part in the political decision to shut down society, but she believed that advice should be transparent and publicly available. Dr. Williams agreed with the rejected scientific advice but said nothing publicly on the subject, leaving it to Dr. Deeks to release the information. Following her statement, the province reconsidered its position and adopted the recommended 40 per 100,000 threshold.

Dr. Williams advised the Commission that he thought confidentiality restrictions constrained him since he gave this advice to Cabinet. Dr. Williams had the authority to make the advice public. As the chief health officer to the province, his primary responsibility is the health of Ontarians.

Both the SARS Report and Walker Report recommended that the Chief Medical Officer of Health be independent, with the authority and the duty to communicate with the public whenever he or she sees fit. Any doubts about the source, timing or motives of public health information damages public confidence.

Advice during a pandemic should be made in a transparent and public way. In a health emergency, the public has the right to know the advice given on such an important matter, directly from their chief medical officer. It should not have been left to Dr. Deeks to communicate that advice.

While the Chief Medical Officer of Health has a legislated duty to deliver an annual report on the state of public health in Ontario to the legislature, there is no duty to report on other public health matters to the public. He only has *permission* to report on other public health matters to the public or any other person he may consider appropriate.

The recommendations of the SARS Report to provide “visible safeguards to ensure the independence of the CMOH” have only been partially
addressed in amendments to the Ontario legislation. The SARS recommendations should be fully implemented, and the CMOH should be required to report directly to the public where he or she believes it would be in the public interest to do so.

**Slow adopting of rapid tests**

Rapid COVID-19 tests were approved by Health Canada and made available to Ontario’s long-term care homes in fall 2020 through procurement by the federal government.

Pilot testing in Ontario’s long-term care homes started in late November 2020. On-site testing requires significant operational and staff resources for the home. For most homes, dedicating two to three staff members to operate the testing was simply not feasible. Despite this, in late January 2021, the Ministry directed homes to scale up the use of rapid antigen testing of asymptomatic persons.

Integration into the broader health sector could ensure that long-term care homes have capable and ready partners to promptly employ testing to protect their residents in the case of infectious disease outbreaks. Even though the Commission heard that the Ministry had begun consultations with community labs and pharmacies to address the human resource challenges in homes related to administering rapid testing, these arrangements were not in place to protect residents during the second wave.

**Fall Preparedness and the Second Wave**

By late May 2020, COVID-19 seemed to be receding. On May 20, there were approximately 2,458 resident cases and 1,564 staff cases in long-term care homes; by June 20 those numbers had fallen to approximately 241 resident cases and 347 staff cases. While this lull provided residents, families and staff a moment of reprieve, a second wave was not only predictable but also historically inevitable.
The summer of 2020 was the time to prepare for the second wave, which was anticipated to hit in the fall, following the pattern seen in the 1918 influenza pandemic. With the lessons learned from the first wave and a summer to fortify long-term care, it was reasonable to anticipate that the second wave would be less punishing than first. That was not the case.

The second wave – September 1, 2020, to March 14, 2021 – had more long-term care deaths than the first. This higher number of deaths came despite the COVID-19 mortality rate of long-term care residents dropping from approximately 33 per cent to 21 per cent between the two waves.

It is difficult to assess exactly why the second wave was more deadly than the first. As more data are analyzed, it will undoubtedly lead to a better understanding of why Ontario did not fare better in the second wave, despite having months to prepare. However, this will bring little comfort to the families and loved ones of the long-term care residents who lost their lives to COVID-19 during this time.

In building a fall preparedness plan for the second wave, the Ministry of Long-Term Care looked for lessons in both the successes of the first wave and in what could have been done better. In doing so, the Ministry heard from key partners – including hospitals, public health, other ministries, and long-term care sector groups. The Ministry then identified three main areas of focus for second-wave preparation: partnerships with hospitals, infection prevention and control, and staffing. The Ministry also asked homes to complete a preparedness assessment so they could gauge their own level of preparedness and identify gaps in these three “key” areas.

To “avoid a repeat of the tragedies” in the long-term care sector, the government committed almost $540 million in new investments as part of its fall preparedness plan to support incremental costs of staffing, protective equipment and other prevention measures.

Yet despite the self-assessment tool and the commitment of half a billion dollars to protect long-term care residents, there was nevertheless a “repeat of the tragedies” in the second wave.
Self-Assessments: Completed and Forgotten

As part of its fall preparedness efforts, the Ministry of Long-Term Care designed a self-assessment for homes that addressed issues such as partnerships, IPAC and staffing. The homes were asked to rate themselves on a number of these preparedness indicators.

The results of the self-assessments were provided to the appropriate Ontario Health regional office, which then provided an assessment to the Ministry regarding the status of homes in its region. Notwithstanding the self-assessments, the Commission heard that there was no Ministry follow-up with the homes.

In addition, the self-assessments were not provided to the local public health unit, the partnered hospital or even the Ministry’s inspectors. Even in cases where the Ontario Health regional office identified a home as being of concern, it appears that nothing was done with this information. The Commission heard about a home that the Ontario Health regional office had identified as a concern for the second wave, but that information was not shared with the paired hospital, local health unit or Ministry inspectors.

The second-wave outbreak in that home resulted in close to 80 resident and staff cases, with about 30 per cent of the residents dying of COVID-19.

The Commission heard that the Ministry did not evaluate the effectiveness of the self-assessment; however, the devastating COVID-19 outcomes in the second wave indicate that many homes were not, in fact, prepared.

Partnering Homes with Hospitals: Too Little, Too Late

Prior to the first wave of the pandemic – and as noted in chapter 1 – many long-term care homes did not have pre-existing or formal relationships with local health care partners, despite the increasing acute medical needs of residents. Where these connections did exist, they tended to be informal, ad hoc arrangements.

As the pandemic spread, hospitals were called upon to assist homes in crisis, and public health units had to innovate to ensure homes in crisis
received help. However, these partnerships were only addressed on a regional and *ad hoc* basis.

In late April 2020, the government established a Long-Term Care Incident Management System Committee sub-table under the Health Command Table, which endeavoured to coordinate support to the long-term care sector. Building off successes such as those in Durham Region (described earlier in this chapter), a Minister’s Directive was issued on April 24, 2020, requiring homes to accept the assistance of hospitals when offered. While this approach provided much needed assistance to many homes in the first wave, there were still no formal arrangements.

The system generally worked well to address homes in crisis, since hospitals managed these homes. However, once hospitals handed oversight of management back to the homes, there was concern that the problems that had given rise to the crises were not resolved.

For example, in the case of IPAC, much of the province’s expertise resides in hospitals, public health units and Public Health Ontario. In advance of the second wave, Public Health Ontario prepared additional IPAC material, but there is no clear understanding of how many homes used that material or how effective it was in changing the culture in long-term care.

As Dr. McGeer advised the Commission, “it is not possible to change the behaviour of 75,000 staff members who, generally speaking, have deeply inadequate training and education in a four-month period.” The partnering of long-term care homes with hospitals through the Minister’s Directive was a short-term solution that helped homes weather the storm of the first wave, but it did not prepare homes to fend for themselves in subsequent waves.

As part of second-wave preparation, the Ministry, through the Ontario Health regions, sought to formalize arrangements by pairing each home with a hospital. The plan was to ensure that health care partners knew what might be expected of them in the second wave so they could ensure the proper resources were available.

Using this partnership model, the Ministry created a hub-and-spoke system through which hospitals would assist homes with IPAC. However, Dr. Johnstone advised the Commission that this was not implemented until
November 2020, and that the delay meant there was no time for the hospitals to have a meaningful impact on creating an infection prevention and control culture before the second wave hit.

**IPAC: Lack of Transparency on Sufficiency and Use of Funding**

Included in the province’s “key investments” of the almost $540 million that it committed to protecting long-term care residents was $20 million to hire trained IPAC specialists and $10 million for IPAC training of new and existing staff. Detailed data as to how this money was spent during the second wave was not available to the Commission.

The Commission is aware, however, that an IPAC specialist is paid an annual salary of approximately $120,000, with benefits. The $20 million earmarked for the hiring of IPAC specialists would only provide $30,000 per home. Experts contrasted this program with the one implemented in Quebec, where IPAC teams were placed in each home before the second wave. As to how the IPAC training amounts were spent by homes, this too was unclear at the time the Commission’s investigation concluded. The Commission heard about one home in which, even during a second-wave outbreak, the IPAC lead had not taken even a four-hour video course.

The government also allocated $61.4 million for IPAC minor capital improvements to homes – including such measures as the installation of plastic barriers and other physical distancing barriers – and $40 million in funds to compensate homes impacted by the changes in occupancy numbers due to the restrictions imposed on three- and four-bed rooms. Money was also allocated to allow homes to pay for additional staff, to compensate homes for the government-imposed deferral of resident co-payment increases, and to provide temporary pandemic pay. Again, at the time the Commission’s investigation concluded, it was not clear how all of this money was spent by homes.

In its report to Treasury Board seeking the allocation of the $540 million to prepare for the second wave of the pandemic, the Ministry noted that “the proposed investments may be insufficient to cover all costs, depending on the spread, duration, and progression of the outbreak.”
As no analysis was made available to the Commission to account for how this money was spent, it is not clear if the funding was adequate or what impact, if any, it had on keeping long-term care residents and staff safe during the second wave.

What is known is that a report on spending during the first wave demonstrated that provincial funding did not cover all the costs of COVID-19. In a report to Treasury Board, the Ministry noted that a total of $110 million was allocated for prevention and containment funding and the sector spent $196 million. It is not clear if a similar shortfall in second-wave funding existed, and if it did, if such a shortfall put residents at risk.

**Staffing: No Comprehensive Plan**

The third major area that was addressed as part of the province’s preparedness efforts for the second wave was staffing. As noted in chapter 1 of this report and earlier in this chapter, existing staffing shortages were exacerbated during the first wave as the single-site directive reduced the number of available workers and fatigue caused staff to leave the long-term care sector. The provincial plan to assist staffing largely consisted of allowing homes to access money to augment staffing supports. At the end of February 2021, the province announced that it was investing more than $115 million to train up to 8,200 new personal support workers. This move came too late to help homes through the second wave.

The lack of a comprehensive hiring plan during Ontario’s second wave exasperated advocates such as Doris Grinspun, Chief Executive Officer of the Registered Nurses’ Association of Ontario, who told the Commission:

> And the tragedy is that nothing happened in the summer because there was, again, no directive from the government here is the funding, hire people. So nothing happened in the summer. And we are very concerned that we will be again in the same predicament that we were before.

There was also a renewed role for inspectors in the second wave. After not releasing any new funding for inspectors through the first wave, the
government moved in November 2020 to hire 27 new inspectors to address COVID-19 issues. The Commission was told that it takes eight to nine months to fully train an inspector. Given this timeframe, those newly hired inspectors would have been of limited use during the second wave.

The Commission heard that the shortage of inspectors resulted in some homes in outbreak not being inspected at all. In fact, data from the Office of the Chief Medical Officer of Health show that 71 per cent of outbreaks that occurred in long-term care homes between August 21, 2020, and September 21, 2020, were repeat outbreaks. Sixty-one per cent of these homes involved multiple cases within a single home, suggesting transmission of the virus within the home. In one case, a home had four outbreaks with no inspections, with 156 resident cases, 82 staff cases and 14 resident deaths. When asked why no comprehensive inspection of the home was done, the Ministry of Long-Term Care's Manager of Compliance Inspection said it was because, in part, he did not have resources to send inspectors.

Summary
The analysis of what happened in the second wave of the COVID-19 pandemic will continue. To facilitate this important research, the government must provide transparent and detailed data both in aggregate and at the home level as to how the hundreds of millions of dollars of pandemic funding was spent. In this way, researchers will be able to use this data to search for answers that might better protect Ontario’s long-term care residents in the future.

Conclusion
The long-standing weaknesses in the long-term care sector figured prominently in the death and devastation COVID-19 inflicted on residents, their loved ones and the staff who care for them. So too did the lack of advance planning for such a crisis. The failure of successive governments to properly
plan for a pandemic led to a lack of personal protective equipment, a cumbersome response structure, and slow government reaction time. This was compounded by critical and early failures to adhere to the precautionary principle. Precautions with respect to asymptomatic spread, masking guidance and limiting staff work in multiple homes should all have been taken sooner. The same is true of interventions in homes.

The homes and regions that acted early and proactively to take precautions fared better throughout the pandemic. Their examples demonstrate what could have been done, and what must be done in the future. The Commission heard about many promising practices that assisted in reducing the spread of COVID-19 and improving the lives of residents – some of which will be described in more detail in chapter 4. We must consider adopting these practices; our parents, grandparents and the older residents of our province deserve nothing less.

As it should have done following the SARS outbreak in 2003, the province must now accept that there will be another pandemic; it is not a matter of if but when. Ontario must resolve to be ready, and thereby ensure that its long-term care homes are ready as well.
Voices from the Front Line

“Mom was confined to her room for eight weeks straight because, every week, another resident – another worker would test positive ... So, my mom, who’s extremely social, was confined to her room. What do you do 24-hours a day, 7-days a week looking at the walls?”  
–Family member of long-term care resident

“Like, you can’t cut off access. The loved ones are desperate to see you. You’re desperate to see them. You need to find a way to – to let us go in and help. Right? We’re happy to get tested. We’re happy to use full PPE. And we’re going to take some of the burden off the PSWs that were there.”  
–Family member of long-term care resident

“The management team were nowhere to be found. They’re just staying in their office, not coming out, not helping to feed. Not helping. Not giving any proper directives. It was just so, I mean, chaotic and a mess. ... But they chose – in a fight or flight situation, they chose the flight and left the staff with no safety and no security, no PPE. They had to be reported for them to bring proper PPE to give to the staff. People were getting sick. It was so sad.”  
–Long-term care staff member

“They are tested. They come in negative. Why can’t we hug them? Why can’t we touch them, even hold their hands? We have to keep distance. They – they have no – they have – had the test that prove that they are negative, so why can’t they touch us, even just for five minutes?”  
–Long-term care resident

“My dear husband does not understand what COVID is, what this pandemic is. We tried to explain to him, but he doesn’t understand. He can’t grasp the impact it has on us, on our family. His family is no longer visiting him, neither his wife, so he is experiencing isolation, fear. He feels sorrow. He has to live in his room. He is amputated of both legs, so most time he is in his bed alone in his room.”  
–Family member of long-term care resident
Investigating the cause of so many deaths and infections in long-term care homes required this Commission to shine a spotlight on the failures that contributed to this tragedy. Nevertheless, the Commission also saw examples of strong leadership and practices that helped to prevent or mitigate the spread of COVID-19 in many of the province’s long-term care homes. This chapter will highlight these examples. The Commission also heard about promising innovations that, if implemented, could help safeguard the health of older Ontarians and improve their quality of life. These are discussed below.

As touched on in earlier chapters of this report, Ontario is facing a growing demand for care and services for its older population. Seniors are the province’s fastest-growing demographic. The projected increase of older Ontarians by 2041, particularly those aged 75 and older, will, according to one report, put “unprecedented pressure on long-term and healthcare services in Ontario.” It is urgent that the government address the needs of this population.

Those who bore the brunt of the pandemic deserve a response that recognizes their dignity and worth. It is the duty of the province’s elected leaders and those who oversee the delivery of care to Ontario’s most vulnerable to make changes that will allow them to live safely, with dignity, and to have their autonomy and wishes supported. The practices and innovations discussed below demonstrate that there is no need to “start from scratch” on this front. Across the province, there are already good practices being carried out by strong leaders, and there are projects in various stages of development that would go a long way toward supporting the safety and dignity of the province’s seniors.
The Value of Strong, Accountable Leadership

As noted in earlier chapters of this report, most long-term care residents have some form of cognitive impairment along with a number of other chronic health conditions. They cannot live on their own or even be supported in their homes. They require round-the-clock care that meets both their medical and personal care needs and that can support them in their activities of daily living. Both the fundamental principle of the Long-Term Care Homes Act, 2007, and the Residents’ Bill of Rights incorporated into the Act require this care to be delivered with dignity. In particular, the Bill of Rights requires that residents have the right not to be neglected by the licensee or staff, to be properly sheltered, fed, groomed and cared for, and to live in a safe and clean environment.

The pandemic further exposed known weaknesses that rendered homes unable to provide service in accordance with the fundamental principle and the Residents’ Bill of Rights. The Commission heard from many staff who struggled to support residents but ultimately were overburdened; they were, in the end, outnumbered by residents who required a high level of care to begin with and were now ill and dying. Staff reported feeling guilty and ashamed. Families and loved ones reported feeling constantly stressed and worried about the care their loved one was receiving and frustrated by the lack of clear communication from the homes.

The Commission received data concerning all of Ontario’s 626 long-term care homes; it did not, however, hear detailed information about the experiences in each one. It is important to note that the majority of homes did not experience severe outbreaks. Although much of what the Commission has heard during its investigation is related to the causes and consequences of severe outbreaks, the Commission also learned about homes, both in Ontario and elsewhere, that had existing plans or processes in place that enabled them to respond both early and decisively to prevent or minimize the spread of COVID-19. In addition, the Commission learned about managers who were able to support staff and ensure that families were kept informed.
The Commission also heard how the actions of others in the health system – most notably, local public health units and hospitals – supported homes to either prevent or help contain the spread of COVID-19. Some of these partnerships were formed during the pandemic, while others were pre-existing relationships that enabled partners to respond quickly with assistance for struggling long-term care homes.

In the Commission’s view, the proof of an effective response does not lie simply in whether or not there was an outbreak; there were factors beyond anyone’s control that contributed to the spread of COVID-19 in a home. Some of the examples discussed below involve homes that did, in fact, suffer outbreaks. However, all of the examples involve leaders who were proactive and held themselves accountable for the outcomes in the long-term care homes they work in or support. These leaders include Administrators, Directors of Care and Medical Directors in long-term care homes. Throughout the investigation, the Commission has also seen examples of physicians and staff working in local public health units, and doctors and nurses working in hospitals providing leadership and support to long-term care homes. These leaders:

- had a sense of urgency early in the pandemic;
- acted decisively;
- effectively directed, mobilized and supported their staff;
- developed and implemented creative solutions;
- leveraged relationships both within and outside their own organizations to respond to the crisis;
- demonstrated emotional intelligence and empathy in their interactions with residents, staff and families; and
- held themselves accountable for managing the pandemic in the long-term care homes they worked in or for supporting the long-term care homes in their communities.

The following sections will explore the ways in which these leaders were able to make a difference in some of the province’s long-term care homes.
Supporting Staff
In presentations from long-term care staff, the Commission learned the importance of support from the management team. Again and again, the Commission heard that lack of support had a direct impact on staff morale. Staff appreciated managers who helped with care tasks during the pandemic and ensured that staff were kept informed at all times.

There is broad consensus across the long-term care community that staffing is a critical – if not the most critical – challenge facing the sector. As has been revealed throughout this report, staffing issues in long-term care homes are long-standing and pervasive.

The Commission cannot overstate how critical it is to improve working conditions in long-term care homes. These homes cannot function without a cadre of well-paid, well-trained and engaged staff who are supported in their work. As noted earlier in this report, increasing the number of full-time staff positions is also critical to improving conditions. Not only will better conditions improve the recruitment and retention of staff, but they may also improve a home’s ability to prevent an outbreak of infection. The authors of a recent U.K. study published in The Lancet surveyed 5,126 long-term care homes in England. They found a connection between staff working conditions and the odds of an outbreak. Factors that were associated with an increased risk of outbreak included:

- frequent employment of agency nurses;
- lower staffing ratios;
- staff working in multiple locations; and
- failure to cohort staff with either infected or uninfected residents.

Similarly, a study prepared for the Commission by the Canadian Institute for Health Information (CIHI) found a correlation between:

- a higher ratio of nursing staff to residents and a reduced likelihood of an outbreak; and
• a shortage of personal support workers or a reliance on PSWs from agencies and increased severity of outbreaks and higher resident mortality rates.

During the course of its hearings, the Commission heard about practices undertaken in some long-term care homes that improved working conditions and boosted morale during the pandemic. These examples (set out below) demonstrate that leaders can help minimize the impact on staff through creativity and flexibility in the midst of a crisis. They also speak to an issue that came up repeatedly during the Commission’s meetings with long-term care staff; namely, a lack of support and appreciation. As one staff member told the Commission:

COVID has pretty much made working in long-term care impossible. The staff are suffering. There is constant directive changes. No communication from managers. We have more responsibility. We are not getting any holidays or vacation time. Constantly working short. And this all leads to increased stress, zero teamwork, and really – like, our morale is so low ...

Whether a home did poorly or well at preventing or containing an outbreak, staff spoke about how pre-existing staff challenges worsened during the pandemic, principally as a result of the single-site restriction (see chapter 3). The Commission learned of several measures that homes took to address the staff shortages during this time. They included:

• offering part-time staff full-time hours to encourage them to choose that home as their single employer;
• hiring private caregivers already working for residents as nursing aides;
• hiring family members as staff on short-term contracts; and
• topping up staff pay by an additional $2 over and above the pandemic pay offered by the government.
The management in homes that were able to prevent or contain the spread of COVID-19 also appeared to understand the difficult circumstances staff were experiencing. In addition to hiring extra staff and topping up wages, these management teams provided other methods of support. These included:

- Redeploying staff, including the executive team, to support the care staff. One chief executive officer described how redeployed staff, including himself and other members of the executive team, pitched in to help with care:
  
  We’ve been up on the floors, wiping floors down, serving residents, so it’s all hands on deck and we managed to get over 20 of our staff ... to work on the floors with residents, to set up iPads to do the virtual connections with their families.

- Communicating regularly with staff over a variety of channels including email, memoranda, meetings and town halls.
- Walking around the home to provide emotional support to staff.
- Where feasible, permitting employees who were at a greater risk from COVID-19 to work from home and offering paid leave if they could not do their job remotely.
- Providing the option of taking a leave of absence without pay if employees feared contracting COVID-19 because of potential implications for their families – as well as providing assistance with applying for the Canada Emergency Response Benefit.
- Covering the accommodation costs for staff living apart from their families because of the need to protect their families and residents from the risk of COVID-19.
- Providing staff who commuted to work on public transit with additional personal protective equipment (PPE).
- Offering staff the opportunity to purchase groceries through the home’s food supplier so they were not required to go into a supermarket.
• Introducing an Employee Assistance Plan for staff to help deal with the stress and burnout from working during the pandemic.
• Creating opportunities to show appreciation for the hard work staff was doing, including, for example, the creation of a “Hero Board” to post thank-you letters from residents and families, and supplying special staff meals.

Though these may seem like insignificant gestures, the Commission heard from many staff members that such gestures mattered. At the other end of the spectrum, the Commission heard from one staff member who contracted COVID-19. She became gravely ill. She was upset because she received no support from her employer during her illness.

These examples do not represent a solution to the long-standing staffing crisis in long-term care homes. They are shared here to demonstrate that effective leadership practices in a crisis – including an awareness of staff challenges and a commitment to doing all that is possible to improve working conditions – protect staff from illness and support them emotionally.

**Being Prepared**
The Commission’s investigation revealed examples of the devastating consequences that flowed from a lack of preparation. However, the Commission also heard about instances of advance planning and quick action that may have helped to prevent or mitigate an outbreak.

*Having a pre-existing pandemic plan*
It is clear from Ontario’s experience with Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome (SARS) and the experience of many long-term care homes in the first and second waves of the COVID-19 pandemic that an effective response requires an effective plan.

The Commission has concluded that many of those responsible for Ontario’s long-term care homes failed to apply this lesson from the SARS outbreak in 2003.
Having an up-to-date pandemic plan before an outbreak enables a home to quickly understand what steps management and staff need to take to prevent or control spread. The presence of such a plan avoids the need to build one “on the fly,” after an outbreak has already begun. The value of having a current and clearly communicated plan can be seen in the example of Hong Kong’s experience with the pandemic, as well as in a few exemplary long-term care homes in Ontario that managed to prevent the spread of COVID-19.

In 2003, Hong Kong experienced a severe outbreak of SARS that devastated the city’s nursing homes. The Commission met with Dr. Terry Lum, Head of the Department of Social Work and Social Administration at the University of Hong Kong. Dr. Lum had recently completed a study examining the impact of the long-term care policy implemented after SARS and its contribution to Hong Kong’s success in preventing an outbreak of COVID-19 in its nursing homes. Hong Kong had no outbreaks until June, and quickly addressed those it had over the summer. In a presentation to Provincial Geriatrics Leadership Ontario after the release of his paper, Dr. Lum noted that, as of September 23, 2020, 16 nursing homes (2 per cent) had had an outbreak, 105 residents had been infected and 30 had died.

After the SARS outbreak, the Hong Kong government developed and published “Guidelines on the Prevention of Communicable Diseases in Residential Care Homes for the Elderly.” Long-term care homes in Hong Kong are expected to follow these guidelines. Homes must also have a government-trained Infection Prevention and Control (IPAC) Officer on staff to coordinate IPAC procedures in the home in accordance with the guidelines. This includes training staff in infection control, disinfecting practices and the use of personal protective equipment. IPAC officers are charged with conducting an annual IPAC drill.

The Commission’s investigation found that some homes in Ontario were prepared for COVID-19 – either because they had learned the necessary lessons from SARS or because they began planning as soon as they heard about the new virus, or both. The Commission met with the CEO of a home in Toronto that had a pandemic plan in place; she referred to this as being “required” following SARS. The plan covered IPAC practices such as isolating,
cohorting, limiting staff to one floor, and the proper use of personal protective equipment. Both she and other CEOs the Commission met with monitored the progress of the virus as it emerged from China, understood that it was a threat to residents, and began preparing before the first case was reported in Ontario. In their actions, these leaders demonstrated an adherence to the precautionary principle, the fundamental lesson identified by the Honourable Justice Archie Campbell and the SARS Commission and discussed throughout this report. As Maria Elias, CEO of long-term care home Belmont House, stated:

We looked at what we did here at Belmont during SARS. I’ve been here at Belmont for 20 years, a lot of members of my management team have been here for many, many years, and we recall what we went through during SARS, and we thought, here we go again. We better start thinking.

*Ensuring robust infection prevention and control*

I feel like if we had more conversations beforehand about infection control practices and had the health and safety meetings to prepare us for the pandemic and in general – before we actually got hit, you know – and talked about it, and then once we were in the midst of it, I think that if we were having weekly health and safety meetings to discuss, like, okay, this is the situation of the home today, this is what we are going to do going forward, I think that would have made a difference.

–Long-term care nurse

Being prepared for the pandemic meant knowing that robust infection prevention and control practices were a key safeguard against the introduction and spread of COVID-19 in a long-term care home. The Commission heard from several sources about the weak IPAC practices in many of the homes that experienced a severe outbreak. In the Commission’s first set of interim recommendations, the importance of having IPAC expertise within long-term care
homes was highlighted. In homes that did manage to prevent an outbreak, management took some or all of the following measures to ensure that their residents were protected from infection:

- Assessed the home’s supply of personal protective equipment regularly, both before and during the pandemic. For example, for the last 10 years, Mariann Home, a not-for-profit home in Richmond Hill, has ordered additional nursing and PPE supplies with their surplus funds at the end of each year. In December 2019, management ordered personal protective equipment, including N95 masks, surgical masks, isolation gowns, wipes and gloves. Mariann Home also ensured they had the correct size masks for their employees. The home has had a N95 mask-fit program in place for the last eight years. Two designated, trained employees conduct the testing.
- Implemented a universal masking policy in advance of the government’s policy.
- Adopted a single-employer rule before the government mandated it and offered full-time work to part-time employees until the conclusion of the pandemic.
- Assigned staff to one unit in the home.
- Had a plan to separate sick residents from those who were well.
- Trained staff on the proper use of personal protective equipment and regularly monitored its use by staff.
- Convened regular meetings of the management team and of the home’s Occupational Health and Safety Committee to ensure decisions were made quickly and communicated in a timely way.
- Repurposed space in the home to create isolation rooms in the event of an outbreak, or used facilities outside the home to isolate sick residents. For example, in Hong Kong, where conditions in most long-term care homes are crowded, the government took over recreational facilities and used them as isolation facilities for residents who had been in contact with an infected individual.
• Implemented a 14-day isolation rule for staff returning from vacation.
• Frequently checked residents’ temperatures.
• Increased cleaning of the home.

In addition to learning about the actions that home leadership took to address IPAC concerns, the Commission also heard about outside health organizations that, upon learning of the developing crisis in long-term care homes, stepped in to provide support and leadership on IPAC and other matters. Examples of this support included:

• Regular communication between a local public health unit and the long-term care homes in the unit. In Peterborough, Dr. Rosana Salvaterra, the Local Medical Officer of Health, hosted a weekly teleconference between a local public health unit and the long-term care homes in the area. During these calls, the unit shared information with the homes and reviewed their pandemic and contingency plans. As Dr. Salvaterra noted:
  
  So that work began in January, and we anticipated that the sector would be vulnerable given what we were seeing from internationally and the fact that people over the age of 70 were experiencing higher-case fatality rates, greater levels of morbidity. We identified that this sector, both the institutionalised but also the community independent older adults were going to be more vulnerable, and we flagged that for our community.

• The redeployment of public health inspectors from areas such as restaurants to long-term care homes, and the creation of an evidence-based checklist based on IPAC expertise, which every inspector reviewed with the long-term care home.

• The creation by hospitals or a group of health care providers across a region of SWAT or “Strike” teams comprising health care practitioners. These teams would go into long-term care homes and provide
a range of assistance including with testing, outbreak management, training, education and clinical support.

**Communicating with Families and Loved Ones**

Many residents and families told the Commission that they faced difficulties when homes were in lockdown. The residents described loneliness and isolation. The families described anxiety and stress over not being kept informed about what was happening in the home and the status of their loved one. The Commission heard heart-rending stories about families who were not contacted when their loved one was dying and found out about the death only after the fact.

It may indeed have been challenging to communicate regularly with families while managing the COVID-19 crisis. Nevertheless, some homes found ways to keep families informed. As noted in chapter 3, when the Ministry of Long-Term Care ordered the lockdown of long-term care homes, the CEO of one home took it upon himself to call everyone who acted as a power of attorney for a resident to inform them personally about the lockdown. Other efforts at communication included:

- Holding weekly teleconferences with families.
- Hosting a townhall for families.
- Hiring family members to address the staffing shortage. Although this decision was meant to address staffing issues, it yielded an additional benefit: the family staff members became a source of constant communication for other families, through regular phone calls.

**Fostering Relationships with Other Health Partners**

Over the course of the Commission’s investigation, a common theme emerged: many of the long-term care homes that were able to prevent or effectively manage an outbreak cited their ability to access support and services from other health care providers – such as hospitals and local public health
units – as critical to their success. Long-term care homes largely operate as islands of care set apart from the broader health care system. The pandemic revealed the problems inherent in that situation. As one CEO noted, COVID-19 has identified the need to place the long-term care sector within the broader health system.

During meetings, the Commissioners learned of pre-existing relationships between long-term care homes and local public health units that facilitated the homes’ ability to access IPAC expertise. Some local medical officers of health convened committees to share knowledge about managing the spread of disease.

Some public health units ensured communication and provided support when it was sought by homes. Others took a more proactive stance. For example, Dr. Kieran Moore – Medical Officer of Health for Kingston, Frontenac, Lennox and Addington – told the Commission that his ongoing collaborations and good partnerships with long-term care homes enabled him to act quickly to assist the homes in his unit. Dr. Moore reported that he had worked with long-term care homes for years on prevention and infection management. Although he worked collaboratively with long-term care homes, he indicated that he was prepared to use his enforcement powers under the Health Protection and Promotion Act in order to secure compliance. On December 10, 2020, Dr. Moore issued a Class Order under section 22 of the Health Protection and Promotion Act to enforce requirements for owners and operators of home and community care organizations. The goal was to ensure stronger IPAC practices and to institute mandatory surveillance testing of staff working in community and home care settings. Dr. Moore believes that his office and the powers he is able to exercise under the Act both enable and require him to take a leadership role:

I have always considered that to be a key role of Public Health ...You are the lead, and you tell the acute care sector what you want of them and the LTC and retirement homes. Leadership isn’t always embraced, but I do think it’s foundational to our practice …
The Commission also learned of hospitals that reached out to long-term care homes to provide support both before and during the pandemic. For example, the management team at Kensington Health – a Toronto health care organization that provides several health services, including long-term care and hospice care – credited its ability to respond to the pandemic in part to its pre-existing relationship with Women’s College Hospital. Two years ago, the hospital reached out to Kensington Health to offer resources, primarily through virtual care. After the pandemic began, Women’s College became a critical source of aid, assisting with PPE, ensuring robust IPAC practices and providing additional staffing.

**Ontario Health Teams**

At present, Ontario is taking steps to help foster better coordination of services through the creation of Ontario Health Teams (OHTs). OHTs will deliver all care needs for their patients and make direct connections to the type of care that patients need in order to ensure smooth transitions. An OHT could provide a number of services, including:

- primary care;
- hospital care;
- home and community care;
- palliative care;
- residential long-term care; and
- mental health and addictions care.

Amy Olmstead, the acting executive lead of the Ontario Health Teams, noted that the Ontario Health Teams initiative is meant to provide an integrated approach to care:

> We have many providers across multiple care sectors leading to potential gaps, duplication, lack of coordination, and over-reliance on hospitals and an under-reliance on primary care, not enough attention to self-management and preventative healthcare and financial incentives.
that are not aligned and reinforce that siloed experience of the health
system ... what we’ve seen in other jurisdictions is a move towards inte-
grate[d] and accountable care systems ...

The legislation governing Ontario Health Teams is the Connecting Care
Act, 2019, which establishes the teams as a new model of health care organ-
ization, funding and delivery. Groups of organizations wishing to become an
OHT must submit an application for approval. At the time of writing, there
were 42 Ontario Health Teams.

The vision for OHTs is that they will enter, eventually, into account-
ability agreements and receive an integrated funding envelope from Ontario
Health, the agency that oversees the initiative. There are, however, prelimin-
ary Ontario Health Team governance arrangements and funding to support
collaboration efforts. The idea is to allow the OHTs to grow into partnerships
that are capable of providing a full continuum of care and of being respon-
sible for the health outcomes of the entire population that they serve. In con-
trast to local health integration networks, which previously administered and
oversaw health care, Ontario Health Teams will be administered by the service
providers themselves and overseen by Ontario Health. (Ontario Health Teams
and local health integration networks are discussed further in appendix B.)

Ontario Health Teams are in an early stage of development. As the pan-
demic progressed, some members of Ontario Health Teams provided assist-
ce to long-term care homes that were part of the team even though they
were not accountable for long-term care homes during the pandemic.

Examples of Ontario Health Team partners aiding long-term care homes
during the pandemic include:

• collaboration between partners to share hospital learnings about
  infection prevention and control with long-term care homes, which
  proved essential when responding to COVID-19;
• creating and mobilizing volunteer emergency response teams to sup-
  port long-term care homes in need of staffing support;
• establishing local COVID-19 tables to bring together and strengthen relationships across sectors, including long-term care;
• collaborating across sectors to develop evacuation plans to support the rapid and safe transfer of patients in the event of a large-scale outbreak in long-term care homes;
• establishing regional warehouses to coordinate the supply of personal protective equipment across sectors, including long-term care;
• providing support to ascertain critical staffing needs and access to necessary supports and associated training for long-term care staff;
• expediting the implementation of virtual care initiatives for long-term care (and other sectors);
• transitioning to virtual and phone appointments for those discharged from the Emergency Department or inpatient units, and referrals from the community (general practitioner) and long-term homes; and
• transitioning hospital Emergency Department visits to virtual visits for patients from long-term care homes who present with certain conditions.

Michael Garron Hospital in Toronto is part of an Ontario Health Team and worked with several long-term care homes in its catchment area. Dr. Jeff Powis, Medical Director of Infection Prevention and Control at Michael Garron, described the impact the hospital’s focus on the broader community had in his approach to the pandemic:

[O]ur vision was to build health and build community. And so we wanted to do the right thing for our community. And that at times led to challenging decisions where we had to weigh what was right for our hospital versus what was right for our community. Often those things aligned, but we needed to ensure what we did was the right thing for the community ... as an infection prevention and control expert, whose major focus before this was on the space inside my four walls, that gave me the power and motivation to actually start thinking about my community as my focus.
The staff at Michael Garron Hospital leveraged the pre-existing relationship between its Nurse-Led Outreach Team and long-term care homes to foster a relationship of trust, collaboration and support with the homes. Through this relationship-building, the hospital was able to identify gaps in personal protective equipment availability and IPAC knowledge and expertise. Their support to the long-term care homes included going into the homes themselves. According to Philip Anthony, the hospital’s COVID-19 Outreach Lead: “[y]ou can’t do IPAC from 50,000 feet. You can’t coordinate it through a Zoom call or by over the phone. You must be present because over and over again, we heard ‘Yeah, everything’s fine; everything’s fine.’”

Through perseverance and patience, the hospital was able to help the homes without a management agreement. Hospital staff reported that the homes they worked with were better prepared for the second wave.

The work carried out by the staff at Michael Garron Hospital in partnership with long-term care homes shows how the goals of the Ontario Health Team model, including the coordination of service providers, and the development of relationships of trust, collaboration and support can make a difference in the time of a crisis.

North York General Hospital, also a member of an Ontario Health Team, pointed to its OHT network as being vital to the help it has provided to long-term care homes throughout the pandemic. The hospital support included the creation of the SWAT team mentioned above.

The experience of the COVID-19 pandemic has shown the value of partnerships and collaboration in providing support to long-term care homes. As a result of the Ontario Health Teams’ work during the pandemic, the OHT implementation plan was refined to include amendments to the application process. Applicants are now encouraged to engage public health and congregate care settings (including long-term care homes), support regional responses to COVID-19, and deliver the entire continuum of care for their patient populations.
Summary
Much of what the Commission heard during this investigation focused on the pre-existing challenges in the long-term care sector that enabled a tragedy to unfold in a number of homes. Many of these challenges continue to exist. However, the examples discussed above clearly demonstrate that good practices and leaders who understand their role and accountabilities can be found in this sector. As the system moves forward in addressing challenges, it can learn from these excellent examples. The investigation has also revealed the value of partnerships and collaborations among different health care providers. These collaborations must be fostered, and the government should proceed with a sense of urgency in getting them up and running. Given the experience of long-term care homes during the pandemic, it is vital that these homes be integrated into the broader health system. Being part of an Ontario Health Team should not be optional for long-term care homes.

Emerging Practices and Innovative Ideas
During its investigation, the Commission heard about emerging practices, projects and models that could help to improve the health and quality of life of older Ontarians. The Commission was told about these ideas by a wide range of stakeholders including academics, advocacy groups, and leaders in the long-term care industry, as well as residents, families and staff. It is clear that there are many individuals and groups who are committed to improving the lives of Ontario’s seniors. Some of the emerging practices and innovations that were shared with the Commission are included below.
Nurse Practitioners in Long-Term Care Homes

Nurse practitioners (NPs) are advanced practice nurses who have extensive experience and graduate-level education. NPs working in long-term care homes are able to assess, diagnose and treat residents living with chronic conditions; deal with episodic acute challenges; and prescribe drugs as well as other treatments. They also mentor staff and engage with residents and family for care planning and decision-making.

The importance of nurse practitioners to the long-term care sector has been discussed earlier in this report. Currently, they are connected to homes in two different ways. First, some are part of Nurse-Led Outreach Teams. The purpose of these teams is to build capacity in long-term care homes by providing clinical support and education to staff and enhanced standards of assessment for residents. Another goal of these teams is to minimize the transfer of residents to hospital by providing care in the long-term care home.

The Commission learned that Nurse-Led Outreach Teams provided on-the-ground support during the COVID-19 crisis, including education around transmission, how to prevent spread, how to isolate and cohort, and how to properly use personal protective equipment.

Second, several nurse practitioners act as Attending NPs in long-term care homes. The government launched the Attending Nurse Practitioner Program in 2014. At the time, the commitment was to employ 75 NPs in publicly funded long-term care homes. To date, 60 of these positions are filled. Attending NPs provide training and coaching for the nursing staff, direct resident support, family communications, clinical management, and palliative and end-of-life care. They can also provide medical assistance in dying.

The Long-Term Care Staffing Study that the government carried out following the Public Inquiry into the Safety and Security of Residents in the Long-Term Care Homes System (the Gillese Inquiry), and which was released in summer 2020, spoke approvingly of the use of nurse practitioners in long-term care homes:
Some long-term care homes have implemented a NP model to support clinical leadership in long-term care homes. A NP augments the clinical leadership present in a home and may provide an effective link with the Medical Director who is typically less physically present in the home, especially when the NP has expertise in geriatric medicine. NPs support education and coaching of the clinical team as well as providing direct care. They can also assist with medication management, reduction in polypharmacy, and have been associated with the reduction in need to transfer residents to hospital, reducing hospital costs and improving the resident experience. We recommend the ministry move forward with phase three of the Attending Nurse Practitioners Program in long-term care homes and consider opportunities for further expansion.

The Commission heard that long-term care homes with nurse practitioners were able to manage the pandemic better than homes that did not employ them. A doctor who treated residents in long-term care during the pandemic spoke of the value of having nurse practitioners provide core care:

> There were a number of facilities that had nurse practitioners on site, and ... they're excellent. They don’t have a large number of people that they follow. They focus on them. They do spend a lot of time at the bedside. And they're just as capable of doing the core care ... that these patients require as a physician would be. And it really helps you deliver on this really important point that I’m trying to convey, which is boots on the ground.

A recent study conducted by Dr. Katherine McGilton, a senior scientist at the University Health Network, along with a number of her colleagues, examined the role and responsibilities of nurse practitioners during the pandemic. The study found that NPs improved the care of residents during the pandemic in four ways:

1. Containing the spread of COVID-19 by acting as a conduit between management and staff to communicate and implement the evolving
COVID-19 recommendations, and by providing training and coaching on the appropriate use of personal protective equipment.

2. By independently providing— for homes with limited or no on-site access to a Medical Director—clinical care to critically ill residents; by working on advance care planning; and by discussing goals of care and ensuring appropriate end-of-life care. One nurse practitioner interviewed in the study stated: “I was evaluating every single resident. And the doctors stopped coming in, so I was essentially their eyes and ears. As soon as I saw someone starting [to] declin[e], I would call the families, start having the comfort care discussion, asking about what level of care we are doing.”

3. By providing support to staff and families.

4. By acting as the link between different health care providers. Nurse practitioners collaborate with long-term care homes and acute care on creating policies, strategies and algorithms to establish links between the long-term care homes, acute care hospitals and Emergency Departments. The study states: “NPs described developing unique solutions with LTCH managers and external partners and many NPs expressed hope in maintaining these relationships post pandemic.”

There are significant benefits to having a nurse practitioner in long-term care homes. The Ontario Nurses’ Association, the Registered Nurses’ Association of Ontario, and the Nurse Practitioners’ Association of Ontario all spoke in favour of expanding the Attending Nurse Practitioner Program. Both the Ontario Nurses’ Association and the Registered Nurses’ Association of Ontario were of the view that the appropriate ratio would be one nurse practitioner for every 120 residents. The Commission adopts this ratio and urges that the presence of nurse practitioners in long-term care homes be expanded.
Improved Palliative and End-of-Life Care

The Commission heard that the average length of stay for a resident in long-term care is two years, and most remain there until the end of life. Even though it is evident that palliative and end-of-life care should be essential in long-term care homes, the Commission heard that the provision of these aspects of care is, in many homes, inadequate. The pandemic revealed the weaknesses of the palliative and end-of-life care provided in a number of homes. The Commission heard about many residents who died frightened, alone and in pain. A robust palliative and end-of-life care program could have helped avoid this tragic situation.

The Commission heard that it was challenging, pre-pandemic, to provide good-quality palliative and end-of-life care in long-term care homes. Dr. Amit Arya, a palliative care specialist, noted:

Many of these residents would benefit from a palliative care approach, really, at the beginning, which doesn’t mean end-of-life care, but it means integrating sort of a focus on symptom management and having early and frequent goals of care discussions with the resident, along with their substitute decision-maker, which is usually their family or family members.

In its submission to the Commission, Hospice Palliative Care Ontario (HPCO) cited a 2018 report from the Canadian Institute for Health Information. That report, “Access to Palliative Care in Canada,” found that among residents who died in long-term care in 2016 and 2017, only 6 per cent were recorded as having received palliative care in the last year of life. The report noted that many of the remaining 94 per cent likely did receive care that was palliative, despite it not being recorded, simply because most long-term care facilities consider end-of-life care to be a vital part of their practice. The report identified some barriers to palliative care delivery, including the lack of multidisciplinary skills, knowledge and assessment, and the lack of tools required to provide specialized palliative care services.
In its presentation to the Commission, the Advocacy Centre for the Elderly provided greater detail regarding the state of palliative care in long-term care homes and its impact during the pandemic:

Long-term care homes don't do palliative care well. They don’t have ... doctors in the homes. They’re not nimble enough, they don’t have access to the kind of medications. They don’t do IVs, generally. ... People were being kept in the home, and were subject to a lot of pain and suffering at the end of their lives which should not have occurred.

The Ontario Palliative Care Network developed the Palliative Care Health Services Delivery Framework to improve access to end-of-life care in the community, including in long-term care. In its submission, HPCO noted that, notwithstanding the existence of this framework, there was a “disconnect between policies and practice on the ground.” This became painfully obvious during the pandemic, as was noted in the report submitted to the provincial government by the Canadian Armed Forces after they were called in to assist homes in crisis. One palliative care doctor described it as a “humanitarian disaster.” Nurses, physicians and long-term care Administrators echoed these sentiments in HPCO-hosted forums.

HPCO further noted that “while improved access to palliative care may not have had an impact on the death rate from COVID-19, dying without appropriate pain and symptom management deprived them of comfort and quality of life in their final days.”

Kensington Health provides both long-term care and hospice services. Representatives talked with the Commission about the value of the support they receive from their hospice team to provide good palliative and end-of-life care to the residents in their long-term care home:

We're fortunate because we have palliative care physicians next door at our hospice. Our doctors can phone a physician and say, “I’m having issues with a complex person in end of life. Can you help.” They may come over, have a look at the person, recommend some different types of
medications and make it [a] much more comfortable end of life for those folks that are dying.

In addition to receiving support from its hospice, Kensington Health works closely with the palliative care doctors at Princess Margaret Hospital.

The Commission also heard that greater integration with community-based palliative care teams, and a designated on-site palliative care lead, would improve palliative and end-of-life care in long-term care homes. For example, the Ottawa and Champlain Regional Palliative Care Team, which comprises 13 nurse practitioners and advanced practice nurses, supports palliative and end-of-life care in the community and in long-term care homes. One doctor described this team’s work as making a “night-and-day difference” in providing palliative and end-of-life care.

As noted, many long-term care residents are very ill and spend the remainder of their lives in their long-term care home. For these reasons, it is imperative that homes develop the capacity and expertise to deliver excellent palliative and end-of-life care.

**Person-Centred Models of Care**

> It is possible to operate a home that meets the medical needs of vulnerable adults while also enabling them to flourish and reach their potential no matter what stage in life.
> –Moira Welsh, journalist and author

The Commission heard from several groups that have been advocating for models of care associated with the “culture change” movement. This movement promotes person-centred or resident-focused care. Models of care associated with the culture change movement are guided by a number of principles. For example:
• Care is directed by the needs of the resident to the greatest degree possible.
• Units are small (10 to 15 residents) and feel like a home rather than an institution.
• Meals are prepared in the units, and residents have access to the kitchen and assist with meal preparation.
• Routines in the home are organized to foster close relationships between staff, residents and family. This requires having dedicated staff within each unit.
• Staff are empowered so that they can respond appropriately to residents’ needs.
• The organizational structure is flat, with participatory management systems encouraged.
• Processes are put in place to enable continuous assessment and quality improvement.

In 2019, the City of Toronto asked Dr. Pat Armstrong to analyze the models associated with the culture change movement. Dr. Armstrong is a professor at York University and the principal investigator of the Reimagining Long-term Residential Care project, which launched in 2011 and has produced numerous publications relating to long-term care in Canada and other countries. Dr. Armstrong and her team looked at such culture change models as the Butterfly Home, Green House, Wellspring, and Eden Alternative.

 Though the team identified methodological challenges in assessing these models of care, they noted that, overall, the research provides support for the ability of culture change models to influence the quality of life and care. This finding was based on the use of measures such as staff turnover and work absences, and on improvement in standard care indicators such as the presence of pressure ulcers. Dr. Armstrong and her team concluded that the evidence supports a “strategy to learn from all the models, adapting promising practices to specific homes and their populations.”

Moira Welsh, an investigative journalist with The Toronto Star, was invited to meet with the Commissioners. Ms. Welsh has reported extensively
on long-term care in the province and is the author of *Happily Ever Older: Revolutionary Approaches to Long-Term Care*. Regarding models that focus on person-centred care, Ms. Welsh observed:

> These ideas have a shared DNA, mostly focused on kindness, which is unique – what is unique and very interesting is the way that each home does it differently and what is telling is the need to stay on it with focus. The leaders I met are constantly working to uphold their philosophies so the home doesn’t slip back into old ways.

The Commission heard considerable detail about the development of Butterfly Homes in Ontario from Jill Knowlton, Chief Operating Officer of Primacare Living Solutions (a private, for-profit long-term care home provider), and Mary Connell, a registered nurse and dementia advisor for the Region of Peel. Both Peel Region and Primacare Living Solutions have transitioned traditional long-term care homes into Butterfly Homes.

This transformation involves both a change to the layout of the home and a change-management exercise to help staff and management transition to resident-focused care.

The Butterfly Model, developed by Dr. David Sheard, is premised on the belief that “for people experiencing dementia, feelings matter most, that emotional intelligence is the core competency” and that “people living with a dementia can thrive well in a nurturing environment where those living and working together know how to ‘be’ person centered together.”

**Impact of person-centred care models on residents**

Ms. Knowlton and Ms. Connell told the Commission that they have observed many benefits to residents who reside in their Butterfly Homes. These include:

- reduction in pain;
- reduction in the use of antipsychotic medication use by greater than 50 per cent;
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• dramatic reduction in responsive behaviours (they reported no responsive behaviours);
• increased social engagement;
• no weight loss and no use of nutritional supplements; and
• increased family satisfaction.

Ms. Knowlton and Ms. Connell’s observations are consistent with a study of two Butterfly Homes in Alberta and research into the Green House, another person-centred care model. The research into both of these models reveal residents had an improved quality of life. The research also found improved satisfaction from the residents’ families.

With respect to infection prevention and control, Ms. Knowlton noted:

Residents are dedicated as part of the family to their households, and staff are part of that family ... [E]ven within the home, they are not moved ...
And so we don’t just look at staff as a pair of hands to shift over here when we’re short or move over here. You are part of that family, and you stay in that family. And under IPAC, what’s a term that we know? We know the term “cohort.” What is a cohort? Cohort is your family, is your household ...
So staff is dedicated to the household or the cohort. The ability to close off households ... you can compartmentalize ... You’ve got a small group of staff and residents. That’s not being spread and moved throughout the home.

Ms. Knowlton and Ms. Connell advised that, at the time of their presentation, there were only two cases of COVID-19 in their homes and no deaths. This is in line with recent research showing a lower incidence of and mortality from COVID-19 in Green House and other small nursing home models.

**Impact of person-centred care models on staff**
Models that encompass the tenets of the culture change movement contain within them several features that are meant to support greater employee engagement, including:
• fostering close relationships between staff, residents and families (this requires reducing staff turnover and assigning staff to one group of residents);
• empowering staff so they can respond appropriately to residents’ needs; and
• embracing collaborative decision-making, which requires less hierarchy, participatory management and giving staff such as personal support workers some decision-making authority.

The Commission was told that staff in the Butterfly Homes operated by Primacare and Peel Region are able to provide better care to residents because they use a universal-care-provider approach. Ms. Knowlton described this as an approach in which “dietary aides, housekeepers, recreation, physio aides, PSWs, nurses are all considered part of the home action team and all have equal weight on that team … So we actually exceed a 1 [staff] to 5 [residents] ratio.”

Ms. Knowlton and Ms. Connell spoke about how this shift in approach encourages staff to view themselves as part of a household and a family. This model has led to decreased absenteeism, staff injury and turnover in the Butterfly Homes they have developed.

**Cost and implementation challenges of the Butterfly Model**

Ms. Knowlton advised that she is able to run a Butterfly Home at no additional cost. Her assertion is consistent with a study, carried out in 2011, that concluded that while the capital cost of developing a smaller and resident-focused Green House is higher than traditionally designed nursing homes, the cost of operating this type of home is nonetheless similar.

Ms. Knowlton and Ms. Connell advised that implementing the Butterfly Model involved a robust change in management strategy that required “buy-in” from everyone involved – especially from leadership. As Ms. Welsh noted in her presentation, the retirement and long-term care homes and communities she visited when writing her book exist because they “had motivated leaders, and without that personal motivation, change is unlikely to succeed.”
These observations are in line with the conclusions of a 2013 U.S. study examining the characteristics of homes that implement a culture change model. The study noted that the implementation requires significant investment, vision and stable and competent leadership.

**Infrastructure Design That Improves Infection Control and Quality of Life**

With community-spread viruses, where you get into most trouble with transmission are congregate living settings, okay? Places where you crowd people together, where they have a lot of contact with each other ... in crowded living settings, you not only get more transmission, but you get the potential for amplification that you don’t see in other settings where people go home, are separated.

–Dr. Allison McGeer, infectious disease consultant, Sinai Health System

The infrastructure and layout of a long-term care home is an important factor in preventing the spread of infection. The Commission met with Dr. Nathan Stall, a geriatrician at Mount Sinai Hospital in Toronto. One of the issues he addressed was the relationship between a home’s infrastructure and the spread of COVID-19.

In a study completed in August 2020, Dr. Stall and his colleagues found that highly crowded homes had a significantly increased risk of COVID-19 incidents and mortality.

As detailed elsewhere in this report, the Commission heard that older design standards, which allowed for ward-style rooms with three or four beds and shared bathrooms, were associated with an increased spread of COVID-19 within homes in outbreak and, as a result, more COVID-related resident deaths.

While the approach taken by Hong Kong, described above, proves that it was possible to contain the spread of COVID-19 even in crowded homes, other innovative design ideas may achieve the same result and improve quality of life.
The Commission met with Dr. Diana Anderson – a geriatric specialist and architect – and Ansar Ahmed, an engineer. Dr. Anderson is currently a fellow in geriatric neurology at the VA Boston Health Care System. Both Dr. Anderson and Mr. Ahmed are principals at Jacobs, a technical professional services firm. Dr. Anderson and Mr. Ahmed spoke about the importance of design and the built environment as an element of care. They pointed to research showing that planning and architecture are key determinants of health. They advocate for “empathic” design, which focuses the design processes from the perspective of the end-user.

Jacobs recently convened a roundtable with academics, service providers, health system leaders, clinicians and designers to consider responses to a number of challenging issues related to delivering care in long-term care homes. The resulting submission to the government states:

The built environment is an instrumental therapeutic component of the healthcare experience; while architecture appears passive, in reality it has a strong active dimension as it can inhibit or promote certain behaviours which strongly influence the overall healthcare experience.

While infectious outbreaks are known to occur in these settings with medically complex residents and frequent staff throughout, transforming LTC homes into more clinical and institutional environments is likely a reactive approach to the current pandemic and we urge caution in this area. Alternatively, a proactive framework is recommended whereby the focus is to make these environments more resilient overall, ensuring they do not lose the limited characteristics of home, while also strengthening their ability to manage emergency preparedness.

Dr. Anderson noted that the “built environment” can handle infection control through the segregation and decentralization of space, by controlling the flow of people through the space, and by making sure that staff can be segregated: “Staff flow is different from patient flow is different from caregiver flow. Those are all design problems that we can sort out.”
Other elements of design – such as windows, acoustics, lighting and where a room is located on the floor – can also improve health outcomes, as can germ-killing surface materials (e.g., copper alloy).

In a recent article, Dr. Anderson and a number of her colleagues pointed to evidence that homes employing a person-centred care model – with self-contained units, a smaller number of residents, single rooms and dedicated staff – may improve infection control and quality of life for residents and staff. They tied the risk of COVID-19 spread to the number of staff and visitors accessing a single building, staff movement between multiple residents’ rooms, and singular high-traffic communal areas such as dining rooms or living spaces. A recent study specifically examined the performance of smaller nursing homes such as the Green House and Butterfly models during COVID-19. The study found that these models had fewer COVID-19 cases and deaths.

Effective long-term care design does not look at the building in isolation. Rather, the environment around the building is equally important and includes the following design considerations:

- Access to transitional space, such as porches, alcoves and seating, which allows a view of the streetscape. As Dr. Anderson noted in her presentation: “So this idea of companionship [is] facilitated by this material context, the places and porches. The concept of the porch is something that I think we’ve lost over the years. Allowing the elderly to touch the world beyond. I think that’s a powerful concept.”
- Space to exercise, access to nature, and exposure to sun and fresh air. These are important both to infection control and quality of life: “The outdoors can boost beneficial vitamin D for residents and provide an environment that is inhospitable to pathogens through reduced moisture, UV light and the diluting effects of fresh air and air movement.”
- Proximity of the home to a person’s home community.
- The integration of the home with health and social care, and emergency services.
• Design that promotes walkability and activity to promote safe exercise and socialization.

Schlegel Villages is a family-owned mission-driven for-profit company that builds and operates long-term care and retirement homes. Its model is an example of integrating long-term care homes with outdoor space and the broader community, including access to medical and community services.

James Schlegel, Chief Executive Officer of Schlegel Villages, met with the Commission. He described the village main street and town square design that is part of their model as the “social spine” of the village. The design also incorporates outdoor patios and landscaping to encourage people to spend time outdoors. The square is the central gathering place, and it helps to connect the residents of the village and the people in the surrounding community:

So it’s very much a social model designed to ... encourage socialization, social connectedness of our residents. We find that ... the biggest deficit that our residents have when they come to us is disengagement with life. ... So this design is really intended to reconnect, reengage our residents in life and create opportunities for them to meet new friends, to learn new things, to contribute, to pursue their passions, all those things that make life worth living for. We happen to also provide a lot of care which supports people ... in pursuing that objective, so very much a social model.

... it’s also very much a hub model. ... So we incorporate things like our health centres right on to our main street ... satellite family health teams whose physicians provide a medical service to our residents, but they also have typically all ages practices. So young mom and her kids can come to the doctor’s office. They happen to come to the local retirement home, and they happen to wait on main street to see the doctor, and they might bump into a resident and strike up a conversation. But it’s ... a way of not only providing medical services that are more effective, we think, for our residents, but also brings the community into our village and connects our residents with the outside community.
The Commission heard from many sources that it would be a mistake for the government to respond to the demand for long-term care by building more of the same types of homes that currently dominate the sector. In his recent book, *Neglected No More: The Urgent Need to Improve the Lives of Canada’s Elders in the Wake of a Pandemic*, André Picard echoed what the Commission heard from many sources:

What needs to replace many of our large decrepit institutions are smaller, more home-like facilities that are built to the needs of residents. ... Dragging the infrastructure and architecture into the twenty-first century won’t happen quickly, and it won’t be cheap, but it is essential. In the interim, we can reorganize to make existing facilities more user-friendly; with some effort, we can still provide pretty good care in big old buildings. ... As we upgrade and replace long-term care homes, the following elements must all become standard: private or semi-private rooms and bathrooms, homey communal spaces, ready access to the outdoors, air conditioning, non-slip floors, laundry and cleaning services, and in-house food. As well, nursing homes should be an integral part of the community, not hidden away.

The innovations in person-centred care and infrastructure design described above are examples of emerging ideas that can improve the health and safety of residents and their quality of life. As the province moves to address the demand for beds in long-term care homes, it should create incentives so that those who develop and build these homes incorporate innovative care and design models that will improve infection control and quality of life.

**Summary**

In the final report of the Gillese Inquiry, the Honourable Justice Eileen E. Gillese observed a commitment to innovation in the long-term care sector:

... many stakeholders in the LTC system have been actively pursuing innovations and new technologies to support excellence in the delivery of
resident care. This is important because innovation and technology have
the potential to save time and costs, reduce human error, lead to improved
resident outcomes, and provide oversight.

The information the Commission has heard from a wide variety of stake-
holders confirms Justice Gillese’s view that there are emerging practices and
innovations that can address the problems plaguing long-term care. The pan-
demic has made it abundantly clear that those in charge of long-term care
homes in this province can wait no longer to make these improvements. It is
time for the government to leverage the creativity and innovation that already
exists in the sector to ensure that residents in long-term care homes can live
safely and with dignity.

### Expanding Home Care Options

The high concentration of fatalities coupled with isolation among
residents has led some to call for [reimagining] elder-care homes, while
others have argued for abolishing these facilities and instead investing in
community-based alternatives. These two opposing viewpoints represent
a false dichotomy in the care of older adults. Improving long-term care in a
post-pandemic world will require increased investment in community-based
care while also changing the nature and scale of elder-care homes.

—David C. Grabowski, “The Future of Long-Term Care Requires Investment in Both
Facility- and Home-Based Services”

Many older Ontarians and their families require a level of care that can
only be delivered in a long-term care home. However, the Commission has
also learned that a significant number of individuals who currently live in
long-term care homes or are in an Alternative Level of Care (ALC) bed in a
hospital, awaiting placement in a long-term care home, could be cared for at
home with the right supports.
During its investigation, the Commission heard that older Ontarians living in their own homes were safer during the pandemic; significantly fewer of them were exposed to or died from COVID-19. However, home care is a limited option for those who do not have the means to pay for it privately.

The provision of home care is governed by the *Home Care and Community Services Act, 1994*, as well as by contracts that local health integration networks have entered into with service providers such as Bayshore Healthcare, Saint Elizabeth (SE) Health and Victorian Order of Nurses (VON) Canada. (As of the time of writing, the government was transitioning the responsibilities held by the local health integration networks to Ontario Health. This transition is discussed in greater detail in appendix B.) People receiving care at home may have significant and complex health needs. However, the capacity to deliver these services is limited as a result of the limited government spending on home care. It is worth noting that Canada has one of the lowest levels of spending on home care among countries belonging to the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development. Canada spends $6 on long-term care homes for every $1 spent on home care. By contrast, countries that are known for high life satisfaction among seniors spend more on home than institutional care.

What follows here is a discussion of existing home care practices in Ontario and options for expanding them. The Commission is not suggesting that home care is a panacea to the problems plaguing the long-term care sector. The majority of residents in long-term care homes need to be there, and it is imperative that the province improves the care they receive. There is, however, a place for properly resourced and supported care, in the spectrum of supports and services, for those residents who could live at home but cannot due to the inadequacies of the current home care system.

There are several factors that support a greater investment in home care.

**Aging at Home Is Desirable, Feasible and Safer for Many**

The vast majority of Canadians want to age at home. In a report entitled “Ageing Well,” the COVID-19 Health Policy Working Group at the School of Policy Studies, Queen’s University, pointed to a survey that outlined the
biggest reasons that older Ontarians want to age in place. They included convenience of location, emotional attachment, and feelings of safety and independence.

In addition, according to a recent analysis by the Canadian Institute for Health Information of data from 2018–19, about one in nine newly admitted residents in long-term care homes potentially could have been cared for at home. These people may end up in long-term care simply because they cannot afford adequate home care.

The Commission also heard that people were at greater risk of infection if they lived in a congregate setting. Accordingly, people were safer in their homes during the pandemic. In its submission to the Commission, the Home Care 2020 group comprised of Bayshore Healthcare, Saint Elizabeth Health and VON Canada cited data from Ontario Public Health indicating that the infection rates of home care workers were very low (0.01–0.2 per cent) compared to the infection rate of staff in long-term care homes (30 per cent).

Home and Community Services Are Flexible and Adaptable
The authors of the “Ageing Well” report noted that seniors require four primary types of support. The current home-care model prioritizes care to address physical and mental limitations, while the other three supports – for housing, lifestyle and social needs – are not adequately addressed.

During its investigation, the Commission learned about several existing and proposed models for the care of the elderly in their homes and their communities that provide all four types of primary support.

For example, the Commission heard about Naturally Occurring Retirement Communities, or NORCs. A NORC is a housing development that is not specifically planned for older people but, over time, becomes inhabited primarily by older people. NORCs located in supportive neighbourhoods, and with access to integrated services, have been successful in allowing older people to age in place for a longer time. One of the NORCs featured in the “Ageing Well” report is the Oasis Community in Kingston. A group of older adults living in one building in the city established Oasis after successfully
lobbying the regional government to provide annual funds for a number of supportive services to the building’s residents. It is described in the report as follows:

Oasis serves about 60 seniors who live independently, with some supports in place such as catered and communal meals three times a week, exercise programs, social events, on-site support workers, movies and art classes, skill sharing, and projects to support the broader community. An on-site coordinator supports Oasis programs and helps members navigate community supports to meet changing needs and abilities. According to a case study report by the University Health Network, residents have testified that “the program has been instrumental in helping manage their own personal chronic illness, as well as providing invaluable support for caregivers managing their loved one with dementia.” In fact, the 12 original Oasis residents eligible for an LTC-home refused to enter these homes and stayed in Oasis as a direct result of the program’s benefits to their health and lives.

The Commission also met with Mathieu Fleury, an Ottawa city councillor who spoke about two models of support for groups of community-living older Ontarians. Ottawa Community Housing hosts a provincial program called “Aging in Place” in several of its seniors’ apartment buildings. The program coordinates a number of supports including homemaking services, transportation, nursing visits, personal care and crisis intervention.

Councillor Fleury also referred to the Carlington Health Hub, a development that received funds from the City of Ottawa to build affordable housing with integrated health and social supports for older adults. According to the architects who designed it, the Carlington Health Hub will provide:

Affordable rental housing for seniors, [which] includes 42 independent living rental apartment suites on the upper three floors of the new building. Amenity features provided in the building are communal laundry room lounges, brightly-lit wide stairwells to encourage stair use, a roof-top patio
with community garden plots, a community room for large gatherings and walking paths around the property with ample trees and benches. This phase of the project is now complete.

The next phase of the project includes the relocation of the CCHC [Carlington Community Health Centre] medical clinic to the ground floor of the addition, with an interior connection to the existing facility. This also includes the renovation of the existing building for other community health care programs.

The Commission also received a submission from the University Health Network OpenLab. The lab brings together clinicians, patients, researchers, designers and policymakers to develop solutions to health and social issues. In its submission, entitled Vertical Aging: The Future of Aging in Place in Urban Canada, OpenLab has developed two to three potential innovations that can “unlock the potential of NORCs.” These innovations include:

- **Digital Neighbour Network**: a peer-to-peer platform that expands informal supports for seniors.
- **Connected Care Hub**: a hybrid model of on-site and virtual supports to deliver place-based services, augmented by virtual technology and telehealth services.
- **Social Spaces**: retrofitting of high-rise buildings to encourage more social engagement.

There is no shortage of creativity and innovation that the government can draw on in addressing the challenges in the province’s long-term care sector. As the province begins the work of fixing its long-term care homes, it should also explore programs and services not only in jurisdictions in Canada but also internationally.

For example, time and again the Commission was directed to Denmark as a leader in care of the elderly. Since the 1970s, Denmark has focused on prioritizing the independence of seniors and does not institutionalize old age. Denmark provides “reablement” programs, which have been described
as “teaching people the skills to stay at home or addressing the things that … may mitigate their progression of frailty or ageing.” Reablement services range from physical therapy following surgery to teaching an individual how to cook more nutritious meals. Danish municipalities also carry out free annual home visits for individuals over 75 to assess frailty or risk of frailty to determine who may benefit from a reablement program. Denmark has seen a decline in the use of institutional nursing homes over the last 30 years.

The Canadian Frailty Network – a research network that collaborates with industry, health care, academic, non-governmental organizations and private partners to improve the care of older adults living with frailty – led a contingent that directly observed Denmark’s approach to caring for this vulnerable population. In an article describing the contingent’s findings, the authors concluded:

Aging populations are a global phenomenon, and there are many people, care systems and nations working to address the care challenges posed by aging. It makes sense for Canada to learn from others. The visit to Denmark was one attempt to inform care changes in Canada. Correspondingly, there are many local innovations in Canada from which we can learn and that may be scaled to a provincial or national level. Most importantly, for knowledge to improve the lives of older people living with frailty, it must be implemented into practice. (emphasis added)

**Home Care Is Cost-Effective**

The Commission heard that home care is much less expensive than long-term care. The “Ageing Well” report cites research that put the cost of institutional care in 2014 at $60,200, while the cost of formal home care was $18,000.

The care services required to ensure better support at home will no doubt require additional investment, but it may continue to be more cost-effective than placing people who could be cared for at home in a long-term care home instead.

A member of the Ageing Well group compared the Oasis Community
described above to a similarly situated apartment building without the services Oasis provides. She found that those who lived in the Oasis-supported building required 50 per cent less home care service and that there was a median delay of admission into a long-term care home of one year.

**Improving Home and Community Care**

Seniors with financial resources can usually put together the housing and support services required to enable them to age at home. Those with modest means, however, do not have adequate access to these services. A further complication is that limited funding has resulted in a rationing of services and long waitlists to receive them. This unfortunate situation can drive those with limited means to the waitlist for admission to long-term care homes. In addition, the current model of home care does not address the breadth and diversity of the needs of older Ontarians, which further drives admission to long-term care homes.

The Commission has heard that home care providers are calling for a modification in how these services are paid for. Home Care 2020 advocated for a relational funding model that moves “from per-visit funding to fund bundles of services that encompass a range of nursing and personal support services, provided over a period of time.” An example of this type of model has been proposed by SE Health, which is currently working in partnership with other home care leaders, clinicians, point-of-care staff, patients and families to codesign “life-care” packages that would provide access to more than 65 different types of services anchored by home care.

The challenges around home care in Ontario go beyond funding. In a report titled “Ageism is Killing Older Adults,” Seniors for Social Action Ontario describes the lack of home and community-based care in this way:

> Historically government has not responded to older people's calls to be able to stay home should they develop health problems or disabilities. The province’s home care system continues to be an underfunded shambles of poorly coordinated and unreliable care with a laughably small number of
home care hours available to those who need assistance. It has never been an alternative to being placed in an institution.

The Commission believes that there is a role for a robust home care program in supporting seniors and keeping them safe in the community. As discussed above, there are a number of benefits to home care, as well as sound economic reasons for investing in it. Remaining at home is also what many people want. It is important to note, however, that improving access to home care is not a replacement for the work required to improve long-term care homes. Even though one out of nine residents living in long-term care homes could remain in their homes with the right supports, the remaining eight need the level of care provided in a long-term care home. As noted above, long-term care and home care are not mutually exclusive; rather, there needs to be an array of options that provide the right services at the right time, and a better ability for all system actors to work together to ensure seamless transitions.

Conclusion

The conclusion of the report on Denmark discussed above echoes what the Commission heard from many who made presentations or prepared written submissions: it is time to stop studying the problems with long-term care and begin implementing comprehensive change. As André Picard noted in his book:

Since the advent of medicare, there have been at least 150 inquiries, parliamentary hearings, task forces and commissioned reports on the sad state of long-term care, home care and eldercare, not to mention media exposés, academic work and cris de coeur from families. And yet very few of the recommendations ever get implemented. The result is neglect by institutional indifference … for which elders have paid a heavy price,
before and during the pandemic. ... The most pointed message to take from the carnage wrought by the pandemic is that we need to stop wringing our hands and start implementing reforms in earnest.

The information in this chapter indicates that there exists among stakeholders in the long-term care system the leadership, creativity and capacity to innovate. It is well past time for the government and other leaders in the system to build on these pillars. It is time to tackle the challenges that exist in delivering care to older Ontarians, and to commit to keeping them safe and improving their quality of life.
Recommendations

The best time to change course to address better the wellbeing of seniors was many years ago. The second-best time is right now.

—Ageing Well

This Commission was struck by the province to address the government’s “need for an expedited process to review the spread of COVID-19 in Ontario’s long-term care homes.”

In response to the severe crisis in long-term care, the Commission released two sets of interim recommendations over the course of its investigation. The first set, released on October 23, 2020, focused on the urgent need for additional long-term care home staff, increased direct resident care, and a strengthening of health sector support and collaboration for long-term care homes. The second set, released on December 4, 2020, addressed three further factors to reduce risk and enhance resident quality of care: effective leadership and accountability, the expansion and improvement of performance indicators, and the reintroduction of comprehensive annual inspections and improvement of enforcement. The interim recommendations are included in this report as appendix A.

The Commission’s final recommendations build on and supplement the matters identified in its interim recommendations to address significant shortcomings in the long-term care system. As discussed in the first three chapters of this report, these shortcomings have plagued the sector for years. When
COVID-19 hit Ontario, they exacerbated the pandemic’s terrible impact on the vulnerable long-term care resident population and on those who care for them. The sector’s future must be grounded in respect, dignity, compassion and kindness for the people who live and work in long-term care.

Some of the Commissioners’ recommendations have been included in previous chapters of this report, but all final recommendations are set out here in full. These recommendations may require additional funding, legislative or regulatory amendments, and will certainly require consideration of other supporting actions by government actors and long-term care homes. To the extent that more is needed to implement or support these recommendations, the Commission expects those supports to be provided as necessary.

Pandemic Preparedness

To ensure that residents are not exposed to unnecessary risks stemming from the spread of infectious diseases, the recommendations that follow seek to address shortcomings in pandemic preparedness on the part of the province and long-term care homes. Pandemic preparedness is a crucial part of safeguarding against such devastation ever happening again.

Precautionary Principle

In 1997, the report of the Commission of Inquiry on the Blood System in Canada described the precautionary principle as follows:

Where there is reasonable evidence of an impending threat to public health, it is inappropriate to require proof of causation beyond a reasonable doubt before taking steps to avert the threat.

In 2006, the final report of the Independent Commission to Investigate the Introduction and Spread of Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome (SARS)
summarized this principle by stating that “reasonable action to reduce risk should not await scientific certainty.”

1 All pandemic plans in the province of Ontario that affect the long-term care sector's pandemic response must be guided by a proper appreciation and application of the precautionary principle.

2 This Commission repeats the SARS Commission Report's recommendation that the precautionary principle should “be expressly adopted as a guiding principle throughout Ontario's health, public and worker safety systems.” The COVID-19 crisis in long-term care homes has proven that the precautionary principle must also be expressly adopted as a guiding principle in Ontario's long-term care home system. This should be done by way of policy statement, by explicit reference in all relevant operational standards, directions, protocols and guidelines, and by way of inclusion (through preamble or otherwise) in relevant long-term care home and public health statutes including the Long-Term Care Homes Act, 2007, (LTCHA) and the Health Protection and Promotion Act. Specifically, Ontario Regulation 79/10 should be amended to require that the precautionary principle guide each long-term care home's infection prevention and control (IPAC) program, outbreak management system and written plan for responding to infectious disease outbreaks.

3 The pandemic response should be consistent with available scientific evidence and public health expert advice including from the Chief Medical Officer of Health and Public Health Ontario. Where long-term care homes, public health officials, health care providers, government officials, or anyone involved in directing the response of any of those entities departs from the evidence and/or public health expert advice in response to a public health
threat, a clear and public explanation should be provided for the departure.

4 The government should amend the Health Protection and Promotion Act to clarify that the Chief Medical Officer of Health has the authority to issue any comment, including public comment, without prior authorization.

Pandemic Plans
Ontario was not prepared to protect long-term care residents and staff in the event of an infectious disease pandemic, despite clear warnings from experts, public servants and the Auditor General in the years before COVID-19. Existing plans were out of date and untested, leaving homes more vulnerable to outbreaks than they ought to have been.

Pandemic planning is most effective when it is completed and tested before a public health emergency hits. The following recommendations prepare the province's long-term care sector for the next public health emergency.

Long-term care homes
The long-term care sector must respond to the lessons learned in this pandemic in order to prepare an effective response to future public health threats. These recommendations introduce specific pandemic plan requirements for long-term care homes.

5 The province must amend Ontario Regulation 79/10 to provide specific requirements for long-term care homes' mandatory written infectious disease outbreak plans. These requirements must include that the plan:
   a State the precautionary principle (“reasonable action to reduce risk should not await scientific certainty”) and explicitly require that the principle guide the plan's execution;
b Clearly identify who is responsible for coordinating the home’s outbreak response;

c Require regular, proactive, timely communication with residents and their families and loved ones, substitute decision-makers, essential caregivers, and any person designated by the resident or substitute decision-maker:
   i At the outset of any infectious disease outbreak;
   ii During an outbreak, including proactive updates regarding the status of the home in general and the health status of individual residents;
   iii Whenever new management is introduced; and
   iv In response to requests for information.

d Make provision for safe, in-person access to residents by essential caregivers;

e Provide for the facilitation of regular remote visits between residents and their families and loved ones during an outbreak;

f Include a strategy for predicting and responding to staffing shortages to ensure that the home is not left with a staffing crisis. This strategy should rely on resources available to the home through health care partners or Ontario Health Teams and minimize reliance on agency staff. This strategy should not only take into account the replacement of sick or absent staff members but also the increased care needs of residents during an outbreak. At the home level, redundancy should be built into the duties of key staff members such that if a key staff member is absent from the home during an outbreak due to illness, self-isolation or other factors, that critical role is not lost;

g Include a system that ensures the home maintains its pandemic stockpile of personal protective equipment (PPE) and other necessary items (discussed below) with sufficient supply to respond during an infectious disease outbreak;
h Include a plan to group residents to avoid the transmission of infectious disease (“cohorting”) with appropriate staffing for each cohort, and also include a plan for moving some residents to another site or sites (“decanting”) if cohorting measures are deemed unlikely to contain an outbreak. Agreements should be put in place in advance with the home’s health care partners to facilitate the cohorting and decanting plans, and those agreements should be reviewed and tested annually and updated as needed;

i Require the long-term care home to:
   i Continually assess and provide timely and complete information to the public health unit regarding the need for cohorting or decanting (where cohorting measures are unlikely to contain an outbreak); and
   ii Consult and coordinate with the public health unit on appropriate cohorting and decanting measures to implement.

j In the event that residents are confined to their rooms to minimize the spread of infectious disease, require the Medical Director to continually assess the impact of such confinement on the quality of care and quality of life of the residents and work with relevant health partners to make appropriate adjustments as necessary; and

k Require annual drilling and testing of the home’s plan for responding to infectious disease outbreaks. The long-term care home’s health partners, including but not limited to the public health unit and Ontario Health Team, should participate in the annual drills and tests. The results of the drills and tests should be reported to the Ministry of Long-Term Care and the public health unit as part of the compliance and inspection regime discussed below.
6 Long-term care home licensees should be required to post the home's infectious disease outbreak plan and any related plans to the home's website, and make this information publicly available in other formats as requested. The licensees should also post online and make available in other formats contact information for the home's Administrator and, in the case of homes owned by corporations, a contact person at the corporate level.

Provincial government
Long-term care homes cannot effectively plan for infectious disease outbreaks if provincial pandemic plans are not in place. These recommendations focus on the provincial planning required to protect residents and front-line staff.

7 The province must clearly define the respective roles of the Ministry of Health and the Ministry of Long-Term Care in addressing health emergencies, especially emergency planning with respect to long-term care, and update Order in Council 1157/2009 accordingly. The province must also ensure that the safety of long-term care residents is reflected in any provincial emergency plan.

8 The government must ensure that comprehensive pandemic plans anticipating various scenarios are developed, updated, tested, drilled and communicated at all levels (provincial, regional, municipal and in each long-term care home). The plans must include clearly defined and delineated roles and responsibilities and identify a clear and direct chain of command. In particular, the Ministry of Health and the Ministry of Long-Term Care must finalize a comprehensive all-hazards plan for the health care sector, including provisions for the long-term care sector. This plan must be made available to the public. The Chief Medical Officer of Health should be responsible for this plan and should report on it annually to the legislature.
Pandemic preparation and response in the province’s long-term care sector should be explicitly provided for in provincial, regional and local pandemic plans. Long-term care home licensees, management, front-line staff, residents and their loved ones should be consulted regarding the pandemic plan provisions affecting long-term care. The province must ensure that the pandemic plan provisions regarding long-term care:

a Include a strategy to address critical staff shortages in long-term care homes, including identifying where surge capacity or other resources may be required and deploying critical staff to long-term care homes in the event of staff shortages;

b Ensure that staff are supported so that they do not – for financial reasons – attend work while sick;

c Require timely on-site inspections of long-term care homes focused on ensuring that long-term care homes are properly implementing appropriate, proactive IPAC measures. This plan should prioritize homes at high risk of outbreak based on available information. This plan should include a scheme for supporting and supplementing the IPAC expertise available to the home through the IPAC Practitioner role discussed in more detail in Recommendation #24;

d Ensure that any surge in pandemic-related hospitalizations does not result in:
   i Shifting patients to already overburdened, under-resourced and understaffed long-term care homes; and
   ii The failure to transfer long-term care residents to hospital for care where necessary.

e Include arrangements to move long-term care residents to other facilities to avoid the spread of infectious disease if directed by the local medical officer of health or the Chief Medical Officer of Health;
Ensure the coordination and prioritization of all information, directives and guidance documents sent to the long-term care sector by all government sources during an emergency. A user-friendly, central repository of all such documents should be maintained in such a way that it is clear what information, directives and guidance documents are the most current so homes can easily identify the most up-to-date information and know what is required of them. When revised directives or guidance documents are issued, these should include a blackline version that highlights the changes.

The government’s pandemic plans must include strategies to ensure laboratory surge capacity sufficient to respond to a variety of challenges, both in terms of volume of testing and duration of increased laboratory demand. The laboratory surge capacity strategy should prioritize long-term care in accessing effective testing and timely, efficient reporting of testing results. This includes ensuring long-term care homes have the technological capacity to receive electronic medical test results.

The pandemic plans must include all provincial laboratory assets whether they are public or private, and all such assets should be advised of the terms of the plans that apply to them. The pandemic plans should ensure that the Ontario laboratory system is connected and coordinated, and that laboratories and long-term care homes are interconnected.

The priority assigned for access to vaccinations for residents, staff and essential caregivers must recognize and take into account the vulnerability of long-term care home residents in a pandemic.
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13 Where reliable, clinically accepted rapid testing for a virus or other pathogen causing infectious disease outbreaks is available, the government should ensure that every long-term care home in the province is provided on a priority basis with the appropriate tools, equipment and support necessary to facilitate rapid testing of residents, staff, management and visitors.

14 The province’s pandemic plans must include a strategy for ensuring that funeral home staff and staff from the coroner's office may safely complete their usual duties for the respectful disposition of deceased long-term care home residents during an infectious disease outbreak using appropriate precautionary measures, including appropriate infection prevention and control practices. It must not fall to nurses, personal support workers (PSWs) or other staff employed by long-term care homes to perform duties normally performed by funeral service providers or the coroner for deceased residents (including the transfer of deceased residents into body bags).

15 To ensure that the provincial pandemic plans are ready to be activated on short notice, they must be reviewed, assessed and drilled annually. The province should set out a testing strategy that involves a review of the pandemic plans and full simulations that engage all key stakeholders involved in implementing the plan. The drill exercise results should be disseminated to the key stakeholder participants for review to improve the pandemic plans. The plans must also be updated promptly.

16 As part of its pandemic planning, the province should ensure that there is a central procurement process for personal protective equipment and other necessary supplies that provides clarity about purchasing and supply chain legislation, policies and best practices. Whenever possible, this process should place
emphasis on maintaining within the province of Ontario a capacity to manufacture PPE. The procurement process should include pre-existing agreements to ensure necessary resources are available at pre-established prices and quantities.

**Provincial Pandemic Stockpile**

As part of its planning for surge capacity in an emergency, the province must maintain a provincial pandemic stockpile including personal protective equipment and other necessary supplies.

Given the importance of the stockpile to the province’s pandemic response in long-term care and the broader health care sector, the person responsible for the province’s pandemic plans must also be clearly responsible, in the future, for the stockpile.

17 The Chief Medical Officer of Health must be responsible for the province’s pandemic stockpile.

18 This responsibility must include ensuring that the provincial stockpile contains sufficient supply to allow the government to respond appropriately to needs that may arise from long-term care homes in the case of a pandemic.

19 The government should provide the funding required to:

   a Ensure that the provincial pandemic stockpile has sufficient supply to support a provincial response to current and anticipated needs and public health threats, including known and novel infectious diseases. The stockpile should contain appropriate supplies to support long-term care homes as needed during any infectious disease outbreak, including a pandemic. Long-term care homes should be given priority access to supplies from the provincial stockpile; and
b Actively manage the provincial pandemic stockpile to avoid the expiration of stockpile supplies before they can be used.

20 The Chief Medical Officer of Health must report to the legislature each year as part of the annual report required in the Health Protection and Promotion Act on all matters relevant to the stockpile.

21 The province should make any legislative amendments necessary to designate the Chief Medical Officer of Health as responsible for the management of the stockpile in accordance with the recommendations set out above.

Addressing the Aftermath of COVID-19 for Residents and Staff

As discussed repeatedly throughout this report, the COVID-19 pandemic has had a significant and lasting impact on the emotional and psychological well-being of staff and residents in long-term care.

22 Long-term care home licensees should make counselling services available to the residents and staff living and working in long-term care during the pandemic. Long-term care home licensees should bear the cost of this counselling, and no portion of that cost should be passed on to residents or staff.
Infection Prevention and Control

Infection prevention and control is essential to combating an infectious disease. Failures to standardize and prioritize IPAC best practices in long-term care left many homes unprepared to effectively combat COVID-19, with devastating results. As repeatedly discussed in this report, effective IPAC practices require focused attention and resources at all times.

23 All long-term care homes in the province must be held to the same IPAC standards. These standards, which should include requirements for a pandemic stockpile, should be set, published and regularly reviewed and updated by Public Health Ontario.

24 To ensure that long-term care homes have meaningful access to IPAC expertise, Ontario Regulation 79/10 should be amended to:

a Require the licensee to appoint one full-time, dedicated registered nurse per 120 beds as the home’s IPAC Practitioner(s). This role, which replaces that of the staff IPAC coordinator currently required, should report directly to the Director of Nursing and Personal Care;

b Set out specific minimum IPAC education, training and certification requirements that the IPAC Practitioner must keep current. The IPAC Practitioners in long-term care homes should be trained and supported by IPAC specialists from the local hospital or public health unit as appropriate; and

c Require the IPAC Practitioner to take on the duties formerly assigned to the staff IPAC coordinator and to oversee, implement and maintain the home’s infection prevention and control program and required staff IPAC training in consultation with the local IPAC specialist.
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25 The Ministry of Long-Term Care and Ministry of Health should amend the Institutional/Facility Outbreak Management Protocol, 2018, to explicitly provide for the involvement of local hospitals to support long-term care homes in their IPAC practices, up to and including a related management agreement if and as necessary, along with any other legislative amendments necessary to facilitate the IPAC program.

26 Ontario Regulation 79/10 should be amended to require the licensee to:

a Ensure that the members of the home’s interdisciplinary IPAC team, already required under the regulation, reflect the home’s staff complement, including representatives from the nursing, personal support worker, environmental cleaning, food service and administrative staff. The home’s IPAC Practitioner should be the lead of the interdisciplinary IPAC team;

b Ensure that the home’s infection prevention and control program is consistent with the standards, best practices and key principles established by Public Health Ontario;

c Ensure that its long-term care home(s) maintain a stockpile of personal protective equipment and other necessary supplies under the supervision of the home’s IPAC Practitioner. The stockpile should be readily accessible and replenished regularly to ensure that supplies are used before they expire;

d Require the IPAC Practitioner to ensure that personal protective equipment is also available to all staff and visitors as appropriate; and

e Ensure staff receive IPAC training, delivered by the home’s IPAC Practitioner(s), at the following minimum intervals:

   i At the commencement of their employment with the long-term care home;

   ii Annually;
iii Whenever there is a change to IPAC policies or practices; and iv At the outset of and during any infectious disease outbreak in the long-term care home.

Strengthen Health Care System Integration

Many long-term care homes did not have established relationships with the broader health care system, particularly hospitals, prior to the COVID-19 pandemic. While such partnerships could have benefited residents and staff prior to the pandemic, they became crucial when homes in outbreak suddenly and desperately needed skilled assistance from health care professionals. *Ad hoc* partnerships were formed as long-term care homes went into crisis. The success of those partnerships demonstrates the need for strengthening the integration of long-term care into the province’s health care system.

27 The government should fast-track the implementation of a coordinated governance structure and enhanced funding model to strengthen and accelerate the development of Ontario Health Teams.

28 The Ministry of Health and Ontario Health must work with the Ministry of Long-Term Care as local/regional Ontario Health Teams are implemented to ensure a coordinated continuum of care that includes all long-term care homes.
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Improve Resident-Focused Care and Quality of Life

The people who live in long-term care homes are loved by their families, friends and the people who care for them. Most of these residents suffer from cognitive impairment and/or chronic health conditions and therefore require around the clock clinical care and assistance with activities of daily living. The fundamental principle of the Long-Term Care Homes Act, 2007, requires homes to be operated so residents “may live with dignity and in security, safety and comfort and have their physical, psychological, social, spiritual and cultural needs adequately met.” This requirement should be obvious to all involved in caring for this vulnerable population. The recommendations that follow are meant to ensure that residents receive the care promised to them in the LTCHA.

Residents’ Rights

As discussed in chapter 1 of this report, due to the long-standing issues plaguing the sector prior to the pandemic, many long-term care residents were not getting the care they needed and deserved. As discussed in chapter 3, when COVID-19 entered the homes, many residents were subject to isolation and decreasing levels of care in an environment charged with fear and uncertainty. This situation should never be forgotten and never be repeated.

29 The government should amend the fundamental principle in section 1 of the Long-Term Care Homes Act, 2007, to explicitly acknowledge that long-term care residents have complex physical and mental health needs, including cognitive impairments, and to promise that licensees will ensure that residents’ complex care needs are met.
30 The Ministry of Long-Term Care should amend Ontario Regulation 79/10 to include a presumption against prohibiting all visitors to long-term care homes experiencing an outbreak because of the negative effects of isolation on the quality of life and health of long-term care residents. Any changes to visiting rules during an infectious disease outbreak must seek to place the minimum possible restrictions on visits to long-term care residents.

31 In order to avoid the separation of residents from their families and loved ones in future infectious disease outbreaks, the province should amend Ontario Regulation 79/10 to recognize the role of “essential caregiver” (individuals “designated by the resident and/or their substitute decision-maker ... to provide direct care to the resident”). Essential caregivers may be family, loved ones or people hired to provide care to the resident. Basic IPAC training, including the appropriate use of personal protective equipment, should be required in order to qualify as an essential caregiver. The training should be mandated for all essential caregivers at least annually and at the onset of any infectious disease outbreak. The amendment should ensure that essential caregivers who have complied with these training requirements are allowed to enter the home.

32 Licensees must ensure that their home maintains an up-to-date contact list for all persons, including essential caregivers, designated by the resident and/or their substitute decision-maker. Management of each home should delegate a member of the management team to coordinate regular communication with families and loved ones about key activities and issues in the home. Long-term care homes licensees, operators and their directors must be held accountable for ensuring that the home communicates proactively and regularly with residents’ chosen contacts.
In order to enable residents’ families and loved ones to monitor and contribute to resident care, long-term care homes must permit video monitoring technology to be set up and used in an appropriate manner at the request of any resident, their “substitute decision-maker[s], if any, and any other persons designated by the resident or substitute decision-maker.”

Long-term care residents require social and other connections both inside and beyond the long-term care home. In order to ensure this need is consistently met, the province should make the following legislative amendments:

a The Residents’ Bill of Rights should be amended to include the right to the technology required to permit residents to “communicate in confidence, receive visitors of his or her choice and consult in private with any person without interference”; and

b Ontario Regulation 79/10 to the Long-Term Care Homes Act, 2007, regarding residents’ rights, care and services should be amended to require long-term care licensees to provide reliable Wi-Fi and consistent, frequent access to technology, such as computer tablets and smartphones, to facilitate residents’ remote visits with those outside of the home.

Physicians providing care to long-term care home residents must be required to physically attend when needed and within 24 hours of the request for care.

Long-term care home licensees must ensure that residents are provided with appropriate palliative and end-of-life care. To that end:

a Long-term care home licensees must ensure that their homes always have ready access to skilled clinicians with the training to provide palliative and end-of-life care in the long-term care home whenever appropriate; and
b The Ministry of Long-Term Care must, after consulting with palliative care and other relevant experts, require long-term care homes to implement best practices for end-of-life care.

Diversity and Inclusion
Long-term care home residents reflect the diversity of Ontario’s population. The Ministry of Long-Term Care, long-term care home licensees, management and staff must respect and support this diversity in the care and services provided to long-term care residents.

37 The Residents’ Bill of Rights should be amended to align more closely with the prohibited grounds of discrimination in the Ontario Human Rights Code.

38 The Residents’ Bill of Rights provides that residents have the right to have their lifestyle choices respected. Residents also have the right to reasonable assistance from the licensee to pursue their interests and live to their potential. Consistent with these rights, licensees must recognize and respect residents' social, cultural, religious, spiritual, and other histories and choices. For example, long-term care home licensees should be required to:

a Recognize and respect 2S-LGBTQ+ spousal relationships and chosen/non-biological family relationships generally and in any rules or policies regarding visitation and the provision of essential care to 2S-LGBTQ+ residents; and

b Ensure that residents are provided with culturally and linguistically specific care, including but not limited to traditional foods; activities and opportunities for socializing in the resident's first language; culturally specific activities; observation of holidays; and religious and spiritual practices and services.
French-Language Services

Francophone residents must receive care and services that are culturally and linguistically appropriate.

39 To protect the rights of Francophone residents in long-term care, the Ministry of Long-Term Care should:

a Design and implement a provincial strategy to increase French-language long-term care services and increase the number of French-language beds through the prioritization of designations under the French Language Services Act, and cultural designations under section 173 of Ontario Regulation 79/10; and

b Adopt a clear definition of “Francophone beds” that excludes long-term care homes that have not demonstrated their capacity to provide services in French.

Address the Human Resources Challenges

As described in chapters 1 and 3 of this report, long-standing human resources problems in long-term care complicated efforts to manage COVID-19 outbreaks in homes. These problems include staff shortages, insufficient skill mix, and lack of training and education opportunities for staff. The following recommendations address the human resources issues that exacerbated the devastating effects of COVID-19 in long-term care homes.

Urgent Need for Skilled Staff

The Commission heard overwhelming evidence that the long-term care sector was plagued with a two-pronged staffing problem prior to the pandemic.
There was an overall shortage of staff – particularly direct care staff – and the staffing mix was inadequate to meet residents’ increasingly complex health care needs.

These problems quickly escalated to a crisis once COVID-19 entered long-term care homes. As with so many aspects of this pandemic, residents and front-line staff experienced the most severe consequences of this failure to resolve the staffing crisis.

The staffing situation in long-term care is untenable. Immediate steps must be taken to address it.

**Accelerate Long-Term Care Staffing Plan implementation**

40 The government must fast-track the implementation of Ontario’s Long-Term Care Staffing Plan (2021–2025) (the “Staffing Plan”) to help address the urgent need for skilled staff in long-term care homes across the province, with amendments as necessary to incorporate the recommendations below.

41 The government must, with the assistance of key stakeholders (including residents, families and loved ones, and front-line staff), immediately identify specific and measurable targets that clearly track the government’s Staffing Plan implementation progress. It should also develop a way of measuring the success of the Staffing Plan as it impacts resident care and quality of life, as well as outcomes for staff.

42 To enhance accountability and increase transparency in the implementation of the Staffing Plan, the government should:

a Require long-term care licensees to provide regular public reports on the progress of each of their long-term care homes in meeting the Staffing Plan targets discussed in Recommendation #44;
b Instruct Ministry of Long-Term Care inspectors to audit these reports as part of the inspection process; and

c Provide public reports, including information from the individual home reports, measuring the rate and success of the sector's implementation of the Staffing Plan. The government should post its progress reports on the Ministry of Long-Term Care website in a manner that makes them easy to find and review.

43 The government must implement its Staffing Plan in a manner that does not undermine the delivery of home care services.

**Increase number of skilled staff**

44 The government should implement the Staffing Plan's increase in “hours of direct hands-on care provided by nurses and personal support workers, to an average of four hours per day per resident” on an urgent basis. In order to meet the target of four hours of direct nursing and personal support worker care, the number of those staff per resident should be increased, and their workload should be changed so they can spend more time providing direct care to each resident. The starting point for the target staffing mix for the four hours of direct care should be as follows, with adjustment made to reflect the needs of the residents in the home:

- **a** 20 per cent registered nurses;
- **b** 25 per cent registered practical nurses; and
- **c** 55 per cent personal support workers.

45 The government should ensure that its recruitment measures result in a skilled staffing mix that meets the increasing mental health and complex care needs of the long-term care resident population. In particular, recruitment should focus on ensuring appropriate care by registered practical nurses, registered
nurses, nurse practitioners and personal support workers. Recruitment should seek to increase the skill level in long-term care homes. Resident Support Aide hours should not be counted in the target average of four hours of direct care per resident.

**46** Nurse practitioners are underutilized in long-term care. The role of nurse practitioners in long-term care should be expanded to better utilize their skills, and more nurse practitioners should be hired to meet the needs of the province's long-term care residents. The Ontario Nurses' Association and the Registered Nurses' Association of Ontario recommend, and this Commission accepts, that the proper ratio for nurse practitioners in long-term care facilities be set at a minimum of one full-time nurse practitioner for every 120 residents. The government should increase the number of nurse practitioners working in long-term care and target this nurse practitioner-to-resident ratio while ensuring that any resulting adjustments to the staffing mix described above provide the same or more skilled direct care to residents.

**47** Further to the French-Language Services recommendations above, the recruitment efforts of the Ministry of Long-Term Care and long-term care home licensees and management should include targeted efforts to attract and retain Francophone registered practical nurses, registered nurses, nurse practitioners and personal support workers.

**48** The target increase for resident access to allied health professionals in the Staffing Plan is insufficient given their importance in improving resident quality of care and quality of life. The government’s target average care per day per resident provided by allied health professionals – including dieticians, speech language pathologists and audiologists, physiotherapists,
occupational therapists, recreation therapists, social workers, and others – should be increased from 36 minutes (the target set in the Staffing Plan) to 60 minutes.

**Retain and Attract Staff**

The working conditions and organizational culture in long-term care homes must be improved in order to better attract, recruit, develop and retain staff.

**Improve working conditions and compensation**

49 The Ministry of Long-Term Care must insist that licensees make changes in working conditions that lead to less reliance on agency and part-time staffing, and provide funding adequate to support these changes, which must include:

a Creating more full-time direct care positions. A target of 70 per cent full-time positions for nursing and personal support worker staff should be set for each long-term care home; and

b Reviewing agreements with direct care staff and making adjustments to better align their wages and benefits within the sector and with those provided in public hospitals.

50 Long-term care home licensees must recruit home management that have the leadership skills and capacity to lead and to create a respectful and inclusive workplace. In order to improve staff morale, licensees must create a workplace culture that is compassionate and values-based.

**Support enhanced education, training and development**

51 The government’s implementation of the Staffing Plan should prioritize “[s]upporting continued development and professional growth for long-term care staff” to retain skilled, experienced and
dedicated workers. Consistent with the recommendations made by the Honourable Justice Eileen E. Gillese as part of her Public Inquiry on the Safety and Security of Residents in the Long-Term Care Homes System, this training should be completed during regular work hours and staff should be paid for the time spent in training. This training should prioritize:

a  Geriatric care;
b  Skills and practices for effectively caring for residents with dementia and related illnesses in the long-term care home setting;
c  Comprehensive and meaningful training on palliative and end-of-life care in long-term care; and
d  IPAC training (discussed in more detail above).

The province must amend Ontario Regulation 79/10 to define ongoing training requirements for long-term care health care professionals, including the Medical Director, in key areas responsive to resident needs. These areas include IPAC, geriatric medicine, caring for patients with dementia and other cognitive dysfunction, the appropriate use of antipsychotic medication, palliative and end-of-life care, and leadership development and crisis management. Further to these requirements, and consistent with Justice Gillese’s recommendations, Ontario Regulation 79/10 should be amended to eliminate the training exemptions provided in section 222(1) and (3).

Regulate personal support workers
While regulating personal support workers will not solve the staffing problems discussed in this report, it will enable personal support workers to serve long-term care home residents better and more safely.
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53 The Ministry of Health and Ministry of Long-Term Care should ensure basic requirements are in place to support the regulation of personal support workers and consider that initial regulation could be provided by an established health care regulator.

54 The government should, with the assistance of relevant stakeholders, establish and implement standardized minimum training and education requirements for personal support workers.

Enhance Oversight of Medical Director

55 The Ministry of Long-Term Care and the Ministry of Health must work with the College of Physicians and Surgeons and the Ontario Medical Association to create a system of formal oversight for long-term care home Medical Directors, similar to the Medical Advisory Committee model for physicians with hospital privileges. This oversight should include a review and assessment of the candidate’s expertise in the care needs of the long-term care home resident population (including IPAC, geriatric medicine, caring for patients with dementia and other cognitive dysfunction, the appropriate use of antipsychotic medication, and end-of-life care), and in leadership and crisis management.

Funding

As detailed below, the province’s long-term care funding must be increased and reoriented to enable the sector to effectively meet the care demands of residents, those waiting to be placed in care, and the substantial projected increase in demand for long-term care capacity.
Operational Funding: Increased Investment in Care
The current government funding for nursing and personal care is inadequate. The following recommendations therefore assume that the government will increase operational funding to meet resident needs and focus on how to allocate that funding more effectively.

56 The overall funding for nursing and personal care must meet the overall health needs of the residents in the homes. The current approach, which uses the Case Mix Index to divide the fixed pot of funding among homes based on their relative need, is insufficient. The Case Mix Index should be used only as a measure of need to guide the overall funding for nursing and personal care. The level of nursing and personal care funding should increase to reflect this overall need.

57 In addition to the recommendation above, the Commission endorses implementing Justice Gillese’s recommendation to “encourage, recognize, and financially reward long-term care homes that have demonstrated improvements in the wellness and quality of life of their residents.” Improved resident outcomes should be specific and measurable (such as overall resident, family/loved ones and staff experience; appropriate use of anti-psychotic drugs as compared to other homes; maintaining weight; fewer infections).

58 The Ministry of Long-Term Care should actively promote and provide funding for homes transitioning to recognized alternate, person-centred models of care. Examples of these models are discussed in chapter 4 of this report.

59 It is important to give elderly people choices regarding the care they receive and enable them to age at home, where possible. For
that reason, the government should increase funding to home care services, including innovative models of delivering home care, and to community-based supports for seniors.

**Long-Term Care Home Development**

As noted in chapter 1 of this report, the province will need to create 55,000 more long-term care beds by 2033 just to maintain the current waiting list. The Commission also heard that Ontario will need to create between 96,000 and 115,000 more beds by 2041 to keep up with the growing demand for long-term care home placements. These numbers do not take into account existing beds that require redevelopment.

Since 2018, the province has updated the Long-Term Care Home Development Program through an Enhanced Funding Model; it has also created the Accelerated Build Pilot Program. While these programs have generated some new developments, they do not address the long waiting list or the forecasted increasing demand for long-term care beds. They also fail to resolve the challenges that not-for-profit providers have in accessing capital, resulting in fewer successful applications from not-for-profit providers to construct new beds.

Now is the time to revisit the business of long-term care.

While the Commission heard repeatedly that COVID-19 has seriously undermined the reputation of for-profit homes in the long-term care sector, the multi-billions of dollars required for tens of thousands of new and redeveloped beds must be addressed, and it is difficult to see how this can be done without private capital funding. That does not, however, mean the status quo has to remain.

As noted in chapter 1, a different approach to the construction and operation of long-term care homes is needed to meet current and future demand. The Commission recognizes that the government, in meeting the current and projected need, must engage in a process that is financially prudent, ensures that residents receive proper care, and encourages innovation to achieve continuous quality improvement.
The government should separate the construction of long-term care facilities from the care provided in those facilities. This model is consistent with the province’s Accelerated Build Pilot Program for long-term care. Such a model is already employed in hospitals in Ontario, where the construction and ownership of the facilities is separate from the provision of care.

For example, construction of long-term care homes would continue to be open to the private sector so that the capital required to construct the facilities could still be accessed. The province would pay to use the facility as a long-term care home, thereby providing a return to the investors who put up the capital to build. The province would license not-for-profit operators or for-profit operators who are mission-driven rather than dividend-driven to manage the long-term care home. The province would provide sufficient funds for operations in a manner consistent with the way it currently provides operational funding.

Finally, home design has an impact on resident quality of life and quality of care. In an infectious disease outbreak, these impacts are heightened, particularly in homes with ward-style accommodations and shared washrooms, which can make it difficult to implement infection prevention and control measures. While rooms with three or four beds are being phased out, further changes are required.

60 As outlined above, and in more detail in chapter 1, the government must urgently implement a model for building and redeveloping long-term care facilities to ensure that quality long-term care capacity is created to meet the province’s current and projected demand for beds. This model should separate construction of the home from its operation. Persons skilled at the former may not be appropriate for the latter.

61 The model for building and redeveloping long-term care facilities must also include appropriate incentives to:

a Create smaller, self-contained units within existing and new homes;
b Build smaller group homes to expand choices as part of a continuum of care for seniors; and
c Integrate homes into the broader health and social services community.

62 The province should provide additional support and incentives for applications from organizations that prioritize the availability of culturally and linguistically specific care to meet the needs of ethnically diverse residents.

63 The province must urgently implement a streamlined, expedited approvals process for creating redeveloped and new long-term care beds that accommodates the participation of existing and new not-for-profit and municipal licensees. The province should also insist that municipal governments streamline their municipal approval process for long-term care home development.

64 The Ministry must review and update the Long-Term Care Home Design Manual, 2015, as soon as possible to respond to long-standing infrastructure needs. The design standards must facilitate the implementation of infection prevention and control best practices. The updates to the Design Manual should include:

a Sufficient space to allow for the effective cohorting of residents in the case of an infectious disease outbreak;
b Design solutions to facilitate the effective provision of palliative care; and
c Updated heating, ventilation and air-conditioning systems. Improvements to ventilation systems in existing homes should be made on an urgent basis to bring them up to the revised standard and ensure regular maintenance.
The licensing requirements under the *Long-Term Care Homes Act, 2007*, should be updated to reflect compliance with the changes to the *Design Manual*.

### Increase Accountability and Transparency in Long-Term Care

Quality resident care depends on quality leadership and accountability at all levels. The province’s compliance oversight and enforcement must hold licensees accountable for the safe and respectful care required by the *Long-Term Care Homes Act, 2007*. Licensees and home management lead and oversee long-term care home staff, and their decisions directly impact the lives of residents and those who care for them. When leadership at any level falters, those who work in and depend on the system pay the price.

Leadership, accountability and oversight were, to a significant degree, lacking in the system and in many homes before COVID-19 hit. These shortfalls contributed to the fear, uncertainty, and deteriorating levels of resident care and quality of life visited upon residents, their loved ones and front-line staff during the pandemic.

Residents, their families and loved ones, and the public are entitled to understand how long-term care homes are funded, governed and operated, and how well they are performing. Accountability and transparency are required at all levels of the long-term care sector. These recommendations bolster long-term care leadership, accountability and oversight to better protect residents and staff.

The Ministry of Long-Term Care must require long-term care home licensees to publicly post:

- Current information about the individuals with decision-making authority at the owner/licensee level, including their names, contact details and annual
compensation, along with relevant organizational charts for the licensee and any company retained to manage the long-term care home;

b The Long-Term Care Home Service Accountability Agreement between the local health integration network/Ontario Health and the long-term care home licensee, and the Direct Funding Agreements between the Ministry of Long-Term Care and the long-term care home licensee; and

c The most recent audited Long-Term Care Home Annual Report.

Public Performance Indicators and Standards

67 The six clinical indicators tracked in the Health Quality Ontario long-term care home performance reports are a good first step in advancing transparency and flagging issues in homes. However, long-term care homes should monitor and report publicly on additional indicators to provide important information to residents, families and the general public. These additional indicators – the nature and collection of which should be standardized across the long-term care sector – should include family and staff experience, Medical Director engagement, staffing indicators such as direct care staffing mix, and direct care staff-to-resident ratios.

68 Long-term care home licensees should be required to provide public reports on these key performance indicators at least annually. These reports, which should be posted to long-term care homes' websites, should be accessible and easy to understand for members of the public. In addition to providing current information, this public reporting should track the performance of individual homes over time as measured by the key performance indicators. These reports should be reviewed
and audited as part of the comprehensive inspection regime discussed below.

69 Long-term care homes currently supply data about residents to the Canadian Institute for Health Information (CIHI) using the Continuing Care Reporting System. The system provides a hindsight view of aspects of resident life and care. CIHI has implemented a new assessment standard (interRAI-LTCF) and reporting system (the Integrated interRAI Reporting System, or IRRS) in other jurisdictions that permits near-real-time collection of resident data, significantly improving timely data access in crisis situations. The government should consult with CIHI and long-term care stakeholders and then create a transition plan to introduce the new assessment and reporting system in Ontario. The transition plan should be completed within six months of the first consultation with CIHI and should include a plan for timely implementation, including public progress reports posted to the Ministry of Long-Term Care website.

70 The Ministry of Health should work with the Ministry of Long-Term Care to collect and analyze data on the long-term care workforce to determine current staffing profiles, achievement of staffing targets, and support HR planning and strategies at the provincial and home level.

71 An independent accreditation process is needed. This accreditation process must not depend for its funding on the organizations it is accrediting. This process must be provided for all homes.

72 The Ontario government should participate in current and future efforts to implement standards and best practices for long-term care across the country.
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Comprehensive and Transparent Compliance and Enforcement

The long-term care inspection and enforcement regime did not adequately address long-standing compliance issues before or during the pandemic. The province must insist that the Ministry of Long-Term Care, the Ministry of Labour, Training and Skills Development, and the public health units coordinate their work to facilitate comprehensive and effective inspections. While inspections should provide opportunity for improvement, serious and repeated breaches must be met with serious consequences. The well-being and safety of the residents requires no less.

Compliance

73 To support long-term care homes in their compliance and quality improvement efforts, the Ministry of Long-Term Care should establish a dedicated ministry compliance support unit as recommended by Justice Gilose in the Long-Term Care Homes public inquiry. The compliance unit should encourage and assist with compliance training tools, compliance coaching, sharing best practices, and tracking and reporting on improvements.

74 The Ministry should recognize that the concerns of the insurance industry are important. If insurance companies were to withdraw from the sector, it would have a significant negative impact on the construction and operation of long-term care homes. The government has a role to play to ensure that homes are able to obtain necessary insurance and should consult with long-term care licensees and the insurance industry to determine what additional solutions are needed.
Inspections

75 The Ministry of Long-Term Care should develop a coordinated, comprehensive long-term care home inspection regime involving the Ministry of Labour, Training and Skills Development and the public health units. The inspection regime must ensure that residents enjoy the quality of life and receive the quality of care promised in the fundamental principle in the Long-Term Care Homes Act, 2007, and that a safe and healthy workplace is created for staff. The inspection regime must gather information from residents, their families and loved ones, and front-line staff. The Ministries and the public health units must promptly share the resulting data, findings and compliance enforcement steps with each other to ensure that the government’s regulation of long-term care homes is consistent, coordinated and complete.

76 The inspections conducted pursuant to the long-term care homes inspection regime should be unannounced. The long-term care homes inspection regime must include:

a Annual comprehensive Resident Quality Inspections (RQIs) conducted by the Ministry of Long-Term Care. The continuous quality improvement report results should be reviewed and audited as part of the RQIs;

b Annual inspection of the IPAC program, including compliance with the requirements of the Long-Term Care Homes Act, 2007, and Ontario Regulation 79/10; the adequacy of the home’s IPAC program and related training; and assessment of the sufficiency of the home’s IPAC supplies and stockpiles, to be conducted by the public health unit. This inspection should include consultation with the relevant IPAC partners. To facilitate these inspections,
the government should amend the Ontario Public Health Standards and related protocols and guidelines. This includes amending the *IPAC Protocol 2019* to identify long-term care homes as a third category of settings subject to inspection by the public health unit at least once every 12 months for adherence to IPAC practices, with consequential amendments to the other IPAC protocols; c The board of directors of the licensee, under the signature of the chair of the board (or the applicable equivalent), should publicly certify annually to the Ministry of Long-Term Care that the licensee has completed appropriate audits of the home's IPAC program and pandemic plan, including the sufficiency of the home's pandemic stockpile and testing of the plan; and d Targeted inspections responsive to complaints, critical incidents and trends identified in the data generated from the inspection regime should continue to be conducted by the relevant Ministry or public health unit, with the assistance of other authorities where appropriate. The Ministry of Long-Term Care should consult with long-term care home staff, residents, and their families and loved ones about how to provide meaningful whistleblower protection to ensure timely reporting of concerns about the operation of long-term care homes and treatment of their residents.

77 The government must provide the funding necessary to implement the comprehensive inspection regime. This funding must include ensuring that there are enough inspectors to conduct the required inspections, and that those inspectors are provided with the education and training required to conduct the inspections effectively.
Enforcement
The province’s long-term care home compliance enforcement efforts must improve to protect residents’ safety and well-being.

78 The results of the inspections conducted by the Ministry of Long-Term Care, the Ministry of Labour, Training and Skills Development, and public health units should form the basis for a clear and consistently applied enforcement regime. The enforcement regime should include:

a Proportionate and escalating consequences for non-compliance. Repeated findings of non-compliance must be met with consequences of increasing severity up to and including measures such as mandatory management orders and the transfer of the long-term care home owner’s operating licence; and

b A centralized public reporting system that provides meaningful current information about each home’s compliance and enforcement status, including:

i The dates of the most recent inspections and information about the cause and outcome of the inspections, including the findings made and how they were resolved or remedied;

ii Current enforcement orders and unresolved inspection findings, including the status of any enforcement or remediation action and any enforcement or remediation deadlines; and

iii Relevant historical data (e.g., historical inspection findings and enforcement orders with information about how those findings were resolved or remedied).
Health Protection and Promotion Act
Investigations

This investigation was conducted under the Health Protection and Promotion Act, which authorizes investigations into “the causes of disease and mortality in any part of Ontario.” The tools available to the Commission allowed it to work quickly and efficiently. However, there is room for improvement. The following recommendations should assist future investigations into the causes of disease and/or mortality in Ontario.

79 The government must review the additional provisions of the Public Inquiries Act and consider incorporating such other provisions that may assist the investigators in conducting section 78 Health Protection and Promotion Act investigations. Any such amendments must maintain the ability to ensure investigations are done expeditiously with maximum flexibility.

80 On more than one occasion the Commission was reminded about the importance of whistleblower protections. It therefore recommends strengthening the protections offered in the context of Health Protection and Promotion Act investigations.

81 The government must take steps to ensure the timely and orderly production of documents for future investigations.

Ensure Public Access to Public Health Reports

From time to time, Ontario governments study matters of public health. The resulting reports are matters of public interest and safety and are, by their nature, non-partisan.
To ensure that public health reports remain available for future reference and use, all such reports should be carefully publicly archived and readily available on the internet. In addition, other public health interest documents, such as Ontario’s 2016 Ebola Step-Down Plan, should not be labelled as the product of a previous government.

The Minister of Long-Term Care told the Commission that the government will be receiving a report on the success of the decanting facility referred to as the Specialized Care Centre. That report should be made public.

The government should ensure that Commission websites and reports remain readily accessible online indefinitely.

**Responding to the Commission’s Report**

The devastation that was visited upon long-term care residents and those who care for them must never be repeated. Immediate and sustained action to resolve and improve the issues the pandemic uncovered must be taken. The Commission therefore recommends that:

The Ministry of Long-Term Care should, on the first and third anniversaries of the release of this report, table in the legislature a report describing for the benefit of the stakeholders and the public the extent to which it has implemented this Commission’s recommendations.
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Dear Minister Fullerton:

Devastating, emotional”… “lonely, depressed”… “muzzled, trapped”…
“broken-spirited, boredom”… “terror awakened”

– Words used by LTC residents and Board Members, Ontario Association of Residents’ Councils, to describe their lived experiences during the first wave of COVID-19.

Many witnesses have shared heart-wrenching accounts of their experiences during the first wave of the pandemic that resulted in tragic loss of life, suffering and devastating impacts on residents, families and staff. We have heard that long-term care (LTC) homes were forgotten in the initial provincial plans to control the spread of COVID-19 until residents started dying, and pleas that this not be repeated when this crisis is over. We have also heard many opinions on why 45% of LTC homes did not experience an outbreak. We will continue to gather valuable information that will inform our final recommendations to protect residents and staff of LTC homes in the future.

What we do know so far is that, at the end of April 2020 in the first wave of the pandemic, 55% of all LTC homes experienced COVID-19 outbreaks, and 75% of all COVID-related deaths in the province were in long-term care. Some common characteristics among the most impacted homes were: location in communities with high infection rates; insufficient leadership capacity; pre-existing and COVID-related staffing shortages; and a lack of strong infection prevention and control measures, including difficulty cohorting and isolating positive residents, often because of limitations of the physical environment.

We are sending this letter today because the second wave is upon us and, given the continuing urgency of the situation and high risks in long-term care homes, our Commission is making some early recommendations that focus on staffing, collaborative relationships, and infection prevention and control (IPAC). Based on the information we have gathered to date, we feel confident in providing these early recommendations now, consistent with the precautionary principle, instead of waiting for more certainty as the pandemic continues to grow.

These early recommendations do not represent our final word or the full range of findings and recommendations on the issues we were commissioned to investigate. We are continuing our investigation, and plan to submit our final report to the government by April 30, 2021.
Increase Staffing

“So since at least 2001, numerous reports have been written confirming what staff who work in long-term care have known, that long-term care is grossly inadequate, their staffing, and given the acuity and care needs of the residents which has grown year over year.”

– Beverly Mathers, CEO, Ontario Nurses Association

All witnesses agreed that residents of LTC homes in 2020 are a much frailer group than residents were ten or twenty years ago; 81% of residents have some type of cognitive impairment, and often residents have advanced and ongoing medical conditions. For that reason, the quality of care and quality of life for long-term care residents depend on an adequate supply and mix of skilled and qualified staff available to meet their clinical, recreational, social and daily living needs.

We have heard repeatedly and consistently about critical staffing shortages pre-COVID and the reasons for long-standing recruitment and retention challenges in long-term care homes. The staffing challenges have been well documented with numerous reports on the subject. Covid-19 exposed these challenges in stark terms. Similarly, those previous reports as well as witness testimony have commented on how improving the employment environment for workers can enhance the ability to attract people willing to work in the LTC sector and ultimately improve the quality of resident care. We recognize the ministry is providing funding to increase staffing as part of the fall COVID-19 Long-Term Care Preparedness Plan, including a temporary wage enhancement for personal support workers (PSW) to March 2021. In addition, we recommend the following:

1. In addition to increasing the supply of PSWs, ensure that LTC staff recruitment efforts address the requirement for an appropriate staff mix to meet the increasing acuity and complex care needs of residents.

2. While all witnesses agreed on the need for staffing flexibility given the 24/7 nature of homes’ operations, more full-time positions must be created to ensure staffing stability and retention, and resident continuity of care.

3. Beyond these initial steps, identify the permanent investments required to develop and implement a comprehensive human resources strategy that addresses the full range of staffing issues in the sector. The ministry’s Long-Term Care Staffing Study, released in July 2020, identifies the best path forward. Further “study” of the Study is not necessary. What is required is the Study’s timely implementation.

4. Consistent with that study, the Commission recommends a minimum daily average of four hours of direct care per resident. The government needs to increase permanent funding for more nurses and support staff, to enable homes to increase their staff to resident ratio, and provide more hours of care, based on residents’ needs.

5. Given the essential role of families and caregivers in supporting not just physical care needs but the psycho-social well-being of residents, we reinforce the calls from residents, families and caregivers to ensure that families and caregivers have ongoing, safe and managed access to long-term care residents.
**Interim Recommendations**

**Strengthen Healthcare Sector Relationships and Collaboration**

“We know the nurse managers, the nurse practitioners. We’ve worked with them longitudinally. And really, if you’re going to have success, you have to have pre-existing partnerships.”

– Dr. Kieran Moore, Medical Officer of Health and CEO of KFL&A Public Health

We learned that communities with pre-existing relationships between LTC homes and healthcare partners were better able to mobilize resources and support homes experiencing outbreak. We have heard from numerous witnesses that early interventions and support, from public health units and hospitals, were successful in preventing outbreaks, and in homes where outbreaks have occurred, they succeeded in bringing them under control. This was accomplished through onsite leadership in the homes, effective IPAC training, effective testing and screening to prevent transmission from the community into the homes, and early intervention to identify COVID-positive residents who then could be cohorted to avoid further spread. We believe that by working together with local healthcare partners, LTC homes can mitigate the impact of a second wave surge.

While hospitals may have less capacity than they did in the first wave, they are still the logical source of local, on-the-ground medical and IPAC expertise and resources to support long term-care homes in crisis, along with support from local public health units.

**We recommend that:**

1. In the short term, where there are LTC homes that are likely to have difficulties (whether based on past experience, high infection rates in the surrounding communities or other data), a collaboration model should be mandated immediately. These relationships between LTC homes, local hospitals and public health units must be based on trust, collaboration and respect on all sides for the expertise all parties bring to the priority of ensuring the health, safety and well-being of residents.

2. Your ministry work with the Ministry of Health to formalize these relationships proactively. There is no need to wait until an outbreak has occurred before a local hospital assists or is compelled to assist a LTC home. Clearly defined supports and surge capacity for each LTC home must be in place and quickly mobilized when an emergency situation arises.

**Improve Infection Prevention and Control (IPAC) Measures**

“...during the initial wave, we really saw the relevance and necessity to have dedicated IPAC support for long-term care homes across the province ...”

– Jane Sinclair, Chair, AdvantAge Ontario

We have heard repeatedly that adherence to evidence-based IPAC measures is essential to avoid transmission from the surrounding community into the home and to prevent COVID-19 spread to both staff and residents in the home. We heard that in many cases, it was unclear who was accountable for compliance with IPAC measures, including having sufficient supply and adequate training for staff. We understand that in many older LTC homes, the physical infrastructure is a barrier to safe IPAC practices such as cohorting COVID-positive patients. We are aware of system-wide challenges with testing, surveillance and contact tracing, which are necessary to reduce outbreaks.
Continuing to strengthen IPAC measures is critical to protect residents, staff, visiting families and caregivers from outbreaks. In this regard, we recommend the following:

1. Ensure every LTC home has a dedicated IPAC lead who can monitor, evaluate and ensure compliance with proper protocols; support and provide basic training for all staff, and access the local IPAC centre of expertise, as required.

2. Enhance LTC ministry resources and capacity to provide compliance support immediately. In the short term, inspection staff from your ministry and others who can be trained, as well as from the local Public Health Unit, should be sent into homes to conduct timely, focused inspections to ensure homes are properly implementing proactive IPAC measures, and are responding effectively to their assessment results. These inspections should prioritize visits to homes based on the same risk measures as those used for our first recommendation under Relationships and Collaboration section above.

3. Given long-term care residents are a highly vulnerable population and to date have suffered the highest COVID-19 death rates, provide highest priority access to testing and quick turn-around of results for residents and staff. The government should also prioritize LTC homes for point of care and less invasive tests as they become available.

4. Residents who are COVID-positive, especially in older homes, should be given the option to transfer to alternate settings to avoid further transmission of the virus and to help them recover. Given that many LTC homes cannot effectively cohort and isolate because of physical infrastructure limitations, each home should work with its hospital, public health partners and others to put plans in place to quickly decant residents to other facilities, if it is appropriate and safe to do so. The plan should identify these facilities in advance.

As you know, the Commission was announced on July 29, 2020 with a mandate to investigate among other things, why COVID-19 had such a devastating impact on residents, their families and staff of long-term care homes in Ontario. The investigation will determine the adequacy of measures taken by the province and other parties to prevent, isolate and contain the spread, and provide recommendations on how to better protect the residents and staff in our LTC homes in the future. The work of our Commission differs from traditional commissions where inquiries and recommendations are made after the crisis has occurred. We are conducting our work during the COVID-19 pandemic, and as a second wave of infections is occurring in the province, including in long-term care homes.

As part of the investigation phase to date, we have met with more than 200 individuals from almost 50 groups, including experts, associations, unions, long-term care home operators, residents, families and government officials. Our website identifies those who have appeared before the Commission to date and includes presentation slides and transcripts (www.ltccommission-commissionsld.ca). We have also received numerous written submissions to date from individuals and associations interested in contributing to the work of the Commission.

Based on our ongoing investigation, our final report will provide an account of what happened in the first wave of the pandemic and provide a broad range of recommendations that deal with pre-COVID systemic challenges and factors that contributed to the tragedy in long-term care homes.
We look forward to receiving your responses to our early recommendations and your appearance before the Commission as we continue our investigation.

The Hon. Frank N. Marrocco
Chair

Angela Coke
Commissioner

Dr. Jack Kitts
Commissioner

cc. Hon. Christine Elliott, Deputy Premier and Minister of Health
December 4, 2020

Dear Minister Fullerton:

As is apparent, the province is in the midst of a second wave of the COVID-19 pandemic and residents in LTC homes continue to be at increased risk. Since the release of our interim letter and recommendations on October 23rd, over 100 homes are experiencing an outbreak and more than 300 residents have died.

This is our second interim letter with recommendations. It focuses on quality of resident care because of the continued vulnerability of LTC homes and further information based on evidence we have received since our first interim letter.

We are aware that there are many factors that increase the risk of this virus entering LTC homes and causing widespread infections and death. For example, we have heard that the prevalence and transmission of the virus in the community is a strong predictor of spread into LTC homes. However, some factors which may be effective in reducing risk and enhancing the quality of care for residents in LTC homes can be addressed in the short term. These factors include:

1. Effective leadership and accountability
2. Using performance indicators to assess each home’s readiness to prevent and manage COVID-19 outbreaks, and
3. Focused inspections to assess compliance with measures known to reduce the impact of the virus.

1. Leadership and accountability in LTC homes

The fundamental principle defined in the Long-Term Care Homes Act states that “A home is primarily the home of its residents and is to be operated so that it is a place where they may live with dignity and in security, safety, and comfort and have their physical, psychological, social, spiritual and cultural needs adequately met.” Effective leadership and accountability at all levels of the LTC sector are required to ensure that residents and staff live and work in an environment defined by this fundamental principle. In the coming months the Commission will continue to review leadership at all levels and its impact on resident care and staffing in LTC homes. For this interim letter we will focus on in-home leadership as a priority.

We learned from wave 1 that on-site leadership matters. We heard that homes where leaders were visible and provided clarity around staff roles and responsibilities fared better than those where leadership was less engaged. Homes with effective leaders were better prepared, had less outbreaks, and better contained outbreaks when they occurred.
The Canadian Armed Forces’ (CAF) interim and final reports on their observations in the LTC homes to which they were assigned in Ontario clearly identified poor leadership communication to staff, poor onboarding of new staff, inappropriate levels of supervision and concerns about the clinical skills and quality of care of residents as main contributors to the crises in those homes. The CAF interim report indicates that the LTC homes’ management acknowledge that they need to improve.

On the other hand, we heard testimony that the leadership team of a not-for-profit home in Toronto, a location with high community spread, demonstrated leadership in preparing for, and managing through, the pandemic. The management team proactively monitored world events and the Canadian situation in early February to prepare for possible impacts. Senior management meetings were held to activate and review pandemic plans, based on their SARS experience. In early February, their assessment included reviewing staffing, food, IPAC and PPE supplies and the implementation of mandatory mask wearing, prior to the government direction. Regular leadership communication with staff and families (CEO walkabouts, etc.) was standard practice. This proactive and hands-on approach resulted in the home having zero resident COVID-19 positive cases in the first wave and zero cases so far in wave 2.

We have also heard there was confusion around who was responsible for maintaining resident quality of care in LTC homes during the pandemic. It was unclear to whom the responsibility fell in the LTC home’s leadership team of the Executive Director, Director of Nursing and Personal Care and Medical Director and that these leaders were not always accessible or on-site. We have also received evidence about the education, training and financial resources that those leaders require to effectively assume and carry out their duties.

Experience demonstrates that effective leadership often requires difficult decisions. Cohorting, isolating and decanting are examples of the hard and timely decisions that leaders in LTC homes must make in the midst of an outbreak.

Since 40% of LTC homes have multi-bed wards in which the disease spreads rapidly and which have limited ability to cohort and isolate on-site, leaders in these homes need to work with their local healthcare partners, residents and families to develop contingency plans to decant residents, if necessary. The experience of the Windsor Regional Hospital and the Heron Terrace LTC home is instructive to illustrate how decisive leadership, planning and execution can be combined in a singular effort to save residents’ lives when a home is experiencing a severe outbreak.

“It became obvious that Heron Terrace couldn’t sustain their operations, even with some staffing support from home and community services, and discussions started rather rapidly about decanting the residents, for safety concerns.”

*David Musyj, President and CEO, Windsor Regional Hospital*

This is consistent with our earlier recommendation that residents who are COVID-positive, especially in older homes, be given the option to transfer to alternate settings to avoid further transmission of the virus and to help them recover.

The on-site quality of care leader in each home should be required to work with their hospital, public health partners and others to put plans in place to quickly decant residents to other facilities, where necessary. The plan should identify these facilities in advance.
We have also heard that LTC homes in Ontario and in other jurisdictions (e.g. Hong Kong since 2004) where there was a trained, dedicated and designated staff person responsible for infection prevention and control were better able to prevent and/or control the spread of the virus.

"..the Government require(s) all nursing home(s) to have one staff, usually a nurse, to be designated as an infectious disease control officer in the nursing home."

Professor Terry Lum, University of Hong Kong and interRAI

While the LTCHA regulation requires that each home have an IPAC Program Coordinator and progress has been made to improve access to IPAC expertise through the IPAC Centres of Expertise since our October recommendations, more still needs to be done in the individual homes.

We recommend that until the pandemic is over, you require that:

• There is a clear lead for the quality of care amongst the leadership team of the Executive Director, Director of Nursing and Personal Care and Medical Director in each LTC home. This individual must be on-site each day in a full-time position and be held accountable for resident quality of care and the Province provide the financial resources necessary to effectively support the lead for quality of care in carrying out their role and responsibilities.

2. Performance Indicators

The current six clinical indicators tracked in the LTC home performance reports, such as the percentage of residents who fell, experienced pain or were physically restrained, are a good first step in advancing transparency and flagging issues in homes. While valuable, this data does not provide other important insight on the quality of care received by residents and their experience in the home. Furthermore, the most recent figures are based on 2018/19 data and housed on a separate online platform from home inspection reports.

From a quality of care perspective, homes should monitor and report on other indicators that would provide additional important information to residents, families and the general public and against which homes can be assessed.

Indicators in areas such as staffing (e.g. staffing mix, ratio of residents to staff and ratio of residents to staff with clinical expertise, level of staff engagement, etc.), PPE supplies and resident and family satisfaction with care at the home should be monitored and publicly reported.

We understand that monitoring and compliance with public health practices, PPE, IPAC and staffing have taken on recent importance because of the pandemic and are not routinely monitored as other metrics. The responsibility and accountability for overseeing this task should fall to the home's on-site quality of care leader.

We therefore recommend that immediate action be taken to:

• Include performance metrics such as resident and family satisfaction, staff engagement, staffing levels, and supply of PPE in the LTC home performance reports.

• Publicly post the home performance reports in a single and centralized location so that the public and other homes can assess and compare homes to one another. This information should be updated more frequently and be presented with inspections
status of each home in a user-friendly manner so that the public can search and access a comprehensive picture of each home’s performance.

3. Inspections

Questions and concerns have been raised about the effectiveness of the Province’s oversight and inspections system, whose primary focus is to protect the vulnerable people in LTC homes.

Based on testimony before the Commission, information shared by government officials and research conducted by the Commission, several issues have surfaced that the Commission believes require urgent attention. These include the decision in fall 2018 to discontinue Resident Quality Inspections (RQIs) in all long-term care homes, the apparent lack of consistency in enforcement and the siloed approach to inspections by the MLTC, Ministry of Labour, Training and Skills Development (MLTSD) and Public Health inspectors.

a) The discontinuance of annual Resident Quality Inspections (RQIs)

In 2013, the MOHLTC recognized that comprehensive inspections would help identify systemic issues in homes and committed to completing an RQI in every home by the end of 2014 and each following year. Nearly all 626 LTC homes received RQIs in 2015, 2016 and 2017.

In addition, approximately 100 inspectors were hired over two years to support this effort, bringing the total up to 180 by 2015. We note that this number has remained largely the same over the last five years with 175 LTC inspectors currently working in the Long-Term Care Quality Inspections Program (LQIP).

In response to the Auditor General’s 2015 recommendation “to prioritize comprehensive inspections based on LTC homes’ complaints and critical incidents and other risk factors” in order to clear a backlog of almost 3,000 complaint and critical incident inspections, the Ministry introduced a risk-based approach to inspection and enforcement.

LTC homes deemed high risk were to receive more thorough annual inspections, although all homes were still to be inspected every year. In 2018, 329 LTC homes received an RQI. However, that number dropped to 27 homes in 2019.

This reduction in RQIs which are intended to provide a holistic review of operations in the homes left the Ministry with an incomplete picture of the state of Infection Prevention and Control (IPAC) and emergency preparedness.

This is a key gap as RQIs are the only resident-focused inspections that must include a review of IPAC. By their nature, a complaint about day-to-day issues in a home is very unlikely to identify problems with equipment and processes that would be used in an emergency.

Importantly, we have found no indications that proactive RQIs were initiated by the MLTC when COVID-19 outbreaks began globally. From March 1 to October 15, 2020, only 11 LTC homes received a proactive inspection.
We recommend that the Ministry:

- Reintroduce annual Resident Quality Inspections for all LTC homes and require all reactive inspections occurring during the pandemic to include an IPAC Program review. This will ensure that all LTC homes receive an IPAC protocol review and assessment and that possible violations are identified whenever there is a MLTC inspection in the home during the pandemic.

- Request appropriate funding in the upcoming 2021 provincial Budget to hire and train a new cadre of inspectors to implement the annual RQIs on each LTC home in the system. These resources are important to address the current need as well as the anticipated demand that will be created with the additional new beds that will be coming on stream in the next two to five years.

b) Enforcement

In addition to the discontinuance of RQIs, we are concerned about the apparent lack of enforcement and follow-up verification of compliance with Orders issued by the ministry.

In 2019, the two most common enforcement actions were Written Notification and Voluntary Plan of Correction. Neither require mandatory follow-up or verification from the LTC home to illustrate compliance with the requirement under the Long-Term Care Homes Act (LTCHA).

From 2018 to 2020, Plan of Care has consistently been identified as the top area of non-compliance identified from complaint inspections. This illustrates the high volume of complaints that must have been made about a resident’s Plan of Care. It is interesting to note that IPAC issues rarely made it into the list of the top ten areas of non-compliance identified from complaint inspections, showing that it was rarely a focus of any inspections.

Director Orders (DOs), seem only to be applied in extreme circumstances. There were only 21 issued between January 2019 and August 2020.

Also, it appears that fines or prosecution penalties for failure to comply with orders under the LTCHA are rarely applied as a form of corrective action, which may feed into the lack of urgency illustrated by LTC operators to come into compliance.

We recommend that the Ministry:

- Improve enforcement by prioritizing timely responses to non-compliance with IPAC and Plan of Care orders.

c) Coordination of Inspections

Finally, there appears to be an absence of a cohesive approach to inspections completed by the MLTC, MLTSD and Public Health Units.

This has likely occurred because inspectors from all three organizations tend to carry out their duties independently. If issues arise during inspections that are outside their respective mandates, they may inform or consult their counterparts but there is no clear or widely used protocol for information exchange or follow-up.

This disjointed approach to inspections proved extremely detrimental for IPAC in LTC homes. With the near elimination of RQIs and minimal inspections initiated by IPAC complaints or critical incidents, MLTC inspections provided little help in proactively identifying and addressing gaps in
infection control inside homes. MLTSD inspections were centered on occupational health and safety standards, such as access to PPE, but only as they related to staff, not residents. Public health agencies provided guidance on IPAC best practices but in some cases did not appear to have sufficient resources or capacity to support hands-on application in the home.

We therefore recommend the following immediate steps be taken to:

- **Eliminate the siloed approach to MLTSD, Public Health and MLTC inspections through cross training, the establishment of a centralized system of report sharing, and inspector teams to address specific cross-cutting issues.** Information sharing on intersecting legislative requirements, such as IPAC, would ensure the consistent communication and application of standards and cross training would enable inspectors from all three organizations to be dispatched to support homes in emergency situations.

**Conclusion**

As indicated in our previous letter that contained our first interim recommendations, unlike other Public Inquiries, our Commission’s work is being conducted during the COVID-19 pandemic, and as a second wave of infections is occurring in the province, including in long-term care homes.

As with our first set of interim recommendations, this is not our last word on the issues raised in this letter.

Based on our ongoing investigation, our final report will provide an account of what happened throughout the pandemic and provide a broad range of recommendations that deal with pre-COVID systemic challenges and factors that contributed to the tragedy in long-term care homes.

cc. Hon. Christine Elliott, Deputy Premier and Minister of Health
APPENDIX B: Long-Term Care and Emergency Response in Ontario

In order to assess the impact of COVID-19 on Ontario’s long-term care system, it is helpful to understand the roles and responsibilities of those involved in the response to the pandemic in the province’s long-term care homes.

Within long-term care homes, home licensees, management and staff all have their own roles and responsibilities with regards to the general operation of homes and protecting homes from infectious disease outbreaks.

Meanwhile, Ontario’s health care, public health and emergency response systems are extremely complex. At the provincial level, these systems are managed by ministries such as the Ministry of Health and Ministry of Long-Term Care with support from government agencies such as Public Health Ontario (PHO). In addition to their general powers and responsibilities, many of these entities have additional powers and responsibilities that are engaged during a public health–related emergency.

At the regional level, public health units (PHUs) are responsible for the delivery of public health services to the general population. Prior to April 1, 2021, local health integration networks (LHINs) planned, funded and administered certain individual health services for those in Ontario’s local communities. These included overseeing the admissions and placement processes for long-term care homes.

Adding to this complexity is the fact that, at the onset of the COVID-19 pandemic, two key components of the province’s health sector were undergoing major overhauls. In June 2019, the Ministry of Health and Long-Term Care was divided into two separate ministries: the Ministry of Health and the Ministry of Long-Term Care. Furthermore, many of the roles and responsibilities held by the local health integration networks were being moved into a new health agency called Ontario Health.

On April 1, 2021, Ontario announced that most of the planning and funding functions of the local health integration networks would be transferred to Ontario Health (discussed in more detail below). LHINs, now called
Home and Community Care Support Services, maintained their oversight of long-term care homes admissions and placement. Unless otherwise indicated, information on local health integration networks and Ontario Health in this appendix is current to March 31, 2021.

This appendix will begin by describing the leadership structures within long-term care homes. It will then describe the roles and responsibilities of those who lead Ontario’s public health and health care sectors and emergency services systems. Finally, relevant legislation and guidelines will be briefly discussed, all with the purpose of understanding the impact these actors had on the response to the COVID-19 pandemic within long-term care homes.

**Long-Term Care**

Long-term care homes provide residents with care 24 hours a day, seven days a week. This includes professional health services, personal care support such as bathing and feeding, and services such as meals and housekeeping. Residents of these homes have complex health care needs and, as such, homes maintain various leadership positions to ensure that all relevant legislative and regulatory requirements for long-term care facilities are met. These roles and responsibilities are discussed below.

**Long-Term Care Home Licensee**

The licensee is the entity that is provided with formal government approval to operate a long-term care facility. Entities eligible to be licensees include for-profit corporations, not-for-profit corporations, municipalities and First Nations.

Licensees are subject to a number of requirements detailed in the *Long-Term Care Homes Act, 2007 (LTCHA)*, and its associated regulation (detailed below). The primary licensee responsibility is to “ensure that the home is a safe and secure environment for its residents.” Ministry of
Long-Term Care representatives told the Commission that, among other things, this responsibility requires licensees to ensure residents’ safety from a pandemic.

Under the *LTCHA*, licensees must provide residents with several key services including medical services, nursing and personal support services, dietary and hydration services, and restorative care. With regards to health services, licensees must ensure that either a physician or registered nurse:

- conducts a physical examination of each resident upon admission;
- conducts an annual physical examination of each resident every year after admission and produces a written report of the findings of the examination;
- attends regularly at the home to provide services, including assessments; and
- participates in the provision of after-hours and on-call coverage.

Subject to certain exceptions detailed below, licensees must ensure that before staff begin working in a long-term care home they receive training in, among other things, infection prevention and control (IPAC). This training must include education in hand hygiene, infection transmission, cleaning and disinfection practices, and use of personal protective equipment (PPE). Licensees must also ensure that staff are trained on how to clean and sanitize equipment that they use as part of their work.

In the event of an emergency or unforeseen circumstance that prevents training from occurring before the staff member starts work, licensees can provide IPAC training within one week after the staff member begins work.

Licensees must also ensure that staff who have direct contact with residents receive training in additional areas including caring for residents with dementia, managing aggressive or difficult behaviours, and providing palliative care.

Subject to certain exceptions, licensees must ensure that staff are retrained in the above-noted areas once a year.

The licensee is not required to provide this training to staff who work
at a home as contract workers or staff who work at a home under contract between the licensee and an employment agency. The licensee is still required, however, to provide these staff with information on infection prevention and control before they begin working at the home.

In addition to placing obligations on licensees, the *Long-Term Care Homes Act, 2007*, also assigns responsibilities to three management positions: the Administrator, the Director of Nursing and Personal Care, and the Medical Director.

**Administrator**

The Administrator is the individual who is in charge of a given long-term care facility and responsible for its day-to-day management. The number of hours per week that an Administrator spends working in a home is dictated by the number of beds in the home.

Generally, Administrators must have between two and three years of post-secondary education, three years’ experience working in a managerial capacity, and demonstrated leadership and communication skills. Administrators are also required to complete a specific course on long-term care homes administration before they can be hired. These requirements do not apply to individuals who have previous experience working as an Administrator in a long-term care facility.

Aside from their responsibility for the general management of homes, Administrators do not have many explicit responsibilities in relevant legislation or regulations. However, in practice, they often deal with staffing and personnel issues, manage complaints regarding the homes’ operations, and maintain relationships with external stakeholders.

**Director of Nursing and Personal Care**

Every long-term care home must employ a Director of Nursing and Personal Care (Director of Nursing). The Director of Nursing is responsible for directing and supervising the homes’ nursing and personal care staff and their
services. All Directors of Nursing must be registered nurses with at least one year of experience working in long-term care and three years’ experience working in a managerial or supervisory capacity. These requirements do not apply to individuals who have previous experience working as Director of Nursing in a long-term care facility.

As with the Administrator, the number of hours that the Director of Nursing must spend working on site in their long-term care home depends on the number of beds in the home.

Typically, the responsibilities of a Director of Nursing include hiring and scheduling nursing staff and personal support workers (PSWs), responding to nursing-related complaints, and reporting and investigating critical incidents.

**Medical Director**

The *Long-Term Care Homes Act, 2007*, also requires every long-term care facility to have a Medical Director. The Medical Director must be a physician and is generally responsible for advising the licensee on matters relating to medical care in the home.

The Medical Director’s specific responsibilities include:

- developing, implementing, monitoring and evaluating medical services in the home;
- advising on clinical policies and procedures, where appropriate;
- communicating care expectations to attending physicians and registered nurses;
- addressing issues relating to resident care, after-hours coverage and on-call coverage; and
- participating in interdisciplinary committees and quality improvement activities.

Aside from the requirement that the director be a physician, the legislation does not require specific training or credentials for an individual to
work as a Medical Director. In fact, Medical Directors are exempt from training requirements under the *LTCHA* in areas including caring for residents with dementia, managing difficult or aggressive behaviour, and providing palliative care. This exemption also applies in specified circumstances to physicians and certain registered nurses who work in long-term care homes.

**Nursing and Personal Support Services**

All long-term care homes must maintain organized programs that provide nursing and personal support services required to meet the needs of the home’s residents. To this end, homes must ensure that there is a written staffing plan for both their nursing and personal support services programs. The plan must:

- provide for a staffing mix that is consistent with the residents’ assessed care and safety needs;
- set out the organization and scheduling of staff shifts;
- promote continuity of care by minimizing the number of different staff members who provide nursing and personal support services to each resident;
- include a back-up plan for nursing and personal care staffing that addresses situations when staff, including the nursing staff, cannot come to work; and
- be evaluated and updated at least annually in accordance with evidence-based practices and, if there are none, in accordance with prevailing practices.

The legislation does not provide specific detail as to what constitutes an appropriate staffing mix.

Homes are also required by the *Long-Term Care Act, 2007*, to limit their use of temporary, casual or agency staff.
Nursing

All homes must have at least one registered nurse on premises at all times. Aside from a narrow set of exceptional circumstances, the nurse on premises must be both an employee of the home and a working member of the home’s nursing staff. The Administrator or Director of Nursing cannot serve as the nurse on premises.

Given that nurses who work for nursing agencies are not employees of the home, they are generally not permitted to serve as the nurse on premises at a long-term care home. There are certain exceptional circumstances, however, in which an agency nurse is permitted to serve as the nurse on premises.

Personal support workers

Personal support workers play a crucial role in the daily care of residents. They are responsible for assisting residents with all activities of daily living and personal hygiene, such as bathing, dressing and toileting; helping residents get to and from various locations in the home; assisting residents with their meals; and charting all non-nursing and non-medical aspects of the residents’ daily living.

There are currently no uniform training requirements for PSWs in long-term care homes. While the Long-Term Care Homes Act, 2007, regulation states that every person hired by a licensee to work as a PSW must have completed a personal support worker training program approved by Ontario’s Ministry of Training, Colleges and Universities, there are many exceptions to this rule. In certain cases, individuals can be hired as PSWs in long-term care homes without PSW training as long as, in the opinion of the home’s leadership, they have the skills required to work as a personal support worker.

For example, licensees can hire an individual who has a “diploma or certificate granted in another jurisdiction” to work as a PSW as long as:

- the individual provides proof of graduation to the licensee;
- the program involved at least 600 hours of education and practical experience time; and
• the individual “has a set of skills that in the reasonable opinion of the licensee, is equivalent to those that the licensee would expect of a person who has completed [an Ontario PSW training program].”

The regulation does not provide any additional detail as to what kind of diploma or certificate would qualify for this exception.

**Infection Prevention and Control Coordinator**

Every licensee is required to ensure that their home has an infection prevention and control program (discussed further below). The licensee must also designate one of the home’s staff members as the home’s IPAC program coordinator. The coordinator must have education and experience in IPAC practices such as infectious diseases, cleaning and disinfection, data collection and trend analysis, reporting protocols, and outbreak management. The legislation does not specify, however, specific training or credentials that the coordinator must hold.

While specific legislative responsibilities are not assigned to the coordinator, Government of Ontario long-term care guidance documents indicate that the coordinator’s activities can include:

• receiving reports on potential infection outbreaks in long-term care homes;
• carrying out infectious disease surveillance in homes and analyzing the resulting data;
• consulting with public health units on potential outbreaks in long-term care homes and providing PHUs with information on infected individuals;
• serving as a member of a home’s outbreak management team; and
• coordinating a home’s response to an outbreak and ensuring that outbreak control measures are in place and enforced.

All licensees are also required to maintain an organized program for
housekeeping. This program must include procedures for cleaning and disinfecting resident care equipment, supplies and devices, and contact surfaces. The LTCHA regulation requires that the IPAC coordinator be involved in selecting the disinfectant used to carry out the cleaning program.

Residents’ and Family Councils
The Long-Term Care Homes Act, 2007, contemplates two groups that can play a role in advocating for the rights of residents within homes: Residents’ Councils and Family Councils. Licensees must cooperate and meet with Residents’ and Family Councils when asked and consult with the Councils at least once every three months on the operation of the home. Licensees cannot attend Residents’ Council or Family Council meetings unless invited. Licensees must also seek the advice of the Residents’ Council and Family Council when developing, carrying out and acting on the results of resident and family satisfaction surveys. These surveys must be conducted at least once a year. Finally, licensees cannot interfere with or prevent either of the two Councils from carrying out their duties.

Residents’ Councils
All long-term care homes must have a Residents’ Council. Only residents of the home are permitted to be members of the Council. All long-term care residents have the right to participate in Residents’ Councils and raise concerns regarding the operation of their home to their Residents’ Councils without interference or fear of coercion, discrimination or reprisal. Residents’ Councils have the power to, among other things:

- advise residents of their legal rights and obligations as well as the legal rights and obligations of the licensee;
- attempt to resolve disputes between licensees and residents;
- advise the licensee of any concerns or recommendations the Council has about the operation of the home;
• review documents related to Ministry of Long-Term Care inspections of the home and financial statements related to the home;
• report recommendations and concerns regarding the home’s operation to the licensee or Ministry; and
• review the home’s menus and food provision plans.

When the Residents’ Council raises a concern or recommendation with the licensee, the licensee must respond to the Council in writing within 10 days.

**Family Councils**

Long-term care homes are permitted but not required to create Family Councils. Any family member of any resident of a home can ask the licensee to create a Family Council and the licensee must do so within 30 days. If a home does not have a Family Council, the licensee must regularly advise residents’ families of their right to request the establishment of a Council. Approximately 80 per cent of Ontario’s long-term care homes have Family Councils.

Any family member or person of importance to a resident (including friends and substitute decision-makers) is entitled to be a Family Council member. Individuals involved in the operations or management of the home as well as staff members cannot be members of the Family Council, even if they also have loved ones who are residents at the home. Every long-term care home resident has the right to raise concerns or recommendations regarding the operation of their long-term care home to the home’s Family Council without fear of coercion, discrimination or reprisal.

Among other things, Family Councils have the power to:

• provide assistance, information and advice to residents, family members of residents and persons of importance to residents;
• advise residents, family members of residents and persons of importance to residents respecting the legal rights and obligations of residents and the licensee;
• attempt to resolve disputes between licensees and residents;
• review documents related to Ministry of Long-Term Care inspections of the home and financial statements related to the home; and
• report recommendations and concerns regarding the home’s operation to the licensee or the Ministry.

When the Family Council raises a concern or recommendation with the licensee, the licensee must respond in writing within 10 days.

**Government Oversight of Long-Term Care Homes**

Public bodies at the provincial, regional and local levels also play important roles in overseeing the province’s long-term care homes. This oversight system is quite complex and was in a state of flux at the onset of the COVID-19 pandemic.

**Overview**

Ontario’s Ministry of Long-Term Care has primary responsibility for the province’s long-term care sector, including long-term care licensing, inspections, funding and policy.

Prior to June 2019, long-term care in Ontario was overseen by the Ministry of Health and Long-Term Care. In June 2019, this Ministry was divided into two separate entities: the Ministry of Health and the Ministry of Long-Term Care. Following this split, the Ministry of Long-Term Care took over responsibilities for certain elements of the long-term care system while continuing to share others with the Ministry of Health. While the two entities had been separated for more than six months by the time COVID-19 emerged, they had yet to fully disentangle and delineate their respective responsibilities, including responsibilities central to the Ministries’ emergency response. As discussed in chapters 2 and 3, there was confusion between the newly separated Ministry of Health and the Ministry of
Long-Term Care as to the roles each Ministry should play in responding to the COVID-19 pandemic.

Furthermore, after the two Ministries were separated, the Ministry of Long-Term Care did not have a formal relationship with the Chief Medical Officer of Health (CMOH) and Public Health Ontario, both of which played an important role in the province’s response to the COVID-19 pandemic and will be described further below.

Long-term care homes are also inspected by Ontario’s Ministry of Labour, Training and Skills Development, whose responsibility is to ensure that long-term care facilities are safe work environments for staff.

The public health system too plays a significant role in the province’s long-term care sector and involves shared authority and accountability at the provincial and local levels. The primary actors within this system are the Ministry of Health, the Chief Medical Officer of Health, Public Health Ontario, local public health units, local boards of health and local medical officers of health.

A closer look at the roles and responsibilities of the entities that control Ontario’s health system helps provide a better understanding of how the system works as a whole.

**Ministry of Health**

Ontario’s Ministry of Health is in charge of administering the province’s health care system. The Minister of Health is responsible for, among other things, advising the government concerning the health of the people of Ontario, overseeing and promoting the health and well-being of the people of Ontario, and developing, coordinating and maintaining “a balanced and integrated system” of hospitals, laboratories, ambulances and other health facilities in the province. The Ministry also plays a crucial role in the delivery of public health services and the management of province-wide public health emergencies, which will be discussed further below.
Ministry of Long-Term Care

As of February 2020, the Ministry of Long-Term Care’s core functions included licensing, inspections, policymaking and funding.

All long-term care homes must be licensed by the government in order to operate. The Ministry of Long-Term Care determines whether long-term care homes, including those owned and operated by First Nations and municipalities, should be granted licences to operate in accordance with a set of factors described in the Long-Term Care Homes Act, 2007.

The Ministry oversees the operation of the province’s long-term care homes and is responsible for promoting long-term care residents’ rights and quality of life. As part of this oversight, the Ministry employs inspectors to monitor licensees’ compliance with the legislative requirements of the Long-Term Care Homes Act, 2007.

Under the LTCHA, the Ministry of Long-Term Care must inspect long-term care homes at least once a year. As discussed in chapter 1, in 2018, the Ministry scaled back proactive inspections that reviewed the entirety of the homes’ operations; instead, it shifted its focus to reactive inspections responding to complaints and critical incidents and inspections of homes that were deemed to be “high risk.”

The Ministry of Long-Term Care provides funding to all of the province’s long-term care homes and is also tasked with developing policies on matters including long-term care home staffing, funding, redevelopment and construction. Decisions related to how many beds are built, how care is provided or how much must be spent on food all rest with the Ministry. Ultimately, of course, significant decisions including how many beds are built and whether beds are available for all persons needing long-term care are political in nature. As described in chapter 1, more than 38,000 people are waiting for long-term care beds in Ontario.

Finally, the Ministry of Long-Term Care also shares certain divisions with the Ministry of Health, including its Capacity Planning and Analytics Division and its Health Services Information and Information Technology Division.
Ministry of Labour, Training and Skills Development

The primary goal of the Ministry of Labour, Training and Skills Development is to promote workplace health and safety and prevent injuries and illnesses. The Ministry develops occupational health and safety policies for workplaces regulated by the Ontario government and enforces the *Occupational Health and Safety Act (OHSA)*, which, among other things, sets out the duties of employers and workers, delineates workers’ rights, provides for workplace inspections, and prohibits employer reprisals against workers.

Regarding long-term care, the Ministry also enforces the *Health Care and Residential Facilities Regulation*, which applies to all workers in long-term care homes. The regulation addresses matters including safe working conditions and the use of personal protective equipment by staff. It also lists the duties of employers and supervisors (such as the duty to take every reasonable precaution to protect workers and the duty to advise workers of workplace hazards), and workers’ duties (such as the duty to operate equipment safely and report workplace hazards to their employer). Finally, the regulation sets out workers’ rights, including the right to be informed of workplace hazards and the right to refuse unsafe work.

The Ministry’s interactions with workplaces – including long-term care facilities – can consist of visits to workplaces to offer compliance consultations, proactive investigations to review compliance with the *OHSA*, or workplace investigations in response to incidents such as complaints, injuries, staff refusals to work or fatalities. Ministry inspectors have the power to issue orders and initiate prosecutions.

Provincial Public Health System

Public health focuses on the health of the population as a whole. There are three primary actors in Ontario’s public health system at the provincial level: the Minister of Health, the Chief Medical Officer of Health and Public Health Ontario.
Minister of Health
The Minister of Health is responsible for administering the province’s core public health statute: the *Health Protection and Promotion Act (HPPA)*, described in further detail below. Among other things, the *HPPA* provides for the organization and delivery of public health programs and services in Ontario.

The Minister of Health plays an important role in guiding the operations of Ontario’s local public health system. Pursuant to the *HPPA*, the Minister publishes the Ontario Public Health Standards, which set out the responsibilities of Ontario’s boards of health (see below). The Minister funds local boards of health through agreements that require the boards to deliver public health services within their regions.

The Minister also has the power to determine which diseases are included on Ontario’s list of reportable diseases and which diseases constitute communicable diseases. Diseases caused by novel coronaviruses were added to Ontario’s list of reportable diseases, and were designated as communicable, on January 22, 2020.

Once a disease is designated as communicable, Ontario’s local medical officers of health can issue orders requiring health care facilities to take certain measures to control the spread of the diseases. If there is a risk of a communicable disease outbreak, the Minister of Health can also take control of property for use as an isolation facility.

The Minister of Health must approve the appointment and dismissal of all local medical officers of health and can establish, maintain and direct public health laboratories.

Chief Medical Officer of Health
The Chief Medical Officer of Health is Ontario’s senior public health official. By law, the CMOH must be a physician of at least five years’ standing with specialist credentials in public health and preventive medicine.

The Chief Medical Officer of Health’s primary role is to be the lead physician for public health in the province of Ontario. The *HPPA* requires the CMOH to stay informed of occupational and environmental health matters
in Ontario and deliver an annual report on the state of public health to the provincial legislature. The CMOH must provide the report to the Minister of Health 30 days before it is provided to the legislature, though the Minister cannot edit or censor the report. The CMOH may also release other reports related to public health as appropriate and can speak with the media independently of the Ministry.

The HPPA grants the Chief Medical Officer of Health broad powers. When the CMOH believes that there is a risk to the health of any person in Ontario, they may take any action they consider necessary to eliminate or decrease that risk. This includes issuing directives to any health care provider (including long-term care homes) requiring them to undertake specified medical precautions and procedures to protect the health of persons anywhere in Ontario.

Notably, under the HPPA, the Chief Medical Officer of Health is only authorized to issue directives to individuals who work as health care providers. However, the HPPA authorizes local medical officers of health to issue directives to any individual, whether they are a health care provider or not. The HPPA also allows the CMOH to exercise the powers of a local medical officer of health. While this arguably means that the CMOH can also issue directives to any individual, the legislation is unclear on this point. This became an issue during the COVID-19 pandemic when the government sought to limit personal support workers, who are not classified as health care workers, from working at more than one long-term care home.

When the Chief Medical Officer of Health is of the opinion that there is an imminent risk of a pandemic or other public health emergency, they can also issue directives to boards of health or medical officers of health requiring that they adopt or implement policies or measures regarding:

- infectious diseases;
- health hazards;
- public health preparedness; and
- a matter prescribed in a regulation made by the Minister of Health.
The *HPPA* requires the Chief Medical Officer of Health to consider the precautionary principle when issuing directives that relate to worker health and safety in the use of any protective clothing, equipment or device in the context of an actual or suspected infectious or communicable disease. As discussed elsewhere in this report, the precautionary principle stipulates that:

> Where there is reasonable evidence of an impending threat to public health, it is inappropriate to require proof of causation beyond a reasonable doubt before taking steps to avert the threat.

The Chief Medical Officer of Health also serves as an Assistant Deputy Minister within the Ministry of Health and, in that role, reports to the Deputy Minister of Health.

The Minister of Health sets the budget for the Chief Medical Officer of Health’s office. Aside from the specific powers described above, there is no legislation describing the general roles and responsibilities of the CMOH, the accountability relationship between the CMOH and the Minister of Health, or whose view takes precedence when the CMOH disagrees with the Minister of Health on matters of public health.

Following the division of the Ministry of Long-Term Care and the Ministry of Health, the Chief Medical Officer of Health retained a formal reporting relationship with the Ministry of Health but not with the Ministry of Long-Term Care. Ontario’s current Chief Medical Officer of Health, Dr. David Williams, told the Commission that, after the Ministry of Long-Term Care was separated from the Ministry of Health, the role of the CMOH with the Ministry of Long-Term Care consisted mostly of consulting and providing advice.

**Public Health Ontario**

Public Health Ontario is a government agency mandated to, among other things, provide scientific and technical advice and support to public health officials at the provincial and local levels. The agency was established in 2008 and was one of the primary recommendations of the *SARS* Commission Final
PHO’s responsibilities include operating Ontario’s Public Health Laboratories, conducting infectious disease surveillance, collecting and analyzing epidemiological data, and generally conducting public health research. Public Health Ontario does not have any powers to oversee or intervene in the provision of public health services in Ontario. Its mandate remains limited to providing advice and support and operating laboratory facilities.

The Chief Medical Officer of Health serves as a member of Public Health Ontario’s Strategic Planning Committee but does not have any operational control over the agency. Public Health Ontario provides the Chief Medical Officer of Health with advice and guidance on which the CMOH may rely to make public health decisions within their mandate.

Public Health Ontario receives its funding from the Ministry of Health and must submit an annual report to the Ministry describing its activities. PHO’s strategic objectives must be included in its annual business plan and are subject to the Minister of Health’s approval.

Public Health Ontario is also party to a memorandum of understanding with the now defunct Ministry of Health and Long-Term Care. The memorandum sets out the accountability relationship between the two entities and expectations with regards to PHO’s operations. The memorandum currently applies to the relationship between PHO and the Ministry of Health but does not govern PHO’s relationship with the Ministry of Long-Term Care. At present, there is no formal accountability relationship between Public Health Ontario and the Ministry of Long-Term Care.

As discussed elsewhere in this report, the province did not always seek Public Health Ontario’s input when formulating its pandemic response. In other instances, the province solicited Public Health Ontario’s advice but then did not follow the advice.

Prior to the COVID-19 pandemic, Public Health Ontario provided materials, including training modules and guidance documents, to long-term care facilities to assist them in developing their infection prevention and control programs.
Local Public Health
Public health at the local level in Ontario is comprised of three primary entities: public health units, boards of health and local medical officers of health. Public health units deliver crucial public health information and programming to their communities. They have been described as “the front line of protection against infectious disease.” Each PHU is governed by a board of health. Local medical officers of health are appointed by boards of health, report directly to the board and are responsible for ensuring that all legislatively required public health programming is provided to the residents of their respective public health units.

Public health units
The province is divided into 34 geographic areas known as public health units. The term “public health unit” is also sometimes used to refer collectively to the board of health, medical officer of health and relevant staff.

Public health units provide healthy living and disease prevention information and programs to Ontario’s communities at the local level. Among other things, they are responsible for monitoring food safety in long-term care homes.

Public health units also monitor infection prevention and control in long-term care homes in some ways, but these services are generally only provided in response to IPAC-related complaints received from homes. All PHUs must maintain a 24/7 on-call system for receiving and responding to reports or complaints regarding infection prevention and control practices in local facilities, including reports of confirmed and suspected outbreaks of infectious diseases of public health significance in long-term care homes.

Where appropriate, public health units are required to respond to such reports by conducting an inspection. After these inspections are conducted, public health units must:

- determine if a health hazard exists;
- determine whether there was non-compliance with infection prevention and control practices;
• determine the adequacy of IPAC measures and recommend measures to address identified risks; and
• take action to decrease the effect of, or eliminate, identified health hazards.

This action “may include a number of educational, procedural, and re-inspection measures to effect the necessary correction, up to and including the issuance of an order under the HPPA or the issuance of fines under applicable legislation.” Public health units must also publish summary reports of inspection results on their websites.

**Boards of health**

Each of Ontario’s 34 public health units is governed by a board of health. Boards of health oversee the implementation of the public health units’ infection prevention and control initiatives in long-term care homes.

The board of health’s role is oriented toward high-level stewardship of local public health programming and services and is less concerned with day-to-day service and program delivery. Boards of health hire medical service providers, including public health nurses, as necessary to carry out their responsibilities for the provision of public health services. Boards of health also set the budget and determine service priorities for their public health unit.

Boards of health operate independently of the government, but they remain accountable to the province as they are required to provide services in accordance with accountability agreements with the Ministry of Health and the Ontario Public Health Standards (discussed below), which the Ministry of Health issues. Boards of health are required to comply with the Ontario Public Health Standards and the HPPA in order to receive funding. The Ministry of Health may inspect boards of health for compliance with the HPPA, the Ontario Public Health Standards and other relevant regulations and, where necessary, direct and enforce compliance.

Every board of health uses one of three kinds of governance structure. The majority are established as corporations under the HPPA. Most of the
members of these boards are appointed by the municipalities served by the board, while the rest are appointed by Order in Council. A small number of the province’s boards of health are established under legislation that applies to specific municipalities. Membership of these boards consists either of the municipal council itself or a group of individuals appointed by the municipality. The cities of Hamilton and Ottawa make use of the former structure, while the City of Toronto uses the latter. Finally, a small number of Ontario’s boards of health are embedded within regional municipal governments, with the regional council itself acting as the board of health. The regions of Durham and Peel use this structure.

**Local medical officers of health**

Each board of health must appoint a full-time local medical officer of health who is a physician with specialist credentials in public health and preventive medicine. The local medical officer of health reports directly to the board of health, and is responsible to the board of health for management of the public health programs and services within the public health unit. All individuals hired by a board of health to deliver public health services are responsible to the local medical officer of health.

Where a complaint is made to a board of health or local medical officer of health that a health hazard related to occupational or environmental health exists, the local medical officer of health is required to notify the government ministry with primary responsibility in the matter (e.g., the Ministry of Labour, Training and Skills Development) and, in consultation with that Ministry, investigate the complaint to determine whether the health hazard exists or does not exist.

Local medical officers of health can issue orders requiring individuals to take or to refrain from taking any action regarding a communicable disease when they, on reasonable and probable grounds, are of the opinion that:

1. a communicable disease or outbreak exists or may exist or that there is an immediate risk of an outbreak of a communicable disease;
2. the disease presents a health risk to individuals within their public health unit; and
3. the order is necessary to decrease or eliminate the risk.

The local medical officer of health can issue these orders to individuals or classes of people, such as all individuals living in long-term care homes. Local medical officers of health also have the power to issue orders requiring entire health facilities such as hospitals or long-term care homes to take actions to manage, monitor, investigate and respond to an outbreak of a communicable disease at the hospital or institution. A number of these orders were issued during the COVID-19 pandemic.

Health facilities – including long-term care homes – within a given public health unit are required to report instances of communicable diseases within their facilities to the local medical officer of health, who in turn is required to report this information to the Ministry of Health and Public Health Ontario.

**Local Health Integration Networks**

Between 2007 and 2019, the Ontario government sought to make the provision of health services at the regional level more efficient through the creation of 14 local health integration networks. In 2019, however, the government began a process to eliminate LHINs and transition their responsibilities – along with the responsibilities of several other provincial health agencies – to a new body called Ontario Health.

Prior to April 1, 2021, local health integration networks were non-profit Crown agencies funded by the Ministry of Health. LHINs planned, funded and integrated certain individual health services in Ontario’s local communities. With regards to long-term care homes, LHINs were responsible for determining eligibility for admission to homes and assisting applicants with placement-related application processes. LHINs also administered the provision of certain professional therapy and nursing services to long-term care homes.
Local health integration networks did not directly provide health services to patients nor did they control the provision of health services to patients on a day-to-day basis. Rather, LHINs signed contracts with health care providers (Service Accountability Agreements) under which the health care professionals agreed to provide certain services within their regions in exchange for funding from LHINs. Local health integration networks provided funding to long-term care homes through these agreements.

As of July 2019, and as noted above, there were 14 local health integration networks in the province allocated to separate geographic regions. In November 2019, the Ontario government announced that it would begin a process to eliminate the LHINs. Soon after, the government announced that the local health integration networks would be collapsed into five “Ontario Health Interim and Transitional Regions” as the networks’ responsibilities would be shifted to Ontario Health (described in further detail below). Government press releases noted that local health integration networks would maintain their responsibility for overseeing long-term care home admissions for the time being, with an eye toward eventually transitioning all of the LHINs’ responsibilities to Ontario Health and the newly created Ontario Health Teams (also described below). On March 18, 2020, the province announced that the decommissioning of the local health integration networks would be suspended while the province responded to the COVID-19 pandemic.

On March 17, 2021, Ontario announced that the decommissioning of the local health integrations networks had resumed and that the health system planning and funding functions of the LHINs would be transferred to Ontario Health. Meanwhile, LHINs were to be renamed Home and Community Care Support Services and retain their oversight of long-term care home placement services. The province noted that Home and Community Care Support Services would likely maintain control of long-term care placement services over the next few years before the services were eventually transferred to Ontario Health and other health service providers. These changes took effect on April 1, 2021.
Ontario Health and Ontario Health Teams
Ontario Health is a government health agency created in April 2019 with a mandate to connect and coordinate services across Ontario’s health system. Among other things, Ontario Health currently exercises the health system planning and funding functions that used to belong to the local health integration networks. A 13-person board of directors governs Ontario Health. The agency’s relationship with the Ministry of Health is primarily governed by a memorandum of understanding that defines both parties’ roles and the relationship, mutual expectations and accountability between Ontario Health’s board of directors and chief executive officer and the Ministry of Health.

The transition of oversight of relevant health services from local health integration networks to Ontario Health is still in progress. Once complete, the agency will carry out roles that were formerly the responsibility of several separate health entities in Ontario, including local health integration networks.

Ontario Health is also responsible for oversight of Ontario Health Teams. Ontario Health Teams are coordinated teams of local health care providers that are responsible for providing integrated and comprehensive care to individuals within defined geographic regions of the province. Ontario Health Teams can comprise many different health service providers including primary and secondary care, hospitals, health promotion and disease prevention services, laboratory and diagnostic services, palliative care, residential care in long-term care homes, and long-term care home placement services.

A primary difference between Ontario Health Teams and local health integration networks is that LHINs administered and oversaw the provision of health services but were not responsible for the actual provision of those services. Ontario Health Teams, however, are primarily composed of professionals and entities, such as family doctors and hospitals, that provide direct care to patients. The implementation of the Ontario Health Teams program began in fall 2019 and is ongoing. As of November 2020, service provider participation in an Ontario Health Team was voluntary, and some but not all Ontario Health Teams included long-term care homes within the team’s region.
Ontario’s Roles and Responsibilities during a Public Health Emergency

When a public health emergency strikes, some of Ontario’s government organizations and leaders gain additional powers, roles and responsibilities.

The *Emergency Management and Civil Protection Act (EMCPA)* (discussed further below) establishes Ontario’s emergency management framework, defining the authority and responsibilities of provincial ministries, municipalities and individuals (such as the Premier and Commissioner of Emergency Management).

Certain ministries have been assigned lead responsibilities for certain types of emergencies. The Ministry of the Solicitor General, for example, must plan for “any emergency that requires the coordination of provincial emergency management.”

Premier and Lieutenant Governor in Council

The Premier has the power to declare and terminate emergencies under the *Emergency Management and Civil Protection Act*. In an emergency situation, the Premier may also exercise any power or perform any duty conferred upon a minister or an employee of the Crown. Once an emergency has been declared, the Premier or their delegate is required to report regularly to the public with regards to the status of the state of emergency. With the advice of Cabinet, the Lieutenant Governor also has the power to declare provincial emergencies or confirm emergency declarations made by the Premier.

During an emergency, the Lieutenant Governor, with the advice of Cabinet, has the capacity to make orders to, among other things, implement emergency plans, regulate or prohibit travel, evacuate individuals from specific areas, establish new care facilities and close public or private spaces. The authority to make these orders can be delegated to other provincial ministers or the Commissioner of Emergency Management (discussed below).
Emergency Management Ontario

Emergency Management Ontario (EMO) is a department of the Ministry of the Solicitor General with a mandate to monitor, coordinate and assist in the development and implementation of provincial emergency management programs. During states of emergency, EMO is also responsible for coordinating the province’s response efforts with Canada’s federal government.

EMO is led by the Commissioner of Emergency Management and the Chief of Emergency Management.

The Commissioner of Emergency Management’s role is to provide advice and guidance to the Premier and Cabinet during declared emergencies; oversee the coordination of public safety initiatives across the Ontario government; and make emergency orders as delegated to them during a provincial emergency. The position is currently filled by Ontario’s Deputy Solicitor General, Community Safety.

Meanwhile, the Chief of Emergency Management is specifically responsible for leading Emergency Management Ontario when an emergency situation arises and for implementing EMO’s emergency response plans.

Emergency Management Ontario is also charged with operating the Provincial Emergency Operation Centre (PEOC). The PEOC’s central purpose is to coordinate emergency response activities between municipal, provincial and federal governments as well as non-governmental organizations and any other relevant entities.

In the SARS Commission Second Interim Report, the Honourable Justice Archie Campbell recommended that lines of authority be clear in future public health emergencies. He stated that the Chief Medical Officer of Health should oversee medical decisions, medical advice and communications regarding health risks, while the Commissioner of Emergency Management should be in charge of all other matters. Unfortunately, this is not what occurred during the COVID-19 pandemic, as neither the CMOH nor the Commissioner of Emergency Management had clear lines of authority within the province’s pandemic response system.
Furthermore, while the PEOC was seemingly activated during Ontario’s response to COVID-19, it was just one of the many government entities involved in the province’s complex pandemic response structure.

**Ministry of Health**
The Ministry of Health is responsible for leading the province’s response to public health emergencies including pandemics.

The Health System Emergency Management Branch in the Ministry of Health helps the health sector in general respond to public health emergencies. The branch also develops the Ministry’s emergency readiness plans, helps health sector actors plan for emergencies, and directs, as necessary, health sector emergency response and recovery. Finally, the branch also works to ensure continuity of critical Ministry services during an emergency.

Until August 31, 2020, the Health System Emergency Management Branch reported to the Chief Medical Officer of Health. As of August 31, 2020, it reports to the Assistant Deputy Minister of Pandemic Response and Public Health Modernization.

The Health System Emergency Management Branch includes the Ministry Emergency Operations Centre (MEOC), which the Ministry can activate in response to an emergency. The MEOC, described by government representatives as the Ministry’s operational “nerve centre,” is tasked with coordinating and operationalizing the Ministry of Health’s response to a public health emergency.

During the COVID-19 pandemic, the MEOC issued guidance documents whose purpose was to complement and provide more detail on directives the Chief Medical Officer of Health had issued. Ministry of Health representatives told the Commission that one of the MEOC’s responsibilities was to support alignment and consistency across the COVID-19 guidance documents issued by the province. As discussed in chapter 3, however, local public health officials and long-term care home Administrators told the Commission that the province issued an overwhelming number of guidance documents during the pandemic, some of which were inconsistent with one another.
Ministry of Long-Term Care

Under the Long-Term Care Homes Act, 2007, the Minister of Long-Term Care has the power to issue mandatory operational or policy directives to all of the province’s long-term care homes when they consider it to be in the public interest to do so. One such directive was issued during the COVID-19 pandemic, requiring homes to accept assistance from hospitals when provided.

At the onset of the COVID-19 pandemic, the Ministry of Long-Term Care had only recently become a standalone ministry and, consequently, aside from the legislative power stated above, its role in preparing for and responding to a public health emergency was not clear.

Ministry of Labour, Training and Skills Development

The Ministry of Labour, Training and Skills Development is required by Order in Council to continue its oversight of provincial workplaces, including long-term care homes, during a state of emergency. The Ministry also receives and responds to reports of infectious disease outbreaks from public health units, long-term care homes and other provincial workplaces. In the event of an outbreak, the Ministry is to ensure that workplace safety requirements are being met at the outbreak site.

Chief Medical Officer of Health

The Health Protection and Promotion Act does not assign specific roles or responsibilities to the Chief Medical Officer of Health with regards to public health emergencies or pandemics.

The Ministry of Health’s Emergency Response Plan, however, states that “[a]n Executive Lead may lead the [Ministry’s] response to an emergency … The [Chief Medical Officer of Health] typically plays this role for emergencies that fall under the [Ministry’s] responsibility of ‘human health, disease and epidemics’ and for health system emergencies focused on Ontario’s public health units … ”
As discussed above, when the CMOH believes that an immediate risk to the health of persons anywhere in Ontario exists or may exist, they may issue a directive to any health care provider or health care entity regarding precautions and procedures to be followed to protect the health of persons anywhere in Ontario. A number of these directives were issued during the COVID-19 pandemic, including a directive requiring long-term care homes to ensure that staff and visitors wear personal protective equipment at all times while inside a home.

During a public health emergency or outbreak situation, the Chief Medical Officer of Health also has the power to issue directives to Public Health Ontario to provide scientific advice, technical advice or operational support to any person or entity, which would include long-term care homes.

**Public Health Ontario**

In a public health emergency or outbreak situation, Public Health Ontario’s general mandate is to:

1. provide the Ontario government with scientific and technical advice;
2. provide surveillance and epidemiological data and analysis in support of pandemic response;
3. conduct research relevant to the pandemic; and
4. provide field support.

Public Health Ontario also operates public health laboratories that perform infectious disease testing.

**Public Health Units, Boards of Health and Local Medical Officers of Health**

In the event of a pandemic, public health units are generally responsible for overseeing local surveillance strategies, immunization and other relevant public health measures. Public health units also participate in coordinating local care and treatment during a pandemic.
When it comes to outbreak management in long-term care facilities, the role of public health units is primarily one of assistance rather than direct management. Public health units are to help homes prepare for outbreaks by educating them on outbreak management, helping them review and revise their infection prevention and control policies and outbreak plans, and providing recommendations for outbreak preventions, protection and management. Long-term care facilities can also request that a public health unit consult or inspect the adequacy of their IPAC programs at any time.

Boards of health are responsible for developing and maintaining written policies and procedures in preparation for responding to infectious disease outbreaks in institutional and facility settings. The boards are also responsible for helping individual facilities develop their own plans.

For their part, local medical officers of health maintain the ability to issue the orders and directives described above during a public health emergency. They also have the ability to declare a facility to be in an outbreak, though individual facilities can also make this declaration on their own. However, only the local medical officer of health has the final authority to determine whether an outbreak in a facility is over. Neither the HPPA nor the Ontario Public Health Standards and relevant guidelines explicitly require the local medical officer of health to take on a leadership role with regards to public health emergency preparedness, management or recovery.

Local Health Integration Networks, Ontario Health and Ontario Health Teams

Before the COVID-19 pandemic, the role of the province’s local health integration networks during a pandemic emergency was not entirely clear. The most recent version of the Ministry of Health and Long-Term Care’s Emergency Response Plan – published in 2013 – stated that LHINs were responsible for ensuring that the health services funded under their structure could continue to be delivered during public health emergencies. Ontario’s most recent influenza pandemic plan – also published in 2013 – stated that local health integration networks were responsible for liaising between the
health service providers in their jurisdiction and the Ministry of Health and Long-Term Care. It further assigned LHINs the responsibility of participating in the coordination of local care and treatment, a duty allocated to public health units as well. The plan also noted, however, that “[o]ther LHIN roles during an influenza pandemic are currently under development” and that, in the next version of the influenza pandemic plan, the Ministry of Health and Long-Term Care would “continue to clarify the role of LHINs in influenza pandemic response.” As discussed in chapter 2 of this report, a “next version” of the pandemic plan was never developed.

As of November 2020, the Ontario Health Teams program was still in the early stages of development and the provincial government did not yet mandate individual teams to provide direct assistance to long-term care homes in emergencies such as a pandemic. Ministry of Health representatives told the Commission that the Ontario Health Teams initiative was not sufficiently advanced during the first or second wave of the pandemic to allow the Ministry to endow the teams with the power to give binding directions to their constituent health care providers. In some instances, however, Ontario Health Teams have been able to mobilize resources and create relationships that have allowed them to assist long-term care homes during the COVID-19 pandemic with infection prevention and control advice, personal protective equipment acquisition, staffing support, and virtual care. A further discussion of these cases can be found in chapter 4 of this report.

**Legislation, Standards, Protocols and Guidelines**

Ontario’s public health, long-term care and emergency response systems are governed by several key laws, regulations, standards, protocols and guidelines.
**The Health Protection and Promotion Act**
The *Health Protection and Promotion Act* is Ontario’s primary public health statute. It provides legislative authority for the organization and delivery of public health programs and services in Ontario, and initiatives to prevent the spread of disease and promote and protect the health of the people of Ontario. The *HPPA* sets out a list of mandatory public health programs and services to be delivered across the province. These include “[c]ontrol of infectious diseases and diseases of public health significance, including provision of immunization services to children and adults.” The *HPPA* also defines the roles and responsibilities of local boards of health and local medical officers of health. Finally, the legislation is the source of the powers held by local medical officers of health and the Chief Medical Officer of Health to issue orders to help decrease or eliminate the risk to Ontarians’ health presented by communicable diseases.

**Ontario Public Health Standards, Protocols and Guidelines**
The Ontario Public Health Standards, published by the Ministry of Health, detail certain public health programs and services that boards of health are required to deliver. The Ministry of Health also publishes guidelines and protocols regarding infection prevention and control, infectious disease outbreak management, and control of respiratory infection outbreaks in long-term care homes. These documents elaborate on the responsibilities of the boards of health as set out in the Standards.

**The Emergency Management and Civil Protection Act**
The *Emergency Management and Civil Protection Act* establishes the provincial and municipal framework to prepare for and respond to emergencies, including those caused by “a disease or other health risk.” Ontario’s Solicitor General is responsible for administering the *EMCPA*. The *EMCPA* requires Ontario’s ministries to create emergency plans to govern the provision of necessary ministry services during an emergency.
In Ontario, a state of emergency is declared under the *Emergency Management and Civil Protection Act* by the Premier or the Lieutenant Governor with the advice of Cabinet. Once an emergency is declared, specified government officials gain the ability to issue a broad range of orders, including prohibitions on travel or movement, the closure of public or private places, and the restriction of service provision. An initial declaration of a state of emergency can last for up to 14 days and can only be renewed once by the Lieutenant Governor with the advice of Cabinet for 14 additional days. After this point, additional extensions must be approved by a majority of the Ontario legislature.

The declaration of a state of emergency does not affect any of the powers provided to the Chief Medical Officer of Health, local medical officers of health or the Minister of Health under the *Health Promotion and Protection Act*. If there is any conflict between an order issued by any of these individuals and an order made under the *EMCPA*, the *EMCPA* order prevails.

**The Long-Term Care Homes Act**

Ontario’s *Long-Term Care Homes Act, 2007*, sets a framework for the delivery of care services from long-term care homes to their residents. The *LTCHA* requires every long-term care home to implement an infection prevention and control program. The *LTCHA* states that each home’s IPAC program is to include infection monitoring and infection prevention measures and must comply with the requirements stated in the *LTCHA* regulation.

The *LTCHA* regulation states that licensees must ensure that:

- IPAC programs are implemented in the home by an interdisciplinary team that meets regularly and invites the local medical officer of health to its meetings.
- IPAC programs are evaluated and updated at least annually.
- All staff participate in the implementation of the IPAC program and monitor and record signs of infection on every shift. Licensees must
also ensure that these records are analyzed regularly to detect infection trends.

- As part of the IPAC program, an outbreak management system is implemented to detect, manage and control infectious disease outbreaks. The outbreak management plan must also include defined staff responsibilities, reporting protocols based on requirements of the Health Promotion and Protection Act, communication plans, and protocols for receiving and responding to health alerts.
- A hand hygiene program is included in the IPAC program.

As discussed elsewhere in this report, some long-term care homes in Ontario failed to abide by the IPAC program requirements in the LTCHA regulation.

**Legislation and Order in Council Not Updated to Reflect New Ministries**

It should be noted that many of the important pieces of legislation mentioned above were not updated after the Ministry of Health and Long-Term Care was partitioned in July 2019. Consequently, all references to “the Minister” and said Minister’s responsibilities in the Health Protection and Promotion Act and the Long-Term Care Homes Act, 2007, technically refer to the Minister of Health and Long-Term Care – a position that no longer exists within a Ministry that no longer exists.

The Commission could not locate any publicly available government documents indicating which of the responsibilities described in these laws were assigned to the Minister of Health and which to the Minister of Long-Term Care. These two acts are crucial to the oversight of long-term care homes and the protection of their residents. It is critical that information regarding ministerial responsibility for the enforcement and implementation of these laws be apparent and accessible to members of the public and those who work within the long-term care sector. When the province created a standalone Ministry of Health and a separate Ministry of Long-Term Care,
it should have updated relevant legislation accordingly to clarify the new Ministers’ roles and responsibilities.

Furthermore, the provincial Order in Council that assigns emergency planning responsibilities to various ministries assigns responsibility for “human health, disease and epidemics; health services during an emergency” to the defunct Ministry of Health and Long-Term Care, making it unclear what specific roles the new Ministry of Health and Ministry of Long-Term Care should play in a pandemic. Confusion between the two ministries as to their respective roles in pandemic preparedness was apparent during the COVID-19 crisis.

**Conclusion**

In the months leading up to the COVID-19 pandemic, Ontario’s complicated health and public health systems were in a state of flux. The primary ministry responsible for the health and long-term care sectors had been divided into two. The networks through which the provision of local health services was overseen and administered were undergoing a significant reorganization. Meanwhile, as discussed in chapter 1, within the province’s long-term care homes, deep-seated issues were festering, weakening the ability of homes to manage a potential pandemic.

Once the COVID-19 pandemic began, it severely tested the actors, bodies, legislation and regulatory regimes that oversee and administer Ontario’s health sector, public health system, emergency response system and long-term care homes. As discussed throughout this report, the ability of these institutions to protect the province’s long-term care homes would, in many respects, prove to be lacking.
This Commission was called on July 29, 2020, to investigate how and why COVID-19 spread in long-term care homes, what was done to prevent the spread, and the impact of existing features of the long-term care system on the spread. Like the SARS Commission launched in 2003 and led by the Honourable Justice Archie Campbell, Ontario’s Long-Term Care COVID-19 Commission was created pursuant to section 78 of the *Health Protection and Promotion Act (HPPA)*, which allows the Minister of Health to call for an investigation into “the causes of any disease or mortality in any part of Ontario.”

This investigation has been different and perhaps even unprecedented in many ways. It involved investigating a severe and evolving health crisis as it was still underway. The Commission had to complete its investigation and prepare its report within nine months, a significantly short time when compared to recent commissions struck under the *HPPA* and public inquiry legislation to investigate matters of public health. Furthermore, the Commission conducted its investigation entirely remotely.

**The Commission**

The Commission conducted its investigation in accordance with the *Health Protection and Promotion Act*, the Terms of Reference, and its own Guiding Principles.

**Section 78 of the Health Protection and Promotion Act**

Under section 78 of the *Health Protection and Promotion Act* anyone can be appointed to investigate the causes of diseases and mortality in Ontario (an *HPPA* investigation). The investigative power is vital to meeting one of the
essential purposes of the *HPPA*: the prevention of the spread of disease and the protection of health. The importance of this power to investigate was critical during the COVID-19 pandemic given the dire situation facing long-term care. This Commission was called upon to investigate and make recommendations during the course of the health emergency with the hope that those recommendations would not only prevent the continued spread of COVID-19 in long-term care but also provide longer-term solutions.

The *HPPA* provides that only section 33 of the *Public Inquiries Act (PIA)* applies to the investigation. Section 33 sets out certain investigative powers and procedures, though other sections of the *PIA* contain a broader set of tools and procedures suitable to a more formal hearing. The legislature wisely limited the complexity of *HPPA* investigations so as to ensure that they take place expeditiously and with flexibility, as would be expected where an investigation is attempting to address an ongoing public health hazard. Section 33 provides the investigators with the power to summons witnesses and documents, which facilitates the investigative process. The investigation is not a trial or even an inquiry. It is an inquisitorial process intended to allow the investigators to assess the causes of the disease and mortality and make recommendations so that steps may be taken to protect the health and lives of Ontarians.

However, during the course of this investigation, it became apparent that additional powers and protections in the *Public Inquiries Act* would have been of assistance in expediting this investigation. For example, section 19 of the *PIA* allows the government to produce privileged documents to an inquiry without waiving privilege. This section does not apply to *HPPA* investigations. Unfortunately, considerable time was spent addressing this issue within this Commission, which distracted from the Commission’s real work. Other sections in the *PIA* should also be considered for inclusion in section 78, such as sections 18 (no intimidation by employer), 22 (protection against compulsion) and 23 (protection from action). Furthermore, consideration should also be given to ensuring that investigators may hear from people confidentially. The Commission heard from staff and residents who feared speaking publicly. As discussed below, this necessitated an amendment to the Terms of Reference. The extraordinary circumstances in which section 78 is used requires
the government to ensure that the investigators have all the tools needed to act expeditiously and independently. The government should review all of the provisions of the PIA and consider applying any that might be helpful to HPPA investigations.

Terms of Reference
The Commission’s Terms of Reference (see appendix C.2) as drafted by the government required the Commission to investigate and consider:

1. how the state of Ontario’s long-term care homes system before the COVID-19 pandemic contributed to the spread of COVID-19 within long-term care homes, and how residents, staff, volunteers, visitors, family members and others were impacted;
2. the adequacy of the measures taken by the provincial government, long-term care homes and others to prevent and contain the spread of COVID-19 within long-term care homes;
3. the impact of, among other things, physical infrastructure, staffing approaches, labour relations and clinical oversight on the spread of COVID-19 in long-term care homes;
4. current government initiatives and reforms in the long-term care homes system; and
5. all other matters that the Commissioners considered necessary to both assess the cause of the spread of COVID-19 within long-term care homes and further areas that should be the subject of future action by government to help prevent the future spread of disease in long-term care homes.

The Terms of Reference specifically require the Commissioners to conduct the investigation without making any findings of fact with respect to civil or criminal responsibility of any person or organization.

The Terms of Reference permitted the Commissioners to use any existing records or reports relevant to its mandate, including the 2019 final report
and recommendations from the Honourable Justice Eileen E. Gilse's Public Inquiry into the Safety and Security of Residents in the Long-Term Care Homes System.

The Terms of Reference required that the Commission's report be completed by April 30, 2021, and permitted the Commission to release interim reports setting out any information or recommendations that the Commissioners felt the government should consider before the final report was published.

The Commission released two sets of interim recommendations in order to communicate as soon as possible key recommendations that, if acted upon, would assist in preventing the spread of COVID-19 and protecting the health of the residents in long-term care homes (see appendix A). The interim recommendations, which were provided to the Minister of Long-Term Care and published on the Commission’s website on October 23, 2020, and December 4, 2020, are discussed further below.

The Commissioners heard that long-term care staff and residents did not feel comfortable coming forward as they feared for the safety of the residents and also for their jobs. The Commission therefore sought and obtained amendments to the Terms of Reference to clarify the Commission’s power to deal with information related to the investigation, including receiving information confidentially, anonymizing the sources of information received confidentially, and otherwise maintaining the confidentiality of such information.

The Terms of Reference require that “The Commissioners shall take into account any current government initiatives and reforms in the long-term care homes system, including responses to COVID-19 and any work underway in response to the Public Inquiry into the Safety and Security of Residents in the Long-Term Care Homes System in making any recommendations.” The government has not advised the Commission of all of its ongoing initiatives and reforms. For example, the government has indicated that it is currently reviewing whether personal support workers should be either part of a registry system or a regulated profession, or should remain unregulated; however, it declined to share its current analysis of this issue, even though the subject has been a matter of much discussion before the Commission (see chapters 1 and 5).
Guiding Principles
At the outset of the Commission, the Commissioners articulated five Guiding Principles (see appendix c.3) for their investigation:

1. Independence: The Commission operates independently of the government. Its independence is essential to uncovering the facts, conducting an objective analysis of the issues and developing recommendations.

2. Thoroughness: The Commission will conduct a comprehensive investigation to ensure that the questions set out in its Terms of Reference are explored and answered.

3. Inclusiveness: The Commission will ensure that it obtains information from the full spectrum of individuals and organizations who have information relevant to determining the factors that led to the outbreak in long-term care homes, and to developing strategies to prevent future outbreaks.

4. Timeliness: The Commission is working as the entire health care system continues to address the pandemic. In addition to making recommendations to assist the government in planning for future pandemics, the Commissioners will aim to make recommendations to prevent the further spread of disease during this pandemic.

5. Flexibility: To support a thorough, inclusive and timely investigation, the Commission will use a broad range of investigatory methods.

This Commission used all of these Guiding Principles to develop a process that would permit it to explore and investigate in a way that was consistent with its Terms of Reference. This process is described below.
The Commissioners, Commission Counsel and the Secretariat

The Commission was led by three Commissioners. The Commissioners directed the investigation and presided over public meetings that were transcribed, with the transcripts posted on the Commission's website, and over certain confidential meetings. The Commissioners were supported in their work by Commission Counsel and the Secretariat to the Commission. The Secretariat was composed primarily of seconded Ontario Public Service staff. Commission Counsel provided legal advice to the Commissioners and, together with the Secretariat staff, assisted in the Commission's investigation.

The Commissioners, Commission Counsel and the Secretariat brought various perspectives from both the public and private sectors. The Commission's team included members with expertise in health care, long-term care and legal sectors, as well as civil servants with significant public policy experience.

The Commission Website

The Commission's website provided the public with information both in English and French about the Commission's investigation, including the Commission's mandate, Terms of Reference, Guiding Principles, Commissioners, Commission Counsel and Secretariat staff. The website was fully compliant with the requirements of the Accessibility for Ontarians with Disabilities Act, 2005.

Updates on the Commission's progress were posted to the website along with transcripts of public meetings with the Commissioners. Many of the Commission's witnesses had slide decks to assist when they were presenting; these were also posted to the Commission's website to ensure that readers could understand the discussion in the transcript.

In addition, specific pages of the website were created to solicit observations and insights from long-term care home residents and their loved ones, long-term care homes staff, and management. Those who wished to could provide a written submission to a dedicated email address, leave a message on a monitored toll-free phone line, or participate in facilitated group meetings.
with Commissioners. Members of the general public could also leave a message or make written submissions to the Commission.

Guidelines for written submissions posted to the website provided suggested issues and questions to assist those preparing submissions to the Commission. The website notified those making written submissions that, while their submissions would not be posted on the Commission’s website, the Commissioners might refer to those submissions in an interim or final report. Following the amendments to the Terms of Reference, the Commission permitted individuals to provide information on a confidential basis. The website advised that the general themes expressed in information provided confidentially might be discussed without attribution in the Commission’s interim or final reports. The website also noted that if information provided confidentially identified an immediate risk to an individual or individuals’ health and safety, the Commission might take steps to ensure that this information was shared with organizations that could address the risk.

Organizations whose members were interested in the Commission's work were also asked to provide a link to the Commission’s website on their own website to make it easy for that organization’s members to follow the Commission’s progress.

**Investigating in the Midst of a Pandemic**

Commissions are often called in the aftermath of terrible disasters. Few, if any, have been called while the disaster rages. This Commission was called to investigate the cause and spread of death due to a disease that gripped the province and long-term care throughout the tenure of the Commission’s work. Conducting an investigation in the midst of a crisis poses additional challenges.

The Supreme Court of Canada has stated that Commissions of Inquiry are “often convened, in the wake of public shock, horror, disillusionment, or scepticism, in order to uncover ‘the truth.’” The Court has also stated that Commissions are charged with investigating tragedies in order to “help to prevent a recurrence of such tragedies in the future[.]”

Investigating the response to a novel ongoing public health threat
required a different approach than that taken by most Commissions, since the information and situation evolved as the investigation was proceeding. The number and severity of outbreaks within long-term care facilities were constantly changing, as was the common understanding of the nature and transmission of COVID-19. Having the benefit of timely information, the Commission released two sets of interim recommendations to assist in preventing the spread of COVID-19 and protecting the health of the residents and staff in long-term care homes (see appendix A).

**Interim Recommendations**

The Commission’s first set of recommendations was released and sent to the Minister of Long-Term Care on October 23, 2020, amidst the pandemic’s second wave. The recommendations focused on staffing, collaborative relationships between long-term care homes and health care partners, and infection prevention and control (IPAC).

As the second wave of the pandemic worsened, the Commission released a second set of interim recommendations on December 4, 2020. These recommendations focused on increasing the quality of resident care by improving leadership and accountability within long-term care homes. The recommendations included expanding and improving performance indicators to enhance resident quality of care. This set of recommendations also addressed issues regarding long-term care home inspections carried out by the Ministry of Long-Term Care, the Ministry of Labour, Training and Skills Development, and local public health units.

**The Commission’s Investigation Process**

The Commissioners had the power by summons to require any person to provide documents and information. The Commission used summonses where required and at the request of individuals and document custodians.
The Interviews
The Commission engaged with a variety of individuals who had information relevant to the Terms of Reference, including:

- **Long-term care home residents and their loved ones**: The Commission met with residents and loved ones as well as Residents’ Councils and Family Councils from many long-term care homes from different areas throughout the province. Meetings were conducted in English, and where Francophones were participating, live interpretation was used.

- **Long-term care home staff**: The Commissioners met with staff, staff associations and unions from across the province to hear about their experiences in long-term care before and during the pandemic.

- **Operators of long-term care homes**: The Commission heard from for-profit, not-for-profit, and municipally owned homes throughout the province and their representative organizations.

- **Other health care professionals from Ontario, and other provinces and countries**: These individuals provided the Commission with information about approaches that helped and could help reduce the spread of COVID-19 in long-term care homes during the pandemic, and that could have helped in the years prior.

- **Former and current government representatives**, including representatives from the Ministry of Health, Ministry of Long-Term Care, Ministry of the Solicitor General, Public Health Ontario, Ontario Health, Ministry of Labour, Training and Skills Development, and Cabinet Office, as well as medical officers of health. These individuals provided information about the province’s approach to long-term care generally and its response to COVID-19 in long-term care homes.

- **Associations and advocacy groups**: The Commission sought information from associations and advocacy groups representing the interests of various stakeholders including personal support workers, pharmacists, registered nurses, allied health professionals
(including audiologists, speech pathologists and dietitians), hospitals and long-term care homes. The Commission spoke with groups representing the province’s senior citizens generally and was particularly interested to meet with groups specifically devoted to seniors belonging to various minority or marginalized groups including Francophone, 2S-LGBTQ+, Indigenous, and those living in or using homeless shelters.

- **Experts and researchers in a variety of fields:** These individuals shared their knowledge, insights and findings in such areas as economics, data analytics, sociology, HVAC, architecture and design, social work, occupational health and safety, health education, medicine, infectious diseases, and geriatrics.

The Commissioners interviewed more than 700 individuals, some of whom appeared more than once, during the course of more than 170 formal sessions. There are more than 15,000 pages of transcripts of these meetings. All individuals interviewed had an opportunity to review and correct the transcripts of the interviews before they were posted to the website, and to provide any additional information.

In addition, the Commission held more than 20 confidential interviews, including with staff and other individuals concerned about reprisals.

**Group Meetings with Impacted Individuals and Commissioners**
Meetings with impacted individuals have been an important part of previous commissions where individuals have experienced trauma. Hearing first-hand from those who have suffered is an important part of the investigation; it also provides an opportunity for individual healing through the sharing of experience and loss.

This Commission made every effort to hear, in either official language, from as many residents, family and staff as possible. Given that the pandemic required the meetings to be held virtually, additional consideration had to be given to the design of the sessions since they would normally be held in person.
Impacted individuals numbered in the thousands, so efforts were made to maximize the number of participants. The Commission was mindful of issues in long-term care homes fighting outbreaks and where residents needed assistance to participate. Addressing the accessibility, design and confidentiality needs of vulnerable populations allowed for long-term care residents and staff to participate. The Commission reached out to the Ontario Association of Residents’ Councils, Family Councils Ontario and a number of regional family council organizations to help advertise the meetings and to get advice about the needs of residents and families. The Commission also worked with unions representing staff in homes to ensure that staff felt safe in sharing their difficult experiences with the Commissioners in a group setting.

These meetings were beneficial for the Commission because they brought discussions of policy to life – or, perhaps more appropriately, they brought life to discussions of policy.

Finally, the transcripts of these public meetings are on the website and form – for future generations – an oral historical record of what happened to the people in long-term care homes during this pandemic.

**Written Submissions**

The Commission sought written submissions from stakeholders and members of the public as part of its investigation. The Commission received and considered in its investigation some 300 written submissions from long-term care residents and their families, from long-term care home staff, from long-term care home management, from the general public, and from a variety of others including academics, researchers, advocacy groups and non-profit organizations.

**Preliminary Interviews**

Commission Counsel and Secretariat staff conducted preliminary interviews to identify those to attend before the Commissioners. In addition, Commission Counsel interviewed people who did not appear before the Commission but who nonetheless provided useful information and background.
Public Access to Meetings with the Commissioners

The Commission published transcripts of the formal Commissioners’ meetings to the Commission website to ensure that the public had access to all information it was able to share.

The final reports of other Commissions have highlighted the importance of providing public access to the means, methods and objectives of the Commission where matters of public interest are under investigation; doing so helps instill confidence in the public that the process is moving forward appropriately. In the final report of the Walkerton Inquiry, the Honourable Justice Dennis R. O’Connor noted that providing the public with access to the evidence helps keep the public informed of a Commission of Inquiry’s progress in real time, and allows the public to formulate their own opinions about what the Commissioners are being told. The Supreme Court of Canada has also stated that conducting these sorts of investigations in full view of the public can “serve as a type of healing therapy for a community shocked and angered by a tragedy.”

In light of the urgency of the situation and consistent with the Terms of Reference requirement that the investigation not impede ongoing efforts to isolate and contain COVID-19, Commission meetings were conducted remotely on a secure virtual platform. When conducting interviews, multiple individuals from the same organization were often interviewed simultaneously to maximize the investigation’s efficiency and to ensure the most accurate information possible.

Confidential Interviews with Commission Staff

The Commission also relied on confidential meetings where necessary, following the precedent set by Justice Campbell’s investigation into the introduction and spread of SARS. The SARS Commission conducted more than 600 confidential interviews over three years and held only six days of public hearings. In his report, Justice Campbell stated that using confidential interviews was necessary to obtain the frank, in-depth testimony required for the
Commission to consider all issues and make appropriate findings and recommendations. In certain instances, that proved true for this Commission as well.

This Commission repeatedly heard that people were afraid to publicly provide information to assist in the investigation. Staff working in long-term care homes feared reprisal against themselves, while people with loved ones still living in long-term care homes feared reprisal against those residents. In order to address these concerns and protect the privacy of these individuals, Commission staff conducted confidential interviews where appropriate.

The Commission also heard from family members who were concerned about legal action if they spoke negatively about the homes. The Commission arranged for duty counsel to advise individual participants if requested.

It is important that individuals feel safe giving information to investigatory bodies such as this. On more than one occasion the Commission was reminded about the importance of whistleblower protections and has therefore recommended strengthening the protections offered in the context of HPPA investigations.

Survey of the Province’s Long-Term Care Homes
To fill gaps in existing reports and documents, and to have real-time information to inform its recommendations, the Commission conducted a survey of the province’s 626 long-term care homes. This mandatory survey sought information about a number of issues including staffing, infrastructure, infection prevention and control practices, and leadership in the homes.

This survey data was used to report to the Commission on factors that contributed to the spread of COVID-19 in the province’s long-term care homes in the first wave of the pandemic.
Documentary Disclosure

In addition to the steps described above, the Commission also sought and obtained documents from relevant individuals and entities, including government ministries and agencies.

Difficulties Obtaining Necessary Government Information

The Terms of Reference mandated this Commission to investigate the adequacy of measures taken by the government and others to prevent, isolate and contain the spread of COVID-19 in long-term care homes. This necessitated a review and analysis of the government’s contemporaneous records about the measures taken to prepare for the pandemic (prevention) and regarding the adequacy of the government’s efforts to respond (isolate and contain the spread of the virus).

The Cabinet – well aware of the extraordinarily short time in which the Commission was required to complete its work – directed its ministries by Order in Council to cooperate with the Commission. When it was clear that, despite the Order in Council and the April 30 deadline, timely production of records would not be forthcoming, a summons to produce documents was issued in October. The government produced documents episodically through to early December. Government counsel advised the Commission early in its investigation that hundreds of thousands of documents would be produced. By early December, only a fraction of this amount had been produced. The failure to produce documents in a timely fashion was a specified reason why the Commissioners sought an extension of the deadline, which was denied.

The Chief Medical Officer of Health, Minister of Health and Minister of Long-Term Care were scheduled to appear before the Commission during the last week of February 2021. Ten days before they were to testify, the government produced an additional 211,000 documents. Furthermore, notes were produced on the eve of each of their attendances before the Commission. This type of late production does not assist the process and negatively affects the
appearance of the process. While the Commission is confident that this very late disclosure has not undermined its recommendations, the government nonetheless must take steps to ensure future Commissions are not faced with the same late and obstructive disclosure issues.

**Other Operational Challenges of the Short Timeline**

Important elements of the Commission’s work to ensure public participation and public transparency were challenging given the short timeframe for investigating and reporting. Specifically, as noted, the Commission took its obligations to Francophone Ontarians very seriously, actively offering services in French for all residents, family and staff, and providing French and English versions of all its communications with the public on its website.

Despite the compressed timeframe, the Commission placed priority on ensuring that individuals were able to speak to the Commission in both English and French. Additional time to deliver the report would have afforded an opportunity to provide simultaneous interpretation for meetings with persons whose first language was other than French or English, which is important given the general recognition that people with dementia and other cognitive issues tend to lose facility in their second language. It would have also afforded long-term care staff and loved ones of long-term care residents the opportunity to express themselves more comfortably and effectively in another language. The Commission heard from some individuals that language issues contributed to additional isolation for non-English first-language speakers. Had the Commission had more time, it would have ensured that the voices of those individuals could be heard through participation in additional group sessions with residents, staff and families using simultaneous translation.

In considering the time that Commissions need to conduct an investigation and deliver a final report, governments must consider more carefully the issues that must be attended to in conducting such work.
Existing Reports

The Commission’s Terms of Reference required the Commissioners to review and consider any existing records or reports relevant to the Commission’s mandate where practicable and appropriate, and permitted reliance on such reports instead of requiring the authors to attend before the Commission through interviews or otherwise.

Ontario has commissioned some very helpful reports. However, some were not easily accessible. For example, Dr. David Walker’s report on SARS could not be located on the government website. This seminal work was of great value to this Commission, and should be accessible to all Ontarians. It is recommended that all reports of significance on public health be made easily accessible to the public on the internet.

Conclusion

It has been an honour to serve on this Commission. Although we were confronted with extraordinary circumstances in conducting our investigation, thanks to the efforts of many, we were able to meet the challenge.

We were entrusted with the obligation to fully investigate what happened to cause the excessive sickness and deaths in long-term care homes and to make recommendations to prevent such a tragedy in the future.

Through our interviews we were also entrusted with the experiences of the residents who survived, and the experiences of family members and staff who suffered significant trauma as the first and second waves of COVID-19 swept through Ontario’s long-term care homes. Instead of thanking the surviving residents, residents’ family members and staff for reliving these painful events, the Commission respectfully suggests that we finally do now what many have urged be done in the past; namely, that we listen to what they told us and do what so obviously needs to be done.
Ontario

Order in Council 1058/2020

On the recommendation of the undersigned, the Lieutenant Governor of Ontario, by and with the advice and concurrence of the Executive Council of Ontario, orders that:

Whereas the Minister of Long-Term Care will appoint the Honourable Justice Frank Marrocco, Chair, Angela Coke and Dr. Jack Kitts as Commissioners to investigate the recent spread of Covid-19 within long-term care homes pursuant to section 78 of the Health Protection and Promotion Act;

Whereas clause 56(1)(b) of the Judges Act (Canada) provides that a Judge may act as a Commissioner where authorized to do so by the Lieutenant Governor in Council of a Province;

Whereas the Minister of Long-Term Care has provided the Commissioners with a Terms of Reference for the investigation;

And whereas it is desirable to support the investigation and to mandate full co-operation with the Commissioners by all Government ministries and agencies;

Honourable Justice Frank Marrocco is hereby authorized to act as a Commissioner pursuant to his appointment by the Minister of Long-Term Care to undertake an investigation under section 78 of the Health Protection and Promotion Act;

All Government ministries and agencies, and their employees, shall assist the Commissioners to the fullest extent in order that they may carry out the investigation; and

All Government ministries and agencies shall respect the independence of the investigation.

Premier and President of the Council

Approved and Ordered: July 22, 2020

Published: August 6, 2020

https://www.ontario.ca/orders-in-council/oc-10582020
Terms of Reference

Ontario’s Long-Term Care COVID-19 Commission

MANDATE

1. Having regard to s. 78 of the Health Protection and Promotion Act, the Commissioners shall investigate and provide a report of findings and recommendations respecting:

   (a) how the pre-COVID-19 state of the long-term care homes system, including the relationship to other aspects of the health care system, contributed to the COVID-19 virus spread within long-term care homes and how residents, staff, volunteers, visitors, family members and others were impacted;

   (b) the adequacy of measures taken by parties, including the province, long-term care homes and other parties, to prevent, isolate and contain the spread of COVID-19, including the adequacy of existing legislative and regulatory provisions, policies, practices and specifications on infection prevention and control of infectious diseases in long-term care homes;

   (c) the impact of existing physical infrastructure, staffing approaches, labour relations, clinical oversight and other features of the long-term care system on the spread of COVID-19 in the long-term care homes;

   (d) all other relevant matters that the Commissioners consider necessary to investigate the cause of the spread of COVID-19 within long-term care homes;

   (e) in considering the current government initiatives and reforms in the long-term care homes system, any further areas that should be the subject matter of future action by government to help prevent the future spread of disease in long-term care homes.

2. The Commissioners shall ensure that the investigation be conducted in a manner that does not impede ongoing efforts to isolate and contain COVID-19.

3. The Commissioners shall conduct the investigation faithfully, honestly and impartially in accordance with these terms of reference, and shall ensure that the investigation
is conducted effectively, expeditiously, and in accordance with the principle of proportionality.

4. The Commissioners shall conduct the investigation and make the report without expressing any conclusion or recommendation regarding the civil or criminal responsibility of any person or organization. The Commissioners shall further ensure that the conduct of the investigation does not in any way interfere or conflict with any ongoing criminal, civil or other legal proceedings or investigation, and without making any findings of fact with respect to civil or criminal responsibility of any person or organization.

5. The Commissioners shall, as much as practicable and appropriate, refer to and rely on the matters set out in section 33 of the Public Inquiries Act, 2009. In particular, the Commissioners may request and review and consider any existing records or reports relevant to the mandate, including the Final Report and Recommendations from the Public Inquiry into the Safety and Security of Residents in the Long-Term Care Homes System dated July 30, 2019, and other medical, professional and business records. Further, the Commissioners may consider such reports and records in lieu of requiring persons to provide evidence and documents to the Commissioners through interviews or otherwise.

6. The Commissioners shall take into account any current government initiatives and reforms in the long-term care homes system, including responses to COVID-19 and any work underway in response to the Public Inquiry into the Safety and Security of Residents in the Long-Term Care Homes System in making any recommendations.

7. The Commissioners shall hold such public and private (in person or virtual, as appropriate) meetings as they deem advisable in the course of investigation.

8. In accordance with section 33 of the Public Inquiries Act, 2009, the Commissioners may by summons require any person to give evidence or produce in evidence such documents and things as the Commissioners may specify that is relevant to the investigation in order to fulfill their mandate in a timely manner.

9. The Commissioners, through the support Secretariat, shall be provided with such resources as are required, and may request the retention of lawyers, experts, research and other staff as the Commissioners deem appropriate and may request the acquisition of external research.

10. Upon completion of their investigation, the Commissioners shall deliver their final report containing their findings, conclusions and recommendations to the Minister of
Long-Term Care who shall make such report available to the public as soon as practicable after receiving it.

11. The Commissioners shall conclude the investigation and deliver a final report to the Minister of Long-Term Care no later than April 30, 2021. The Commissioners may provide an interim report setting out any information or recommendations they believe should be considered by the government prior to the submission of their final report.

12. The Commissioners shall also ensure that the final report is delivered in both English and French at the same time; however, if, in the opinion of the Commissioners, the health and safety of the public would not be served by delaying the delivery of the report and only one language version is ready, the Commissioners may deliver the report in only one language. If the report is delivered in only one language, the other language version shall be delivered as soon as possible.

13. The Commissioners shall ensure that the final report is prepared in a form appropriate for release to the public, pursuant to the Freedom of Information and Protection of Privacy Act, the Personal Health Information Protection Act, 2004 and other applicable legislation. In so far as practicable, the Commissioners shall work to maintain and ensure the confidentiality of personal information and personal health information.

14. The Commissioners shall ensure that the investigation is conducted in a manner consistent with the limits of the constitutional jurisdiction of the Province of Ontario.

15. The Commissioners shall act in accordance with the Terms of Reference, which may be amended by the Minister of Long-Term Care as required.

16. In the event that the Commissioners are unable to carry out any individual term of the mandate, the remainder of these provisions shall continue to operate, it being the intention of the Minister of Long-Term Care that the provisions operate independently.

AUTHORITY AND APPOINTMENT OF COMMISSIONERS

The Commissioners will be appointed by the Minister of Long-Term Care under section 78 of the Health Protection and Promotion Act and in accordance with directives outlined in Treasury Board/Management Board of Cabinet’s Agencies and Appointment Directive.
This process will include meeting eligibility criteria and completing personal and conflict of interest disclosures and a police record check.

The Commissioners will be tasked with acting in the interest of Ontario and will need to demonstrate impartiality.

The appointment as a Commissioner does not confer the status of a public servant under the Public Service of Ontario Act, 2006. Further, as an appointee, the Commissioners are not, and shall not be deemed to be an employee, agent or partner of Her Majesty the Queen in right of Ontario or the Ministry of Long-Term Care for any purpose, except as set out in the paragraphs below regarding Access and Privacy.

The Commissioners shall comply with the Treasury Board/Management Board of Cabinet’s Agencies and Appointment Directive and all other applicable government directives.

The Commissioners will be collectively referred to as “Ontario’s Long-Term Care COVID-19 Commission.”

TERM OF APPOINTMENT

Each appointment is at pleasure and will be for a term not exceeding May 31, 2021, unless the appointment is revoked, or the Commissioner terminates his or her participation by providing 30 days’ prior written notice.

REIMBURSEMENT AND REMUNERATION

The Commissioners will be compensated with a per diem as set out in the Order in Council approved by the Lieutenant Governor in Council.

The Commissioners will be reimbursed for eligible expenses in accordance with Treasury Board/Management Board of Cabinet’s Travel, Meals and Hospitality Directive.

COMMISSION APPOINTEES

Chair:

One Commissioner will be designated to act as a Chair and will:
Ontario's Long-Term Care COVID-19 Commission

- Set the direction of the Commission’s investigation and may make recommendations to the Minister of Long-Term Care on amendments to the Terms of Reference;
- Determine the structure and staffing needs of the Commission in order to fulfill its mandate and make recommendations to the Executive Lead – subject to applicable guidelines and directives;
- Liaise between the Commission and the Minister of Long-Term Care;
- Ensure the fulfillment of the Commission’s mandate without prejudice; and,
- Be the public face of the Commission and be the official person of record for the Commission.

Commissioners

The other Commissioner(s) will:
- Be representatives of the Commission that may preside over hearings and interviews;
- Be a strategic advisor to the Chair and the government;
- Fulfill the mandate of the Commission without prejudice; and,
- Be responsible for the duties of the Chair if he is unable to fulfill those duties.

SECRETARIAT STAFF

The Commission will be supported by a secretariat of approximately 12 FTEs to provide a variety of support functions including administration, communications, research, project management and legal services.

The Ontario Public Service will provide an Executive Lead who will oversee the secretariat. The Executive Lead will be responsible for staffing the secretariat and ensuring the Commissioners are supported in their mandate. This secretariat will be housed within the Ministry of the Attorney General.

BUDGET

The Commission will have an operating budget to support activities related to their mandate. The Commission may recommend to the Executive Lead such counsel, staff, or expertise or other services as the Commission considers necessary in the performance of their duties, subject to the operating budget, and applicable directives and guidelines, including those pertaining to the retention of outside counsel.
CONFLICT OF INTEREST

Each Commissioner is required to fulfill the duties of his or her appointment in a professional, ethical and competent manner and avoid any real or perceived conflict of interest. In particular, and without limiting the generality of the foregoing obligations, each Commissioner shall:

1. not use or attempt to use his or her appointment to benefit himself or herself or any person or entity;
2. not participate in or attempt to influence decision-making as an appointee if he or she could benefit from the decision;
3. not accept a gift that could influence, or that could be seen to influence, the appointee in carrying out the duties of the appointment;
4. not use or disclose any confidential information, either during or after the appointment, obtained as a result of his or her appointment for any purpose unrelated to the duties of the appointment, except if required to do so by law or authorized to do so by the Minister of Long-Term Care;
5. not use government premises, equipment or supplies for purposes unrelated to his or her appointment;
6. comply with all applicable government directives; and
7. comply with such additional requirements, if any, established by the Minister of Long-Term Care.

For the purposes of the above “confidential information” means information that is not available to the public.

CONFIDENTIALITY

During the term of the appointment and after its termination or expiration each Commissioner shall hold in confidence and treat as confidential all Confidential Information where “Confidential Information” is defined as all data and information in oral, written, graphic, photographic, recorded or other form acquired or prepared by or for each Commissioner pursuant to this appointment, regardless of whether it is identified as confidential. Further each Commissioner shall:

(a) use Confidential Information only as required for their participation as a Commissioner;
(b) maintain all Confidential Information separate and apart from all other records and databases in a physically secure location;
(c) not disclose, directly or indirectly, to any person or entity any Confidential Information without the prior written authorization of the Ministry of Long-Term Care at its sole discretion;

(d) take all reasonable precautions to protect the Confidential Information from any unauthorized use, access and disclosure, and loss; and

(e) provide any Confidential Information in possession of each Commissioner or under their custody and control to the Ministry of Long-Term Care on demand and at the termination or expiration of the appointment, with no copy or portion kept in any form or on any media.

All Confidential Information shall be and remain the sole property of the Ministry of Long-Term Care.

ACCESS AND PRIVACY

All Confidential Information, including hand written notes, e-mail, and voicemail relating to work pursuant to the appointment as a Commissioner is subject to the provisions of the Freedom of Information and Protection of Privacy Act and/or the Personal Health Information Protection Act, 2004 and may be subject to disclosure in accordance with these Acts. For the purposes of sections 17 and 37(2) of the Personal Health Information Protection Act, 2004, the Commissioners are an agent as defined in that Act.
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MANDATE

1. Having regard to s. 78 of the Health Protection and Promotion Act, the Commissioners shall investigate and provide a report of findings and recommendations respecting:

   (a) how the pre-COVID-19 state of the long-term care homes system, including the relationship to other aspects of the health care system, contributed to the COVID-19 virus spread within long-term care homes and how residents, staff, volunteers, visitors, family members and others were impacted;

   (b) the adequacy of measures taken by parties, including the province, long-term care homes and other parties, to prevent, isolate and contain the spread of COVID-19, including the adequacy of existing legislative and regulatory provisions, policies, practices and specifications on infection prevention and control of infectious diseases in long-term care homes;

   (c) the impact of existing physical infrastructure, staffing approaches, labour relations, clinical oversight and other features of the long-term care system on the spread of COVID-19 in the long-term care homes;

   (d) all other relevant matters that the Commissioners consider necessary to investigate the cause of the spread of COVID-19 within long-term care homes;

   (e) in considering the current government initiatives and reforms in the long-term care homes system, any further areas that should be the subject matter of future action by government to help prevent the future spread of disease in long-term care homes.

2. The Commissioners shall ensure that the investigation be conducted in a manner that does not impede ongoing efforts to isolate and contain COVID-19.

3. The Commissioners shall conduct the investigation faithfully, honestly and impartially in accordance with these terms of reference, and shall ensure that the investigation is conducted effectively, expeditiously, and in accordance with the principle of proportionality.
4. The Commissioners shall conduct the investigation and make the report without expressing any conclusion or recommendation regarding the civil or criminal responsibility of any person or organization. The Commissioners shall further ensure that the conduct of the investigation does not in any way interfere or conflict with any ongoing criminal, civil or other legal proceedings or investigation, and without making any findings of fact with respect to civil or criminal responsibility of any person or organization.

5. The Commissioners shall, as much as practicable and appropriate, refer to and rely on the matters set out in section 33 of the *Public Inquiries Act, 2009*. In particular, the Commissioners may request and review and consider any existing records or reports relevant to the mandate, including the Final Report and Recommendations from the Public Inquiry into the Safety and Security of Residents in the Long-Term Care Homes System dated July 30, 2019, and other medical, professional and business records. Further, the Commissioners may consider such reports and records in lieu of requiring persons to provide evidence and documents to the Commissioners through interviews or otherwise.

6. The Commissioners shall take into account any current government initiatives and reforms in the long-term care homes system, including responses to COVID-19 and any work underway in response to the Public Inquiry into the Safety and Security of Residents in the Long-Term Care Homes System in making any recommendations.

7. The Commissioners shall hold such public and private (in person or virtual, as appropriate) meetings as they deem advisable in the course of investigation.

8. In accordance with section 33 of the *Public Inquiries Act, 2009*, the Commissioners may by summons require any person to give evidence or produce in evidence such documents and things as the Commissioners may specify that is relevant to the investigation in order to fulfill their mandate in a timely manner.

9. The Commissioners, through the support Secretariat, shall be provided with such resources as are required, and may request the retention of lawyers, experts, research and other staff as the Commissioners deem appropriate and may request the acquisition of external research.

10. Upon completion of their investigation, the Commissioners shall deliver their final report containing their findings, conclusions and recommendations to the Minister of Long-Term Care who shall make such report available to the public as soon as practicable after receiving it.
11. The Commissioners shall conclude the investigation and deliver a final report to the Minister of Long-Term Care no later than April 30, 2021. The Commissioners may provide an interim report setting out any information or recommendations they believe should be considered by the government prior to the submission of their final report.

12. The Commissioners shall also ensure that the final report is delivered in both English and French at the same time; however, if, in the opinion of the Commissioners, the health and safety of the public would not be served by delaying the delivery of the report and only one language version is ready, the Commissioners may deliver the report in only one language. If the report is delivered in only one language, the other language version shall be delivered as soon as possible.

13. The Commissioners shall ensure that the final report is prepared in a form appropriate for release to the public, pursuant to the Freedom of Information and Protection of Privacy Act, the Personal Health Information Protection Act, 2004 and other applicable legislation. In so far as practicable, the Commissioners shall work to maintain and ensure the confidentiality of personal information and personal health information.

14. The Commissioners shall ensure that the investigation is conducted in a manner consistent with the limits of the constitutional jurisdiction of the Province of Ontario.

15. The Commissioners shall act in accordance with the Terms of Reference, which may be amended by the Minister of Long-Term Care as required.

16. In the event that the Commissioners are unable to carry out any individual term of the mandate, the remainder of these provisions shall continue to operate, it being the intention of the Minister of Long-Term Care that the provisions operate independently.

**AUTHORITY AND APPOINTMENT OF COMMISSIONERS**

The Commissioners will be appointed by the Minister of Long-Term Care under section 78 of the Health Protection and Promotion Act and in accordance with directives outlined in Treasury Board/Management Board of Cabinet’s Agencies and Appointment Directive.

This process will include meeting eligibility criteria and completing personal and conflict of interest disclosures and a police record check.
The Commissioners will be tasked with acting in the interest of Ontario and will need to demonstrate impartiality.

The appointment as a Commissioner does not confer the status of a public servant under the *Public Service of Ontario Act, 2006*. Further, as an appointee, the Commissioners are not, and shall not be deemed to be an employee, agent or partner of Her Majesty the Queen in right of Ontario or the Ministry of Long-Term Care.

The Commissioners shall comply with the Treasury Board/Management Board of Cabinet’s *Agencies and Appointment Directive* and all other applicable government directives.

The Commissioners will be collectively referred to as “Ontario’s Long-Term Care COVID-19 Commission.”

**TERM OF APPOINTMENT**

Each appointment is at pleasure and will be for a term not exceeding May 31, 2021, unless the appointment is revoked, or the Commissioner terminates his or her participation by providing 30 days’ prior written notice.

**REIMBURSEMENT AND REMUNERATION**

The Commissioners will be compensated with a *per diem* as set out in the Order in Council approved by the Lieutenant Governor in Council.

The Commissioners will be reimbursed for eligible expenses in accordance with Treasury Board/Management Board of Cabinet’s *Travel, Meals and Hospitality Directive*.

**COMMISSION APPOINTEES**

Chair:

One Commissioner will be designated to act as a Chair and will:

- Set the direction of the Commission’s investigation and may make recommendations to the Minister of Long-Term Care on amendments to the Terms of Reference;
- Determine the structure and staffing needs of the Commission in order to fulfil its mandate and make recommendations to the Executive Lead – subject to applicable guidelines and directives;
• Liaise between the Commission and the Minister of Long-Term Care;
• Ensure the fulfillment of the Commission’s mandate without prejudice; and,
• Be the public face of the Commission and be the official person of record for the Commission.

Commissioners

The other Commissioner(s) will:
• Be representatives of the Commission that may preside over hearings and interviews;
• Be a strategic advisor to the Chair and the government;
• Fulfil the mandate of the Commission without prejudice; and,
• Be responsible for the duties of the Chair if he is unable to fulfil those duties.

SECRETARIAT STAFF

The Commission will be supported by a secretariat of approximately 12 FTEs to provide a variety of support functions including administration, communications, research, project management and legal services.

The Ontario Public Service will provide an Executive Lead who will oversee the secretariat. The Executive Lead will be responsible for staffing the secretariat and ensuring the Commissioners are supported in their mandate. This secretariat will be housed within the Ministry of the Attorney General.

BUDGET

The Commission will have an operating budget to support activities related to their mandate. The Commission may recommend to the Executive Lead such counsel, staff, or expertise or other services as the Commission considers necessary in the performance of their duties, subject to the operating budget, and applicable directives and guidelines, including those pertaining to the retention of outside counsel.

CONFLICT OF INTEREST

Each Commissioner is required to fulfill the duties of his or her appointment in a professional, ethical and competent manner and avoid any real or perceived conflict of interest. In particular, and without limiting the generality of the foregoing obligations, each Commissioner shall:
1. not use or attempt to use his or her appointment to benefit himself or herself or any person or entity;
2. not participate in or attempt to influence decision-making as an appointee if he or she could benefit from the decision;
3. not accept a gift that could influence, or that could be seen to influence, the appointee in carrying out the duties of the appointment;
4. not use or disclose any confidential information, either during or after the appointment, obtained as a result of his or her appointment for any purpose unrelated to the duties of the appointment, except if required to do so by law or authorized to do so by the Minister of Long-Term Care;
5. not use government premises, equipment or supplies for purposes unrelated to his or her appointment;
6. comply with all applicable government directives; and
7. comply with such additional requirements, if any, established by the Minister of Long-Term Care.

For the purposes of the above "confidential information" means information that is not available to the public.

CONFIDENTIALITY AND RECORDS

Records of the Government of Ontario

Any disclosure of records by the Government of Ontario to the Commission, either voluntarily or in response to a request or summons, is not intended to waive any confidentiality, privilege or immunity that may exist over those records whether or not the government has specifically asserted the confidentiality, privilege or immunity.

Subject to any order made by the Lieutenant Governor in Council respecting the records of the Executive Council or any agreement entered into between the Commissioners and the Government of Ontario:

1. the Commissioners shall hold in confidence and treat as confidential all information provided by the Government of Ontario that is identified at the time of disclosure or subsequent to disclosure as subject to a legal confidentiality, privilege or immunity;
2. the Commissioners shall take all reasonable measure to avoid the disclosure, directly or indirectly, of such information without the further consent of the Government of Ontario.
Records Provided by Parties Other than the Government of Ontario

The Commissioners may in their sole discretion determine what information provided by parties other than the Government of Ontario shall be maintained as confidential and may enter into agreements or undertakings to maintain such confidence and otherwise regulate the maintenance and use of that information.

Maintenance of Records

The records of the Commission during the course of its work are to be maintained within the custody and control of the Commission and are not considered to be the records of the Ministry of Long-Term Care.

At the conclusion of the investigation, subject to the confidentiality provisions above, all records and information supplied to or obtained by the Commissioners shall be transferred to Archives Ontario for the purposes of archiving in accordance with the Archives and Recordkeeping Act, 2006.
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Guiding Principles

The Long-Term Care Commission was established to investigate how and why COVID-19 spread in long-term care homes, what was done to prevent it and the impact of key elements of the existing system on the spread of the disease. The Commission will also make recommendations aimed at preventing future outbreaks in long-term care homes.

The Commission was established under section 78 of the Health Protection and Promotion Act, which authorizes investigations respecting the causes of disease and mortality.

The Commissioners’ investigation will be guided by the following principles:

Independence

The Commission operates independently of government. Its independence is essential to uncovering the facts, conducting an objective analysis of the issues and developing recommendations.

Thoroughness

The Commission will conduct a comprehensive investigation to ensure that the questions set out in its terms of reference are explored and answered.

Inclusiveness

The Commission will ensure that it obtains information from the full spectrum of individuals and organizations who have information relevant to determining the factors which led to the outbreak in LTC homes, and to developing strategies to prevent future outbreaks.

Timeliness

The Commission is working as the entire health care system continues to address the pandemic and prepares for a possible second wave of COVID-19. In addition to making recommendations to assist the government in planning for future pandemics, the
Commissioners will aim to make recommendations to prevent the further spread of disease during this pandemic.

**Flexibility**

To support a thorough, inclusive and timely investigation, the Commission will use a broad range of investigatory methods.
APPENDIX D: **Correspondence Regarding Final Report Deadline**

**APPENDIX D.1: LETTER TO MINISTER FULLERTON DECEMBER 9, 2020**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ontario’s Long-Term Care COVID-19 Commission</th>
<th>Commission ontarienne d’enquête sur la COVID-19 dans les foyers de soins de longue durée</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The Honourable Frank N. Marrocco, Chair</td>
<td>L’honorable Frank N. Marrocco, président</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angela Coke, Commissioner</td>
<td>Angela Coke, commissaire</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr. Jack Kitts, Commissioner</td>
<td>Dr Jack Kitts, commissaire</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

December 9, 2020

The Honorable Merrilee Fullerton
Ministry of Long-Term Care
400 University Avenue, 6th Floor
Toronto, ON M5G 1S5

Dear Minister Fullerton:

The Terms of Reference for the Long-Term Care Covid-19 Commission require that we investigate and report the causes of the spread of COVID-19 in the Province’s long-term care homes and deliver our final report no later than April 30, 2021. We understand the rationale for completing the report as soon as possible. We are however, writing to inform you that we will not have completed the investigation in time to deliver our report by the intended date.

The Commission’s investigation so far has included over 70 meetings with government representatives, stakeholders, and experts, generating over 5,880 pages of public transcripts. We have delivered two interim reports including interim recommendations.

However, as wave 2 continues to spread in the community and LTC homes, we continue to gather new information and gain valuable insights into the spread of COVID-19 in LTC homes. This will better inform our findings and recommendations in our final report.

Notwithstanding the work to date, the Commission continues to encounter significant delays in obtaining government information central to the Commission’s investigation. Most documents responsive to the Commission’s document summonses and requests remain outstanding. To meet its obligation to address the questions outlined in the Terms of Reference, the Commission will require additional information about the measures taken to prevent, isolate and contain the spread of COVID-19 in the province’s long-term care homes before and through the second wave.
In light of the ongoing pandemic, the Commission’s outstanding requests for information, and the volume of data that the Commission anticipates receiving, we are writing to request an extension to the deadline for the Commission’s final report to December 31, 2021. Our ability to deliver the final report by this date will require the province's full cooperation, promised in the July 22, 2020 Order-in-Council.

The Hon. Frank N. Marrocco  
Chair

Angela Coke  
Commissioner

Dr. Jack Kitts  
Commissioner

cc. Hon. Christine Elliott, Deputy Premier and Minister of Health
December 23, 2020

The Honourable Frank N. Marrocco  
Chair Commissioner  
Angela Coke, Commissioner  
Dr. Jack Kitts, Commissioner  
Ontario’s Long-Term Care COVID-19 Commission  
24th Floor, 700 Bay Street  
Toronto ON M5G 1Z6

Dear Chair Commissioner Marrocco and Commissioners Coke and Kitts:

Thank you for your letter of December 9 requesting an extension of the Commission’s mandate.

In establishing the Commission under the Health Protection and Promotion Act, the Premier, the Minister of Health, and I highlighted the need for an expedited process to review the spread of COVID-19 in Ontario’s long-term care homes. Our main goal was to establish an independent but agile review process to make timely recommendations that could both support the government’s ongoing work managing COVID-19 and preventing the spread of disease in those homes, as well as informing the Government’s priority focus on addressing long standing challenges in the sector. In this respect, I am pleased that the Commission has been able to deliver interim recommendations on October 23 and December 4.

The urgency of our situation has not changed. In fact, as Ontario deals with this next wave of COVID-19 throughout the province, the duration of which is unknown, the need for timely and focused advice is even more acute. The government has had to take aggressive and decisive action to deal with this situation, and we will continue to make COVID-19 and Ontario’s long-term care system a central focus of our ongoing policy agenda. We have already made announcements about significant investments in long-term care, and your recommendations will inform our decisions to ensure those investments result in meaningful and concrete changes.

It is for these reasons that I must request that the Commissioners remain focused on the reporting deadline of April 30, 2021, as indicated in your Terms of Reference.
I appreciate the independence of the Commission in deciding how best to fulfill its Terms of Reference. At the same time, we would respectfully request that you consider prioritizing recommendations that would best support government decisions you believe are needed now. If you are of the view that there are matters that fall within your terms of reference that warrant further examination by government beyond April 30, 2021, I invite you to highlight those matters in your recommendations.

I want to assure you of the ongoing cooperation of the government as you complete your work. An organization as large as the Ontario Public Service can create a considerable volume of records and I note that government staff continue to be engaged full-time in responding to the evolving COVID-19 pandemic. I have asked staff to continue to work with the Commission to ensure you receive the documents you require to fulfill your mandate in as timely a manner as possible.

We look forward to receiving the Commission’s final report and recommendations by April 30, 2021. Keeping Ontarians safe—particularly our most vulnerable—continues to be the top priority of our government.

Sincerely,

Dr. Merrilee Fullerton
Minister of Long-Term Care